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Series Editor Foreword

The global phenomenon, that is, rapid urbanization coupled with population growth and
concentrations in countries in the low-income category, has naturally been accompanied by an
unprecedented increase in consumption of food, water, building materials, energy, and
resources. The world is now left with a pressing demand for pollution control measures, waste
management and improved efficiency, productivity, and quality of services. Since new ideas
and innovation often start with a “need”, the world is now motivated to turn to smart and
resilient solutions.

Despite a shared primary motive, which is to respond to the sustainable development needs
of the society, the application of the Smart city concept may differ from one country to
another. In developing countries, a smart city may be defined as one providing adequate
infrastructure to meet increasing demands in the face of rapid urbanization, whereas in
developed countries, the maintenance of existing infrastructure systems is the main challenge.
Smart infrastructure is the foundation for key elements and themes related to a Smart city and
that includes smart mobility, smart economy, smart governance, smart building, and a smart
environment. These elements, operating individually yet contributing to a whole, that is, a
smart city, need integrated approaches as tools for multiple disciplines and key players.

Now that Smart building and Resilience in planning has become a primary goal and their
importance has become established, the question of “how can they be achieved?” remains a
topic of deliberation and research among architects and city planners. Can old and already
developed cities take advantage of new sustainability opportunities and become resilient or is
it too late? What is certain, on the other hand, is that new cities can learn from the mistakes of
old ones. By taking a resilient approach to city planning and management, cities can withhold
the ability to cope with climate change shocks, energy crisis, food and water shortages, and
more.

Because smart and resilient cities involve dealing with built structures, infrastructures,
institutions, and individuals, the proposed approaches and solutions must originate from
multidisciplinary discussions in a multicultural environment. By promoting communication
and exchange of knowledge, this book represents the perfect platform where the current
requirements and advances are investigated and analyzed. It is the resulting work of experts,
researchers, and city planners, from different parts of the world, coming together to interact,
exchange ideas, and work on solving mutual problems.

This volume offers real-life examples, from current realities, hoping the reader to establish
an understanding of the essential components of resilience and adaptation to change and
shocks. It is meant to, both, showcase and stimulate discussion on the rising challenges faced
by cities and why becoming intelligent and harnessing innovation is imperative to tackling
those challenges and making our cities more livable. Research authored in this volume takes
advantage of emerging technologies to build sustainable programs and enables
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decision-making to predict and meet social, economic, and environmental outcomes. With an
emphasis on the interaction between the natural environment, infrastructure, and society, the
book represents a valuable contribution toward the future and welfare of our society.

Mourad Amer, Ph.D.
Series Editor, Springer

CEO & Founder, IEREK
Cairo, Egypt

viii Series Editor Foreword



Preface

The exponential growth of urbanism in the form of growing megacities necessitates a change
in the way we perceive and plan frameworks and infrastructures for smart cities in order to
neutralize the cons of urbanism. The encroachment of green areas and peripheral areas by
urbanism alongside the negative implications of urbanism on the environment threatens future
generations’ wellbeing. Thus, the need for responsible and resilient architecture and urban
planning cannot be overlooked by nowadays architects and urban planners. This volume
explores the paradigms of resilience and environmental and social responsibility within the
framework of smart cities as an attempt to equip policy makers with tools that would allow
them to implement the necessary changes for the purpose of achieving sustainability in smart
cities.

In continuation of the efforts to overcome the negative impacts of sprawling urbanization
discussed in the previous volume, the current volume expands on implementing resilient
solutions in smart cities framework and infrastructure while offering solutions to already
existing structures. This volume also explores the possibility of improving the life quality in
smart cities through computing and digital application in various branches. As a whole, this
book provides a holistic vision of sustainability in smart cities where it looks into the
improvement of living conditions while also giving thoughts to the environment and trying to
avoid the negative cultural and ecological impacts of urbanism.

One of the central concepts that are focused on in this volume is that of the importance of
transcending the Anthropocene that governs contemporary urban planning toward a new
paradigm that is inclusive of ecosystems and local marginalized cultures in the urban sprawl.
As such, this volume stresses on bringing into awareness our responsibility toward building an
eco-friendly and environmentally sustainable green smart cities that encompass diverse and
marginalized cultures and allow them to thrive. Furthermore, architectural resiliency is pre-
sented here as entailing energy consumption, water consumption, waste management, and
transportation and more.

This volume is an amalgamation of carefully selected research papers prepared for and
submitted to the second edition of the international conference on Resilient and Responsible
Architecture and Urbanism that was held in Sepang, Malaysia in 2019 and organized by
IEREK.

London, UK Hassan Abdalla
Aveiro, Portugal Hugo Rodrigues
Bikaner, India Vimal Gahlot
Dhaka, Bangladesh Mohammad Salah Uddin
Suita, Japan Tomohiro Fukuda
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Smart Framework and Infrastructures

The paradigms of resilience and responsibility call for both
sustainable development and ecological responsibility in
planning of smart cities. As such, the preliminary step for
founding a smart city should be the establishment of a smart
infrastructure that would be able to absorb disturbances,
evolve, and co-evolve with other systems while seeking to
neutralize its negative impact on the surrounding ecological
system. The physical infrastructures within a city such as
services, transportation, and utilities can be further integrated
through smart city frameworks to make them more resilient
and responsible. Consequently, the chapters of Part I in this
volume dwell on methods that would help us redefine our
understanding of what is natural and what is ecological
while transcending our anthropocentric tendencies and
admitting our responsibilities toward our ecosystems. The
following chapters maneuver through interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary frameworks to offer smart infrastructure
solutions to smart cities that would enable them to be
simultaneously ecological and efficient.

The first chapter “Governing Sustainability in Urban
Ecosystems: Arguments for a Transdisciplinary Framework”
seeks to achieve the aforementioned goals by questioning
the anthropocentric approaches to sustainability because of
their simplicity and superficiality and calls for a transdisci-
plinary approach that better addresses and understands the
complex heterogenous, hybrid, and non-linear nature of
sustainability. The chapter analyses the environmental
challenges faced by rapidly developing countries and then
proposes a transdisciplinary framework of governance of
sustainability in urban ecosystems. The following chapter
“The Dilution of Peri-Urban Socio-Cultural Identity: an
Insight into Policies and Strategies in Malaysia and the
European Commission” also stresses on the importance of
eliminating the confusion about the definition of peri-urban
spaces to sustainability planning and policy making for these
spaces. It also brings to attention the danger of diluting the
socio-cultural identity of peri-urban spaces and discusses
means of preserving this identity. As an exemplar of this, it

presents a qualitative study that scrutinizes the cases of
Malaysia and Europe as it examines their definition of
policies and strategies about peri-urban areas and their sus-
tainability as well as highlights the importance of adapting
them to the benefit of the preservation of the peri-urban
socio-cultural identity.

In the chapter “Integrating Resilience Through
Adaptability and Transformability: Ecologically
Responsive Design Approach in Case of South-Western
Coastal Region of Bangladesh” the challenges posed by
climate change are discussed as it presents a case study from
Bangladesh and proposes a framework of developing an
ecologically self-resilient community to neutralize the
incontrovertible climate change problems.

In addition to the discussion about ecology and
socio-cultural identity, the chapter “The Mexico City New
International Airport: A Case Study in Environmentally
Sensitive Geometries” discusses means of reducing energy
consumption and accordingly decreasing CO2 emissions
where it presents the Mexico City New International Airport
as a case study that helps in understanding the impact of
implementing the principles of energy-efficient geometries in
modern architecture. It also deliberates on how the role of
geometry in sustainable practices is generally overlooked in
spite of its fundamentality and argues that the application of
these principles would lead to a shift away from the nowa-
days predominant orthogonal geometry. Furthermore, the
chapter, taking into consideration the impact of CO2 emis-
sions from traffic, extensively examines the issue of trans-
portation and its impact on the environment.

This part continues to dwell on the problems of traffic and
congestion. The chapter “Is Greener Commuting Possible?
A Campus Case Study in Schwäbisch Hall as Contribution
to Climate Protection” approaches the problem of traffic
from an ecological perspective as it overviews the environ-
mental problems caused by traffic and CO2 emissions,
especially in large cities, and the need to shift mobility and
transport toward an eco-friendlier and emission-free means.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86499-6_2
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It suggests measures to reduce CO2 emissions by creating
incentives for all parties involved to shift toward green
mobility and also by examining the current mobility
behavior and tendency of students to use green mobility.

The last chapter in this part “Economic Feasibility of
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) Mode of Transport: A Case
for Ahmedabad City, Gujarat” proposes a framework of
integrating a Personal Rapid Transport (PRT) model in the
city of Ahmadabad, a city where traditional transportation is
challenged by the narrow and congested streets. The paper

aims at shedding light on the operational and financial fea-
sibility of implementing the PRT system in stretches of the
city while discussing effective solutions for the challenges of
the higher commute time and the installation cost.

The first part of this book calls attention to the importance
of integrating smart frameworks and infrastructures to the
founding of new smart cities. It exhaustively discusses var-
ious strategies and paradigms that would enable us to make
our smart cities more responsible and resilient.

2 Smart Framework and Infrastructures



Governing Sustainability in Urban
Ecosystems: Arguments
for a Transdisciplinary Framework

Gerardo del Cerro Santamaría

Abstract

This paper points toward the need for transdisciplinary
frameworks for understanding the nature and challenges
of urban sustainability. It questions the conventional,
anthropocentric approaches to sustainability, particularly
their neglect to articulate the complex and material
dimensions of sustainable endeavors. Anthropocentric
sustainability is a controversial idea. It prevents us from
being able to develop a sound analysis of ecological
threats, and, therefore, it prevents us from elaborating
effective proposals for sustainability and sustainable
development. We need to step away from any conception
of “the natural” as Nature. The meaning of “natural” is
associated with sustainability, both in urban and
non-urban contexts. Thus, we suggest that “ecology”
and “nature” are concepts in opposition, and we elaborate
a working definition of sustainability that is relevant for a
situation of rapid urbanization in the Anthropocene.
Accordingly, as discussed elsewhere (del Cerro Santa-
maría, Del Cerro Santamaría, G. (2019a). Megaprojects,
Sustainability and Competitiveness in the United Arab
Emirates, Unpublished Fulbright Scholar Project Pro-
posal, New York City.), an urban context will be defined
as sustainable “if it is planned and governed to account
for the capacity, fitness, resilience, diversity and balance
of its ecosystem. We take the view of sustainability as an
organic process including environment, economy and
community: form and efficiency (environmental factors in
design, architecture, engineering and construction) as well
as policy (urban plans and practices that explicitly aim at

maintaining and improving the social and economic
well-being of citizens).” We first explore the environ-
mental challenges in a rapidly developing country
(China), and we then assess the potentialities of innova-
tion districts in the fostering of urban sustainability. After
this analysis of empirical referents, we lay out the
elements for a transdisciplinary framework that can guide
the governance of sustainability in urban ecosystems.

Keywords

Sustainability � Rapid urbanization � Transdisciplinarity� Ecology � Governance � Complexity � Innodistricts

1 Introduction

The concept of urban sustainability can first be found in a
1968 publication by Stanley A. Cain with the title “The
importance of ecological studies as a basis for land-use
planning.” This piece shows how ecological studies con-
tribute to planning and how land use and planning become
tools for urban sustainable development (Zhang & Li, 2018).
On the other hand, Vojnovic (2014) proposes to consider
society, economy, and environment as the basic elements of
any conception of sustainability. These elements

can be equally promoted through the concepts of
inter-generational and intra-generational equity. The first is
concerned with maintaining the quality of natural ecological
systems and their services over time, while the second is based
on promoting the equitable access to resources within current
generations, providing human populations with basic needs
(2014, 36).

From the viewpoint of Hannan and Sutherland (2015), we
can see six principles that can be used as elements in the
evaluation of urban sustainability and how urban ecosystems
contribute to it. These elements include:

G. del Cerro Santamaría (&)
U.S. Fulbright Award Recipient (Urban Planning), New York,
USA

G. del Cerro Santamaría
London School of Economics, London, UK
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(a) create of a place with a vibrant culture, where a diversity of
social, environmental, and economic activities can take
place,

(b) ensure social justice and contribute to intra-generational
and inter-generational equity including the recognition of
social, environmental and cultural heritage,

(c) ensure adequate community participation and democratic
overnance,

(d) ensure urban spatial integration and promote more sus-
tainable and efficient forms of transport,

(e) promote economic growth and employment creation and
ensure economic viability, and

(f) minimize pollution and waste; maximize energy efficiency
and maintain ecological integrity (Hannan & Sutherland,
2015, 41).

In this context, planning is instrumental for sustainability
in the various contexts where it develops. However, the
implications of all of the new sustainability dynamics for the
livability of city regions have not found their way in gen-
erating new regional planning approaches. Instead,

governments adjust plans to accommodate private sector plans
on an ad hoc project-by-project basis. While this can be seen as
being realistic in the face of formidable processes of globaliza-
tion and neoliberal governance, the greatly increased stress on
the urban environment suggests the need for more proactive
responses to environmental deterioration and flooding
(Douglass, 2010, 18).

In lieu of integrated planning, various levels of govern-
ment in many metropolitan regions around the world

are moving forward with more targeted responses such as dis-
aster preparedness, river cleanups and improvements in water
control infrastructure. The outstanding question is whether such
sector projects and programs sum up to a coherent strategy that
can effectively address the portent of rising human costs of
environmental damage (Douglass, 2010, 21).

If we take, for example, the case of urban megaprojects,
any sustainable strategy needs to look beyond the “iron tri-
angle” of fulfilled schedule, budget, and specifications in
analyzing megaprojects.

Big projects need to be judged for how they meet objectives
over time, amid shifting societal, political, and environmental
values. Measuring the success of a mega-project is not linear.
There are twists and turns not only in terms of engineering and
the emergence of new technology, for example, but in the
moving target of public expectations. New problems always
crop up that such projects are expected to solve, long after the
first blueprints were approved. The biggest plans tend get started
under political leaders who are almost always gone by the time
of completion (Omega Center, 2012, 26).

We know many aspects of rapid urbanization and how
megaprojects contribute to it. This research area has been
developing quickly in the past decades. However, we know
little about how urban megaprojects are related to the prac-
tice of sustainability, and about the specific governance
settings and arrangements that have the potential to advance
sustainability goals.

Urban sustainability can be generally defined as the idea
that “a city can be organized so that it meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future genera-
tions to meet their own needs” (United Nations, 1987). The
goal of urban sustainability obeys a logic of multiple,
intertwined factors, and that implementing and governing
sustainability in urban ecosystems entails a shift in the
conventional approaches to planning.

As shall be argued below, urban sustainability is a com-
plex endeavor requiring a transdisciplinary sensitivity and
framework in order to be approached and understood. We
shall arrive at proposing some elements for such a frame-
work by first exploring environmental challenges in a
rapidly developing country (China), and then by assessing
the potentialities of innovation districts in the fostering of
urban sustainability.

2 Infrastructure and Environmental
Challenges in China

China’s socioeconomic development uses infrastructure and
megaprojects as basic strategic elements. Positive results are
clearly visible, but the country’s goals regarding sustainable
development have not been reached. According to the PRC
Ministry of Ecology and Environment (PRCMEE),

two-thirds of China’s lakes have chemical deficiencies caused
by pollution. As a result of pollution and increasing consump-
tion, two-thirds of China’s cities are short of potable water. Air
is heavily polluted across the northern heavy industry belt from
Shanxi to Liaoning provinces and along the heavily industrial-
ized east coast. Many polluted industrial sites will require
extensive soil remediation before they will again be fit for
human use (PRCMEE, 2016, 13).

According to a New York Times report, China is
responsible for 47% of the world’s coal burning, which is
more than all other countries in the world combined. As a
result,

respiratory diseases that are directly related to air pollution are
currently the leading cause of death in China, according to the
World Wildlife Fund (WWF). In addition to some of the world’s
worst air pollution, China also has many waterways that are
highly polluted. According to the Economist, more than 50% of
China’s surface water is not fit for human consumption, whereas
approximately 60% of the groundwater under Chinese cities is
considered to be severely polluted (Watkins et al, 2018, B3).

2.1 Energy

According to the World Bank,

Electricity production in China doubles nearly every 10 years.
China now generates 18% of all electricity globally, only
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slightly less power than the United States. China’s non-fossil
fuel electrical power sources are still overwhelmingly nuclear
and hydro (96% combined), according to the World Bank. The
more difficult target to achieve will be 20% renewable power
production by 2020. Despite rapid growth, wind and solar
energy sources still make up <1% point of total electricity
production in China. Since solar power is still more expensive to
produce than electricity from coal-fired turbines, the government
offers subsidies either for capital investment or operations, but
neither subsidy is sufficient to break-even under current condi-
tions (World Bank, 2018, 25).

In addition to renewable power generation, there is a
growing market for energy service company (ESCO)
projects,

which can help to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions. ESCO projects typically finance the purchase of
new energy-efficient equipment through projected savings on
future fuel bills in comparison with old or energy-hungry
machinery. While the World Bank and many smaller “green
funds” have already entered this market, many local investors
are hesitant, since they find the five-to-ten year payback period
too long. This is one factor contributing to opportunities for
foreign energy savings companies with local partners (Bachman
& Burnett, 2012, 35).

2.2 Water and Wastewater

Future efforts to increase water sector performance should
adopt a more integrated approach.

The different components of urban water systems—water,
wastewater, and stormwater—are often handled by different
government organizations with different, sometimes competing
agendas. Integrated water resource management can be used to
match water quality to water uses, improve treatment
cost-effectiveness, and raise the quality of discharged water to
environmentally safe levels. China’s water industry will open up
for reverse osmosis, membranes, and other advanced treatment
technologies that minimize energy inputs and simplify opera-
tions (Southerland, 2017, 43).

2.3 Transportation

One of the keys in Chinese urban development is
transit-oriented development (TOD). In this context, one
sees that factors involving density are not usually included in
design analysis. However,

many cities retrofit their zoning codes after subway construction
to allow development to cluster around transit stops. With the
right land use mix, this offers the possibility of higher use of
non-motorized transport. At least 13 Chinese cities currently
have one or more subway lines under operation, 54 lines cov-
ering 1,700 km. Another 76 lines, or an additional 1,600 km, are
under construction. The target is 40 subways systems by 2020

covering about 7,000 km. At this pace and scale, TOD is poised
to make a big difference in the long-term sustainability of urban
living (Luo et al, 2017, 41).

2.4 Desertification

According to Smith,

China is also dealing with rampant soil erosion and desertifi-
cation, which is a type of land degradation that is a result of
previously fertile soil transforming into arid land due to poor
agricultural practices and land management, as well as extreme
climate change. According to the WWF, desertification has
already swept over 30% of China’s land mass. Since 1978, the
Chinese has followed guidelines set by the Three-North Shelter
Forest Program, otherwise known as the Great Green Wall,
which involved the construction of what is now over 66 billion
trees that are used to block the path of the Gobi’s storms.
Despite this afforestation project, the desert’s expansion con-
tinues to affect various surrounding cities (Smith, 2018, 32).

And Schwärzel argues that,

As towns continue to get swept under sand as a result of these
storms, the Chinese government is forced to move affected
populations away from degraded lands. In fact, between 2003
and 2008, over 650,000 people who were previously living in
China’s Inner Mongolia province were forced to resettle in other
cities. An even more concerning fact is that these sand dunes are
forming only about 44 miles away from Beijing at a pace of
almost 2 miles each year. To prevent the capital city from being
submerged in sand, the Chinese government must investigate
new and creative ways in which natural ecosystems can be
restored (Schwärzel, 2017, 21).

3 Sustainability Challenges in China

One of the factors contributing to the complex essentially
complex nature of sustainability is that, in conceiving and
presenting the goals of preserving sustainable strate-
gies, sustainability appears as interdependent on the dimen-
sions of entrepreneurship, innovation and competitiveness of
economies. Indeed, the goal that is presented to us in the
majority view on sustainability is “green capitalism,” that is,
not a sustainable global society with clearly established lim-
its to growth, but rather the sustainability of the informa-
tion and knowledge economy, to which reformers and
planners add more or less ambitious commitments to the
environment (Meadows et al., 2004). The Chinese case
illustrates the possibilities, contradictions and limitations of
this approach (World Bank, 2018).

In early 2019, the Chinese government approved three
sustainable development zones, Shenzhen, Guilin and
Taiyuan, which form the leading axis in Chinese innovation
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(Ness, 2018). These zones are implementing the 2030 Uni-
ted Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Shenzhen is China’s innovation engine. This zone will integrate
technologies in sewage treatment, waste utilization, ecological
restoration, and artificial intelligence to solve issues from
resource management to pollution. Guilin will focus on inno-
vations that tackle desertification, creating solutions that can be
replicated by other regions facing the threat of encroaching
deserts. Taiyuan, targeting air and water pollution, will foster
innovative solutions that can be replicated by regions relying on
resource extraction (XinhuaNet, 2018, 22).

Shenzhen, Guilin and Taiyuan function as large sustain-
able innovation districts (or innodistricts). In these newly
developed urban areas, achieving sustainability usually
means achieving environmental sustainability. This goal by
itself, however, does not guarantee the sustainability
of innodistrict development in the knowledge econ-
omy (Carnes, 2016). This objective must be pursued in
a comprehensive and holistic way (United Nations
SDG 2030), such that it is integrated with innodistricts,
any infrastructure projects, industrial corridors for advanced
manufacturing, factories of the future and other develop-
ment projects. It ought to take into account:

(1) environmental sustainability, promoted by sustainable
infrastructure and the creation of “sustainable devel-
opment zones”;

(2) sustainability in the design and planning of the devel-
opment project;

(3) sustainability in management;
(4) institutional sustainability, aimed at the integration of

all relevant stakeholders, and
(5) socioeconomic sustainability, based on a strategic

alignment of the project's objectives with urban,
regional and even national policies.

We shall develop and discuss these sustainability
dimensions below when we discuss sustainability in
innodistricts.

Complex sustainability, therefore, is an organic process
that

includes the environment, the economy and the community;
form and efficiency (environmental factors in design, architec-
ture, engineering and construction) and policies (plans and urban
practices that aim explicitly to maintain and improve the social
and economic well-being of citizens ). Thus a development
project can be defined as sustainable if it is planned and
implemented to take into account the capacity, adaptability,
resilience, diversity and balance of the ecosystem where it is
located and of which it constitutes a symbiotic element (del
Cerro Santamaría, 2019a, 26).

Despite this systematic and holistic approach, the limi-
tations of many of the sustainability strategies underway
today persist. Such limitations are seen in the fact that, to the

extent that countries shift into the transition from urban
property investment and finances to science, knowledge and
innodistricts, what we see is that sustainability strategies,
including environmental sustainability, are conceived as a
central element in the positioning of the market.

As cities and countries climb the industrial value ladder and
expand their service sector to cater to growing domestic
demand, environmental quality will become central to achieving
sustainable economic growth. Urban residents in the more
sophisticated markets are already putting a substantial price
premium on high-quality urban environment (i.e., ecological
or “sustainable”). To attract the right labor pool, cities will need
to raise their game further (World Bank, 2018, 33).

Thus, in global cities like New York, London or Sydney,
among others, certain strategies aimed at sustainability can
have the perverse effect of gentrification (Curran, 2017),
which starkly reveals the problems of anthropocentric sus-
tainability. From this perspective, the planet continues to be
considered exclusively a resource for human use.

4 Governing Sustainability in Innovation
Districts

The geography of knowledge economy includes, as one of
its paradigms, the clusters of high level and high
added-value technological and scientific activity in the tra-
ditional technopoles (Castells & Hall, 1994). More
recently, the growing importance of the innovation econ-
omy in urban areas and the desire of many companies to
attract talent and know-how meant a concerted effort to
provide better living conditions for their workforce. This has
been a trigger for the creation and development of innova-
tion districts in many cities of the planet.

These innodistricts (innovation districts) are

geographical urban areas where institutions and leading com-
panies are grouped together and connect with new companies,
business incubators and accelerators. Compact, transit-friendly
innovation districts with high-tech infrastructure encourage open
collaboration, promote the pooling of talent, and offer attractive
places to live (Katz & Wagner, 2014, 38).

The Brookings Institution estimates that there were about
100 innovation districts around the world in 2019. Barce-
lona, Boston, Berlin, Copenhagen, London, Medellin,
Montreal, Seoul, Stockholm, Bilbao, Atlanta, Cambridge
(Massachusetts), Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Toronto, Brooklyn (New York), Chicago, Portland, San
Francisco and Seattle contain emerging or established
innovation districts.

Some innodistricts, such as Barcelona @ 22, are based on
planning and investment efforts directed by the govern-
ment, under the premise that innovation districts can be
effective tools for urban regeneration and economic
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development. The decision to create an innovation district is
usually “an attempt by urban and regional leaders to maxi-
mize their strengths and resources in order to emerge as a
center of innovation in the knowledge economy” (Carnes,
2016).

Innovation districts contain economic, physical and net-
work assets or clusters, and organize around a model of
triple helix by which entrepreneurs are linked to universities
and research centers to promote ideas. Innovative practices
are sometimes supported by government funds in key ways,
as Mazzucato has persuasively shown (Mazzucato,
2013). Universities, in turn, create new research and devel-
opment opportunities and facilitate increased revenue
streams.

Capital, technology and the built environment are tangi-
ble assets in the development of the innovation dis-
trict. Intellectual density, impact innovation, and social and
economic networks are intangible assets. Physical proximity
and density can be promoted in a planned way. To create an
entrepreneurial spirit, however, is far more complex. It
requires long-term cultivation of crucial social, cultural and
behavioral aspects. Intangible long-term social processes,
such as the quality of education, leadership training and
culture, or business ethics, play a fundamental role in the
shaping of innovation cultures.

Among the requirements for the successful creation of
innovation districts, one finds the value of collaboration
between stakeholders and investors. The most powerful and
effective innovations and innovation processes today origi-
nate in collaboration, the exchange of ideas, the combination
of disciplines and the strategies of technological disruption.

Effective, multidisciplinary and open collaboration
requires intellectual density (concentration of qualified ac-
tors and talent), diversity, close proximity, strong networks
and partnerships between citizens, companies, laboratories,
academic institutions and investors (Dall’Orso, 2019). For
this reason, the efficiency of the innodistricts improves if
they are integrated, or at least aligned in goals and objec-
tives, in the regional and national innovation sys-
tems, and if their planning and management include actors
or stakeholders external to the ecosystem of innovation.

Innodistricts are associated with a certain promise of
sustainability over alternative urban development focused
on financial investment and real estate speculation. The
latter still benefit from a clearly favorable incentive structure.
This limits the potential to optimize opportunities for
investment in knowledge-intensive industries and activities.

Rather than primarily pursuing unrealistic growth tar-
gets through large capital-intensive projects (e.g. megapro-
jects), cities and regions may choose to integrate their
innovation initiatives into their local context, history, and
culture. This way they can nurture their strengths to address

priorities such as affordable housing and accessibility
to public services and education. This facilitates the possi-
bility to create long-term, exponential and sustainable impact
(dall’Orso, 2017).

Innodistricts, thus, represent the urbanization of the
knowledge economy, growing around the links between
science, technology, innovation and sustainability. Innodis-
tricts are urban spatial locations for these ideas and prac-
tices. However, there is no consensus about the positive
impact of innodistricts. For their detractors, innodistricts are

useless from an ecological point of view, uncertain from an
economic point of view, counterproductive from the point of
view of habits. They even harbor false promises in an era of
uncertainty and precariousness (Wagner, 2019, 46).

For example, the location and residential appeal of new
neighborhoods can create new housing pressures that ex-
clude some of the disadvantaged populations. Social mixing
is in no way guaranteed by residential diversity: “Classical
sociological studies show that neither social homogeneity
nor social heterogeneity guarantee that individuals will
actually socialize” (da Cuhna, 2013).

Many innovation districts underline its ecological orien-
tation and sustainability means, in those cases, environ-
mental sustainability. However, very often the focus of
ecological relationships within the innodistrict reflects a
structure of ghetto that operates in isolation with respect to
the external environment. Synergies should be designed
to cross-link to external conditions in the urban environment
(Paquot, 2013). If the eco-district exclusively allows
self-referential synergies, its urban development and sus-
tainability objectives are in doubt, as is the case, among
other cases, in Masdar City (Günel, 2019).

Supposedly, innovation districts have the potential
to restore the promise of quality of life in neighborhoods, the
value of sociability, solidarity, density and identity; they are
presented as well as sustainable projects. However, the
understanding of the kind of sustainability that innodis-
tricts apparently promote requires careful analysis.

5 Sustainability Components
in Innodistricts

As described above, achieving sustainability in innodistricts
is not guaranteed by environmental sustainability alone.
This objective has to be pursued in a comprehensive and
holistic way. One way to do this is to use the notion of
“multiple success factors” (Grunert & Elleegard, 1992) and
take into account (1) environmental sustainability, promoted
by sustainable infrastructure and the creation of “sustainable
development zones” in which innodistricts would be
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integrated; (2) sustainability in the design and the planning
of the innodistrict; (3) sustainability in management; (4)
institutional sustainability, aimed at the integration of
all relevant stakeholders and (5) socioeconomic sustain-
ability, based on a strategic alignment of the innodistrict's
objectives with urban, regional and even national poli-
cies (del Cerro Santamaría, 2020b).

Let us recapitulate with the definition proposed above.
An innodistrict can be defined as sustainable

if it is planned and executed to take into account the capac-
ity, adaptability, resilience, diversity and balance of its urban
ecosystem. We consider sustainability as an organic process that
includes environment, economy and community: form and
efficiency (environmental factors in design, architecture, engi-
neering and construction), as well as policies (urban plans and
practices that explicitly target maintain and improve the social
and economic well-being of citizens) (del Cerro Santamaría,
2019a, 34).

(1) Sustainable Infrastructure

The quality of urban infrastructure is key for the goal of
preserving the natural environment. This ought to be the
starting point for the coming shape of socioeconomic
development. Those responsible for planning have to know
how to integrate all the infrastructure subsystems
using technology and decision-making protocols needed to
obtain information in real time. This can make it possible to
efficiently use the synergies between subsystems, which
operate autonomously but are interrelated. The backbone of
the next phase of infrastructure development

should be the “one-system” approach. Infrastructure planners
need to consider the development of the entire city-wide
infrastructure system, including its energy, transport, land, and
water subsystems. Realizing the potential synergies between
subsystems will require technology for real-time information,
conservation pricing, and demand management (Ness, 2018,
74).

Suppliers and infrastructure experts in these areas should
be prepared to achieve higher infrastructure performance
standards in the coming years.

Government stimulus and financing will also be critical. Central
governments can redouble its commitment to environmental
sustainability by continuing to pursue aggressive resource con-
servation and economic productivity targets, and by backing
those efforts up with funding for investment in infrastructure
(United Nations, 2016, 41).

(2) Sustainable Planning and Design

Innodistrict planning should be oriented toward goals of
social equity and to ensuring sustainable development rather
than focusing solely on growth and competitive-
ness. Financial planning should avoid strategic

misrepresentation and optimism bias regarding costs and
benefits. The goal of sustainability could be facilitated by
including commitment clauses by all stakeholders that
ensure a fair distribution of benefits throughout the
community.

In the design process, contextual elements such as local history
and culture should be important factors in interpreting archi-
tectural styles and assigning specific meaning (local, regional,
national, global) to the architectural practices used to build
innodistricts and make them visible (del Cerro Santamaría,
2013, 24).

(3) Sustainable Management

Innodistrict management must avoid the “exclusivity bias”
among planners and managers, who tend to view their pro-
jects as unique, preventing them from learning from other
projects.

Indeed, there is often an over commitment to a certain project
concept at an early stage, resulting in a “lock” or “catch.”
This makes the analysis of alternatives unlikely and leads to ad
hoc compromises in later stages. Planning and operation of
innodistrict activity are stochastically high risk, with exposure to
so -called black swans, i.e., improbable events that end with
massively negative results (Flyvbjerg, 2014, 42).

Stakeholders should take this into account, rather than treating
projects as if they really existed in a Newtonian deterministic
world of cause, effect and control. Complexity and unplanned
events must be taken into account; budgets and time contin-
gencies must address that inherent complexity appropriately
(Flyvbjerg, 2014, 45).

(4) Institutional Sustainability

One aspect that stands out as we study innodistricts is their
relationships with pro-growth coalitions. One legitimate
question is whether these large projects and the form of
development they represent constitute a way of legitimizing
the “engines of growth,” growth machines and the com-
mercial interests in urban areas. Public actors and state
agencies responsible for regeneration and development also
play a role in the shaping of innodistricts. Case studies and
empirical research need to carefully find the particularities of
this aspect.

In addition to growth coalitions, the governance of
innovation districts must consider a variety of stakehold-
ers in order to ensure institutional sustainability. There is no
space in this document to adequately develop this argument,
but I will simply mention the following aspects and stake-
holders that should be taken into account: (1) the role of
civil society; (2) the role of local context, history, and cul-
ture; (3) the importance of maintaining urban variety and
diversity; (4) the importance of the local integration of
the district in urban synergies, preventing
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its ghettoization; (5) the role of public space in the design of
the innodistrict; (6) the role of urban design professionals.

(5) Socioe-conomic Sustainability

The embeddedness or mutual integration of the multiple
scales of socioeconomic action (from the local to the global
level) is paradoxically linked to the tendency of the private
sector to develop innodistricts independently of state and
urban regulations. Therefore, aligning the objectives of these
innodistricts with regional and national policies must be a
priority. The emergence of new institutional agreements is
vital to the implementation of strategic policies at adminis-
trative levels. Separating the primary objectives of the inn-
odistricts from the objectives of the political realm usually
yields negative results.

Therefore, innodistricts generally work as catalysts for
urban development and regeneration.

They can and should be used as tools at the national level to
advance sustainability policy. The result can be an optimization
of sustainable policy outcomes due to synergistic multiplier
effects. From this perspective, the key question for future
research would be how to plan and build innodistricts that
simultaneously promote sustainability and competitiveness (del
Cerro Santamaría, 2019a, 21).

After the above discussion, to what extent and under what
conditions can we state that innovation districts are sus-
tainable? There may be advantages in promoting innovation
districts compared with urban regeneration strategies
aimed at building megaprojects, to the extent that innodis-
tricts serve to foster scientific and technological develop-
ment efforts in cities and regions. The risk is that they can
become, in a neoliberal urban context, elitist icons promot-
ing urban innovation. They would, thus, replicate the
non-sustainability of megaprojects and development strate-
gies based on real estate, residential or commercial devel-
opment. The disadvantages of megaprojects are well known:
risk of gentrification, excess of expectations, lack of
results, cost overruns, spatial polarization, socio-spatial
segregation, among others.

Innovation districts are generally planned to encour-
age livability, regeneration, development, ecology and sus-
tainability, and these are positive goals. They are districts that
generate economic value for cities, but one of the draw-
backs is the large increase in housing prices that they cause
and, sometimes, the population displacements they trigger. As
we have described above, certain strategies aimed at sus-
tainability can have the perverse effect of gentrification.

Like culture and tourism, which became catalysts for
urban economic prosperity but at the same time
unleashed strong gentrification processes, innovation dis-
tricts promote the growth of urban wealth, a process where
we usually find winners and losers. Without adequate public

policies that limit their negative impact, innovation dis-
tricts do not promote sustainability but rather contribute
to processes of dualization and socioeconomic polarization
that are detrimental to the well-being of cities and countries.

6 Governance of Complex Sustainability

Innodistricts give us a good empirical reference to analyze
the complexities of sustainability. This is an anthropocentric
perspective on sustainability, which links it to
entrepreneurship, innovation and competitiveness. In order
to proceed toward a transdisciplinary framework guiding the
governance of sustainability, however, we need to enrich
such an approach to sustainability with contributions from
new materialisms and transdisciplinary approaches, which
favor a better understanding of sustainability’s complexities,
its mechanisms and purposes, and therefore its management.

The consensus established around the idea of sustainable
urbanism tells us that we must strive to

maximize the efficiency of energy and material resources, create
a zero waste system, support the production and consumption of
renewable energy, promote the neutrality of carbon, or zero
carbon footprint (United Nations, 2016, 33).

We are also expected to reduce pollution, decrease
transportation needs and encourage

walking and cycling, provide efficient and sustainable trans-
portation, and preserve ecosystems. Scalability of the design and
spatial proximity (compact cities) are emphasized, which pro-
mote livability and communities’s sustainable prospects (Lin &
Gámez, 2018, 65).

The emission limits established by the European Union
and other organizations, and the various ecological transi-
tion policies, determine what types of specific strategies
should be implemented in each case and in each place (De
Clara & Mayr, 2018). Indeed, although the ethos and telos
of sustainability can be understood in a univocal way, it is a
complex and multidimensional concept with many concrete
variants, among other reasons because the zero or starting
points of each human settlement differ.

“Complexity” refers to assemblages in which insepara-
bility, inter-retroactivity, interactivity and interdependence
prevail between the elements that form it and between the
subject of knowledge and its context:

Pertinent knowledge must confront complexity. Complexus
means that which is woven together. In fact there is complexity
whenever the various elements (economic, political, sociologi-
cal, psychological, emotional, mythological …) that compose a
whole are inseparable, and there is inter-retroactive, interactive,
interdependent tissue between the subject of knowledge and its
context, the parts and the whole, the whole and the parts, the
parts amongst themselves. Complexity is therefore the bond
between unity and multiplicity. Developments proper to our
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planetary era confront us more frequently, ineluctably with the
challenge of complexity (Morin, 1999, 15).

The Latin word complexus means “intertwined”, “twis-
ted.” We can define it as a joint or union of two or more
things that constitute a unit and that is composed of differ-
ent elements. Here, we find the basic duality between parts
that are at the same time different and connected, which
indicates that something complex requires two or more
components that are linked in such a way that it is difficult to
separate them.

Since the components of a complex cannot be separated without
destroying it, the method of analysis or decomposition into
independent modules cannot be used to develop or simplify
such complexes. This implies that complex entities will be dif-
ficult to model, that eventual models will be difficult to use for
prediction or control, and that complex problems will be difficult
to solve (they are wicked problems). Complexity contains
simultaneously order (the connection between the components)
and disorder (variety and heterogeneity) it is therefore perma-
nently in unstable equilibrium, even to the edge of chaos
(Edmonds, 1996, 45).

Urban complexity can be said to emerge

from the decentralized and self-organizing webs, assemblages
and networks of transactions and interactions among a wide
range of heterogeneous actors, agents and stakeholders that
typically occur at multiple scales in dynamic, fuzzy, changing
and uncertain urban settings. These transactions and interactions
of cooperation and competition, informed by serendipity and
randomness, highlight agents’ perceptions, choices, decisions
and preferences (Batty, 2008, 27).

Agents, actors, actants and stakeholders can be individ-
ual, community, city and regional, involving social, eco-
nomic and political institutions. Their mutual interactions
produce feedback loops that allow the adaptation of indi-
vidual and group actors and the emergence of phenomena,
patterns and outcomes (physical, behavioral, social, eco-
nomic, ecological, environmental) that cannot be predicted
by analyzing the particular webs, assemblages, networks and
their constituents and components (Alexander, 1965; Bar-
abasi, 2003; Bunge, 2014; Miller, 2016).

To the complex nature of sustainability contribute not
only the scope and variable geometry of its own sustainable
practices but also the overall socioeconomic context where
it has been recently developing and the situation of cri-
sis and uncertainty to which is applied as a possible strategy
to contain systemic risks.

Some elements in this situation are known: (1) the un-
predictability introduced by the mechanisms of action at a
distance in globalization and the increased inequalities and
consequent transnational migration flows that has caused;
(2) the complexity in the global territorial organization,
which reflects not only an incessant planetary urbanization
(Brenner & Schmid, 2011) but also the formidable chal-
lenges of the ecologies of towns and regions (Forman,

2019); (3) the relative decline of the West and the tectonic
shift in the center of gravity of the global economy
to Asia, coupled with geopolitical multipolarity and the rise
of geo-economics and geo-technology (Lee, 2018); (4)
the profound disruption of production and labor triggered
by the informational and technological revolution of the last
30 years (Stiegler, 2019); (5) the emergent understanding of
the Earth system as a variable, responsive, adaptive and
self-regulating mechanism in the Anthropocene, which calls
for re-centering (or, better, de-centering), within the universe
of life, the human being and its mechanisms for the pro-
duction of knowledge and transformation of the environ-
ment (Latour, 2016; Margulis, 1999).

7 Sustainability, Mind and Matter

The prevailing idea of sustainability evokes an environ-
mentalism without an environment and an ecology devoid
of living creatures that are not human beings. A standard
definition of sustainability that remains in force is that
expressed in the 1987 Brundtland report: development that
“meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(United Nations, 1987). Not only are “generations” consid-
ered here to be human but also the animate world is reduced
to that which can satisfy human needs.

Faced with this anthropocentric attitude, the new mate-
rialisms recognize the pre-eminence of objects, things and
matter over mind and ideas (Harman, 2002). Its relevance
comes from accepting that the open gaze to a radically
transformed world and the observant attitude must prevail
over the existing conceptions, visions, plans, analyses or
solutions based on the schemes that created the problems
that we need to solve.

Within urbanism,

the new materialisms propose to interpret the built environment
as an inescapable material reality that can be understood from
the outside, through ‘the observation of concrete materials,
not from the functioning of the isolated mind’. Jane Jacobs
already noted that buildings, streets and neighborhoods function
as dynamic organisms, changing in response to how people
interact with them (Sennett, 1992, 192; Jacobs, 2000, 35).

This perspective facilitates the understanding that city and
nature (culture and nature) are very closely interrelated
ideas. Both are organized complexity and both are distant
from any self-regulating harmony.

Darwin does not celebrate nature as an autonomous and self -
regulating internal harmonious relationships always returning to
equilibrium, but the small differences that can suddenly become
significant differences as a result of geographical drift and cli-
mate change. He is also interested in the kinds of transversal
and cross-species relationships that generate new vectors of
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becoming leading in totally surprising directions, something
very similar to what happens in the city as organized complexity
(Morton, 2009).

“Nature,” then, is not “the other” in an increasingly urban
world, but a new way of thinking

about the sustainable integration of all sentient beings and the
environment. What we call “environment” is always a combi-
nation of nature and culture, and both express the creativity,
emergence and self-organizing power of complex adaptive
systems. In turn, the natural thing is the preservation of the
world, that is, its sustainability, and this attitude is necessary
above all in urban environments, but also in non-urbanized or
hardly urbanized environments (Morton, 2019, 37).

For this reason, the idea of urban ecology expresses the
way of thinking about “the natural” in our time.

The anthropocentrism that underlies the dominant ecological
vision is perhaps the main ideological obstacle that prevents the
achievement of sustainability, since it does not treat nature as a
community to which we belong but as an external ideal that
must be pursued to save ourselves (del Cerro Santamaría,
2020c).

Faced with anthropocentrism, the new materialisms in-
vite us to know and re-know life, matter and the planet. We
must not know by defining the objects of knowledge, but by
responding to the immanence of vibrating matter, its influ-
ences, results and consequences. In this sense, the French
sinologist François Jullien has stated that “a wise man does
not have ideas” that are independent of matter (Jullien,
2001). Thus, if continue “sleepwalking” regarding the eco-
logical crisis (Sklair, 2017) it is possibly because we have
not acquired the capacity for mutual involvement with
matter that allows us to be truly human (Bonshoms, 2007).

New materialisms can enable the adoption of more
robust sustainability strategies by highlighting the connec-
tions between norms, technologies, and worlds of
life through networks of human associations, natural ecolo-
gies, mechanisms, devices, places and environments. The
focus on matter allows us to move away from the secular
attitude of placing humans at the center of reality and
experience and instead look around to see the power of the
“forgotten masses,” that is, the artifacts that populate the
world (Latour, 1992).

A material conception of sustainability affects how
we conceptualize space, place, scale and con-
text, as “places” are places and environments that interact
with the practice of the planning of development in signifi-
cant ways. Place is not to be seen as a topological but as a
relational space, a notion originating in Leibniz (Lefebvre,
1992). Such a relational notion is structured around config-
urations of humans, non-human life and material artifacts.

The complexity of material sustainability is thus far from
the formal harmony of a system; it is more like a whirlwind
in motion or a heterogeneous, non-linear and

non-hierarchical assemblage. He responds to the idea of
“baroque complexity,” where the parties are neither com-
ponents of a cohesive whole nor insignificant and power-
less, since they are not isolated (Beauregard, 2015).

The sustainability of the economic development process
in conjunction with processes of capital mobility, the for-
mation of network states or planetary urbanization, among
other elements, can be approached from one material per-
spective where the global is intrinsic to the local and where
mind and matter are parts of the same assemblage.

8 Conclusions: Transdisciplinary
Sustainability

Complex sustainability requires new analytical tools (or
transforming the ones we have) to capture and under-
stand the heterogeneous, dynamic and changing assem-
blages that cause the unpredictability and uncertainty of the
Earth system in the Anthropocene. With this understanding,
perhaps viable strategies to contain systemic risks can be
forged in the “somber clarity of chaos,” which does not
invite us to expect a new order in the near future (Castells,
2018). The new materialisms point in this direction, as do
transdisciplinary approaches (Gibbons et al., 1994).

In both cases (materialism and transdisciplinarity), the over-
coming of binary logics and the distancing of anthropocentric
approaches are postulated. The focus is on complexity,
hybridization, non-linearity, reflexivity and heterogeneity. As
discussed above, in both cases, it is assumed that sustainable
development planning does not occur in a context of deter-
minism where control, causes and effects can be used for
establishing predictions. Instead, what we have is the high
probability of finding events yielding extremely negative results.

Both sustainability and sustainable development are
concepts that refer to the ability of systems to absorb dis-
turbances, evolve and co-evolve with other systems with
which they interact. It seems, therefore, reasonable that
policies related to sustainability (pursuing a transformation
of social organization and economic activity) be designed on
the basis of a transdisciplinary perspective. By using such an
approach, questions that are relevant to address systemic
problems in changing environments can be formulated col-
laboratively with the analytical tools contributing to fully
understand its complex nature.

Indeed, a transdisciplinary approach is advantageous in order
to understand the complexity inherent in sustainability science,
since pursuing sustainability requires understanding and
managing unprecedented and interconnected chal-
lenges. Increasingly, science and knowledge production are
geared toward overcoming of classic disciplinary questions
and approaches, integrating perspectives of different stakehold-
ers (experts and citizens, academics and professionals) and
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showing to be particularly receptive to contextual differences
and local knowledge (Elmqvist et al., 2018; del Cerro Santa-
maría, 2019b, 2020a).

In addition to including the general principles of inte-
gration of stakeholders,

cooperation and containment of risks, transdisciplinary approa-
ches to sustainability are usually oriented to scientific research
on new technical and institutional alternatives. Indeed, knowl-
edge innovation strategies are crucial to better align practices
related to the use of resources with heterogeneous ecological and
socioeconomic conditions, and to be able to adapt to unforeseen
changes (Brandt et al., 2013).

Although sustainability can be approached as a practice
that unifies the base of material ecosystems and resilience
(maintaining levels of activity and equity versus internal and
external perturbations), from an interdisciplinary perspec-
tive the strategies and policy responses, policies would need
to consider the unpredictability, variability and heterogene-
ity inherent in the functioning
of such eco-systems (Waltner-Toews et al., 2008).

The practice of transdisciplinary research still needs to
develop significantly. There is no common glossary, not a
shared communication platform or a single research frame-
work. A transdisciplinary attitude and practice-seeking
integration, complexity and holism may not be capable of
producing a shared instrumental canon, but it neverthe-
less fulfills its function by raising awareness about the need
to co-create knowledge in the interstices between disciplines.

From these gaps, one can clearly observe the assemblages
of material sustainability, which is not a problem to be
solved, but a complex normative strategy whose mecha-
nisms and purposes we need to understand better in order to
manage them effectively and handle them appropriately in a
context socioecological concern (and even alarm), struc-
tural uncertainty and global risks.
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Abstract

The peri-urban area or zones happen all over the globe as
urban areas are rapidly expanding, and over the coming
decades, the urbanization process will continue to grow
exponentially. The peri-urban area, naturally being tran-
sitional and ambiguity in its character has put this area in
obscurity. The dynamic changes in the social and cultural
aspect will reflect the peri-urban area identity. Being
neither urban nor completely rural, peri-urban areas show
the common characteristic of equivocalness, despite their
diversity in terms of definition, formation, and measure.
In contrast with the concept that urban and rural areas
were defined by very definite land-use patterns and
unambiguous socio-cultural, the implicit boundaries
between this locations and peri-urban area were unclearly
defined. Thus, this article seeks to attain the objectives:
(i) examining the peri-urban definitions, policy, and
strategies implemented by Malaysia and Europe; and
(ii) to highlight the importance of establishing more
appropriate strategies for this particular area. This qual-
itative study, with content analysis, provides a compre-
hensive review on reviving the socio-cultural identity of
the dynamic peri-urban. The finding shows that with good
and appropriate planning, as well as strategies, can benefit
the peri-urban sustainability. These features and their
interactions have made them recognized as large
peri-urban regions or interfaces to become a critical in
their own research area. On account of the unique identity
and the connection between these peri-urban areas and
metropolitan cities has been recognized by their own right

as essential areas or interfaces (PUI). The contribution of
this paper is to alert the local government, especially the
policymaker on the importance of the peri-urban
socio-cultural identity in controlling the encroachment
of development.

Keywords

Characteristics�Dilution� Identity�Peri-urban�Policy� Strategy

1 Introduction

In most nations, the exponential expansion of cities spread
beyond their borders and changed the land use from rural to
urban (Geneletti et al., 2017; Ravetz et al., 2013). Today,
more than half of the world’s population lives in the
metropolitan area, while the urban area continues to develop
and invade the peri-urban to accommodate more people. As
a result, the Metropolitan areas and cities have faced issues
related to urban sprawl and urbanization issues for decades,
particularly on their fringes (Amirinejad et al., 2018). This
situation created an area known as a peri-urban area that
located in between urban and rural areas. With the urban
expansion and urban sprawl process continue to evolve
globally, the peri-urban areas are growing in numbers and
typologies, making planning a challenge for sustainable
growth (Geneletti et al., 2017). These peri-urban areas usu-
ally have social, political, and economic structures that are
predominantly informal (Amirinejad et al., 2018). In recent
decades, globalization and urbanization processes that
caused rapid environmental change in all region; urban to
rural across the world have put the definition of identity on
the agenda of planners and designers (Kaymaz, 2013). The
globalization and urbanization are, of course, two significant
phenomena affecting the economic, social, cultural, and
environment. The peri-urban growth leads to some
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fundamental issues, such as sprawl, poor land-use planning,
improper infrastructure, population relocation, low levels of
economic activity, land acquisition, slum housing, psycho-
logical problems, as well as social and environmental issues
(Geneletti et al., 2017; Wandl & Magoni, 2017; Winarso
et al., 2015). The natural and cultural landscape resources of
the region will therefore continue to be under threat. In
addition to environmental sustainability problems, urban
development and the deteriorating natural and cultural
assets, concerns about peri-urban landscapes image and
identity are addressed. For urban peripherals, risks and
challenges are directly related to their heterogeneous mosaic
of physical settings (with various land uses and populations),
their complex social and cultural structures, and various
forms of governance that involve multiple institutional
frameworks at different administrative levels (Friedmann,
2016; Simon et al., 2003).

For developed countries in Europe, the metropolitan cities
have extended by 78% on average since the mid-1950s,
while their population has increased by only 33% (Nilsson
et al., 2014). Even in regions where population declines,
especially in Italy, Portugal, Spain, and eastern Germany,
urban areas continue to develop. Leipzig–Halle is an
example of an area experiencing both urban and shrinking
city problems (Piorr et al., 2011). The trends of urbanization
and urban–rural migration were prevalent in developed
countries as the population migrated for better access to job
opportunities, education, medical, social, and fundamental
activities as well as enhanced livelihoods (Mpofu et al.,
2018; Winarso et al., 2015). In pursuit of better jobs, edu-
cation, medical, social and basic facilities, and improved
livelihoods, people migrate from rural to urban. In specific,
young and qualified individuals leave rural regions for urban
centers, leaving elderly individuals, females, and children
behind and causing a so-called brain drain (UN Habitat,
2017). These patterns can lead to a rise in social and eco-
nomic inequalities or even a political divide between urban
and rural areas and a transitional region. Moreover, the urban
sprawl phenomenon results in a high rate of rural, slum, or
peri-urban poverty in most countries. The transnational
Alpine region for example, has recognized that land degra-
dations, water and soil scarcity, biodiversity loss, territorial
fragmentation, rural–urban migration, over consumption of
energy, economic issues, and a degrading quality of life are
experiencing in urban and near-rural regions, happen in the
six European nations (Italy, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
and France) (UN Habitat, 2017).

While the peri-urbanization process in developing coun-
tries is also increasing, which is characterized by rapid and
fragmented development. The population in East Asia’s
peri-urban areas is projected to rise by approximately 200

million people over the next 25 years, representing 40% of
urban population growth in the region (Kontgis et al., 2014).
For the next two decades, it is predicted that the problem of
demographic growth will occur outside the city of Bangkok
extended urban area (the Metropolitan Administration area
of Bangkok), while 70% is the equivalent indicator for the
Jakarta extended urban area. Population growth is also a
result of natural and man-made disasters, and insecurity in
this region; brings challenges and opportunities to those
leaving, but it also has a profound impact on rural groups,
who have left behind and have to fulfil ends. Young indi-
viduals under 35 form a large percentage of those moving to
towns. In the meantime, the peri-urban predictions in China
are less developed. However, peri-urbanization is anticipated
to account for at least 40% of future urban population
development in service-oriented expanded urban areas
(Webster, 2002). Push and pull factors concerning urban-
ization and migration due to the population growth must
therefore be considered (UN Habitat, 2017).

In most developing countries, emerging developments
also show cyclical migration between their workplaces and
rural housing by urban employees, catalyzed by contempo-
rary transportation, communication, and social networks
(Sharifi et al., 2014). This brings some benefits about eco-
nomic hub, the socio-cultural interaction, and the transfer of
expertise, but also creates new threats and challenges.
Because of their proximity to the city, peri-urban areas are
especially vulnerable to environmental damages as most of
the lands become illegal landfill sites, further degrading the
land and water sources. For instantace, in India, the lack of
institutional structure contributes to a weak infrastructure for
adequate governance on peri-urban growth. Thus, these
regions face serious challenges and dynamism in land use
transformation planning and execution (Roopawala & Bhatt,
2017). Some of the peri-urban regions in Asia also turn into
solid and liquid waste or spillover dumping ground from the
town. Besides, the fringe's productive agricultural land is
somehow being transformed into other types of land uses,
such as residential or industrial zones. This peri-urban phe-
nomena also happen mostly in all states of Malaysia, espe-
cially at the National Conurbation area which consists of the
metropolitan city, Kuala Lumpur and a major part of
Selangor State. The term ‘peri-urban’ is somehow still not
commonly used in Malaysia. However, this does not mean
that it is not an essential concern since it relates to what is
happening on the outskirts of cities (Rostam et al., 2011). In
these new landscapes, unique cultural identities continue to
develop. The emergence of conflicts, issues, and problems
are due to the lack of adequate guidelines and surveillance
systems where the development conflicts continue and
unorganized peri-urban growth occurs.
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2 The Controversial and Blurred Conceptual
Definition of Peri-Urban

There is still no clear consensus about the definition of
peri-urban region due to its vibrancy and complicated nature.
Furthermore, there is growing confusion and uncertainty
over the boundaries of urban, peri-urban, and rural areas
(Goncalves et al., 2017a). The uncertain meaning of these
areas is one of the fundamental factors behind this com-
plexity: are they urban or are they rural? Are they a
dynamics platform, or are they assets that need to be
maintained? Are they a consumption landscape or a pro-
duction? The process of urbanization lessens the differences
between urban and rural regions where the urban dwellers
have adopted a few factors of traditional culture and likewise
(UN Habitat, 2017). The conceptual definition of peri-urban
remains contentious, with these transitional spaces, both
geographically and conceptually unclear (Goncalves et al.,
2017a). Because of the dynamic character, they become
fragmented, widely or disengaged from the city core, that

delineate them as the “fuzzy boundary” or fringe between
urban and rural (Yang & Hillier, 2007). Table 1 shows
definitions done of the peri-urban areas from the previous
studies.

2.1 Challenges in Categorizing the Peri-Urban

Peri-urban areas will play a huge role in promoting and
enhancing sustainability. This is due to the problems and
challenges of urban sprawl that have to be faced globally.
Peri-urban regions are clear examples of modern land-use
planning complexity (Nilsson et al., 2014). Planners and
designers’ primary objective is to build living spaces for
individuals with a place's livability that can be determined
by environmental quality. On the other side, the quality of a
location is determined not only by an environment’s physi-
cal characteristics but also by subjective factors. Therefore,
consideration should be given to the social and cultural
dimension of peri-urban settings in planning and design

Table 1 Peri-urban area
definition from previous studies

No Source Peri-urban definition

1 Andreas (1942) The peri-urban region is a mixing field in a traditional rural–urban
land-use system

2 Wehrwein (1942) Peri-urban is an urban development-forced city

3 Dickinson (1967) This peripheral area has become an area of urban orientation for
housing, offices, and industries

4 Garnier and Chabot (1967) Peri-urban is where the continuous built-up city stops

5 Singh (1966) The peri-urban region is a rural land with urban phenomena

6 Rakodi (1999) Peri-urban regions function as the transitional area between urban
or urban key fields and predominantly agricultural provinces

7 Direktorat Jenderal Penataan
Ruang–PU (2006)

The outskirts of the suburban region outside the city center. As
support of infrastructure and mass urban transport and as a
randomly spreading urban extension (sprawl) from its heart for
40–50 km. There are three categories based on its land use and
economic activities which is (1) Predominantly Urban;
(2) Semi-Urban; and (3) Potential Urban

8 Ravetz et al (2013) The new form of multifunctional region of the peri-urban areas is
marked by comparatively small population densities, heavy traffic
dependency, scattered villages, lack of local control, and
fragmented populations

9 PLUREL (UN Habitat, 2017) The PLUREL project notes that the peri-urban region is the region
between urban settlement and rural hinterland

10 Roopawala and Bhatt (2017) It can be defined as an interface of land between the city and the
village or as an urban and rural transitional area where urban and
rural areas are mixed and sometimes sparse

Source Budiyantini and Pratiwi (2016)
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systems. Sustainable planning is a connexion to spatial and
physical planning aimed at the optimization of the distri-
bution, allocation, and usage of land and human activities
within a spatial context or within particular administrative
limits (Geneletti et al., 2017).

2.2 Socio-cultural Identity

In general, there are impacts of urban sprawl encroachment
towards the socio-cultural landscape in the peri-urban area
(Preston & Ngah, 2012). This peri-urbanism can cause social
cohesion to decrease and social stratification to increase
(Afriyie et al., 2013). The dynamic changes in the social and
cultural also reflect the identity of this particular zone. Rapid
globalization and technological change influenced the
uniqueness of peri-urban area (Scarse et al., 2015; Qviström,
2010). In the peri-urban area, the concept of heritage is given
a particular role and position because of its uncertain identity.
The biggest towns in Western Europe are an illustration of
this problem due to robust urban stress. The City and Country
Planning Act of 1947 laid the green belt for the British City
(London, Manchester, and Birmingham) and medium-sized
cities. This has been the case with many other big British
towns. This is a real way to manage urban expansion and thus
protect vulnerable agriculture in peri-urban areas (Hernik
et al., 2013). The peri-urban regions of Europe, which are
very difficult to describe strictly, are now strongly related to
the town economically and socially but used to be agricultural
regions. In these fields, which are under the stress of urban
sprawl, heritage strategy is specific and vital.

Protecting environmental, historical, and cultural her-
itage, developed through centuries of rural life and agricul-
tural practises, is at the heart of initiatives to preserve a
specific local identity (Bailoni et al., 2012). It is crucial to
reduce and control urban sprawl encroachment towards the
peri-urban area (Bohle & Warner, 2008; Sexana & Sharma,
2015) since rapid population growth and settlements in the
urban area increasing yearly (Agunbiade et al., 2012).
Peri-urban spatial patterns and sustainable socio-cultural
identity will lessen the impact of irresponsive urbanization
(Crossman et al., 2007; Sakieh & Salmanmahiny, 2016). In
particular, peri-urban practices and policies in which direc-
tions they should pursue change, innovation, and break-
throughs can address the emerging urban challenge and its
implications on socio-cultural identity (Dutta, 2012; Harvey
& Works, 2002). In additon, the effects of the fragmentation
of the landscape provide a clear picture of the noticeable
impacts of Malaysia peri-urban investment activities. How-
ever, the prism of decreasing rurality in the Malaysian
peripheries is relevant to interpret these fast changes. In
terms of physical, social, cultural, and economic changes
many of these areas have become ever more urban. The

outskirts of the towns and villages in Malaysia are inhabited
and used even by casual observers. In Penang Island, for
example, private homes, high-rise apartments, shops, and
even hotels beyond the National Conurbation Area’s borders
are increasingly being constructed. which consist of Kuala
Lumpur and the major part of Selangor state districts.. The
growth of the city centre and its peri-urban areas seems to be
difficult for the tourists to discern. As areas overlap, there are
no strong disparities in rural and urban.

3 Method

3.1 Search Strategy

The method used for this article encompasses leading elec-
tronic journal databases from the Web of Knowledge, Sco-
pus, Science Direct and Springer review of the literature.
The search was limited to peer-reviewed journals papers
published until December 2019 and provided a total of 30
original peer-reviewed papers study on the socio-cultural
identity in peri-urban areas, as shown in Table 2.

Other sources, such as government reports and the official
peri-urban planning policies and strategies website are included
in this study. The search was based on keywords and phrases
from related title and abstract such as peri-urban, socio-cultural,
socio-cultural landscape, identity, peri-urban policy, planning
strategy, dilution of image and identity, urbanization, urban
sprawl, and peri-urbanization. Besides, findings from the rele-
vant studies cited within the detected studies on the analysis
topic were used. The comparison and evaluation of findings
from selected studies use to refine the related information for
both Malaysia and European Commission peri-urban areas.
The author also used the information from web pages which
were relevant to the research topic, and spatial data from
PLANMalaysia (2018) and Department of Town and Country
Planning of Selangor (2018). The snowballing into reference
list from selected articles identified additional related and rel-
evant articles from the search engines.

3.2 Data Extraction

An article was included if it met the following criteria:
(1) focus on the definitions, policy, and strategies of
peri-urban; (2) the importance of establishing socio-cultural
identity in the peri-urban area; and (3) focus on both that
implemented by Malaysia and Europe peri-urban. Relevant
papers were assessed mainly by title and abstract. To obtain
important information and findings, information and con-
clusions, selected articles, and policies have been researched
carefully. These key data comprised the (i) definition(s),
(ii) policies, (iii) strategies, (iv) region (Malaysia and
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Europen Commission), (v) key findings. The chosen article
uses content analysis to produce and contextualize conclu-
sions by using a variety of analytical techniques. Content
analysis is a highly versatile research tool, commonly used
for diverse research objectives and goals. The workflow of
data extraction, as shown in Fig. 1.

4 Results

The 30 articles reviewed for this research were published in
23 journals. It was found that Landscape and Urban Plan-
ning published the highest number of articles (13.33%),
followed by Land Use Policy (10%), International Journal of

Table 2 Distribution of the 30
research papers reviewed in this
study

Journal Database No. Of papers

International journal of urban sustainable development –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

2

Land use policy –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

3

Landscape and urban planning –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

4

European countryside –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Forestry chronicle –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Cities –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

2

Biodiversity and conservation –Web of knowledge
–Springer

1

Planning perspectives –Web of knowledge
–Springer

1

Environment and urbanization –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Geojournal –Web of knowledge
–Springer

1

Local environment –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

South asian studies –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Applied geography –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Geografiska annaler series a—physical geography –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Living reviews in landscape research –Scopus 1

European journal of spatial development –Web of knowledge 1

Singapore journal of tropical geography –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Akademika ukm –Web of knowledge 1

Pertanika journal of social sciences & humanities –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Procedia—social and behavioral sciences –Scopus 1

Planning practice and research –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Habitat international –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Geocarto international –Web of knowledge
–Scopus

1

Total 30
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Urban Sustainable Development and Cities, both published
6.7% of the articles. The other 20 journals published only
one article each. The findings synthesize that studies on the
socio-cultural identity in the peri-urban area is still confined
by the geographical location. Majority of the published
articles that relevant to the research to date are conducted in
Europe (21 articles) and Asia (9 articles). The selected
research papers and the local government policies provide
information regarding the strategies and policies imple-
mented at their peri-urban area and the social and cultural
characteristics.

4.1 Policies and Strategies

4.1.1 Malaysia
Malaysia is a tropical nation with comprehensive land-use
changes connected with the development policies of the
government. Malaysia's economic development in the 1960s
until 1970s was focused primarily on the agricultural sector
(Samat et al., 2014). During this moment, most forest regions
transformed into the agricultural property, particularly for oil
palm and rubber plantations. A significant financial transition
occurred in the 1980s to concentrate on the manufacturing
sector. Arif and Nakagoshi (2005) indicates that there is a

strong possibility that the natural environment, once sur-
rounded or borders with human landscape, will adapt to
human landscape. It is believed that the appropriate domestic
and state policies have some direct or indirect effect on these
patterns of modifications in land use and kinds of landscape.
The transformation of policies, however, focused only on the
urban and rural area, as shown in Fig. 2. In Malaysia, the
conurbations of Kuala Lumpur and other major cities
including Petaling Jaya, Subang Jaya, Kajang, Shah Alam,
Ampang Jaya, Selayang, and Klang as well as small towns
and surrounding villages form the Klang–Langat Valley
Extension Metropolitan (EMR) Territory. EMR is the initial
stage of the formation of a megacity area. The EMR
perimeter zone is also a very dynamic city-peri-urban area.
Transition zones which are also areas that are experiencing
city outbursts are changing from one phase to one urban
phase and modernization, particularly in the use of land,
residential houses, social facilities, and infrastructure. Even
the neighborhood patterns in the area are also changing.
Residents of the area are also dynamic due to the influx of
large migrants, including residents who move from the city’s
core zone. As mentioned earlier, this peri-urban area is the
outer EMR zone (Rostam et al., 2011). The urban growth on
the fringe of the EMR affects community characteristics and
trends in the transition zone. A neighborhood contains

Fig. 1 Data extraction workflow
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physical and social components. Physical components
include natural physical landscapes such as terrain and veg-
etation; and cultural landscapes, including residential houses
as well as social and infrastructure facilities. Social compo-
nents include households as occupants, their level of
well-being and safety. Neighborhood characteristics in this
zone can be considered unique in contrast to the neighbor-
hoods found in the city core zone and rural areas.

4.1.2 Classifications of the Urban–Rural Areas
in Malaysia

For the classification of urban–rural regions, different
approaches and methods are used globally. The National
Rural Physical Policy 2030 (NRPP) is the first rural devel-
opment policy in a spatial form in Malaysia. The NRPP is
prepared as the first step under the Ninth Indicative Plan in
the 2nd National Physical Plan addressing rural policy needs
for national growth. This policy provides for comprehensive
rural development planning and complements Malaysian
National Urban Policy (NUP) for urban areas. NRPP is an
organizational plan covering various aspects of the process
of social, economic, environmental, transportation, infras-
tructure, service, heritage, management, and monitoring.
NRPP offers policy statements, plans, and success indicators
with themes and thrusts to achieve its growth vision in 2030.
The rural typology grid was developed from physical,
demography, and economic status to determine the physical
location of village spatially with six typology criteria: U1
(major Urban), U2 (Secondary Urban), UR (Urban Rural,

RU (Rural Urban), R5 (Rural), and R6 (Major/Mainly
Rural). Thus, the existing classification system was used in
this study to identify the area of peripheral-urban produced
by PLANMalaysia. This typology grid was used to assist in
identifying the location of the peri-urban area in Malaysia, as
shown in Fig. 3. According to the given criteria, the
peri-urban area happened at U2 (secondary Urban), UR
(Urban–Rural), and RU (Rural–Urban). A support system is
also developed specifically for the NRPP, named as the
Characteristics of Rural Malaysia System (CHARMs),
(CHARM) includes rural sustainability requirements that
operate as the rural development support tool for planning
and decision-making and track implementation of the NRPP
(PLANMalaysia, 2018).

4.2 Europe

National or European policy seldom takes the peri-urban
environment into account, and peri-urban policies seldom
use tactics and funding equally (often cross-cutting admin-
istrative borders). Most urban regions are eligible for
financing from multiple sectoral budgets for urban or rural
development. This, however, rarely focuses on local
requirements and is obscured by the challenge of uncoor-
dinated development and urban expansion. The peri-urban
regions, meanwhile, have enormous potential and excellent
possibilities. This applies in particular to the European
structural and cohesion funds and various transport and

Fig. 2 Summary of main rural
development-related policies
adapted from PLANMalaysia
(2018)
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environmental initiatives in metropolitan areas, approxi-
mately 32% (UN Habitat, 2015).

Strategies developed by the European Commission based on plan-
ning and policy scenario

Program/project/model Description

Urban–Rural Linkages (UN
habitat For New Urban Agenda)

Urban–Rural Linkages are
linked to constant and essential
flow between rural and urban
areas, resources, products,
services, and information (UN
Habitat, 2017)

PLUREL

(continued)

Program/project/model Description

The PLUREL project provides
the opportunity to analyze
development processes within
different case study regions. One
of PLUREL’s aims is to analyze
and understand urban and
peri-urban relationships through
land-use scenario simulations to
support strategic planning (Piorr
et al., 2011)

Model forest initiative Promote landscape users to find
ways to balance long-term

(continued)

Fig. 3 Malaysia rural typology
grid from DPF Desa Negara
(Source PLANMalaysia (2018))
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Program/project/model Description

environmental preservation with
local social, cultural, and
economic needs (Bonnell, 2012)

Rurbance (consist of six
European countries Italy,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
France, and Slovenia)

The Rurbance project
constructed cooperative and
incorporated governance models
to implement joint development
policies that enable territorial
re-qualification procedures to
restore importance to the social,
economy, environmental, and
cultural heritage that represents
territorial identity overall.
(Bauchinger, 2018; Simas et al.,
2015; “UNITED
NATIONS CENTRE FOR
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
First ECOSOC Integration
Segment on Sustainable
Urbanization,” 2017)

Greenbelt A “greenbelt” is a conserved
region of land for non-urban
land use. Two characteristics, an
open landscape “green” and a
linear shape “belt”, tend to share
the word greenbelts. At the same
time, because of its economic
growth goal, greenbelt was not
being focused heavily on
developing countries

Green wedge (Stockholm,
Sweden)

These places were
acknowledged as valuable in the
early 1990s mainly by
individuals residing nearby and
using these places for
recreational purposes but also
increasingly invaded by
urbanization

MOLAND (Monitoring Land
Use/Cover Dynamics)

This model of urban and
regional growth is based on
spatial dynamics, called cellular
automata. The model takes input
into the geographical area of
interest five types of digital
maps: (a) actual land use types;
(b) transportation network
accessibility; (c) Inherent area
suitability for various land uses;
(d) zoning status;
(e) socio-economic
characteristics (Lavalle et al.,
2007)

(continued)

Program/project/model Description

ESPON (European Spatial
Planning Observation Network)

Investigating urban–rural
relationships in Europe

SCATTER (Sprawling Cities
And Transport)

Analyze urban sprawl in Europe,
quantitatively assess
interventions aimed at
controlling the phenomenon and
provide practical suggestions
and guidance to local authorities
on how to design associated
measures for investments and
policies in public transport

BUGS (Biodiversity in Urban
Gardens)

The BUGS programme
examines many green properties
in gardens as a type of urban
land use which is not only
accessible in city centers but also
far beyond city boundaries
(Meeus & Gulinck, 2008b)

DEGURBA (The Degree of
urbanization)

In 1991, the original
urbanization degree was
introduced to indicate the
character of the area in which
the respondent lives (Dijkstra &
Poelman, 2014). The
classification commonly used
for the DEGURBA was
developed by the OECD
(Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development)
and was centered on population
size, population density, and
population contiguity of LAUs
(Local Administrative Units).
Three kinds of regions were
differentiated: densely
populated, intermediate, and
thinly populated areas (Dijkstra,
Florczyk, Freire, Pesaresi, &
Kemper, 2018). The cities are
subdivided by the following
three classifications (a)Cities
(densely populated); (b)Towns
and suburban (medium-density
areas; and (c) rural regions

4.3 Classifications of the Urban–Rural Areas
in Europe

Renforcing Urban–Rural linkages is one way to bring the New
Urban Agenda into motion and to ensure that nobody is left
behind. In 2015, UN-Habitat and developers have identified ten
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access points for urban–rural links based on previous work.
These are (i) Spatial flows between urban and rural fields of
goods, services, and information/expertise; (ii) Mobility and
urban–rural migration; (iii) Food security and a ‘sustainability
chain’ for all; (iv) Rural growth: growth of small- and
medium-sized towns; (v) urban–rural continuum facing tensions
and catastrophes; (vi) Reduction of environmental impacts in
urban–rural convergence; (vii) Integrated urban and rural
provincial and territorial growth planning; (viii) Enhance regu-
lation, governance and capability; (ix) partnerships between
urban and rural areas; and (x) Inclusive urban and rural invest-
ment and financing. The PLUREL method described for the
EU-27 a total of 903 RURs. It also introduced three methods for
examining connection and patterns between urban and rural
areas: (a) Morphology of settlement; (b) Growth dynamics

(based on core city dynamics versus peri-urban growth and
decline dynamics); and (c) Population density and Land use.
This typology offers a spatial description of three forms of RUR
area, urban, peri-urban, and rural. The area of urban to rural is
defined in Table 3 and Fig. 4.

5 Discussion

5.1 Peri-Urban Diversity

Although often differentiated, urbanization in developed and
developing countries has similarities. In developed coun-
tries, globalization, market forces, and urban regulation are
not particular drivers of urbanization as compared to

Table 3 PLUREL zoning for the
rural–urban region

Zoning Description

Core Urban Including the central business district and many other civic and cultural activities and
related public spaces

Inner Urban Development typically built up to higher density includes residential, commercial, and
industrial applications and some open and protected public areas

Suburban Contiguous areas of lower density, connected to inner urban areas, with houses usually
not more than 200 m apart, with shops and facilities, parks, and gardens

Urban fringe Area at the edges of the built-up area, consisting of a stretched pattern of small-density
neighborhoods, urban centers around transport hubs with large open green areas, such as
croplands, urban forests, nature reserves, and golf courses

Peri-Urban Region in which areas overlap with a lower population density, but belong as below
to the Urban Functional Region: these may include smaller settlements, industrial
areas, and other urban uses within a functional agricultural matrix

Rural
hinterland

Rural areas around the peri-urban but within the rural–urban zone that can be reached
within a realistic commuting timeframe and are thus influenced by urban residents

Source UN Habitat (2017)

Fig. 4 The concept of the rural–
urban region and Peri-urban area
by PLUREL. Source UN Habitat
(2017)
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developing countries. There are especially substantial gaps
between peri-urban areas of the developing country char-
acterised by poverty and informal settlement; soil and water
contamination and the low levels of mobility, economic
efficiency, landscape integrity, and environmental quality of
the developing countries (Wandl & Magoni, 2017). The
difference in so many factors makes both peri-urban areas
unique with their own distinct identity. The present process
of urbanization in developing nations is indicative of a
process that requires significant attention not only as a basis
for societal transformation in developing countries but also
for sustainable growth. As cities develop and expand, it is
anticipate that economic growth and development will
accelerate and act as a driver of social transformation and
enhancement not only in urban regions but also in the
broader rural hinterland served by the urbanized region.
Experiences in developing nations demonstrate a discrep-
ancy between urbanization and the socio-economic transi-
tion envisaged. Second, the key driver of urbanization is
population growth, and although there are differences
between population growth in developed and developing
countries, densities are rising in both urban fields.

5.2 Importance of Strategies and Policies

Sustainable development with a natural environment is
extremely necessary to ensure the well-being and harmo-
nious living conditions of rural communities and all urban
inhabitants in general. For both Malaysia and The Europen
Commission, the established policies and strategies are
implemented in a position to address the major peri-urban
growth issues. The National Rural Policy Planing (NRPP),
which includes Rural Development Criteria (CHARMs), is a
support system specifically designed in Malaysia to support
rural development and to track the implementation of the
NRP. This system also includes rural sustainability criteria
which functions as a planning and decision-making mecha-
nism to support rural development (PLANMalaysia, 2018).
While the policy focuses primarily only on rural regions, the
built typology grid in a manner helps to delineate the
peri-urban area's spatial and physical character. As
Peri-urban area in Malaysia linking people in the urban–rural
linkages, the need to highlight the importance of its func-
tionality could be part of the efforts of the policymaker in
accordance to the main proposal of the NRPP 2030; to
improve rural population by maintaining rural features.
While for developed countries, the policies and strategies are
widely involved in various agencies at district, federal, state,
and local levels. EUROPE 2020 is a future driver of “terri-
torial cohesion” policy development integrated with finan-
cial, environmental, and social elements. Stronger policy
focus is needed, especially in relation to significant

economic measures, in the peri-urban agenda. EUROPE
2020 could become a chance to reflect on key plans in the
peri-urban area. However, this would involve a multi-level
strategy, especially with the structures of the federal gov-
ernment, development strategies, and funding for local and
regional growth (Piorr et al., 2015) Table 4.

5.3 Sustainable Socio-cultural Identity

The impact of urban sprawl and the rapid population at
peri-urban is towards the existing landscape and its identity
(Samat et al., 2014). Harrison and Clifford (2016) describes
what happens in the peri-urban area and how urban and rural
character affects image and identity in peri-urban areas. It is
important to create a clear boundary for the peri-urban area
from the image and identity of the socio-cultural landscape
by distinguishing the complexity of the peri-urban character.
(Goncalves et al., 2017b). Peri-Urban landscapes are created
and influenced primarily by human activity. Place identity is
an important dimension of social and cultural life in
peri-urban areas, and place identity continuity is closely
linked to place attachment and sense of belonging (Ujang &
Zakariya, 2015). Peri-urban identity has also shifted and is
dynamic, similar to self-identity amt the change is an
inevitable process. Landscape character that can revive the
unique image and identity of local communities at the
peri-urban area (Elhadary et al., 2013). By reviving the
peri-urban area's image and identity through the cultural
landscape, the local character, and identity of the impacted
region can be restored (Mavromatidis, 2012). Therefore, it
can help to mitigate the impact of population migration
towards the Metropolitan Peripheral Areas that affect local
image and identity (Rostam et al., 2011). Socio-cultural
landscape can revive the image and identity of the peri-urban
area (Antrop & Eetvelde, 2000). There are several strategies
for assessing the socio-cultural impact of planning approa-
ches (Geneletti et al., 2017).

However, the problem is how to manage the transfor-
mation of the multicultural and multi-ethnic peri-urban
identity more than ever. Therefore, sustainability should not
only be limited to natural resources but should also involve
peri-urban identity as a cultural heritage. In addition to
financial and ecological factors, the social and cultural
dimensions of sustainability are soft facts and therefore
challenging to identify. The socio-cultural identity and the
non-economic variables associated with the built environ-
ment and are changed into an image by urban design and
planning. The new developments in the peri-urban area
impose a new socio-cultural landscape by creating a lifestyle
based on the new consumption patterns, which is the income
level and in this case the real danger is that this could be
transformed over time, into a new cultural landscape,
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wrecking the socio-cultural identity of the ‘place’ (Ujang &
Zakariya, 2015). The peripheral regions show very distinct
features in Europe, from constantly shrinking urban fabrics,
medium-density settlements and business areas to dense
horticultural regions, arable, and extensive fields, woods and
natural regions, relating to spatial construction and land-use
density (Piorr et al., 2015). European landscapes have a wide

variety of socio-cultural values, along with their productivity
and ecological significance. This includes their use as a place
for leisure, recreation, and tourism, but also as a key element
in building regional identity.

There are eight types of villages in Malaysia peri-urban
area based on population and ethnic composition, density,
urbanization level, community level and quality of life,

Table 4 Comparison between
The Degree of urbanization
(DEGURBA) and National Rural
Physical Planning (NRPP2030)
based on population

European commission (DEGURBA) Malaysia (NRPP2030)

Rural (RUR)
Population:
<= 300 or > 300

Uninhabited Permanent Water
Surfaces
Population: No population
Land area less than 50%

Mainly Rural (R6)
Remote areas with few villages
Forests and agricultural areas
account for 90%
Total population is less than 1,000
people
Distance to the city center: over 50
km

Mostly Uninhabited Area
Population density is between 0 and
50

Dispersed Rural Area
Population density is between 50
and 300

Rural (R5)
Major villages and Rural growth
center (RGC)
70% is agricultural area and forest
Total population is less than 2,500
people
Distance to the nearest town center:
40–50 km

Villages
Population density is of at least 300
and a cluster population between
500 and 5,000; excluding MDC

Rural Urban (RU)
Urban or town (small settlement
center)
50% are built-up areas
Total population less than 5,000
people
Distance to the nearest town: 20–40
km

Moderate Density Cluster
(MDC)
The density is at least 300
residents per square km
Minimum population:
5,000

Peri-urban area

Suburbs
Density is at least 300 people per
km2
Minimum cluster. The population
of 5,000; excluding cities
(HDC) and towns

Urban Rural (UR)
Urban areas (major urban area)
outside the main urban area (urban
periphery)70–90% are built-up areas
Population consist of 5,000–10,000
people
Distance to the nearest town center:
10–20 km

Towns
The density is at least 1,500
residents
Cluster population between 5,000
and 50,000; excluding cities (HDC)

Secondary Urban (U2)
Part of the capital and district of the
state and central metropolitan
regions
70–90% are built-up areas
Total population of 10,000–25,000
people
Distance to the town center: 5–10
km

High-Density Cluster
(HDC)
The population density
is at least 1,500 per km.
(or at least 50% built-up)
Minimum population:
50,000

Cities
Same as Level 1

Major Urban (U1)
Major urban areas and part of
metropolitan
90% are built-up areas
The total population of more than
25,000
Located in the centers of the city
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economic basis and type of occupation, the pattern of set-
tlement, physical characteristics, and location and function
of a village (PLANMalaysia, 2018). Those eight types of
settlement portray different socio-cultural identity, thus
maintaining the unique spatial features is important as a
component that supports the image of a village or town. It
involves the planning and development of effective rural
land use that does not conflict with local social and cultural
values. Safe, quiet, uncomplicated, small, green, nature,
culture, origin, nostalgia, warmth, and tradition are between
expressions and words that describe the image of the village
and rural settlement in Malaysia rural area and the effort to
preserve and enliven the area supported by the Malaysia
NRPP2030 in the Thrust Three which aims to reinforce rural
livability. The village should be recognized as an attractive
place to live, with quality housing and services as well as a
variety of urban amenities. The purpose of this socio-cultural
understanding of peri-urban form is to be able to create new
and regenerate existing image and identity with sustainable
living qualities. A key characteristic of peri-urban settings is
their variety, forming, changing, and discarding social
structures and arrangements. These are regions of social
pressure or intensification in which the density of social
forms, types, and concepts rises, fomenting conflict and
social evolution. The peri-urban landscape is a complex
process resulting from human–environmental interaction. It
also includes a social, cultural, and economic component. To
summarize the evaluation, the point of departure (POD) from
all dimensions are as shown in Fig. 5 by the POD Tree;
Theoretical Proposition Development adopted from the
Eagle table from (Ibrahim, 2011).

6 Conclusion

The fact that half of the world ‘s inhabitants live in an urban
landscape is generally accepted. Urban citizens are trying,
while at the same time looking for accessible and attractive
residentials, to ensure a better quality of life through
excellent infrastructure, improved security and safety, a
healthier climate, open space, and good access to (urban)
workplaces. The urban landscapes that vary in their density,

spatial configuration and land use from urban centers, cities
and towns in larger areas of the globe, particularly in
developed countries and developing nations (Meeus &
Gulinck, 2008a) is somehow decreasing due to urbanization.
While the urban sprawl encroached to the rural area, the
peri-urban region uniquely emerged and created as part or
independent of a neighboring town act as a transitional area
or landscape. This unplanned, unregulated rapid develop-
ment is very prevalent in the periphery of the town or
peri-urban region. Apart from that, most of the development
along the transportation corridors beyond the borders of a
big city master plan is a natural failure, occurring in peri-
urban regions world wide. Consequently, there is an urgent
need to eliminate confusion in governance rules and juris-
diction of organizations (Saxena, 2015). Elijah Agunbiade
et al. (2012) states that on supposition of the need for
decision-makers to be aware of, and what needs to be done
to cope with, the size and dynamism of urban development
at all levels (national, state, metropolitan, and local), in
particular physical planners. It is important to define meth-
ods for containing, controlling, and direct growth at national
and local levels in peri-urban regions. The absence of a
transparent local government system results in many
peri-urban issues for instance the definition confusion will
results in poor design and execution of policies and incorrect
assessment of policies/program in most countries. Moreover,
the social and cultural ideals to revive the image and identity
of peri-urban area are being undermined by urban transfor-
mations. Thus, cultural landscape, as a living environment
but also as a source of heritage and identity is very important
in the sustainability of peri-urban character. In general, by
reviving the image and identity of the peri-urban area
through the sustainable socio-cultural landscape can bring
back the local character of a place and create clear bound-
aries for a peripheral urban area by characterizing the
complexity of peri-urban character that affects by urban and
rural identity. The strong identification of urban–rural
peri-societies synonymous with an iconic landscape can also
draw new communities in search of an area of character and
“roots”. Therefore, there is a need to understand the
importance of the socio-cultural landscape at the peri-urban
area to revive its unique identity.
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There are impacts of 
urbanization towards 
existing landscape 
identity at peri-urban 
area. This study 
further recommends 
the framework that 
can best be applied to 
reduce visually or 
functionally disrupt 
existing meanings 
attributed of socio 
cultural landscape. 

In general, by reviving 
the image and identity 
of peri-urban area 
through sustainable 
socio-cultural 
landscape can bring 
back the local 
character of a place 
and create clear 
boundaries for peri 
urban area by 
characterize the 
complexity of peri-
urban character that 
affects by urban and 
rural identity (Harrison 
& Clifford, 2016) 

In general, there are 
impacts of urban sprawl 
encroachment towards 
the socio-cultural 
landscape in peri-urban 
area. Peri-urban spatial 
patterns and sustainable 
socio cultural landscape 
will lessen the impact of 
urbanization. Practices 
and policies for peri 
urban area especially in 
what directions they 
should seek changes can 
meet the new urban 
challenge and its impact 
towards socio cultural 
landscape (Dutta, 2012; 
Harvey & Works, 2002). 

In general, the existing 
landscape in peri-urban 
area may have an 
additional cultural value, 
which enhances the 
heritage value by 
safeguarding the 
vanishing traditional 
cultural landscapes. The 
local communities that 
carefully connect new 
development to the 
existing historical 
cultural landscape will 
also develop their own 
unique character that 
distinguishes them from 
other places.  

Urban sprawl and 
urbanization affects 
the peri-urban area 
local character, thus 
the practices and 
policies on sustainable 
socio cultural 
landscape for the 
pheriperal area should 
meet the new urban 
challenge to bring 
back the originality of 
the local identity  

The approach is 
towards the existing 
landscape identity at 
peri-urban area, 
particularly the 
affected local image 
and identity. My study 
further recommends 
the concept that can 
be applied to mitigate 
urban sprawl in peri-
urban area. 

Sustainable socio 
cultural landscape 
could mitigate the 
impacts of 
urbanization towards 
the existing landscape 
identity at peri-urban 
area. The practices 
and policies should 
meet the new urban 
challenge to revive 
the existing image 
and identity. 

Theoretical 
Proposition:
Practices, Policies 
and Concept for 
Sustainable socio 
cultural landscape 
could mitigate the 
impacts of urban 
sprawl in peri-
urban area and 
revive the existing 
image and identity. 

The concept that can 
best be applied at 
peri-urban area, 
particularly the 
affected local image 
and identity should 
be implemented. 
This is to enhance 
the socio cultural 
value by 
safeguarding the 
vanishing traditional 
cultural landscapes. 

In general, by reviving 
the image and identity of 
peri-urban area through 
sustainable socio-
cultural landscape can 
bring back the local 
character of a place and 
create clear boundaries 
for peri urban area by 
characterize the 
complexity of peri-urban 
character that affects by 
urban and rural identity 
(Harrison & Clifford, 
2016).   

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Fig. 5 Synthesis of literature review (POD tree)
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Integrating Resilience Through Adaptability
and Transformability: Ecologically
Responsive Design Approach in Case
of Southwestern Coastal Region
of Bangladesh

Simita Roy

Abstract

Bangladesh's diverse and dynamic coastal area is cur-
rently facing incontrovertible climate change problems,
which leads to constant flooding, rising sea-level, coastal
erosion, subsidence, and salinity. Shyamnagar Upazila,
Satkhira, the most Aila affected area in 2009, is one of the
vulnerable Upazilas of the southwestern coastal region
among the three coastal regions (Roy in 4th world
conference on climate change. J Earth Sci Clim Change,
Rome, Italy, 2017) of Bangladesh is in the face of climate
change. This paper has been prepared on field observa-
tion, software simulation, and design thinking to create an
ecologically responsive resilient community that repre-
sents the adaptive capacity to adjust to the unforeseen
challenges of climate change allowing the present growth
rate. It also represents the inter-scalar relationship
between smaller to a larger scale of development by
allowing transformative change among the settlement
formation in Shyamnagar, a southwestern Upazila of
Bangladesh. With a vision of introducing ecological
resilience to make a vulnerable indigenous community in
the face of climate change, the design process is based on
highlighting the wind flow, cyclonic storm flow, water
flow within, and around the site. This study's expected
outcome will provide an insight into the process of
designing an ecologically self-resilient community over
the years by changing the pattern of settlement.

Keywords

Transformative resilience � Adaptability � Climate
change � Ecological resilience

1 Introduction

Researchers (Lamari, 2016) in the field of resilience research
study has found that, due to unique geographical location
and geo-morphological conditions, Bangladesh has become
one of the world's most vulnerable countries sea level rise in
particular. The interface between the two different regions,
south of Bengal Bay and north of Himalayas, lies between
Bangladesh. In addition to creating a life-giving monsoon,
this distinctive area of Bangladesh also generates devastating
natural catastrophes to which climate change and rising sea
levels are being added. Except for the northwest and
southeast areas, the nation has a very small and flat topog-
raphy. In different research papers, it is evident that
approximately one-third of Bangladesh's population is under
climate change risk because of having small and almost flat
topography. The country has three distinctive coastal regions
—namely, central, western, and eastern coastal areas (Fig. 1,
Islm et al. (1999)). Bangladesh lies on an active delta zone
titles the “Ganges Delta,” where the three main rivers are the
Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna (Masood et al., 2015)
known as the tidal plain of the Ganges and endless streams
and creeks cross it with very low topographies. The occur-
rence of water-introduced disasters is a frequent occurrence
due to its unique geographical location.

Furthermore, after analysis, Masood et al., (2015) stated
in his paper that Bangladesh, I will face a more intensified
hydrological cycle, which will impact overall basin areas
and leads to frequent flooding and inundation. The country’s
southwest region is covered by the world's biggest mangrove
(Islam, 2018). The mangrove forests act as an impediment to
the storm surges caused by the tropical cyclone. According
to Whitehead et al.,(2015), Ganges–Brahmaputra–Meghna,
an immense river basin of the world serving over 650 mil-
lion inhabitants, and this river system is regarded to be one
big trans-boundary river basin, even though this system's
three rivers have distinct features and flow for most of theirS. Roy (&)
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lengths through very different geographic areas. They join
the downstream Ganges–Brahmaputra–Meghna delta before
flowing into Bengal Bay. Their studies observed that the
2050s and 2090s indicate a substantial rise in monsoon flows
in future environments, with increased flood potential by
introducing INCA-N to the Ganges deltaic river systems to
simulate flow and water quality along the rivers under a
variety of future climate conditions. In these views, the paper
focuses on the effect of the cyclonic storms and the
decreasing rate of mangrove and sea level rise in the case of
Shyamnagar Upazilla, an Upazila from Bangladesh’s
southwest region. The paper also instigates some feasible
adaptation processes that may be undertaken in Bangladesh
through a transformative resilience method to face the cli-
mate change challenge in the upcoming future.

2 Background

The Munda are an ethnic community of the Sundarbans
mangrove ecological zone, which originated in India, trav-
eled to Bangladesh about 300 years ago, and have been here
since then. They are discovered in the Shyamnagar Upazila
in Khulna, Jessore, and mostly near the Sundarbans and in
Joypurhat. According to Roy (2018), with the view of
Sharmeen (2013), they live in the Sundarbans mangrove
forest and depend on biodiversity for their livelihoods,
maintaining their own Mundari language, Haria drink (local
food), cultural activities like dancing, singing, worship,
marriage, caste, drama, and clothing. With the view of Roy
(2018), due to globalization and integration with the

Fig. 1 Map of Bangladesh
showing coastal area and the
major river system (Islam et al.,
1999)
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conventional Bengali community, the Munda community
practiced Hinduism rituals, and a cultural transformation has
occurred between them. As well as, Munda community
members also prefer to portray themselves as a native
group. Unfortunately, in the land, the Munda community
lives for many years and does not belong to them (Roy,
2018). In his research paper, states that, from the past, the
Munda people and their ancestors are continually fighting
with local property grabbers and some elite Muslim com-
munity for land ownership. In addition to this, this com-
munity has experienced severe threats to climate disasters in
several years, for example—cyclones in 1988, 1991, 2009,
flash floods, and drought in 1974, along with the continuous
salinity intrusion in agriculture and severe natural drinking
water scarcity since the 1971 Bangladesh War of Indepen-
dence. In his paper, he also describes the Munda commu-
nity’s socio-environmental views and relationships with the
post-Aila and Sundarbans forest, mainly from the Munda
people’s economic geographies and livelihood prospects
reference to Perucca (2013). The cultural, spiritual, and
symbolic roles of the Sundarbans forest have been estab-
lished by connecting a natural resource-dependent society
(such as Munda) and the forest itself. Similarly, since the
British colonial era, Munda forest peoples have used the
Sundarbans Forest to obtain socio-ecological, cultural,
amusing, and financial support services. According to Houde
(2007), by acquiring these facilities, the Munda people have
created an in-depth ecological understanding of the Sun-
darbans’ production of resources. Through their immediate
contact with the Sundarbans, the Munda individuals have
created in-depth socio-ecological links, and their resources
are distinctive. These connections were constructed during
and after climate events, including erosion, salinity, and
floods, through woodcutting, honey collection, fishing, and
environmental conservation. Regarding (Berkes et al., 2000;
Roy, 2018), it is stated that the traditional ecological
knowledge, which has been in the Community of Munda for
thousands of years, has been promoting these methods. To
ensure the Sundarbans’ future livelihoods, traditional eco-
logical knowledge of the Munda populations includes legal
and illegal techniques of forest hunting, fishing, trapping,
and forestry conservation. Historically, by clearing the
Sundarbans forestland during the British colonial era to
expand agriculture, the Munda community’s settlement
formation has begun (Roy, 2018). This was performed to
support the economic interest of the larger southeastern
region of Satkhira and Jessore, both local landlords (za-
mindars) and colonial administrators. The colonial admin-
istrators started to expand the economy by agricultural
practice and industry within the forest using the Mundas’
physical labor. From the very beginning of their settlement
till now, their dependency on Sundarbans accelerates the
decreasing rate of the mangrove forest, the protective layer

of Bangladesh’s southwestern region. As a consequence,
during Severe Cyclonic Storm Aila in 2009, this area got
severely damaged. The soil types have been continuously
altered due to saline water’s intrusion, which creates the
constraints in their livelihood and greater dependence on the
Sundarbans. Shrimp aquaculture has again become a com-
mon and lucrative business in this society, demolishing the
ecological balance in this region. All of these together have
created the community a trap to become more susceptible to
climate change.

3 Objectives of the Study

This study’s overall objective was to develop a system that
enables resilience in case of climate change on a bigger scale
in the case of Shyamnagar, a southwestern Upazila of
Bangladesh, to adjust with the changing climatic variables
focusing the sea level rise effect.

The specific objectives were:

– To explore the possibilities of human settlement forma-
tion to be self resilient in an ecologically responsive way.

To explore human settlement’s ability to respond to the
climatic disasters and inter-scalar relationship with gradual
adaptation and transformation.

For the study, the following question was taken into
consideration:

– Can a community be designed to construct back after a
catastrophe and work to ensure that vulnerabilities for the
future of Bangladesh’s coastal areas continue to be
reduced?

4 Literature Review

4.1 Overview of Coastal Belt of Bangladesh

According to Karim and Mimura (2008), Bangladesh’s
coastline comprises 19 counties facing increasing salinity as a
critical problem, which encompasses 32% of the nation and
houses more than 35 million individuals. The region’s indi-
viduals suffer from the scarcity of safe drinking water, agri-
culture, irrigation, and other uses due to increased salinity in
water and soil (Hoque et al., 2019). The coastal region’s
ecology is particularly worried about salinity in the southwest
region. The latest research shows that the region impacted by
salinity has risen from 8330 km2 in 1973 to 10,560 km2 in
2009 (Rabbani, 2011). However, it was noted that not all the
coastal cultivable lands are used for crop manufacturing,
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mainly because of soil salinity. Increased soil salinity limits
steady crop development and impacts general crop output
and makes soil unfit for many prospective plants. Soil salinity
was a significant constraint for the manufacturing of food
grain in the country’s coastal regions. Increasing the amount
of salinity of water affects the operation of the livelihood in
several respects. First, it makes the water availability of the
entire coastal belt insecure and pushes the poor’s life to a
more fragile situation than before. Second, water salinity also
leads soil salinity to rise, further reducing agricultural pro-
ductivity and putting enormous stress on food safety (Basar,
2012). Managing salinity intrusion is an essential problem for
Bangladesh in this scenario. The vision of Bangladesh is
more focusing on engineering resilience rather than ecolog-
ical resilience. For this, the authority is taking the measure-
ment for saline waterproofing through structural management
like coastal embankment projects, dams, sluices, etc., and
coastal zone zoning as non-structural management to alter
land use and other activities.

4.2 Impacts of Climate Change in the Coastal
Belt

The country is experiencing disasters of one kind or another
almost every year—like tropical cyclones, storm surges,
floods, coastal erosion, and droughts—causing severe loss of
lives and property and causing difficulties in development
operations. In the foreseeable future, in the context of cli-
mate change, Bangladesh will probably be the most vul-
nerable country in the world. As deltaic lowland,
Bangladesh will suffer severe impacts as the sea level
increases, which includes constant flooding of huge land-
masses. There is clear proof of climate change in Bangladesh
that causes changes in precipitation, an increase in mean
annual temperature, and an increase in sea level. According
to (Ali, 1999), global warming due to the increase in
greenhouse gas concentrations in the earth’s atmosphere, in
addition to the consequent sea level rise, is going to add fuel
to the fire. Shamsuddoha and Chowdhury (2007) states in his
research paper concerning BUP 1993, factual information
regarding the extent of sea level rise in Bangladesh is very
limited, and over the last 100 years, Bangladesh has warmed
up by about 0.5 °C and 0.5 m rise of sea level in the Bay of
Bengal. In the southwest of Khulna, a 5.18-mm/year sea
elevation is recorded, up to 85 cm by 2050 (Shamsuddoha &
Chowdhury, 2007). The World Bank research on the effect
of the sea level rise in Bangladesh shows that 100 cm sea
level rise will inundate 15–17% of the country region within
the next 100 years, i.e., between 22,135 and 26,562 km2,
which will prevent 20 million environmentally friendly
refugees and a nation such as Bangladesh from hosting these
giant uprooted populations.

4.3 Transformative Resilience

Resilience design focuses on the dynamics and the evolution
of complicated social–ecological systems, with three inter-
related key elements: resilience, adaptability, and multi-scale
transformability. One of ecology and society’s most cited
papers reveals the relationships between resilience, adapt-
ability, and transformability (Walker, Holling, Carpenter, &
Kinzig, 2004). This article described resilience as a system’s
ability to absorb disruption and reorganize while undergoing
change so that fundamentally the same role, identity, struc-
ture, and feedback remain (Walker et al., 2004). For an
unsound ecological, economic, and social system, it is dif-
ficult to create a fundamentally new resilient system
instantly, so it needs a gradual transformation then.

As reviewed by Wahl (2016), resilience study began
more than 40 years ago in ecosystem science. C.S., 1973.
Holling released his first study outcomes on the complicated
dynamics of ecosystem change. Holling saw that ecosystems
can be active under a variety of dynamically stable condi-
tions and that before they become disrupted, ecosystems can
either bounce back to their initial state or degenerate into a
less diverse and dynamic equilibrium. There may be too
much perturbation in the system, but simultaneous periodic
(within boundaries) perturbation can also help to transform
an ecosystem in a diversified and vibrant dynamic balance.
Resilience contributes to maintaining the relative stability of
living systems over time, while transformative resilience
describes a living system’s capacity to transform itself in
response to changing conditions and disruptions.
Scale-linking, interlocking mechanisms of change drive
natural system dynamics. These processes occur at various
temporal and spatial scales simultaneously. Local change is
influenced by regional and global change patterns, which in
turn are affected by the local change. The conditions of
‘dynamic equilibrium’ at a given scale are regions of
dynamic (relative) stability within a broader landscape of
constant change and transformation. Resilience research
began by investigating these dynamics in ecosystems and
has since expanded to the interlocking dynamics of change
in eco-social systems since ecosystems cannot be studied
without human activity.

4.4 Adaptability

With the view of Smit and Wandel (2006), adaptations to the
risks connected with interactions between environmental
risks and human vulnerability or adaptive capacity in many
social science areas are regarded. Walker et al. (2004) have
defined adaptability as “the capacity of actors in a system to
influence resilience.” Adaptive capacity is the capacity of
actors in a system to influence resilience. According to
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Wheaton and Maciver (1999), the process of adaptation to
climate occurs in various ways and under many circum-
stances depending on many factors, including the commu-
nity people, impacts of disasters, climate change, and the
process of adaptation and the resources that affect the pro-
cess of adaptation within and across sectors. Again, Car-
penter and Brock (2008) defined adaptive capacity as “the
ability of a living system, such as a social-ecological system,
to adjust responses to changing internal demands and
external drivers and adaptive capacity maintains certain
processes despite changing internal demands and external
forces on the social–ecological system.”

4.5 Ecological Resilience

As Holling, (1996) stated in his paper titled “Engineering
resilience versus ecological resilience. Engineering within
ecological constraints,” “Resilience of a system has been
defined in two different ways in the ecological literature, one
focuses on efficiency, constancy, and predictability—all
attributes at the core of engineers’ desires for a fail-safe
design and the other focuses on persistence, change, and
unpredictability—all attributes embraced by biologists with
evolutionary perspective and the who search for a safe-fail
design.” The first definition denotes the term “Engineering
Resilience,” and the second definition denotes the term
“Ecological Resilience.” According to his perspective,
“ecological resilience focuses on the existence of a system.”
Resilient ecosystems are recognized as adaptable, flexible,
and capable of dealing with change and uncertainty. Resi-
lient ecological systems frequently use a range of policies
and approaches to cope and adapt to change. The ecosystem
can assist ecological systems to have greater resilience to
environmental change through biodiversity and functional
redundancy.

5 Study Area

The study was focused on the Shyamnagar (22°19.8′N 89°
6.2′E) Upazila under Satkhira (22° 21′ 0″ N, 89° 4′ 48″ E),
(Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.), one of the southwestern coastal
districts of Bangladesh. Shyamnagar is interior coast in
terms of salinity intrusion, cyclone, storm surges, and tidal
influence and located in the less economically developed
part (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.) of the country, which has a
harsh environment with low rainfall, poor soils, limited
irrigation, and moderate drought. Shyamnagar Upazila is
bordered to the north by Kaliganj (Satkhira) and Assasuni
Upazila (Wikipedia), to the south by the Sundarbans and
Bay of Bengal, to the east by Koyra and Assasuni Upazila
(Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.), and to the west by Hingalganj

(community development block) in the north of the 24th
district (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.) of Parganas in the West
Bengal Indian state. The main rivers here are Raymangal,
Hariabhanga, Kholpetua, Kalindi, Kobadak, Malancha,
Arpangachhia, and China (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.). Koi-
khali is a union of Shyamnagar. The particular area of
research is Shyamnagar’s Kaikhali (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.
d.) village. The total area of Shyamnagar is1,968.24 km2

(759.94 sq mi) (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.), with a total
population of 318,254 (Shyamnagar Upazila, n.d.). As
counted locally, 1,163 Mundas live in scattered villages of
Shyamnagar, Debate, and Tala Upazilas of Satkhira district
and Koyra and Dumuria Upazilas of Khulna district—all
falling within the Sundarbans (Munda, 2015). Around 25
Munda families live in Koikhali union (Fig. 2). The research
region is adjacent to the Sundarbans mangrove forest, and
for their livelihood, most people rely wholly or partly on
forest products. Approximately most people in these fields
live under the poverty line and are susceptible to natural and
socio-economic reasons.

6 Data Collection and Analysis

Information assemblage techniques included secondary data
collection, household surveys, and study area focus group
conferences to perform this study. A total of 60 families
were surveyed through a semi-structured questionnaire
concentrating on their perceptions of natural climate occur-
rences, i.e., floods, drought cyclones, and their effect on their
loss of assets, variation in revenue, and migration—the
majority of the issues presented in a qualitative form to the
participants. At the start of information processing, all
information was transformed into quantitative form and
analyzed using stats to build the rural poverty profile owing
to natural catastrophe. In addition to this, the proposed
resilient model of the settlement has been simulated by
Vasari Beta 3 for cyclonic and prevailing wind analysis to
ensure the safety and comfort of the homesteads and Auto-
desk Ecotect for shadow analysis of the cluster formation to
ensure the growth of social forestry layer throughout the
year.

7 Results and Discussions

The coastal region’s main issue is undeniable and unam-
biguous climate change, resulting in continuous flooding,
drainage congestion, salinity intrusion, and frequent flooding
of storms. Salinity affects about 53% of coastal regions. In
these fields, agricultural land use is very poor, much smaller
than the country’s average crop intensity. Salinity creates an
unfavorable climate and hydrological condition that
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constrains the year-round ordinary crop production.
Cyclones and tidal surge add the issue. Tidal surge intro-
duces saline water within the coastal polders. The region
continues to waterlog due to drainage congestion, which
impedes soil and food security’s enhanced productivity. All
coastal districts are more or less susceptible to the problem
of climate change. Satkhira district’s Shyamnagar.

Upazila is one of those coastal area regions that was
significantly impacted during Cyclone Aila, 2009. The tidal
surge height has passed the polder’s height during the
cyclone Aila, and the polder has been damaged. The saline
water has been stacked for a long time due to bad drainage
quality, and the region has been significantly impacted by
saline, which has already altered the pattern of their
livelihood.

7.1 Indigenous Knowledge

In Shyamnagar, the community’s highest water depth was
2.1–2.4 m and severe inundation for a longer period. The
residents build their houses with a high plinth of 2–2.5 ft to
cope with the disaster as Sundarbans near Shyamnagar and
locally available Golpata is a widely used building material
considering the cost. Although most dwellers use Golpata, it
is not a durable material. It requires to be repaired every 2–3
years. The season for house building comes just after the
harvest time, and people use straw annually to rebuild the
roof. This practice helps them in two ways: one is to

reinforce the measure of structural preparedness for cyclone,
and the other is to create a new rood with fresh straw. Some
households use CI sheets whose structural and financial
condition is relatively better. Figure 3 shows the homestead
and settlement pattern analysis taking into account the
measure of disaster preparedness.

7.2 Present Scenario of Being Resilient

Emergency management is about community and environ-
mental risk management. The topic of emergency manage-
ment is prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery.
As the preparedness action in the study area, the community
builds their dwelling unit in such a way that the unit can
reduce direct wind pressure and decrease the chances of
collapse. The roof protection is taken as a measure. During
the cyclonic season, they tie their roof frame to the bracket
with heavy rope. This makes the house stronger and more
durable. The participants stated in the study area that their
indigenous protection could withstand the wind speed gen-
erated by depression and cyclonic storm (wind speed up to
87 km/h). The positioning of the residential units and the use
of vegetation in the homestead property as a windbreaker
also constitute the consideration of a cyclonic storm. To
reduce depression and direct wind speed, they use a mud
boundary wall. In response to the cyclone, they go to the
adjacent cyclone shelter with their valuable belongings.
During the recovery period working as a day, laborer

Fig. 2 Study area
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depends on sourcing relief works and borrowing money
from relatives and NGOs to act as financial capital. The
community together clean their houses immediately, repair
the houses, clean the canal to avoid waterlogging. A large
number of families leave their homesteads and take refuge in
embankments and high places. As a preventive measure, the
government build embankment alongside the river.

From the results, it is evident that the primary focus is on
engineering resilience among the two opposing elements of
stability—maintaining function effectiveness (engineering
resilience) and maintaining function life (ecological resi-
lience). Resilience in engineering considers the existence of
ecological systems close to a stable state. Resilience is the
capacity to return after a disturbance to the steady state.
Resilience here is the capacity of the system to resist dis-
turbances before it changes the behavior control variables
and procedures, whereas it should be the ability of ecosys-
tems to respond to the disturbance and environmental
change (Folke 2010) with inter scalar relationship with
gradual transformation and adaptation in the face of climate
change.

It is obvious that in this case, the main infrastructural
assistance is provided by the community, NGOs, and the

government on the preparation and avoidance period,
whereas here it is missing how the dwelling unit and the
settlement will react and contribute during the rehabilitation
period. In this response, the concept of ‘Cyclic Home’ was
introduced, which in the emergency period can function as a
shelter and in the recovery period as a transitional shelter.
The settlement is also intended to speed up the recovery
period and play the function of prevention and adapt reac-
tions to altering external drivers and inner procedures, thus
enabling growth along the present path for future sea level
rise.

7.3 Wind Analysis

Social forestry has been implemented in cluster formation,
which also acts as a windbreaker in the event of a cyclonic
storm. The windbreaker has been placed considering the
prevailing wind and cyclonic storm. The effectiveness of a
tree line depends on its permeability: for 20–30% perme-
ability, the wind speed is decreased by half, and the pro-
tected area length is 15–30 average tree heights, while the
wind speed is lowered by only 20% for 80% permeability.

Fig. 3 Analyzing the homestead and settlement pattern overages
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The primary issues with the tree’s lines are that if the
foundations are bare, a portion of the air mass comes under
the tree and sometimes speeds up. They must be coupled
with other species of plants with medium length that gar-
nish the trunk of the large trees.

Using the Vasari Beta 3 wind simulation software, Fig. 4
shows the windbreaker’s response to the cyclonic storm and
prevailing wind in a cluster. It is obvious from the simulation
that wind shadow has been generated within the cluster,
possibly decreasing the cyclonic storm’s wind pressure on
the dwelling units from the southwest. During the simula-
tion, the wind speed was 80 m/s. On the other hand, the
cluster’s wind tunnel is created by the prevailing wind from
the southwest between the clusters.

7.4 Shadow Analysis

The annual shadow has been analyzed using Ecotect
(Fig. 5a) to locate the social forestry and community areas to
cultivate their homestead’s adjacent area throughout the year
and diversify their livelihoods. Figure 5b is showing the
benefit of shadow analysis to integrate the social forestry
layer in the cluster formation and the action of this green
layer as the protection from the cyclonic wind as a wind-
breaker. This vegetation layer may reduce their dependence
on the Sundarbans also.

During the recovery period, the most significant thing is
to remove the saline flood water as quickly as possible to
prevent water logging in this region. After studying the site’s
topography, maximum dwelling units were arranged at the
lowest contour points (max contour height is 5’) to avoid the
cluster’s water logging. There is a retention channel in the
reduced part of the contours that will assist the outflow of

floodwater through the river’s channel. The core shelter will
function as the transition shelter to be retrieved during this
period. This water flow will also assist constantly wipe out
the soil during the monsoon period, which will reduce the
quantity of salinity in the soil.

7.5 Site-Specific Transformative Resilience

The site currently has a small layer of mangrove trees
alongside the river, which, during the cyclone, hardly pro-
vides any protection. Nevertheless, Hossain, (2003), Nur
(2002) says that the mangrove forest may extend 20 times the
height of the trees to the protected area. So, it was suggested
in the scheme that the mangrove layer should be protected at
the southwest corner. An embankment does not border
another part of the site; still, if the tide can be permitted
throughout the year, the sedimentation will help the soil level
be high, which can also be a predicted future settlement zone
for this community. Since the mangrove layer is intended to
develop more, it is anticipated that the site will transform
within ten years, and by maintaining the tidal flow throughout
the canal, it is also anticipated that the mangroves will extend
within site along with the impact of sea level rise over the
next 40 years. Since the site is now at risk of sea level rise, it
is intended to be submerged within 100 years, which will
also boost the number of mangroves, and the internal dis-
placement will happen on the elevated ground (today’s basin
region, higher ground level by flooding). Thus, a
smaller-scale intervention will allow greater resilience on a
bigger scale. This whole site-specific process of transforma-
tive resilience has been illustrated in Fig. 6.

The site currently has a small layer of mangrove trees
alongside the river, which, during the cyclone, hardly

Fig. 4 Cyclonic, and Prevailing Wind Pressure Simulation by Vasari
Beta 3 for cluster planning a Analysis show that cyclone winds
originate from the southwest side of the study area b Windbreakers on

the southwest side create cyclone wind shadows for the proposed
cluster c Prevailing winds originate from the southeast side available
for each dwelling unit
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provides any protection. Nevertheless, Hossain, Nur, 2002
says that the mangrove forest may extend 20 times the trees
(Fig. 7) to the protected area. So it was suggested in the
scheme that the mangrove layer should be protected at the
southwest corner. An embankment does not border another
part of the site; still, if the tide can be permitted throughout the
year, the sedimentation will help the soil level be high, which
can also be a predicted future settlement zone for this com-
munity. Since the mangrove layer is intended to develop
more, it is anticipated that the site will transform within 10
years, and by maintaining the tidal flow throughout the canal,
it is also anticipated that the mangroves will extend within the
site along with the impact of sea level rise over the next 40
years. Since the site is now at risk of sea level rise, it is
intended to be submerged within 100 years, which will also
boost the number of mangroves, and the internal displacement
will happen on the elevated ground (today’s basin region,
higher ground level by flooding). Thus, a smaller scale
intervention will allow greater resilience on a bigger scale.

8 Conclusion

It is evident that there will be a tension between maintaining
the resilience of the desired current state in the face of some
known and unknown shocks and stresses, and thereby

building a transformable system is needed to foster the
flexibility to the unforeseen challenges. However, the char-
acteristics of the adaptive and transformative settlement are
likely to overlap. In resilience thinking, there is an inter-
acting hierarchy nested in the system like the fast-changing
variables in the lower level systems influence the slow
variables in the higher level systems. So, after a disaster like
a cyclone, the whole social–ecological system can’t just
“bounce back” or return to the previous stable equilibrium
without transforming the system’s elements, as the
social-economic condition does not remain the same. The
whole system has to be “bouncing forward,” incorporating
all the transformation, risk mitigation within the recovery
system. Because a resilient system never draws out vulner-
abilities ultimately but can alter the configuration of system
resources and capabilities, implying a change in system
vulnerabilities in space and time. With relation to such
characteristics of the system, it is expected that the trans-
formative resilience of a human settlement will emphasize
the diversity, strength, and human capital of a community
across the multi-scale dimensions. But transformation does
not occur in a vacant place. Outlining resilience from
multiple scales and using every shock and stress as an
opportunity by combining the indigenous knowledge and
technology, the social-ecological transformation from one
state to another landscape is possible.

Fig. 5 a Autodesk Ecotect analysis for shadow b Using the shadow analysis for cluster planning
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Fig. 6 Site-specific
transformative resilience
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Fig. 7 Effect of parabon
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The Mexico City New International Airport:
A Case Study in Environmentally Sensitive
Geometries

Matthew Fineout

Abstract

Cities, and the buildings that make them, are undergoing
an evolution, in some instances unwittingly, in response
to increased societal demands but also in relation to a
growing awareness and sensitivity to our environment.
Currently, the focus of sustainable practices centers
around material sourcing, new means of energy genera-
tion, and advanced materials to enhance thermal comfort.
The inherent role geometry plays in contributing to
sustainable practices is often overlooked in today’s
general discourse of the subject. The defining geometry
or form of an architectural project can have a profound
effect upon the amount of energy consumption of a
building. This is true not only for the amount of energy
consumed in the construction process, known as embod-
ied energy, but also the amount of energy required for its
operation. When geometry is considered in this aspect the
form of buildings will change driven in response to
minimize the consumption of energy. Two attributes of
energy efficient geometries are found in weight reduction,
or the so-called tonnage of a building, and the reduction
of its surface area. Both of these reduce embodied energy
while the latter also impacts operational energy. As these
attributes are applied in greater measure building forms
will shift away from a dominant orthogonal geometry
which characterizes our built environment today. The
form of the city will take on a much different shape. The
Mexico City New International Airport, a joint venture
between Foster Partners and Fernando Romero Enter-
prise, is a project principled upon energy efficient
geometries and offers the perfect case study in which to
illustrate these principles. The paper will provide an
in-depth review of the project focusing on the geometries,
their generating ideas and their benefits for the reduction

of energy. It can also provide a hint of methods employed
and considerations made for the future development of
our built environment.

Keywords

Geometry � Energy � Efficiency � Envelope �
Environment

1 Introduction

Architectural form plays a major role in the embodied energy
of a building, meaning the energy consumed in its materials
and construction. Buildings that are sensitive to the environ-
ment seek to minimize their embodied energy. This can be
done either through the choice of materials and/or the form a
building takes. Building form takes on greater and greater
importance as the size of the project increases. To understand
the significance form plays this paperwill examine theMexico
City New International Airport, a joint venture between Foster
Partners and Fernando Romero Enterprise. The Mexico City
New International Airport will be the third largest terminal in
the world when it is complete serving 68 million passengers
annually. A unique feature of the terminal is its continuous
form, not a form chopped up into walls, roofs, clerestories, and
other architectural elements, but one continuous form. It is
from this standpoint that this project offers a perfect case study
on how geometry plays a key role in determining the overall
embodied energy of the project.

2 Energy Efficiency | Geometry

Geometry plays an instrumental, yet unspoken role in the
creation of buildings that are efficient in the use of energy.
Energy efficiency has a two-fold meaning in this context;
first it relates to the amount of energy required to construct a
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building and second it refers to the amount of energy
required to operate the building. In both of these instances,
geometry plays a defining role. Today, our built landscape is
dominated by a Cartesian orthogonal geometry which, in its
form, is apathetic to energy efficiencies and in fact is at odds
with the efficient use of energy. The orthogonal form of the
city that we have inherited is a direct result of the Industrial
Revolution and the techniques employed in the manufac-
turing of construction materials where the use of energy and
its environmental impact is not of consideration. The man-
ufacture of contemporary materials, including steel and glass
and other prevalent construction materials, starts off with a
molten mix of ingredients; ores, silicates, binders, etc. This
molten mixture is subsequently drawn-out over a ‘straight
line’ either through a series of rollers or other means to
create a material member that is characterized by a single
sectional profile extruded over a specified length (see
Fig. 1). The result is the structural steel member, a sheet of
glass and other linear members that we are familiar with
today and constitue our built environment.

This linear member then, establishes the conditions for
these originating orthogonal geometries to be carried
downstream through progressive sequences of the con-
struction process. These geometric two-dimensional lines
and planes of construction materials are subsequently
arranged on site, in keeping with their originating planar
geometries, to extend the formation of composite
three-dimensional orthogonal constructs. In this fashion,
there is an unquestioned and underlying Cartesian geometry
that permeates the built environment that stems from man-
ufacturing techniques which project out through subsequent
steps and processes that ultimately constitute our environ-
ment (see Fig. 2).

It was Buckminster Fuller who coined the term, “Do
More with Less”.1 In one instance, this made reference to his
‘Geodesic’ Geometries that he was busily promulgating to
the architecture and construction industry (see Fig. 3). In his
pursuit and exploration of Geodesic Geometries, Fuller
famously extended the mathematical argument of the
Isoperimetric Inequality to three-dimensional space. In
mathematics, the Isoperimetric Inequality is the relationship
between a boundary and the area it encloses. For
two-dimensional planar figures, the circle is unique in
enclosing the greatest area by a closed curve expressed in the
following equation, where L is a curve of a given length.2

L2 � 4pA

Fuller extended this principal to three-dimensional space
confidently asserting:

(a) Spherical structures enclose the greatest volume with
the least surface area

(b) Geodesic spherical structures, which are inherently omni-
triangularly framed entirely of great-circle chords, give the
strongest structure per weight of materials employed.3

It is quite clear in these statements and by extension,
mathematical propositions, that geometry plays a key role in
the attributes of built form. In comparison to these propo-
sitions, there is an increase in surface area required for
orthogonal geometries to enclose an equivalent volume.
When considering this in terms of built form, surface area
translates to building material and therefore more building
material is required to enclose the equivalent volume. By
extension, an increase in energy is required to manufacture
the increase in materials. This is not only true for the energy
required to construct the form but also the energy required to
condition the form since by default, an increase in area of
membrane that separates two bodies of differential temper-
atures requires a proportional increase in energy to mediate
the difference of temperature between the two bodies. So to
return to the opening argument of the paper, orthogonal
geometries by their very nature require more energy in their
execution and operation and to that end the form of the city
we have inherited is heavily energy inefficient.

3 Another Way

As Buckminster Fuller pointed out there is another way to
consider built form, not just as an aggregate of
pre-manufactured Cartesian elements arranged in a predes-
tined orthogonal grid but with a strategy in mind as to the
resultant performative aspects of the building; its impact on
the environment, and its symbiotic relationship to larger
sustaining ecologies. This mindset brings to the foreground
geometries of a fundamental different nature. Although
Buckminster Fullers geometries were limited to pure Eucli-
dean geometries that have limited application in the built
environment this thinking can be adapted to more nuanced
forms that take into consideration the specifics of an archi-
tectural project in terms of constraints related to function,
program and site inclusive of the broader local environment.

The Mexico City New International Airport or Nuevo
Aeropuerto Internacional de la Ciudad de Mexico (NAICM)
is just one such project that deploys this strategy (see Fig. 4).
The project is a joint venture between Foster Partners and
Fernando Romero Enterprise; FR-EE. The project is an
entirely new airport located to the Northeast of the existing
airport, 10 miles Northeast of the Mexico City Center in the

1 Lopez-Perez and Allen (2014).
2 Osserman (1978). 3 Fuller (1981).
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municipality of Texcoco. The property is a vast, flat, dry lake
bed with little to no vegetation or clearing required for the
project. Phase one of the project consists of three runways,
the passenger terminal building, the air traffic control tower,
the ground transportation center and facility support ancil-
lary buildings. The passenger terminal building, when
complete, will be the third largest in the world following
Beijing Capital Airport, terminal three and Dubai Interna-
tional Airport, terminal three, serving 68 million passengers
annually.

The design of the terminal building is very unique and in
plan forms an X optimizing passenger flows and connec-
tivity. The building envelope departs from conventional
airport design and offers the most innovative aspect of the
project. Lord Norman Foster and Fernando Romero pro-
posed the building envelope to be one system; to do away
with conventional walls, roofs, clerestories and their asso-
ciated structural elements and ancillary systems but to con-
sider the envelope as one unifying system (see Fig. 5). This
offered a tabula rasa of sorts to reconsider the building
envelope from the ground up.

The building envelope for the Mexico City New Inter-
national Airport terminal is approximately five million
square feet. From end to end, the terminal measures one and
three-quarter kilometers long and three-quarters of a kilo-
meter wide. It is a stand-alone system that is detached from
the terminal superstructure that supports floor slabs,
mechanical systems, and elements specific to the functioning
of the airport such as ticketing, security, and baggage han-
dling systems, etc. The building envelope is supported along
its perimeter where it sits upon the apron, by 21 large funnels
where the mesh collects to form giant columns and by three
giant arches at the south façade each spanning 175 m.

The final geometry of the enclosure is the result of
2 years of iterative evolutionary studies. The building skin is
very closely choreographed to the inner workings of the
airport and as well to airside constraints and environmental
conditions. The geometry needed to respond to a number of

Fig. 1 Glass manufacturing
(courtesy of vitro architectural
glass)

Fig. 2 Descriptive geometry R. G. Roberston
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criteria including passenger flows, airside constraints, pro-
grammatic, and functional criteria as well as structural and
environmental considerations. To that end, the envelope
mediates numerous conditions responding to and fostering
each. Although the footprint of the terminal appears sym-
metrical it is not, like the human form it is slightly nuanced
in response to the arrangement of internal functions as well
as exterior constraints. Programmatic functions cannot be
uniformly distributed but are biased to certain locations
based on adjacency and functional requirements. So to are

the positions of the boarding gates termed, fixed link
bridges, which are not uniformly distributed along the
perimeter of the terminal but are positioned in response to
domestic and international carriers as well as associated
aircraft types and sizes. These slight misalignments create an
irregular geometry for the enclosure which prevents not only
the mirroring of the two halves but also the division of the
enclosure into repetitive parts. This irregularity of the
geometry does not end at the form but ripples in to affect the
tessellation of the building skin.

Fig. 3 Buckminster Fuller Geodesic Dome

Fig. 4 Nuevo Aeropuerto Internacional de la Ciudad de Mexico (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV
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4 Structure

In keeping with the sustainable principals of the project, and
to achieve a single unified enclosure system, Lord Norman
Foster and Fernando Romero along with Arup proposed a
lightweight shell structure. Shell structures provide the
benefit of highly efficient structural systems; the least
amount of mass and weight required to accommodate
structural forces. Shell or form-active structures do this by
optimizing loads axial to the structural member there-by
minimizing bending, torque, and shear within the member
that requires additional material to overcome these forces.4

In addition, the building skin is a direct expression of the
structure, thereby eliminating miscellaneous assemblies that
mediate between skin and structure that add more weight
and embodied energy to the system. The overall form-active
structural system of the Mexico City Airport is differentiated
into three nuanced framing types based upon functional and
load bearing requirements. The vast majority of the envelope
is comprised of a tetrahedral, double-layer space frame
structure (see Fig. 6). At the boarding gates, this
double-layer system merges into a single layer, mechanical,
nodal system. At the central portion of the terminal, the
space frame converges into 21 vertical supporting funnels
that consist of a single-layer welded frame (see Fig. 7).

Since the building envelope is directly linked to the
structure the size of the triangular modules was set by jumbo

size glass sheets in which a triangular leg is not to exceed
approximately two and a half meters. There is a more
intricate formula for determining the maximum triangular
size, but it basically approximates two and a half meters
wide. The space frame is an alternating series of right size
and inverted triangular pyramids; the apex of one pyramid
forms one of three base vertices of the adjoining pyramid.
The depth of the space frame is extremely shallow consid-
ering the spans it reaches, in some cases in excess of 175 m,
giving a depth to span ratio of less than 0.02. Also due to
airside aviation constraints a maximum height of 42 m could
not be exceeded making the arch profile of the shell extre-
mely flat in some instances. It is also important to note that
the structural support for the building envelope is a contin-
uous structure with no construction joints therefore the frame
and geometry are designed to withstand building movements
and deflections of up to, plus and minus, a half of meter in
either direction.

5 Form Fitting

As mentioned above the geometry of the building envelope
is the result of a 2-year long form fitting process that took
into account several different and often times competing
criteria and conditions. The resulting form is a balancing of
these constraints and conditions. First and foremost, the
envelop provides shelter for the terminals program and
various functions. The center of the ‘X’, surrounded by
seven funnels that project to form a dome, provides a gen-
erously scaled atrium with shops and other amenities that

Fig. 5 Single unifying enclosure system (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE / F + P | JV

4 Macdonald (2001).
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provide rest and respite for travelers. The central dome, also
known as the ‘Heart' of the project, feeds into four terminal
arms lined with boarding gates that provide access to the
aircraft. Clearance requirements for such pragmatic elements
as elevator shaft overruns were carefully studied to form a

tight fit and minimize associated surface area of the space
frame over these elements (see Fig. 8). The terminal arms
are not just linear extrusions of a concourse but gently swell
and retract in relation to the boarding gates. This subtle
modulation of the form not only provides ample area and

Fig. 6 Tetrahedral space frame structure (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV

Fig. 7 Funnel structural support (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE / F + P | JV
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visual ques for the boarding gates but, between gates,
reduces the footprint, volume and related surface area of the
building skin (see Fig. 9). This yields tremendous savings in
both operational and embodied energy. A 10% variation in a
five million square foot building envelope equals 500
thousand square feet which is significant. Tuning the
envelope to recognize these nuances is paramount in its final
design and energy savings.

It also bears mentioning that the terminal, although in its
overall form appears symmetrical, in fact is not symmetrical.
Small localized deviations in response to internal functional
requirements occur throughout the terminal that prevents any
symmetrical reading of the project, especially as it relates to
construction, which precludes the possibility of mirroring
elements. For instance, the 46 boarding gates that ring the
perimeter are not evenly distributed but are located in
response to operations and aircraft types. Domestic versus
international gates, associated aircraft, and other operational
functions set the location of the boarding gates also known
as the “fixed link bridges”. The geodesic mesh of the fixed
link bridges merge into the overriding space frame shell of
the terminal but localized adjustments are made to accom-
modate their unique locations. Great lengths were taken to
minimize disparities and their effect on the terminal shell that
would distract from a cohesive structure, not only to simplify
construction but also to create an intuitive environment for
passengers. This speaks clearly of a form adaptive structural
system that can act upon localized conditions within a
broader overarching geometry and form. This approach
moves beyond the rigid Euclidean geometries of Buckmin-
ster Fuller, not mentioning the strict prescribed orthogonal
geometries of manufacturing techniques, to an open-end
system receptive to balancing form and function.

Beyond spatial criteria, the envelope was also developed
in response to functional and performative criteria. In order
for a shell structure to work certain geometries must be
maintained; an arch has a limit to its flatness. Airside con-
straints limited the height of the building to 42 m above the
runway apron while internal programmatic requirements
called for generously scaled volumes. The positioning of the
supporting funnels and the arching capability of the space
frame mediates these two opposing constraints, reaching
clear spans of 178 m at the dome. Seismic and volcanic
events play a critical role in the development of the building
envelope. The light weight structural space frame was
designed to reduce the ‘table-top’ mass that exacerbates
forces in a seismic event. Detailed rain water flow analyses
were performed to insure the ‘slipperiness’ of the envelope
during rain and hail storms to maintain balanced flow and
drainage (see Fig. 10). Proper minimum slopes are main-
tained that prevent ponding even under deflection of vol-
canic ash events from the nearby Popocatepetl volcano. The
project will be certified LEED Platinum when completed,

the first LEED platinum airport in the world. To this end,
extraordinary time and effort was devoted to the study and
analysis of thermal and daylighting performance which is
subject for another paper.

6 Geometry

The geometry of the building envelope is defined in the
cladding database; this contains the DNA coding and
instructions, so to speak, to generate the geometry of the
building envelope. There are two cladding database types;
one defines topology the other defines typology. The artic-
ulated surface of the building envelope is a triangulated
mesh. Each vertex of the mesh carries a unique ID and
position in space, each of these vertices are recorded in the
database. Connecting the vertices with a series of lines
creates triangles and in so doing a planar surface defined by
the points of the triangle. From this database, of only points,
one can reconstruct the entire geometry of the building
envelope.

The structural support for the building envelope is an
extension of this geometry and can be defined through a set
of sequential steps. As mentioned, connecting the vertices as
defined in the database with lines creates a mesh of triangles.
Each triangle is a planar surface with a vector normal to its
face. Each vertex of each triangle forms the center vertex of
six adjoining triangle that forms a hexagon. The center
vertex of each hexagon has an orientation that equals the
average of each triangular normal that comprise the hexa-
gon. This vector serves as the connection between cladding
and structure (see Fig. 11). An offset of the cladding vertex
along this vector establishes the structural vertex. The
structural vertices are then connected by lines that create the
supporting structural mesh of the building envelope. By this
method, the sequential steps can expand creating all the
points necessary to generate the building envelope and
supporting structure.

From this procedure, two meshes are created, an exterior
cladding mesh that defines joints between contiguous clad-
ding panels, and an interior structural mesh that defines
centerline of structural members. There is a unique geometry
and subsequent challenge that this procedure, to generate a
multidimensional mesh, coupled with the unique surface
curvature of the form create; that is an interstitial hyperbolic
paraboloid geometrical framework. As previously noted, the
surface geometry of the envelope was created in response to
airside constraints and interior programmatic functions.
Since these constraints are not uniform in their distribution,
the envelope is not uniform either, meaning it is an asym-
metrical and irregular form. The result of this, is surface
curvature of the envelope is constantly varying and diverse
adapting to constraints of the specific location. Varying
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curvature prevents vectors of interlinked hexagons to share a
common origin and in so doing these vectors are not planar
or lie on a common plane; therefore, the line connecting
adjacent cladding vertices is not parallel to the line con-
necting structural vertices of the same vector pair and in
addition do not lie on a common plane. Simply put, the joint
between cladding panels does not align with the structural
member supporting it (see Fig. 12). This is due to the

asymmetrical nature of the form. This problem does not arise
in a uniform symmetrical dome. In this case, symmetry
aligns vectors to fall on the same plane providing for surface
offsets between multiple assemblies to align. For the most
part, misalignment between cladding lines and structural
lines is insignificant due to the substantially large curvatures
of the building envelope but there are conditions where
curvatures become acute and this unique geometry presents a

Fig. 8 Comparison of iterative building envelope geometries (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV

Fig. 9 Terminal arm undulations (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV
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Fig. 10 Water flow mapping (NAICM) image courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV

Fig. 11 Geometric procedures for defining vectors (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV
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challenge for construction. These areas occur when syn-
clastic geometries, geometries of positive curvature in both
principle directions, transition into anticlastic geometries,
geometries where curvature is split between negative and
positive in their principle directions. This occurs in the
transition of the terminal arms to the fixed link bridges and
in the body of the ‘X’ where the skin collects into the 21
funnels supports. In these areas, the misalignment between
members presents challenges for construction.

7 Less is More

A cursory study below will help illustrate the potential these
strategies, related to the reconsideration of constituent
geometries and systems, can offer in terms of increased
energy savings. Figure 13a–c represent three versions of the
building envelope. Figure a represents the envelope as
designed with exterior openings or a volume with openings.

Fig. 12 Geometric misalignment between cladding and structural pairs (NAICM) Image Courtesy FR-EE/F + P | JV

Fig. 13 Three versions of the
NAICM terminal building
envelope (NAICM) Image
Courtesy FR-EE / F + P | JV
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Figure b represents the envelope as designed with these
exterior openings closed, providing an enclosed volume and
Figure c is an orthogonal extrusion of the terminal footprint
as designed. The height of the extrusion is based on an
average height between the terminal arms and the dome of
the airport. In reality, this average height would be inade-
quate to house the various programmatic functions and
would require a stepped roof with all its inherent compli-
cations of clerestories and the such in lieu of the sinuously
smooth geometry of the current design.

In Fig. 13, the surface area of the enclosed mesh equals
472,506.362 M2. The surface area of the building envelope
in Fig. 13, the orthogonally extruded footprint, equals
526,273.445 M2. This represents an increase in surface area
of over ten percent. This is significant for a building of this
scale, costing an additional 53,767.083 M2 of material.

To illustrate how this additional material translates into
energy consumption, apply the energy values related to the
production of aluminum noted earlier. Hypothetically, 1
square meter of aluminum sheet equals 5 kg. Following the
equations below, there is over a seven million Mega Joule
increase in energy consumption for the orthogonal geometry,
and as mentioned, this does not even take into consideration
energy related to mining, shipping, and installation.

1 Ton Virgin Aluminum Metal
¼ 27; 122MJ or 25:785MBtu

1 Ton = 1,000 Kg = 27,122 MJ or 25.785 MBtu

1Kg ¼ 27:122 MJ or 0:025785 MBtu

1 M2 ¼ 5 Kg ¼ 135:61 MJ or 0:128925 MBtu

Embodied Energy Increase:
53; 767:083 M2x135:61MJ ¼ 7; 291; 354:13MJ.

8 Conclusion

In summary, the Mexico City New International Airport
presents a new paradigm in the relation of architecture to its
environment. Substantial reductions in energy consumption

can be realized in challenging a priori forms borne from
orthogonal geometries embedded in the manufacturing pro-
cess. This, coupled with form active, highly efficient struc-
tures, further reduces weight and material and the associated
embodied energies of each. The formal approach in defining
the mesh also discards the shackles of a straitjacket geometry
that is unforgiving to local conditions. Instead this geometric
strategy enables the ability of the form to adapt to localized
conditions. As always architecture is an art, it is not strictly
scientific. There is always an art in balancing quantitative
facts with qualitative conditions. Architecture, first and
foremost inspires the human condition but at the same time
must be vigilantly conscious of the costs for its realization.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Mexico City New
International Airport is that it provides a malleable enclosure
within a comprehensive logic that allows the freedom for
nuanced behavior while respecting the responsibility of
energy conscious forms.

We have new tools at our disposal and a variety of
manufacturing techniques that are quickly evolving. We also
have the capacity to analyze big data, related to various
phenomena, hitherto unavailable before. By the year 2030,
three and a half times the existing building stock of the
United States, including infrastructure, will be built world-
wide, primarily in Asia (Architecture 2030, UN Habitat,
State of the World’s Cities 2010/2011; McKinsey Global
Institute). In light of these conditions, in which we now find
ourselves, a paradigm shift is required; The Nuevo Aerop-
uerto Internacional de la Ciudad de Mexico points in this
new direction.
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Is Greener Commuting Possible? A Campus
Case Study in Schwäbisch Hall
as Contribution to Climate Protection

Wanja Wellbrock, Daniela Ludin, Benjamin Högele, and Erika Müller

Abstract

In its recent report, the UNIPCC has described the
impacts and possible magnificent disturbances that arise
from climate change. Rising temperatures, droughts and
heat waves will affect many regions. This brings special
attention to cities, where the population density is high
and surroundings are characterized by built-up areas that
tend to keep the heat. Cities need to take action to secure
healthy living conditions in times of transition and
change, such as increasing green areas inside the city,
reduction of waste and emissions. Thereby, shifting
mobility and transport to emission free resources is one
major factor. Innovative mobility concepts are necessary
that are based on renewable energy supply and offer
multimodal mobility solutions that also integrate the rural
surroundings. By executing an empirical case study, the
authors try to investigate the implementation potentials
for green mobility at universities. The campus Schwä-
bisch Hall, part of the University of Applied Sciences
Heilbronn, is located in a rural area and serves as an
exemplary setting for a field test. Thereupon a
climate-friendly concept that promotes green mobility
on the campus will be developed as a contribution to the
city’s greening and climate protection activities. The aim
of the project is to devise a valuable solution that creates
incentives for all parties involved to dispense individual
car traffic and switch to public transport or e-bikes
instead. The introduction of a new bus line and the
possible use of e-bikes will be examined in a test phase.
The implementation of the test phase is linked to a
quantitative and qualitative collection of mobility data
(modal split), current mobility behaviour and the accep-
tance of green mobility by students. Incentives for other
mobility opportunities and potential obstacles are

investigated. In a later stage of the project measures and
recommendations for action and the potential for CO2

emissions savings will be derived.

Keywords

Green commuting � Sustainable mobility � Rural area �
Renewable energies � Modal split

1 Introduction

“Eleven million Germans commute to work” (ZEIT
ONLINE, 2018). This means that more than every fourth
worker in Germany commutes, two-thirds of them use a car
(Stahnke et al., 2016). The transport sector is one of the
fastest growing producers of CO2 and other greenhouse gas
emissions, comprising both goods and passenger trans-
portation (public and private) [World Health Organization
(WHO), 2019]. The amount of daily traffic puts pressure
especially on densely populated or urban areas, in terms of
managing traffic flow, parking spaces but also noise and
emissions. Negative effects are measurable, both on local
and global level. In its recent report, the IPCC (2018)
described the impacts and possible magnificent disturbances
that arise from climate change. Rising temperatures,
droughts and heat waves will affect many regions. The
German Environment Agency (Umweltbundesamt—UBA)
regularly measures concentrations of air pollutants in Ger-
man cities [German Environment Agency (UBA) 2019a, b].
Just currently, results of this year’s assessment show that in
57 cities the measured Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are above the
limit values (Spiegel Online, 2019). Most of NOx emissions
stem from diesel exhaust gases used for transportation
issues, which might have a severe impact on human health
conditions [German Environment Agency (UBA) 2019a, b].

More and more cities need to take action to adapt to
changing climatic conditions and hence secure healthy living
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conditions in a double sense (Heidrich et al., 2016; Reckien
et al., 2018). Globally cities should contribute to the overall
global goal of mitigation of climate change. Appropriate
measures are e.g. reducing emissions and substituting the
dependence on fossil fuels according to international and
national guidelines and policies. On the local level, this
means to invest into bottom-up approaches for sustainable
urban development that consider the diverse characteristics
of their local areas (Biesbroek et al., 2010; Carter, 2011).
Transforming urban design into a green, more sustainable
urbanism requires a multidisciplinary approach following
the “triple zero framework of zero fossil-fuel energy use,
zero waste and zero emissions (aiming for low-to-no-carbon
emissions)” (Lehmann, 2010). Shifting mobility and trans-
port to emission free resources is one major “adjusting
screw” for cities to reach their climate protection goals.

However, at the same time, innovative mobility concepts
have to integrate more complex and sometimes conflicting
aspects, besides renewable energy use. They need to offer
good access to transport services both for commuters and
residents of an area that help to “reduce automobile depen-
dency, but also the need to travel” (Lehmann, 2010). They
should offer multimodal mobility solutions, stimulate beha-
vioural change, be affordable, avoid additional land con-
sumption and use smart technological solutions.

This paper discusses the implementation potentials for
green commuting as part of climate protection activities. The
mobility behaviour of students and staff was examined in a
small-scale case study at the university campus of Schwä-
bisch Hall, Germany. A field test of green commuting
alternatives was executed. The aim of the project is to devise
a valuable solution that creates incentives for all parties
involved to dispense individual car traffic and find alterna-
tives to fossil fuel-based traffic modes. The project is still in
progress. The modal split as well as identified obstacles and
barriers for developing a green commuting concept will be
presented in this paper. The findings might add general input
for other researchers and practitioners in the field of sus-
tainable, fossil fuel free urban development.

2 Problem Description

Schwäbisch Hall is a medium-sized town with about 40,000
inhabitants, located in a rural area. The campus of Schwä-
bisch Hall, part of the University of Applied Sciences Heil-
bronn, is the setting for a field test for green commuting
alternatives. With 8,500 students, the Heilbronn University
of Applied Sciences is one of the largest universities of
applied sciences in Baden-Württemberg, Germany. The
campus of Schwäbisch Hall is one of three locations

belonging to the university. The number of students has
increased from 150 in 2009 to 1,067 in the winter semester
2018/2019. The number of professors, lecturers and staff in
Schwäbisch Hall amounts to 89 people. Through the exten-
sion of further degree courses, these numbers might increase
significantly in the next coming years. The university
buildings in Schwäbisch Hall are split on two locations, with
a 700 m distance and a significant difference in altitude.

The campus is a typical commuting facility; students and
staff are arriving and departing on daily basis. Additionally,
students (and partly staff) have to change daily between both
campus locations due to different lecture locations. The
available parking ground at the campus comprises only
about 142 spaces for students and staff.

Therefore, students and staff add a significant amount of
traffic and related emissions to the overall daily traffic situ-
ation inside and around the city. Public and free parking
space in Schwäbisch Hall is rare, and other companies and
institutions compete with the university campus. The num-
ber of parking places at the campus is less than enough and
leads to “wild” parking in the neighbourhoods. The offer of
an alternative parking space in 1200 m walking distance
does not seem to be accepted sufficiently. The situation
might deteriorate in the future, when more students are
commuting to the campus.

Specific peculiarities of the mobility behaviour at the
campus and the whole university have been examined in the
past years (Bernecker, 2015; Klinkmann & Hotzy, 2016).
Both studies show that just over half of the students are
travelling by car to the campus, about 26% are travelling by
bus and/or train, and 23% are walking to the campus. 48% of
the students are using the car for the way between the two
university buildings, 45% are walking, and only 6% are
using the bus (Klinkmann & Hotzy, 2016). Commuting by
bicycle plays almost no role at all (Bernecker, 2015).

Reasons for this mobility behaviour can be traced back to
the following aspects:

– 30% of the students describe access to public transport as
inadequate (Klinkmann & Hotzky, 2016). Main reasons
are frequencies and costs (Bernecker, 2015, Klinkmann
& Hotzky, 2016). There is a wish for a direct campus line
that offers a quicker connection between the campus and
the train stations (Klinkmann & Hotzy, 2016).

– Due to great differences in altitude the proportion of
cycling in the city is quite low. This situation is reflected
in the small number of bicycle parking facilities at the
campus, there is space for 24 bikes, and no shower and
locker rooms are available so far.

– Besides lacks in existing public transport infrastructure
the favoured way of transport is based on “individual user
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preferences, the personal mobility behaviour and the desired
route chains and travel purposes” (Bernecker, 2015).

– There is a strong wish for more free parking spaces
(Bernecker, 2015).

3 Bottom-Up Approach for Sustainable
Mobility—Case Study and Field Test
at the Campus Schwäbisch Hall

Based on the key findings of the existing surveys a twelve
month´s project was started in November 2018. The focus of
the project “Sustainable mobility at campus Schwäbisch
Hall” is the development of a concept for sustainable
mobility and greener commuting by offering alternatives to
individual car traffic. Financial support is provided by the
Ministry of Science, Research and Arts Baden-Württemberg.
The main project milestones are the execution of a test phase
for an e-bus line and e-bikes and the generation of quanti-
tative and qualitative data through an online survey. Local
stakeholders such as the public transport provider, the city of
Schwäbisch Hall, student representatives, the building
society Schwäbisch Hall (owner of parking areas), bike
shops and others shall be integrated. Furthermore, the
potential for integrating start-ups shall be assessed.

Roupé (2015) defined three different types of sustainable
commuting:

– Commute types that have no emissions: walking and
bicycling.

– Commute types that transport more than one passenger:
public transportation and carpooling.

– Commute types that replace fossil fuel with renewable
energy: electrically powered forms of mobility with green
electricity.

All three types of green commuting are part of the con-
cept development and were included in the test phase. In the
period from 20.05.2019 to 24.05.2019, students had the
opportunity to use an e-bus line for their way to the campus.
Here it was important that the bus stops connect all impor-
tant junctions, like the two campus buildings, the alternative
parking space in walking distance and the train station. With
further stops between these junctions, a good accessibility
could be ensured. The electricity for the bus and the bikes
was purchased by the municipal utility of Schwäbisch Hall.
It generates already 64% of its energy from renewable
sources (Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall GmbH, 2017).

At the same time, the students had the option to rent
e-bikes for their way from and to the campus and between
the campus buildings. With two rental systems, students
could rent an e-bike either for the entire week or for short

periods to get to the other campus building. The
last-mentioned app based rental system was available for six
weeks. To reduce the pressure on the parking space at the
campus, students were motivated to use the alternative
parking space with a distance of approximately 1,200 m.

4 Status Quo for Green Commuting
at Campus Schwäbisch Hall—Results
of the Testphase

To analyse the possibilities of green commuting, the statis-
tical results of the project’s survey are described below. This
includes the distance of residence to the campus, the pre-
ferred choice of transportation and the qualitative analysis of
the mobility behaviour (modal split).

The online survey focused on collecting mobility data
(modal split), current mobility behaviour and the acceptance
of green mobility. The total sample unit comprised 1,156
people, all students and staff members at the campus have
been invited to participate. The response rate was 9.17% in
total. As only 5.62% of the contacted staff members partic-
ipated in the survey, the received answers are not repre-
sentative. For that reason, the analysis of data is focused on
student’s responses.

In this survey, 106 students were questioned, how far
they live from the campus. Only 30% of the students are
living approximately up to a 5 km distance. 21% have a
one-way commuting distance of 20–40 km, 25% of at least
40 km. In the context of Fig. 1, the survey showed that for
28% of the students the time they would spend on public
transport would be much higher than using the car. 26% of
the participants said that the schedule for public transport is
too irregular. Similar to the use of public transportation, the
expenditure of time with bicycles would be much higher for
23% of the participants. Furthermore, the topography is an
exclusion criterion for using the bicycle for almost 20%.

30%

11%

14%

21%

12%

12%

0-5 km
5-10 km
10-20 km
20-40 km
40-60 km
more than 60 km

Fig. 1 Distance of residence to the campus. Source Own research
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In addition, the modal split for students’ mobility was
surveyed by asking about the preferred choice of trans-
portation to the campus. The frequently large distances from
residence to campus in combination with a rural catchment
area explains an above-average use of car. The modal split in
Fig. 2 verifies that the preferred regular choice of trans-
portation to the campus is the car with almost 50%. The use
of bicycles is almost non-existent. Approximately 70% of all
students never go by foot or by public transportation. Fol-
lowing the empirical results, the small number of students
using a bicycle can be put down to the already mentioned
topography of Schwäbisch Hall and the lack of safe and
consistent bicycle infrastructure. Not only physical condi-
tions but also social characteristics can explain the preferred
choice of transportation. The survey has shown that for 89%
independence and for 86% of the participants time saving are
among the most important reasons for choosing the means of
transport. The factor cost saving is only important for 45%
of all students and climate protection for only 13%. Figure 3
summarizes the main obstacles for greener commuting in
Schwäbisch Hall.

The survey results also stress the need for differentiating
the target group of students living in Schwäbisch Hall itself
or in the vicinity up to 5 km from students commuting from
a greater distance. E-bikes that are rented out for a longer
period e.g., for a semester might motivate students living
close to the campus to switch from car use to cycling.

However, the tested inner-city solutions for green com-
muting like the e-bus line and the e-bikes are not solving the
general lack of sufficient public transport connections from

Schwäbisch Hall to more remote areas or the limited value
range and linked high costs for a semester ticket. The
development of viable solutions requires further involve-
ment of other stakeholders and lobbying for the integration
of sustainable mobility solutions in the city and district
master plans. The tested short-period e-bike fleet might
bridge the distances from the parking facilities to the cam-
pus, train stations and between the university buildings for
those students coming by car from greater distances or by
train. Using other fossil fuel free transport means such as
e.g., e-scooters for the last mile might be an option. Nev-
ertheless, this system will only be successful, if the public
transport is attractive enough in terms of time spent, flexi-
bility and costs. Only then, this might be an incentive for
students to use more environmentally friendly traffic modes.

5 Conclusion/Solution Approach

The campus Schwäbisch Hall serves as a role model for
greener commuting solutions at universities but also in a
more generalized way for sustainable and fossil fuel free
transport modes in rural areas. The survey and test phase
were focused on the particular local framework conditions at
the campus, so the results are limited and need to be adapted
to contribute to the overall climate protection activities of the
city but also to create synergies with the total university’s
sustainability performance.

Nevertheless, the authors are of the opinion that the main
obstacles that can be derived are “typical” obstacles for
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60%
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80%
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100%

Never Occasional Frequent Always

On foot By bicycle By car By public transporta on

Fig. 2 Preferred choice of
transportation to the campus
(modal split). Source Own
research
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universities respectively, cities in rural surroundings and also
reflect the general challenges in the transition phase of
society, politics, public institutions and technology in the
field of sustainable, fossil fuel free urban development and
transport solutions. By this, the findings might add general
input for other researchers and practitioners working on
similar questions.

It becomes clear that the factor and reasons for transport
means preferences are manifold. When developing measures
for alternative solutions this needs to be considered and shall
include technological aspects as well as incentives for
behavioural change. The primary focus should be on inte-
gration of stakeholders such as the local public transport
suppliers and associations, the city administration and
municipal utilities to generate competitive public transport
offers. Further work of the authors will concentrate on
evaluating possible scenarios that can be integrated into
already existing approaches for climate protection or sus-
tainable mobility or that help to develop such concepts
accordingly on local or regional level. Connecting with other
projects conducted at the University of Applied Sciences of
Heilbronn is also a goal of the project. Advantages of dif-
ferent innovative technologies in the mobility sector will be
discussed as well as costs and financing possibilities for
specific measures. The mobility solutions shall not only
address students but also offer attractive alternatives likewise
for staff members.
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Economic Feasibility of Personal Rapid
Transit (PRT) Mode of Transport: A Case
for Ahmedabad City, Gujarat

Jash Goswami, Nirav Chaudhari, Yogendragiri Goswami,
and Jiten Shah

Abstract

Rapid urbanization is inherited with the challenges to
providing appropriate transportation facilities to cater to
the demand of Indian cities. Looking at the current
demand and inefficiency of the present public transport
services, private modes hold the opportunity to cater to
the service demand which further creates traffic conges-
tion on limited road space. Most of the Indian metropoli-
tan cities are facing certain challenges with severe traffic
congestion and pollution. The present study focuses on
the city of Ahmedabad: India’s first heritage city which is
equipped with the existing infrastructure that includes the
old heritage buildings, narrow streets, and congested
housing plan in the city center that adds difficulty to
continue with the traditional current transportation system
such as Ahmedabad Municipal Transport Service
(AMTS), Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS), and other
prospective transport systems to streamline the travel
needs of the city. The requirement for the new mode of
transport was established through the collected data set of
BRTS, primary survey, and expert consultation. Indian
cities are focusing on the concept of elevated transporta-
tion corridor or such system which runs above ground
level; most of the time, attention is restricted to Metro.
Personal rapid transit (PRT) is such a type of transporta-
tion mode which addresses the challenges similar to the
metro and unconventional choices for the Ahmedabad
City. In PRT, the small automated vehicle is operating on

a network of the special predefined guided transit route.
This paper mainly focuses on the Economic Feasibility of
the mode for a selected stretch of the city with key
recreational points (Kankaria Lake, Manek Chowk, and
Sabarmati Riverfront) and its planning aspects. It is being
observed that the travel time is significantly higher though
the distance between these three places is precisely lower
(3.5 kms) which offers delays (14 min) in travel routes.
The paper points toward the operational and financial
feasibility of the PRT mode of transport which incorpo-
rates challenges like higher commute time and the
installation cost in an effective manner.

Keywords

Public transportation � Personal rapid transit � Economic
feasibility � Automated vehicles � BRTS

1 Introduction

The contemporary concept of Personal Rapid Transit
(PRT) was invoked during the late 1960s as it was pointed in
a report by the US Department of Housing and Urban
Development. As witnessed in the last decade from 2001 to
2011, a revolution in both efforts and interest to assimilate
PRT as the contemporary mass transit system of the country.
PRT is functional as the network of one-way tracks facili-
tating the traveling among the passengers from station to
station through individual pod cars. This system is different
from the existing systems of transport; the user of PRT can
individually or independently choose his/her destination
station and experience non-stop transportation. The changes
in the direction and various travel routes are operated
through interchanges within the PRT track. A computer-aid
monitoring system optimizes the flow of traffic along the
track along with the flow entering and exiting each station.
The entire system runs on a non-stop and flawless manner to
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furnish the passenger with the potent mark-to-mark travel
access. The annotator often condemns PRT mode due to the
size of the Pod cars or vehicles and the system is inadequate
to cater to high-density travel areas. The situation adds a
higher level of difficulty demanding either to built around
existing structures and various infrastructure facilities or to
assimilate modes like PRT into modern cities.

PRT would be functional as a service that is ondemand
and would operate as a more efficient method of trans-
portation than the existing modes such as buses and trains.
The nature of on-demand of the PRT system avoids the
congregation of large groups of pod cars in stations, the
largest problem in the existing mass transit systems. As PRT
stations will be situated at a distance from 10–15 km apart
on average, they will facilitate passengers to opt for several
departure and arrival locations for each trip. The ultimate
importance of the system is the fact that PRT is not subject
to traffic, weather, peak hours, or accidents.

2 Planning Factor for PRT

Many factors are considering PRT as appropriate, the pre-
dominant one being the per capita density of the proposed or
existing station environment. Mostly, the intensity of
development emulates the per capita per acre which is the
bottom-line challenge—how to arrange personal mobility for
large numbers of people efficiently and sustainably
(Choudhary, 2014). A direct correlation is established as the
higher the intensity of development, the bigger the mobility
needs. In the exiting time, most of the systems either use a
public approach or personal approach (i.e., at times supple-
mented) as a means of achieving the efficiencies required for
capital costs along with space use. Contemporary tech-
nologies are essential to meet the mobility demands of today
and the future. The experts in Urban Mobility India 2016
pointed out that to solve impending mobility needs by
mid-century, benefaction from all stakeholders is mandatory.
Correspondingly, the technology of urban PRT can be a key
patron (Anderson, 1996).

3 Literature Review

In the twenty-first century, the challenges in the field of
transportation are increasing exponentially and more com-
plex in behavior. Many efforts have been put to minimize the
challenges. One of the most common approaches is to
improve road width which temporarily gives relief from the
congestion. This kind of approach provides a cosmetic
solution for the time being. However, looking at the size of

the city and growth rate (population and vehicle), a long-term
solution may be the appropriate one for the future demand.

In urban and suburban areas with the inherent character-
istic of higher density where the potential for the development
of new roads have limited opportunity coupled with higher
enhancement costs. In general, light rail transit is expensive
and serves the purpose of short destination trips. On the
contrary, typical bus services are inherited at a lower cost.
However, the capacity is insufficient particularly with dense
environments. To compose these challenges even more sub-
tly, limited funding for transportation projects by the gov-
ernment agencies must be stretched to expedient the demands
of operating and maintaining existing infrastructure.

4 Research Overview

The present work focuses on the financial feasibility of this
contemporary mode (i.e., PRT mode) of transport in the
Indian context. A large footfall is attracted as it caters to the
need of the local tourism which predominantly accesses
through the private vehicles that enumerate to the road
congestion, and a considerable cumulative productive time
of passengers is wasted, in addition to the environmental
damage which is invaluable (Udit Jain, 2016). The paper
demonstrates the key elements and basic components of the
PRT system, which have been established successfully.
Predominantly, the paper evaluates and compares the
potential benefits of PRT mode with other modes. The focus
is on the economic feasibility of PRT. It takes into consid-
eration the time saved which would have been utilized for
the nation-building and tangible cost associated with it.
Assuming the portion of the population will access this
mode out of the total population (i.e., evaluated from the
primary survey) and the financial break-even point reached.
It incorporates the operational expenditure in totality and the
capital expenditure considering the revenue generated from
its Transit-Oriented Zone (TOZ).

5 Fundamental Element of PRT

Based on the literature review, the elements which are
important to draw the system demand are listed as follows:

• On-demand, last-mile connectivity (i.e.,
origin-to-destination service);

• Small, fully automated Pod cars;
• Dedicated Path;
• Stations on off-line;
• A network of fully automated guideways.
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6 PRT Design Features

The design preferences are presented in Table 1 for the
deliberation of decision-makers to understand the state of
PRT and become viable options to address transportation
needs within the city of Ahmedabad.

7 Need and Objective of Research

The study is expected to ensure safe, affordable, quick,
comfortable, reliable, and sustainable access for the consis-
tently increasing volume of city residents. These goals
achieved by its adoption are as follows:

• To examine the key feature of the PRT mode of transport,
its correlation in the Indian context, and the emerging
need for this potential mode of transport.

• The three tourist places are presently accessed by various
modes, predominantly with the personal vehicles. The
places hold constraints such as availability of space and
other key factors which advocate the selection of this
mode. Thus, analysis of various modes needs to be car-
ried out along with comparison to advocate adoption.

• To evaluate the economic feasibility of PRT mode where
both capital and operating costs are conformed through
this project.

8 Study Area

Presently the study area on checking the feasibility for
installation of PRT on recreational spots (Kankariya, River
Front, Manek Chowk) along with updating of existing
infrastructure for transportation gives an aesthetic view to
the infrastructure of transportation. It is being observed that

travelers are not able to access all three spots which is the
backbone of recreational spots in Ahmedabad city. Due to
congestion and lack of a properly integrated transportation
system, it must be noted that the pathway connecting all
three spots could be significantly reduced if the city opts for
the PRT system considering time and distance. The BRTS
stations are not connected to the predominant recreational
sites which adds value of uncomfortableness to the person
who desire to travel from BRTS stations to the desired
frivolous spots. Apart from the adaption and installation of a
new system, it is beneficial to strengthen the existing
transportation as it has the infrastructure and as a result, it
reduces congestion looking to space constraints.

8.1 Data Collection and Analysis

A primary survey of traffic volume count was undertaken
between the three identified places in the figure considering
traffic and without traffic scenarios with a total sample of 60
across each category and each route, and the mean time is
represented in the below cases. Table 2 shows the study
sections and estimated time to access the destinations with
and without traffic conditions.

The data were collected through a primary survey wherein
the mode of personal bicycle and car was used. A reconnais-
sance survey was conducted to capture which slot of time the
traffic is maximum and the minimum for the proposed route. It
was found that the no-traffic scenario was to be captured at
midnight, while, for peak traffic scenario, the slots for the
morning, afternoon, and evening peaks were 9:30–11:30 am,
12.30–2.30 pm, and 6.00–8.00 pm, respectively. Apart from
these, the readings were taken by using the nearest public
transport (i.e., Bus rapid transit System BRTS) and IPT (i.e.,
auto-rickshaws) for the described routes. It must be noted that
10 sets of observations were taken for each of the routes by
using all the modes during the different periods of the day.

Table 1 Salient design feature of
PRT system

Need Salient features of design and pertaining goal

Provide rapid
services

Non-stop service provision on-demand

Diminishing
operating costs

Increased grades of automation curtail energy usage

Depress capital costs Reduced magnitude of infrastructure for track, its right-of-way and stations

Augment integration Miniature footprint and strained turning radius to integrate surpassing into urban
environments characterized with higher ties

Diminish pollution Adoption of electric vehicles

Diminish energy use Unnecessary vehicular movements eliminated through miniature, lightweight
vehicles which deliver services in non-stop and on-demand manner

Enhance security and
safety

Assigned demand and continuous flow which possess potential to eliminate
crowds. Advocates advance monitoring and control systems

Source (Environments)
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It was observed that maximum time for travel is under-
taken for morning peak and evening peak due to the trip
from Home to the workplace and vice versa. To capture the
time taken for a trip in no traffic is ideal, hence readings were
taken during midnight between 3 and 5 am, and the value
displayed is its mean.

The primary survey data was correlated with the data set
of Ahmedabad Janmarg limited of the year 2017 (Limited,
2017) with a linear equation in which R2 was nearly 1 (i.e.,
the exact value of 0.98961). Selecting the minimum time
required from our analysis is 37 min for the total distance.
The maximum time taken by PRT (Total Journey Time) is
15 min. (12 + 3 min). Saving time duration equal to 25 min.

9 Economical Investigation

Amritsar is planning to invest 3 Billion for 8 km out of
which 60% is the land cost. Hence, for analysis, the land cost
was considered for Kankariya and Astodiya based on
Government land cost, i.e., 6925 INR per m2 (Tejasvi, 2017)
(Limited, 2017) and Manek Chowk at 22,095 INR per m2
(Tejasvi, 2017) for land acquisition. The proposed PRT
project will use the existing BRTS route and stands as a part
of its operation which reduced the cost of existing Infras-
tructure (and land has already been acquired). PRT will pay
15% of the ticket fare as a rebate for using its infrastructure.
The proposed estimated budget for the installation and
smooth operation is 1501.8 million and maintenance cost 10
Lakhs for every year and 15 lakhs after every tenure of
10 years as a part of major maintenance. Table 3 takes into
consideration different scenarios of pedestrians opting for the
proposed PRT mode of Transport. Table 4 shows the
financial benefit generated concerning different scenarios
such as opportunity cost, per capita income of a person, and
income generated from the sale of tickets.

In Table 5, the time frame in which a break-even point is
attained is 15 years. The economic benefit enumerated
through the sale of the ticket and the per capita time saved
(i.e.. assumed it to be utilized for nation-building) versus the
capital and operating expenditure taking into consideration
that the major expenses occur once in 10 years. It must be
noted that in order to evaluate the benefit on the lower side
and then to it points on the feasibility, the carbon credit has
not been considered in the first iteration. The analysis for the
financial viability of the project concerning certain parame-
ters for PRT is as follows: Internal rate of return for 10–
15 years is 23 and 37%, respectively (shown in Table 6).
A comparison was conducted to compare the financial
parameters between the proposed mode PRT and Metro
mode of the transport for pointing out in the preliminary
comparison. The data and quantitative figures related to
Metro mode were derived from the project report (Metro
Link limited, 2015) and an interview with an official of
Gujarat Metro Rail Corporation (GMRC) limited. It pointed
out that PRT is reasonably a good alternative for transport.

10 Conclusion

The study is pointed out that installation cost would be paid
back in the tenure of 15 years from the inception and after
that, it would be incurred profit (considering annual growth in
volume is 5%). From the 51 crore INR analysed to incur to
the infrastructure cost whose potential source comprises of
26 crores INR from increasing FSI (Floor Space Index) by
creating a transit-oriented zone, 25% of the budget would be
incurred from the FAME 2 scheme (Industry, 2020) of the
Government of India for electrical vehicles launched in 2016
and the rest would be incurred by advertisements in the
specific allotted zone in PRT infrastructure. It must be noted
that in the present case, the cost is sizably low as it will be

Table 2 Total time duration with
traffic and without traffic
conditions

Route Conditions Duration Distance Time

Kankariya to Manek Chowk Without
traffic

3.5 km 11 min
(18 min)

With traffic Morning peak 20 min

Afternoon
peak

16 min

Evening peak 26 min

Manek Chowk to Sabarmati
Riverfront

Without
traffic

5.5 km 14 min
(33 min)

With traffic Morning peak 17 min

Afternoon
peak

14 min

Evening peak 21 min
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Table 3 Calculations for the Per
capita Income (Rs/Annum)

Percentage
volume

Considered % of
total pedestrian
volume

Average time
saving in
minutes

Average
time saving
(h/day)

Per capita
income
(Rs/Annum)

Working
hrs. Per
day

50% 30,000 26 0.433 106,831 10

70% 42,000 26 0.433 106,831 10

30% 18,000 26 0.433 106,831 10

Table 4 Financial Benefit
Generated for different scenarios

Hourly
per capita
income
(Rs)

Value of
time saving
per day
(Rs)

Total
time
saving
(Rs)

Annually
time saving
(Rs)

Annual
ticket fare
(Rs)

Income
received
By PRT
(INR)

Total annual
benefit
(INR)

29 12.557 376,710 137,499,150 438,000,000 372,300,000 509,799,150

29 12.557 527,394 192,498,810 613,200,000 521,220,000 713,718,810

29 12.557 226,026 82,499,490 262,800,000 223,380,000 305,879,490

Source Primary Data collection and Primary Survey

Table 5 Break-even year
calculations

Year Total annual benefit (INR) Capital and maintenance (INR) Benefit (INR)

2015 0 991,829,093.5 −991,829,093.5

2016 509,799,150 1,000,000 −483,029,943.5

2017 535,289,107.5 1,000,000 −458,539,986

2018 562,053,562.9 1,000,000 −432,775,530.6

2019 590,156,241 1,000,000 −405,672,852.5

2020 619,664,053.1 1,000,000 −377,165,040.4

2021 650,647,255.7 1,000,000 −347,181,837.8

2022 683,179,618.5 1,000,000 −315,649,475

2023 717,338,599.4 1,000,000 −282,490,494.1

2024 753,205,529.4 1,000,000 −247,623,564.1

2025 790,865,805.9 1,500,000 −210,963,287.6

2026 830,409,096.2 1,000,000 −172,419,997.3

2027 871,929,551 1,000,000 −131,899,542.5

2028 915,526,028.5 1,000,000 −89,303,064.97

2029 961,302,330 1,000,000 −44,526,763.55

2030 1,009,367,446 1,000,000 2,538,352.952

2031 1,059,835,819 1,000,000 53,006,725.27

2032 1,112,827,610 1,000,000 104,998,516.2

2033 1,168,468,990 1,000,000 159,639,896.7

2034 1,226,892,440 1,000,000 217,063,346.2

2035 1,288,237,062 1,500,000 277,407,968.2

Source Authors Primary Computation
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using the land of the existing transport facility that is BRTS
of Ahmedabad Janmarg Limited (AJL) (Trivedi, 2017).
Additionally, financial parameters of the proposed PRT mode
and Metro for a km stretch have been compared pointing to
PRT to be a considerable alternative in the Indian context.
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Table 6 Comparison of financial
viability between various modes

MODE of transport PRT METRO Difference/Remark

Break-even point (in
Years)

10 years 7–8 years 2–3 years earlier
in PRT

IRR for 10 years (in
percentage)

23% 14–17% 6–9% higher in
PRT

IRR for 20 years (in
percentage)

37% NA

Capital cost (in
Million INR)

250 4123 16 times that PRT

Environmental
benefits—
Qualitative Aspect

Technology adopted is
highly environmentally
friendly

Technology adopted is
reasonably environmentally
friendly

Better technology
in PRT mode

Source (Metro Link limited, 2015),), and Authors primary computation
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Computing and Digital Applications for Smart Cities

The notion of digitalization or digital transformation has
changed the way cities are designed, built, and managed,
enabling a smarter way of using physical space and energy,
managing users and processes, operating businesses, and
exchanging information. The introduction and adoption of
new computing and digital techniques and approaches in
cities, such as collaborative multidisciplinary environments,
the use of Big Data, and addition of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) within its physical fab-
ric, has made way for more efficient, flexible, and sustain-
able solutions and new organizational forms. This part of the
book showcases current digital systems and transmission
networks as well as addresses the contribution of collabo-
rative networks, Artificial Intelligence, and Community
participation in the ongoing transformation.

Aiming to, both, enhance the living conditions of the city
of Skopje, the capital of North Macedonia, and find inno-
vative solutions for sustainable urban development, the
authors of the chapter entitled “Developing Projects for
Realizing of the Program “Skopje 2020 Smart Strategy” by
Enhancing Citizen Approach, Engineering, Digitalization
and Sensing of the City District Toward Smarter
Sustainability Urban Potential in the Small Ring of Skopje
” present research as part of a multilevel program for smart
city solutions in hopes of reducing urban emissions by 40%
in 2030. Levels of the program by which the research pre-
sented is evaluated are discussed along with smart urban
interventions, energy efficiency solutions, investments in
new technologies, and the importance of community
engagement.

Meanwhile, the chapter on “Elderly Behavioral
Ergonomic Data for Smart Cities’ Design-User System”
tackles the issue of elderly citizens' sustainability in smart
cities and argues for the smart cities’ need for prolonging the
independence of smart cities’ elderlies. This necessitates the
conservation of pragmatic pre-experiences for behavioral
informatics of elderlies for the purpose of developing a
Memory System Design (MeSD) for a proposed Behavioral

Informatics System (BIS) that would aid the elderlies to
continue living in the cities unassisted for longer durations.

In another aspect of the smart city, the chapter “A Novel
Method of Trajectory Data Visualization to Analyze the
Current Traffic Situation in Smart Cities” discusses the uti-
lization of computer technology in improving the traffic data
visualization for the purpose of bettering life quality in
congested cities. It proposes an improvement in an
already-existing trajectory data visualization method by
improving the color system and using JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) and Google Map. The study aims at
improving the drivers’ user experience and to equipping
traffic observers with more honed tools for analyzing macro
traffic.

In “Effective Participation and Sustainable Urban
Development: Application of City Development Strategies
Approach” the authors investigate the extent to which the
level of effective participation in the process of planning of
City Development Strategies (CDS) contributes to the
achievement of Sustainable Urban Development (SUD) pil-
lars and shed a light on the importance of the effective
participation in the CDS process. The paper does so by
comparing two CDSs implemented in the city of Qazvin, in
Iran, where the contents and processes of these two CDSs
are reviewed, analyzed, and compared for the purpose of
developing a better understanding of the impact of effective
participation in the process of planning of CDS on achieving
SUD.

Moreover, in “Emotion-Intelligent VR-Simulated
Framework in Influencing Smart Home Purchase
Intentions”, the authors look into the utilization of future
web geoinformation utilities in developing roadmap frame-
works that take into consideration health policy measures for
future cities. It aims at implementing health policy measures
in the mapping of smart cities and presenting useful web
utilities for stakeholders to help them better integrate envi-
ronmental health policy. Another example of integrating
information and communication in the planning of smart
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cities is the utilization of VR technology to make smart cities
emotionally intelligent. Taking into consideration that smart
cities should consider the emotional well-being of their
occupants, the chapter proposes a framework that brings
together a VR-simulated home environment system and
emotional reactions of potential smart home buyers to
facilitate marketing of smart homes in the future.

However, the lack of human factor regarding users’
socio-culture issues while using the available innovative
technologies and tools is also addressed by the authors of

this section. The chapter on “Supporting Organizational
Professional Culture With Collaborative Technology During
Design Phase In Industrialized Project Delivery In Malaysia
”, specifically, discusses logistic aspects of the delivery of
the smart city implementation as it attempts to identify the
communication preferences that could help policy makers
and building professionals during industrialized project
delivery as it presents a documentation of the human process
of the industrialized project delivery (IDP) during design
development stage.
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Developing Projects for Realizing
of the Program “Skopje 2020 Smart
Strategy” by Enhancing Citizen Approach,
Engineering, Digitalization, and Sensing
of the City District Toward Smarter
Sustainability Urban Potential in the Small
Ring of Skopje

Emilija Sofeska and Edward Sofeski

Abstract

We live in a world of changes and nowadays our
sustainable future becomes our sustainable present. Cities
today are complex environments where live multiples
communities all with their common habits and needs,
problems, and expectations. Cities are also an urban
system which established nets of innovative solutions and
technologies in order to satisfied and improved commu-
nities, by increasing resilience and livability. This type of
new cities is changing everyday rapidly by innovative
solutions and technologies at the service of local
communities. Innovative solutions in the sustainable
urban development are what challenges this research,
but the main interest is enhancing living conditions in the
city of Skopje, the capitol of the North Macedonia, one of
the world’s most polluted city. Beside of pollution,
because of the energy consumption and overcrowding,
the city becomes unsafe and unhealthy place to live. The
research is part of the multilevel program for smart city
solutions in the district of Small ring in the center of the
city of Skopje. Program “Skopje 2020 Smart strategy”
has aim base of ambitious social and urban innovations
with the final goal to reduce urban emissions by 40% to
2030. The projects which followed this research will
develop innovative actions that will consist: smart urban
intervention; energy efficient solution; engagement of the
community, craft-sourcing, and stakeholders; investing in
new technologies; sensors and information exchanges.
Evaluation of the projects will be presented at this
research in the following levels: renovating and con-
structing by applying energy plants for own energy
production (solar power plants, bio-gas installations …

in the facility and building complex); sustainable mobil-
ity by a car-free urban matrix that means redesigning to
the public space in the sensory-covered network for bikes
and pedestrians with possibility of network on electronic
vehicles; bio-technological innovations that would
include permaculture and urban forest garden solutions
and treatment on the facade by materials that have
photocatalytic properties for self-destruction of organic
pollutants in the air (paint on titanium dioxide, zinc oxide
…) and human resources with living lab approach
engagement in the informal social activities in the free
zone area, and constant interactivity through the network
and exchange of information in the district. All levels of
the program and the projects will build a dedicated
platform for citizens to improve ICT services.

Keyword

Sustainability � Sustainable urban development �
Sustainable mobility � Biodiversity � Bio-technological
innovations � Urban landscape � Urban structure �
Compact city � Planning documentation � Smart
solutions � Smart hub � IoT � Smart technology � Smart
city � Digital city � Open data � Innovative solutions �
Living lab � Human resources � Renovating �
Constructing

1 Implementation of the Platform for Digital
City Based on the Technology IoT (Babry,
2012)

In order to transform one urban place into the Smart City, it
is necessary first to prepare platform for digitalization of the
urban layers. Digitalization is not just building of net. It is
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related to the technology known as Internet of Things.1 The
IoT is a network of connected devices over the Internet. In
that environment they communicate like machine to
machine, without any human intervention.

It is easy to think that a smart phone is itself an IoT
device, because it is able to connect to the Internet. But what
it makes the IoT device is its ability to sense to environment
using a myriad of sensors inside itself: location sensors,
motion sensors, touch sensors, and many more. However,
what is important is that currently these sensors do not
communicate with each other. For starting that kind of
communication platform for digitization is the must.

The machine-to-machine communication (M2M) is built
on cloud computing with networks of data-gathering sensors
installed on mobile and virtual connection. What makes
machines “smart “is ability of devices talking to devices, and
with then we talk about sensors.

The IoT approach the connection of sensors and
machines. In this case, sensor is not recognized as a
machine. It is a tool that used for measuring data, then makes
short evaluate and gatherers it in. Sensors are devices that
detect input from the physical environment and translate it
into an electrical/digital signal. Inputs could include, for
example, light, heat, motion, or pressure.

The real value of the IoT is becoming useful only if there
is infrastructure which will analyze data in real time.
Applications which are cloud-based are the key to using
data.

Neither sensors nor clouds in IoT will be coordinated if
there are no high-level communication protocol which are
consisted of Short-range low-rate systems covered by Zigbee
(close proximity personal area wireless ad hoc network);
Short-range high-rate systems covered by Wireless personal
area networks (WPANs) such as Bluetooth or more general
wireless networking such as Wi-Fi; and Long-range
high-rate systems such as 3G and 4G cellular systems.
A further opportunity is to have a future 5G cellular system
encompass not only high rate but also low rate as well as
Wi-Fi systems—at least from the orchestration point of
view.

All these items are base for what is called platform for
Digital City. When it comes to digitalization of the city of
Skopje, three cost-effective propositions were taken it to
consideration:

– Reliability–This determines if the technology is able to
meet the performance requirements of the IoT. Reliability
in the wireless IoT setting generally translates to

resilience to interference, data delivery guarantees, low
system outages, etc.

– Availability–This determines if the same technology can
be used without any further efforts in other places, in case
business opportunities pop up somewhere else. Avail-
ability generally translates to guarantee of coverage,
ability to support mobility and roaming, critical mass in
rollout, etc.

– Viability, i.e., cost—This determines if there is a busi-
ness case in the first instance, and that the business case
remains viable in the near future. Cost pertains to the total
cost of ownership.

Taking these propositions in to mind, the Digital City
Platform for Skopje (Tender documentation, 2019) should be
scalable, adaptive, and open to expansion with new compo-
nents and functionalities. The hardware (HW), software
(SW), and telecommunications architecture of the platform
should provide the possibility of future simple upgrade, plug
and play installation, and connection of additional sensors
and modules. The city will collect, transfer, store and process
data, monitor, and report, in the certain parts of the city and
the entire territory of the city, related to:

a. Detection, counting, categorization, intensity, and traffic
conditions of motor vehicles in micro-locations;

b. The intensity and state of the detected movement of
pedestrians at micro-locations;

c. Detecting and locating the presence of harmful gases and
substances, i.e., pollution of water, air, and soil;

d. Temperature, humidity, and PH values of land on
micro-locations;

e. Seismic activities and landslides at micro-locations;
f. Optimization of traffic regulation and traffic signalization;
g. Communication vehicle to vehicle and vehicle with Smart

City urban infrastructure and public lighting system;
h. Optimization of micro-navigation and (turn-by-turn)

referencing pedestrians and vehicles;
i. Street condition, fog detection, ice, snow, strong winds,

and precipitation on the streets for the need to optimize
the regular and extraordinary (winter) maintenance of the
street network;

j. Storage of vehicles, equipment, and objects of theft and
vandalism;

k. Optimization of the movement of communal and official
vehicles, taxis, etc.;

l. Detection and location of fire, chemical residues, explo-
sions, and use of firearms;

m. Detection of the presence, movement, and location of
persons (juvenile children without the parent or guar-
dian's escort, the elderly ,and other persons under
supervision and with the consent of the legal guardian);

1 The first reference to the IoT was in 1982, when researchers at Carnegie
Mellon University developed the world’s first IoT-enabled Coke
Machine. Mark Weiser developed the concept further in the early 90 s;
and Kevin Ashton coined the term ‘Internet of Things’ around 1999.
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n. Optimizing the management of the content of digital
advertising and advertising boards and content manage-
ment systems intended for outdoor advertising and public
information;

o. Condition, status, location, and use of electric chargers
for electric and hybrid vehicles, bicycles, and motorcy-
cles with an electric motor, electric wheelchair for per-
sons with disabilities, as well as power chargers for
personal devices, finding free electric charges,
micro-navigation to such electric chargers;

p. Financial and non-financial electronic payment and
payment transactions related to the above mentioned
services.

2 Sustainable Mobility Project
“Light-My-Move”

The impact of infrastructure, such as transportation and
energy, on urban form and architecture is a fact. In the
century in which we are living, buildings and cities are
becoming physical and software systems. The city of Skopje
is planning to realize project for sustainable mobility called
“Light-my-Move” which basically is implementation of a
car-free urban matrix that means redesigning to the public
space in the sensory-covered network for bikes and pedes-
trians with possibility of network on electronic vehicles.

Traffic is a major aspect in ensuring the sustainability of
urban areas. There are many numerical data that does not go
in favors of car traffic and sustainability. Cars take up much
room, so transport from one place to another for an hour by
car can do 2500 people, while the same distance by rail
would have passed the 50 000 people, which means 20 h of
time savings. To that should be added and emphasized that
the streets and parking spaces occupy 1/3 of the area of the
city (Newman & Jennings, 2008). Also, the fact is that 90%
of trips in one town are made by a car, while the other 10%
are considered unimportant for policy development because

they are taking in a very short distance (Jenks et al., 1996).
To overcome this situation, and to reduce pollution gener-
ated by emissions from fuel combustion from vehicles, it is
necessary to favors more sustainable transport patterns
(walking, cycling, and public transport) (Sofeska, 2015).
The actual number of vehicle are shown in data of regis-
tration by 2020 according to the planning documentation for
the Master Plan Skopje 2001–2020 that is reflected in
Table 1.

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is a concept that
integrates transit in regionally level and generated compact
communities with better quality life without complete
dependence on mobility car. TOD is the base of the
“Light-my-Move” traffic in the district of Small Ring in
Skopje. The idea is to free central core of the city from car
traffic and allowing only public transport which will be
consist of the vehicles that use fuels with a pronounced
ecological and energy from renewable sources and small
electronic vehicles. Traffic as an indicator for ensuring sus-
tainability, besides the component of mobility is important
for the return of the human measurement of space. So,
car-free option reduced speed and redesigned the space for
pedestrian movement, cycling, and using public transport to
humanize the space (Sofeska, 2015).

The access to the district of Small Ring is by the detour
street “Dame Gruev” and boulevards “Goce Delcev” and
“11 October”. The street “Dimitrie Cupovski” will be bypass
street for eco public transport and electronic vehicles. All the
other radial streets from the Square Macedonia, the Square,
and the streets that lead to the Old City of Skopje will be
car-free. A car-free zone has to provide the opportunity for
movement of citizens, so they can meet all the needs in the
central core of the city without necessity of the motor traffic.
This core of the city, as usual, is a business and adminis-
trative district of the city, and also the downtown where the
main happenings taking place. Within the center is located
and the main administrative and social content: Government
and Parliament, the House of Army, EVN, Complex banks,
museums, cinemas, theatres, many hotels, etc.

Table 1 Vehicle registration by
2020 according to the planning
documentation for the Master
Plan Skopje 2001–2020

Year Motorcycles Cars Buses Freight
cars

Special
vehicles

Tractors
and
work
vehicles

Trailers Total

Registered motor vehicles

2020 1508 156,484 1732 9909 3202 381 2389 175,606

Year Population Cars Resident/vehicle Vehicle/1000
inhabitants

Partial grade on motorization

2020 614,400 156,500 3.92 255
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The Small Ring serves to the neighboring communities
because offers access immediate and open (small distances
in radius of 400 m). Neighboring communities which are
part of the Big Ring are attached to the Small Ring in the
distance of 1 km or 10–15 min’ walk. Closeness to the
center allows residents to use all content and accompanying
sense of life in the city (Sofeska, 2015).

The project “Light-my-Move” will mark the net of smart
bike track which will be logical continuation of the bike road
by the right bank of the river Vardar that extends longitu-
dinally throughout the city. This bike track will be connected
to the platform of the Digital City by application for smart
bike. The applications will allow analysis of the collected
data, as well as presentation of the results of the services of
the end users. The data that will be analyzed will be divided
into the tabs:

– The intensity and state of the detected movement of
pedestrians and vehicles at micro-locations;

– Detecting and locating the presence of harmful gases and
substances, i.e., pollution of the air at micro-locations;

– Temperature and humidity at micro-locations and opti-
mization of micro-navigation;

– Turn on–turn off the public lighting system;
– Street condition, fog detection, ice, snow, strong winds,

and precipitation on the streets for the need to optimize
the regular and extraordinary (winter) maintenance of the
street network.

As it was mentioning the traffic that leads to the district
Small Ring will end in the urban belt between Big Ring and
Small Ring, where the most of the residential buildings of
the so soled City Wall are placed. This urban belt will be the
offer parking space for the cars. But, as in all city centers in
the world, the traffic net is formed by the tight city street
with one-way regulation. For this net of city streets, the
project “Light-my-Move” is planning to implement a smart
parking system, as an initial pilot module for a parking
system of 100 parking spaces which can be further expanded
and can cover all parking spaces that are in charge of the
city. The system consists of web application (monitoring and
administration) and mobile application for citizens and dri-
vers. With the implementation of this system, it is expected
faster and easier locating of free parking places by the citi-
zens, which will indirectly enable reduction of traffic jams,
less pollution, and etc. (Tender documentation, 2019).

The idea of smart parking contains the sensors which will
be installed at each on-street parking bay, allowing mea-
suring parking occupancy in real time and instructing drivers
about the best parking areas in the city. This will diminish
the congestion and pollution by up to 30%. The system will
also allow a high-precision car counting and a travel time

sensing solution. The combination of measuring parking
occupancy, car counting, and measuring of a travel time
gives a complete picture of the traffic in the city district in
real time.

Vehicle movements are captured with a network of smart
sensors, which are placed at strategic locations in city streets.
City and road operators wirelessly collect traffic information
and can visualize and analyze results to better manage traffic
flow. While drivers obtain instant updates about journey
times and incidents, road operators receive all the data they
need to develop agile mobility policies “Worldsensing |
Bitcarrier | Real Time Traffic Flow Monitoring System”, (n.
d.). The smart parking system will consist of an adminis-
trative web-based GUI for the needs of administering the
entire system, and for mobile applications for citizens and
drivers:

– Incident alert system: accidents, roadblocks;
– Real-time status of any parking lot;
– The system must provide the ability to mark the parked

vehicles with special markings when parking is out of
function;

– The system must support the sending of messages and
information to the mobile applications of user;

– The mobile application will be used to display parking
lots on a map with the number of available parking
spaces at each parking area and also to show if the
parking lot is out of service;

– The mobile application will allow navigation of drivers to
the selected parking place and upon arrival at the parking
lot, the application will provide payment for the parking
lot;

– The mobile smart parking application needs to provide a
billing system via SMS and to provide other payment
methods: credit card or debit card payment through
integration with payment gateways.

The electrification of cities occurred early on in the his-
tory of the urban development. Today, electric systems are
embedded in every single component of the urban system
from surveillance cameras and sensors, to the power lines,
from subways, to above ground or below ground commu-
nication lines. But when it comes to the city of Skopje,
electrification of the urban space consists only extensive
street lighting, and it doesn’t include public electric escala-
tors, trams, or electric buses.

The project “Light-my-Move” consist of part which
relates to street lighting system. The total length of the street
lighting system of the City of Skopje is estimated at
186.21 km from which 95% of the streets are mixed traffic
mode, and only 5% of the illuminated streets are in poor
traffic mode. The Lighting System of the City of Skopje
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consists of 9,434 bulbs, with about 5% of these lamps being
older than 20 years. Most commonly are high-pressure
sodium (95%), metal halogen (3%) and high-pressure
poultry (2%). The total installed capacity of the system is
1.884,59 kw. The price of electricity is 0.09 EUR/KWH.
The major and minor streets for which the city is responsible
are lit up with a total of 9,286 street lights (“Worldsensing |
Bitcarrier | Real Time Traffic Flow Monitoring System”, n.
d.).

In order to improve the energy efficiency of the city,
while achieving savings in terms of electricity consumption
and regarding the maintenance of street lighting, as well as
to improve the quality of the environment, the project “Light
my Move” is established. By this project, there is necessity
of procurement and installation of new 9,434 LED lamps
and implementation of a smart lighting system. According to
the initial analysis, the implementation of LED lights has the
potential to save energy consumption for public lighting, of
about 70% compared to the existing system.

From a functional perspective, the system must support a
minimum of 30,000 lamps with the possibility of further
expansion. The system must provide an administrative
web-based GUI and the application for the smart lighting
system will be management and analytics software:

– The system must enable the provision of controllers,
automatic switches for on/off street lighting and dimming
regulation;

– The system must detect defective lamps and generate
reports about them, indicating also the time when the
lamp is corrupted;

– The system must allow the administrator to control each
individual lamp, or group of lamps, also the creation of
multiple groups of lamps;

– The system must provide an overview of the energy
consumption for each lamp and cumulative for
pre-defined groups and the data of the energy consump-
tion will be collected and stored for the purposes of
visualization, statistics, and alerts;

– Visualization of an interactive map, including integration
with the associated map provider with the multilayer GIS
system which will provide a visual presentation of the
positioning of the lamps, as well as the operational and
current status;

– The system must provide provisional controllers,
including group provisioning.

In Table 2 are shown the verification of objectives and the
expected results for the project Light-my-Move.

Table 2 Verification of
objectives and the expected
results for the project
Light-my-Move

Overall objectives Results

Mapping the presence of smart bike track, smart
parking system, smart street lighting system in the
Small Ring District at the Center of the City of
Skopje

Recognition the existence of smart bike track, smart
parking system, smart street lighting system by the
project target groups

Applying digital platforms and apps. for smart
solution in traffic for The Small Ring

Presence of the target groups representatives on
project public debates and presentations. Active
participation and support by the target groups
representatives in the realization of a part of the
project activities

Incorporation of smart bike track and smart parking
system in the city tourist offer

Video mapping material, propaganda program, and
flyers of smart bike track, smart parking system,
smart street lighting system

Development of an inclusive society and
development of sustainable living and tourism

Capacities for social and cultural inclusion of
inhabitants

Quality and visibility of tourist offers improved

Specific Objective Results

Establishing basic conditions for the development of
modern traffic opportunities and the localization of
existing and potential development

Registration of conditions and data needed for
development on the proposal for the further
development of smart solutions

Mobilizing natural and cultural resources for joint
development of sustainable living and tourism

Documenting the recent traffic opportunities and
upgrade with the smart ones

Skills improvement and creation of employment
opportunities in perspective sectors

Documenting the recent tourism offer and upgrade

Fostering joint risk management systems of natural
and cultural sites, as well as human settlements
(European Commission, official website, n.d.)

Sustainable development

Equal opportunities

Equal treatment for women and men
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3 The City as a Producer and Distributor
of Energy—A Project “Power-My-Fire”

One of the largest sources of greenhouse gases emitted from
urban activities is the use of energy. It also causing significant
costs for the city's budget. Focusing on projects for managing
the energy inside the city can be increased the efficiency of
energy use and the use of renewable energy sources, which
will lead to a reduction in operating costs and will also set an
example in the community for sustainable development.

In addition to cutting energy bills and reducing green-
house gas emissions, energy efficiency improvement mea-
sures have many other benefits, including:

– Generate additional revenue;
– Support to new sustainable industries;
– Improve air quality;
– Creating social benefits.

The European Commission has established a very
important role for municipalities and cities. This is under-
lined by the implementation of various programs aimed at
structuring the regions, and in them municipalities and cities
as organizational entities. The supply and consumption of
energy is one of the key issues in this context.

The role of city in energy management can be set out in
the following way:

– The city as a consumer of energy (e.g., heating, lighting,
office equipment) in public buildings (e.g., schools,
kindergartens, sports facilities, hospitals) and infrastruc-
ture (e.g., parking, public transport, street maintenance,
and lighting);

– The city as a producer and distributor of energy (e.g.,
ownership of energy-producing companies, as well as
energy distribution companies);

– The city as the responsible institution for regional
development (e.g., spatial and energy planning, road
network planning, etc.);

– The city as a supporter and motivator of energy efficiency
activities (e.g., establishment of information centers,
implementation of workshops, financing and implemen-
tation of pilot projects, membership in organizations for
support of sustainable development, etc.).

The City of Skopje has experience in managing compa-
nies for the production of heat, as well as companies for
distribution of thermal energy. This project proposes new
technological solutions which will provide feasible projects
for the construction of district power plants for own pro-
duction of electricity. The power plants will produce heat or
combined production: solar power plants, gas and biogas

plants, flow hydroelectric plants… within the buildings or as
regional centers.

The new solutions are consisting of: cogeneration plants
(CHP)—combined heat and power, thermodynamics,
design, economics, and utilization; hydraulic power plant
with hydraulic thread (HPS)—sustainable hydropower and
micro smart grid implementation through connecting indi-
vidual photovoltaic systems of roof constructions.

Combined Heat and Power Generation (CHP) involves
the production of electricity on the spot and the utilization of
heat as a by-product of the generation process. The CHP can
offer an economical method for providing heat and elec-
tricity, which is more environmentally friendly than con-
ventional methods. “Instead of letting heat escape uselessly
up cooling towers, why not simply pipe it as hot water to
homes and offices instead? That's essentially the idea behind
CHP: to capture the heat that would normally be wasted in
electricity generation and supply it to local buildings as well.
Where a conventional power plant makes electricity and
wastes the heat it makes as a byproduct, a CHP power plant
makes both electricity and hot water and supplies both to
consumers.” (Woodford, 2020).

The actual efficiency of a CHP plant depends on how well
it supplies the heat it produces which means the efficiency is
greatest when the power plant is closest to the buildings it's
serving. In other words, CHP works best as a decentralized
form of energy supply with more and smaller power plants
built very close to local communities and it also makes the
electricity supply more efficient, since the electrical power
has to travel down shorter lengths of wire (less energy is lost
due to resistance) (Woodford, 2020). When it comes for the
ecological benefits from CHPs, it is important to know each
kWh of electricity provided by the average power plant of
fossil fuels results in the emission of more than half a
kilogram of CO2 in the atmosphere. Generally, gas boilers
emit about a quarter of a kilo of CO2 per unit of heat pro-
duced. The CHP generates less carbon dioxide than gener-
ators for separate heat or power generation and can reduce
CO2 emissions by around 30%, helping to reduce the risk of
global warming.

And also, the CHP is not new and untested idea. The
world's first proper power plant (built at Pearl Street in New
York City by Thomas Edison in 1882) was essentially a
CHP design: it supplied both heat and power to nearby
buildings in Manhattan (Woodford, 2020).

Main motives for the use of CHP are:

– Reduction of operating costs;
– Increasing energy efficiency (primary energy);
– Reduction of CO2 emissions and
– Increasing the performance and reliability of the energy

system.
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On the other side, hydraulic power plant with hydraulic
thread (HPS) offers sustainable renewable energy production
taking into account solutions for environmental and hydro-
logical challenges. HPS bridges the tension between energy
demand and environmental impact and acts in a wide range
of aspects without affecting biodiversity. The HPS is con-
sisted of:

– Snail Type turbine
– Concrete channels
– Reduction system
– Generator
– Electric module

HPS transports fish through the turbine with a proven 0%
injury and mortality rate. HPS enables downstream migra-
tion of small, medium, and large fish. The fish-friendly
turbine achieves this balancing act thanks to a fundamental
design innovation that could enable the ecologically
responsible development of thousands of megawatts of
hydropower resources. Most conventional hydropower tur-
bines have between 5 and 18 fast-spinning blades, separated
by gaps. The blades can strike and injure fish, and the gaps
can trap them. The snail-type turbine, by contrast, has three
blades, no gaps, is bigger and rotates more slowly. These
measures significantly reduce the danger of trauma or death
to fish passing through, yet the turbine’s larger size and other
design considerations are optimized to preserve high effi-
ciency and energy production (Dham, 2011).

This project will minimize destruction of the sensitive
ecosystems and mitigates impacts to fish and other aquatic
wildlife, and which is important free the path of the migra-
tory fish. According to that HPS should convert about 94%
of the water’s energy into usable electricity and the overall
wildlife survival rate should be over 98% (Dham, 2011).

For the city as Skopje, maybe the most usable is
micro-smart grid implementation through connecting indi-
vidual photovoltaic systems of roof constructions. The
concept of micro-smart grid, in this particular case, implies
the connection of several residential buildings into a shared
network at the same voltage level. The facilities should have
photovoltaic panels installed on the roof construction, which
will be connected by individual inverters to a common
busbar at the same voltage level, which in this case is a cable
installation with a delegated capacity. In this way, in the
daily regime of the busbar, a so-called “energy pool” is
created, which will be used by the owners of the objects.

A grid-connected system allows you to power your home
or small business with renewable energy during those peri-
ods (daily as well as seasonally) when the sun is shining, the
water is running, or the wind is blowing. Any excess elec-
tricity you produce is fed back into the grid. When

renewable resources are unavailable, electricity from the grid
supplies your needs, eliminating the expense of electricity
storage devices like batteries “Grid-Connected Renewable
Energy Systems”, (n.d.). The advantage of this solution with
regard to individual self-powered power supply with PV
panels lies in the possibility of creating a “balance group”
that guarantees great flexibility in the use of electricity.

In Table 3 are shown the verification of objectives and the
expected results for the project Power-my-Fire.

4 Bio-Technological Innovations
for the Preservation and Renewal
of the Ecological System in the
City—A Project “Tight-my-Green”

When it comes to the ecological system of the city, we need
to use conscious design in order to rebuild the city's green
fund, encourage its expansion and expansion and restore
community life in urban areas. The urban landscape in
Skopje, as the urban scopes in almost all cities it the Europe,
has been increasingly defoliated over the past few decades.
Many of the trees were cut out and the grass fields were
paved in the processes of building eclectic architecture,
covering the facades, and during the street widening. So,
nowadays, the city is monotonous field of concrete.

The project will propose the establishment of the urban
planting and eco gardens following the example of the
development of permaculture and urban micro forests where
each fruit would provide land for various types of perennial
herbs, shrubs, and root vegetables that can be harvested at
different times of the year.

Urban planting is the restoration, creation, and maintenance
of plant life in the city. This includes planting in the parks, by
the streets, sidewalks, and all other walking areas but also
rooftops, public and private gardens, vacant and industrial
green spaces. Urban planting practice includes a significant
proportion of native vegetation, because natives require less
maintenance and water than exotic counterparts, and provide
places for native birds and animals to live (Kennedy, 1991).

This will benefit the life in Skopje, as a concrete city, in
several levels:

– provide livable settings in the living areas with more
trees, bushes, and grasslands that will fits good to the
bareness of the concrete and asphalt that cover much of
the city (Kennedy, 1991);

– provide shade when it is hot and shelter from winter
storms and properly planted land absorbs the rain that
falls on it, eliminating excessive runoff that now requires
drainage with expensive storm sewers that often overflow
and flood (Kennedy, 1991).
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Permaculture is a design system for creating productive
and diverse agriculture which are essential to support stable
life on this planet. It is based on the observation of nature
and traditional farming and building systems. Permaculture
should reduce food costs. In the long run economy, chemical
farming will prove expensive if water must be purified
before it can run into the sea and if farm productivity drops
because the soil is used up. This kind of urban gardening is a
good solution for organic agriculture and involves people in
setting the destiny of their own neighborhoods and thus
gives them more of a sense of ownership and responsibility
for their immediate surroundings (Kennedy, 1991).

One of the conditions for acquiring land is the obligation
to pay attention to gardens in accordance with the standards
for organic farming. The city should make available some
city park lands for citizen planting and gardening, or creating
permaculture parks, and also plant fruit trees in parks and
maintain them as public orchards in order to create urban
micro forests. The land is municipal and is being acquired
for this purpose for a symbolic financial compensation
annually. Also, the city should take it into account the
unemployed as a labor force for planting occasionally.

Urban gardens are a kind of economic, environmental,
cultural, and social challenges for the local population,
offering space for socializing and interaction, self-care,
learning, and creating a form of social and cultural collec-
tive. The main goal of the project is to acquire at least 500
urban organic gardens and micro forests as a model of
sustainable urban gardening with local distribution of fresh
vegetables and fruits by 2030, as well as promotion and
processing of surpluses.

The project also offers a technological solution to reduce
nitrogen oxide pollution, which in many cases is released by
combustion of diesel fuels from vehicles. (In Table 4, we can
see Emission of harmful gases and wastes in Centar). At
places where a large amount of pollution is shown, public
wall surfaces will be filled with a photocatalytic color that
literally eats NO and NO2, that is, in contact with oxides of
nitrogen, the paint reacts chemically and binds them into a
chemical compound, thus removing them from the air. In
this way, the paint can become part of the building elements
from the facades of the buildings, part of the urban equip-
ment, but not only as an esthetic element, but actively par-
ticipating in the improvement of the air quality. Such

Table 3 Verification of
objectives and the expected
results for the project
Power-my-Fire

Overall objectives Results

Mapping the embedded systems of cogeneration
plants (CHP) and micro smart grid individual
photovoltaic systems of roof constructions in the
Small Ring District at the Center of the City of
Skopje

Setup network of smart power plants system within
the buildings or in the regional centers

Applying digital platforms and apps. for smart
energy efficiency power plants for The Small Ring

Recognition the benefits of power plants system by
the project target groups

Incorporation of energy efficiency power system in
the city by using sustainable renewable energy
from the hydraulic power plant with hydraulic
thread (HPS)

Presence of the target groups representatives on
project public debates and presentations. Active
participation and support by the target groups
representatives in the realization of a part of the
project activities

Development of an inclusive society and
development of sustainable living by the rules of
obtaining electric power to everyone by renewable
energy

Video mapping material, propaganda program, and
flyers for using the smart power plants system

Capacities for social inclusion of inhabitants

Specific objective Results

Establishing basic conditions for the embed the
smart power plants system and nets of energy
efficiency power from the hydraulic power plant
with hydraulic thread, with the expected potential
development

Registration of conditions and data needed for
development on the proposal for the further
development of smart solutions

Mobilizing natural resources for joint development
of sustainable renewable energy in order to
establish sustainable living

Documenting the recent energy supply
opportunities and upgrade with the smart ones

Skills improvement and creation of employment
opportunities in perspective sectors

Sustainable development

Fostering joint risk management systems of natural
sites, as well as human settlements; (European
Commission, official website, n.d.)

Equal opportunities
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projects show a truly innovative approach to solving
problems.

In Table 5 are shown the verification of objectives and the
expected results for the project Tight-my-Green.

5 Smart Impact and Strengthening
the Community Through the Use
of Human Resources—A Project
“Hold-my-Self”

The contribution of the citizens with their ideas and inter-
action would be crucial, through workshops and NGOs. In a
neighborhood that is compact, the arrangements and

informal socializing are part of the local culture of the city
and the identity of the Skopje image, especially tied to open
public spaces. Skopje in a social sense is a lively and warm
city, and compactness will further emphasize the use of
parks, squares, squares, streets, and promenades for the
inhabitants of the city, especially when the space surround-
ing the Little Ring would be completely without cars
(Sofeska, 2016).

The interaction and engagement of citizens for the com-
mon good will be fostered with the free internet network and
applications through which every citizen can in real time
affect the urban problems or their solving through virtual and
realistic living lab workshops, initiatives, volunteer actions,
etc.

Table 4 Emission of harmful
gases and wastes in Centar
according to data from the
planning documentation for the
Master Plan Skopje 2001–2020

Emitted harm Center 8.67 km2

Flow (Nm3/h) 40,894 69.86 Nm3/24 h/km2

CO (kg/h) 9.54 12.33 kg/24 h/km2

SO2 (kg/h) 22.61 39.92 kg/24 h/km2

Nox (kg/h) 14.27 24.79 kg/24 h/km2

Dust (kg/h) / /

Table 5 Verification of
objectives and the expected
results for the project
Tight-my-Green

Overall objectives Results

Mapping the presence of urban Eco gardens and
urban micro forests, the Small Ring District at the
Center of the City of Skopje

Recognition the existence urban Eco gardens and
urban micro forests by the project target groups

Mapping the presence of the building elements in
the Small Ring that are treated with the paint that
reduce nitrogen oxide pollution on chemical way

Presence of the target groups representatives on
project public debates and presentations. Active
participation and support by the target groups
representatives in the realization of a part of the
project activities

Applying digital platforms and apps. for smart
solution in urban planting for The Small Ring

Video mapping material, propaganda program and
flyers of urban Eco gardens and urban micro forests

Incorporation of urban planting fields in the city
tourist offer

Capacities for social and cultural inclusion of
inhabitants

Development of an inclusive society and
development of sustainable living and tourism

Quality and visibility of tourist offers improved

Development of innovative technological approach
to solving problems with the air pollution

Quality and visibility of innovative technological
solutions improved

Specific objective Results

Establishing basic conditions for the development
of urban Eco gardens and urban micro forests of
existing and potential development

Registration of conditions and data needed for
development on the proposal for the further
development of smart solutions

Mobilizing natural and cultural resources for joint
development of sustainable living and tourism

Documenting the recent planting and technological
opportunities and upgrade with the smart ones

Skills improvement and creation of employment
opportunities in perspective sectors

Documenting the recent tourism offer and upgrade

Fostering joint risk management systems of natural
and cultural sites, as well as human settlements;
(European Commission, official website, n.d.)

Sustainable development

Equal opportunities

Equal treatment for women and men
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The Hold-my-Self pilot project would be about strength-
ening the community through the use of human resources.
This project will be consisted of several platforms gathered in
one human-centered service with a lower total cost, which
will unlock innovation potential of the citizens and conver-
sational information services. Citizens can benefit from
timely information access, 24/7 multi-channel availability, no
need to install any app, with faster, engaging interaction.

This entire project is part of one smart challenge that is
placed in front of the citizens of Skopje. In this modern time
of increasing populations and economic growth, with
changes in the urban transport infrastructure and new
housing developments, aggressively affect the quality of life
across neighborhoods. The air pollution, increased noise,
crowds, and speed deeply affecting citizen health but also

increasing stress and anxiety. That is why as a part of this
project is forming living lab where will be enabled service
for the management of impact of urban development pro-
jects. Also, it will contain public city activities by providing
impartial evidence, real-time feedback, and engage-
ment between involved stakeholders such as city authorities,
construction firms, entertainment venue operators, and
affected citizens over a public dashboard (portal). The goal is
to provide a view that goes beyond impact dashboards by
allowing citizens to engage in a dialogue with impact
stakeholders. The citizen feedback will directly feed into the
impact metrics and provide a basis for managing impact and
further dialogue “SmartImpact | SynchroniCity”, (2020).

In Table 6 are shown the verification of objectives and the
expected results for the project Hold-my-Self.

Table 6 Verification of
objectives and the expected
results for the project
Hold-my-Self

Overall objectives Results

Mapping the presence of the human-centered
services and virtual and realistic living lab
workshops, initiatives, volunteer actions, etc., the
Small Ring District at the Center of the City of
Skopje

Recognition the existence of human-centered
services and virtual and realistic living lab
workshops, initiatives, volunteer actions, etc., by
the project target groups

Mapping the presence of friendly HUB for
start-ups, local entrepreneurs, innovators, and
system integrators in the Small Ring

Presence of the target groups representatives on
project public debates and presentations. Active
participation and support by the target groups
representatives in the realization of a part of the
project activities

Applying digital platforms and apps. for
information access and 24/7 multi-channel
availability for engaging interaction in the Small
Ring timely

Video mapping material, propaganda program, and
flyers of friendly HUB for start-ups, local
entrepreneurs, innovators and system integrators

Development of an inclusive society and
development of sustainable living

Capacities for social and cultural inclusion of
inhabitants

Development of innovative technological approach
to solving problems and sharing ideas in the society

Quality and visibility of innovative technological
approach to solving problems and sharing ideas in
the society

Specific objective Results

Establishing basic conditions for the development
of human-centered services and virtual and realistic
living lab workshops, initiatives, volunteer actions,
friendly HUB for start-ups, local entrepreneurs,
innovators and system integrators of existing and
potential development

Registration of conditions and data needed for
development on the proposal for the further
development of smart solutions

Mobilizing cultural resources for joint development
of sustainable living

Documenting the human resources and
technological opportunities and upgrade with the
smart ones

Skills improvement and creation of employment
opportunities in perspective sectors

Sustainable development

Fostering joint risk management systems of cultural
sites, as well as human settlements; (European
Commission, official website, n.d.)

Equal opportunities

Equal treatment for women and men
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6 Managing the Sustainable Development
of the Smart City Through the “Smart
HUB”

Establishing a smart infrastructure in one city requires an
investment by the city administration that will recognize the
long-term benefits of it. On the other hand, telecommuni-
cation companies must provide quality data management,
but also protect their privacy from abuse and commercial-
ization. The city must take into account the views of all
stakeholders, including their citizens directly or through their
associations, as well as representatives of economic, social,
cultural and political organizations. And most important of
all is the cooperation of various specialists who as partners
will participate in the design, construction and management
of smart infrastructure.

Skopje Smart HUB is a City Innovative Platform for rec-
ognizing and attracting investment funds and financial
instruments of risk capital for the support and financial sus-
tainability of Smart City development projects. It will also be
a center for technological innovation–innovation hub.
Technological innovations in innovative hubs are networked
by stakeholders with financial and risk capital funds at the
international level—countries in and out of the EU, due to:

– Promote a friendly HUB for start-ups, local entrepre-
neurs, innovators and system integrators from across the
region;

– Resolve local urban technology and energy problems by
supporting efficient and potentially innovative solutions;

– Stimulating local companies that are
knowledge-intensive, and helping them to grow and
develop locally, regionally and in Europe.

It is also a sustainable organization that will be financed
by the projects that will be realized:

– Projects through which they will achieve greater effi-
ciency in the management and saving of budget
expenditures;

– Projects that will achieve energy efficiency and savings in
budget expenditures;

– Projects that will develop new commercial services for
the city, with the realization that the city will have new
revenues.

By utilizing the benefits of information technologies and
innovations, the City of Skopje through Skopje
Smart HUB will have the opportunity to focus on inde-
pendent daily and strategic management of the devel-
opment of the Skopje Smart City model. Skopje

Smart HUB will make the city become Smart, become more
efficient, to introduce new services and opportunities and to
improve many aspects of citizens' everyday life and will
contribute:

– The city to develop new services through PPP, own
Public Enterprises or ESCo which will provide new ser-
vices for the citizens and the business sector;

– The city to establish IoT infrastructure, fast and efficient
optical network and network of base stations for wireless
communication network (they will provide numerous
new services such as: wireless internet, control system for
smart traffic signaling and electronic info boards, man-
agement and control of advertisements and information
on marketing boards, remote measurement services and
control of public utility meters for public utilities, etc.);

– The city according to the new technological solutions to
prepare feasible projects for the construction of district
power plants for own production of electricity, heat or
combined production (solar power plants, gas and biogas
plants, flow hydroelectric plants ... within the facilities
and buildings or as regional centers);

– The city to establish and develop the city operating sys-
tem (City Operative System COS);

– The city to ensure the effective use of human capital and
resources to optimize their comparative advantages in
terms of community living lab;

– The city to establish a sustained system for financing
innovative projects that will maintain the process of
management and development of Skopje Smart City.

On the other hand, Skopje Smart HUB will have the
function of the PMU (Project Management Unit) for:

– Analyze the costs and benefits of planned projects, sus-
tainability throughout their life cycle, integration into the
urban system and other planned investments, and the
overall consistency with the urban development strategy;

– To analyze the capacity to invest in advanced technolo-
gies, especially in information and communication
technologies;

– To create and maintain an ecosystem for investment and
through encouraging and collaborating with universities,
industry and other partners to establish the infrastructure,
services and skills needed to support and foster
innovation.

7 Expected Results of the Project

– The study will propose an entrepreneurial model for
independent management of the sustainable development
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of Skopje Smart City and introduction of new services for
the City for the citizens and the business sector;

– The study will plan activities for mutual cooperation
among accelerators, incubators, universities, local
authorities, large companies and venture capital funds to
encourage spin-off and startups to address the challenges
of sustainable urban development;

– The study will propose organizational measures for the
synergy of stakeholders and the establishment of Skopje
Smart HUB—City Innovation Platform for Identity and
Attraction of Investment Funds and Financial Instruments
for Risk Capital to Support Smart City Development
Projects;

– In order to test the prototype of financing the develop-
ment of technological innovations through Skopje
Smart HUB, a software development pilot project for the

Cloud computing model of Smart City applications will
be realized;

– The study will provide clear guidelines for developing a
Strategy for Skopje Smart City.

Program objectives are shown in Table 7.

8 Research Methodology Used
for Developing Projects for Realizing
of the Program “Skopje 2020 Smart
Strategy”

Scientific methods:

(a) Fundamental Analysis;
(b) Technical Analysis;

Table 7 Program objectives Impact Indicators Outcome Indicators Output Indicators

Number of direct beneficiaries
involved (disaggregated by gender
and type of vulnerable group)

Number of organizations
with increased capacities

Number of inter * sectoral (local
authorities * CSOs * private
sector * public
agencies * research and
educational institutions)
partnerships implementing this
type of projects

Number of participants managing
to find employment thanks to new
skills and competences acquired
and/or as a consequence of
development of new programs and
services ( disaggregated by gender
and type of vulnerable group)

Number of users of digital
platforms

Number of information/promotion
campaigns implemented

Number of new services available
in the market one year after project
ends

Number of plans
implemented

Number of information/promotion
events organised

Number of potential entrepreneurs
having been final beneficiaries of
the actions create a business
(disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of new services
commercialized

Number of participants at
information/promotion events
(disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of new jobs created by the
businesses which received
assistance from the scheme
(including self-employment
initiatives) (European
Commission, official website, n.d.)

Level of satisfaction of
users/clients with new
services

Number of promotion materials
produced and
distributed/broadcasted

Number of private and/or
public-sector operators
developing possibilities
(disaggregated by type of
vulnerable group)

Number of people reached by
information/promotion campaigns

Number of new/improved
cooperation models,
programs, products,

Number of capacity building
events organised

(continued)
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Table 7 (continued)

services, tools,
complementary courses
(e.g. eLearning), industrial
and commercial processes
implemented

Number of companies in
which operations, products
and/or processes were
improved through joint
initiatives

Number of participants at capacity
building events organised
disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of participants with
increased employability and
employment competences
(disaggregated by gender
and type of vulnerable
group)

Number of digital platforms
(information systems) developed

Number of partnerships
between labour market
stakeholders for addressing
labor mobility and
employment development

Number of websites operational

Number of economic
operators participating in
capacity building for
sustainable use of local
resources and market needs
(European Commission,
official website, n.d.)

Number of sets of equipment
purchased and made available to
target groups

Number of cross-border
networks/partnerships formed

Number of plans developed

Number of clusters formed

Number of new services developed

Number of facilities enhanced

Number of manuals, guidelines,
handbooks developed

Number of participants at study
visits (disaggregated by gender
and type of vulnerable group)

Number of persons obtaining new
practical skills (VET programmes,
internships and business skills)
which directly contribute to their
employability (disaggregated by
gender and type of vulnerable
group)

Number of internship programmes
supporting new business
opportunities of unemployed,
including social entrepreneurship
activities implemented

Number of interns involved
(disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of mentoring support
services supporting new business
opportunities of unemployed,

(continued)
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Table 7 (continued)

including social entrepreneurship
activities delivered

Number of digital platforms for
increasing employability
developed

Number of people involved in
self-employment initiatives
(disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of people trained for
establishing their own business
(disaggregated by gender and type
of vulnerable group)

Number of business start-up packs
(equipment and supplies) provided

Number of fairs visited

Number of new labour market
information systems developed

Number of new products
developed

Number of new industrial and
commercial processes developed

Number of facilities of the relevant
actors providing training, work
experience, research and
innovation support concerning
employment and employment
initiatives enhanced

Number of local value chains built

Number of local food processing
activities carried out

Number of organic production and
processing activities carried out

Number of co-working facilities
established

Number of talent development
programmes implemented

Number of events organised for
the integration and employability
of vulnerable groups

Number of participants at events
organised for the integration and
employability of vulnerable groups
(disaggregated by gender and type
ofvulnerable group)

Number of entrepreneurial
internships in the tourism sector
carried out (European
Commission, official website, n.d.)
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(c) Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis;
(d) Question/Answer;
(e) Hypothesis and Observations;
(f) Results/Conclusion;

Conceptual methodology

(a) Data flow modeling;
(b) Metaphysical models;
(c) Mental model;
(d) Semantic models;

Sociological methods and procedures

(a) The case study;
(b) Survey;
(c) Observational methods;
(d) Correlational methods;
(e) Experimental methods;
(f) Cross‐cultural methods.

9 Conclusions

Smart cities aim to address the challenges that cities face
today and to this end, they are bringing together city gov-
ernment, the business sector, universities as centers of edu-
cation, community organizations, public services, citizens,
and collaborate to find a solution for the future city
development.

The challenge for the sustainability of the Digital City
platform and model development for the Smart City is to
finance and manage the process and interests of all
stakeholders.

10 Financing Pilot Projects Opportunities

The project “Supporting the Management of an Effective
National Coordinating Mechanism in connection with the
Green Climate Fund” under the auspices of the Cabinet of
the Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of North Mace-
donia is an opportunity to support the implementation of the
projects proposed in this paper. The Green Climate Fund
project will propose several pilot projects that will help
develop a national coordination mechanism, as well as the
necessary procedures and criteria for prioritizing climate
investment in the Republic of North Macedonia. Reference
international project management organizations and financial
organizations as accredited Green Climate Fund-funded
project management institutions can support the implemen-
tation of a sub-grant regional program for the

implementation of Smart City pilot projects in North
Macedonia, Albania, and Montenegro.

The World Bank-funded Municipality Services
Improvement Project (MSIP) cycle has been promoted as a
successful model of local government financing in North
Macedonia, in particular as the MSIP team has completed
the trust to manage around 130 million euros donor projects
from the European Commission's IPA funds. The World
Bank is preparing a special energy efficiency program for
North Macedonia of around 20 million euros combined with
a donor fund that will be activated in 2020.

The MSIP Office has already received our proposal for a
“Study on the Model for Financing and Implementing
Energy Efficient Projects for SMART CITY—Smart Street
Lighting”—a Light-my-Move project component valued at
approximately $100,000.

European Union Delegation in North Macedonia is
planning new Donor Program for Sustainable Development
Projects for which we are preparing an elaborate on
“Establishing digitalisation and sustainable management of
local energy distribution networks—microgrids, powered by
local micro renewable energy sources” with pilot projects
worth up to 500,000 euros- a “Power-my-Fire” project
component.

City of Skopje already participates in European Union
donor programs—Twinning projects with EU cities devel-
oping Tight-my-Green component projects.

“Skopje Smart HUB” is a common project concept
developed by the Small Business Chamber of Commerce
with the City of Skopje—estimated value for development
of “Study on a Skopje Smart HUB Model for Financing ICT
Companies and Projects for Sustainable Development of the
Skopje Smart City is 300,000 euros—this is a component of
“Hold-my-Self”.

Estimated study and pilot projects value for each of the
four components proposed in this work amounted to
300,000–500,000 euros—total about 2 million euros. The
value of the procurement of the relevant technical equipment
is often linked to existing urban infrastructure and it is dif-
ficult at this stage to estimate the value of infrastructure
investments proposed in four components of this work.
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Elderly Behavioural Ergonomic Data
for Smart Cities’ Design-User System

Siti Mastura Md. Ishak and Rahinah Ibrahim

Abstract

Displacement of elderly people from smart cities should
not happen in the future. Instead, it is a necessity to create
an assistive environment for the special needs of aging
populations. The integration of tacit knowledge and
physical knowledge of human experience provides a
tremendous input to lead the development of database
technology to ensure elderly citizen sustainability in smart
cities. Hence, there is a need for user’s behavioural
ergonomic knowledge to aid in prolonging the indepen-
dence of smart cities’ elderlies. The purpose of this paper
is to highlight the results of critical conservation of
pragmatic pre-experiences for behavioural informatics of
elderlies to prolong their independencies for living in
smart cities. This paper documents the researchers’ study
regarding key elements of the pragmatic experiences of a
person in doing things. Then, it also highlights observa-
tion results when analysing information from pragmatic
experiences of 15 artefact/tool users for establishing
selected behavioural informatics for smart city elderlies.
Later, the paper reports a case study in developing a
systematic user’s behavioural informatics. Among the
results from the selective literature, the review procedure
includes key elements of pragmatic rapport in a user’s
body movements during artefact usage of a person’s
context in selected design typology. The user’s pragmatic
culture is discussed covering the functional information
that could explain the efficacious body movement and
inherent information of accumulative cognitive experi-
ence that appreciates the body’s conditioning, dynamic
bodily mechanics (automaticity and muscle memory), and
its biobehavioural recovery. After the introduction of the
background problem, this paper presents literature survey
results including smart city's elderlies, pragmatic experi-
ences, behavioural informatics, and prolonging

independence of elderlies before describing the research
methodology. Results in this paper are expected to lead
towards the future development of a Memory System
Design (MeSD) for a proposed Behavioural Informatics
System (BIS) that could assist in prolonging the inde-
pendence of elderlies who will continue living in smart
cities. This paper contributes to the documentation of the
user’s behavioural ergonomic knowledge.

Keywords

Smart behavioural informatics � Pragmatic experiences �
Elderly user experience � Smart cities � Built
environment informatics

1 Introduction

Smart cities are often pictured as a templated variant concept
of digitalization, intelligence, sustainability and ubiquitous
city that highlight three common categories of technology,
people, and community. In the context of technology, the
great presence of ICT in smart cities is critically applied in
infrastructure and services. Smart homes and smart buildings
are the most popular projected vision by the trendsetter of
the future. This affects the development of urban centres that
are needed to be integrated, habitable, and sustainable to
fulfil the communities’ differences.

Although these two categories seem to play a vital role in
smart cities, the resilience of cities does consist of their
citizens’ biological inputs through consistent externalization
of the users’ information. In the 1980s, a fully integrated
smart and user-oriented environment was defined by con-
sidering a user as the innovator. A city can only be smart if
there are dynamic integration and activities of
self-decisiveness, independence, and awareness by its citi-
zens. Nevertheless, a citizen-centric typology for smart cities
could not and must not ignore the inclusion of the aging
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population, the elderly. Hence, this study supports further
inclusion of user’s behavioural ergonomic knowledge in
aiding the prolonging of independence among smart cities’
elderlies.

Over the past 150 years or so, human life expectancy
rising from around 40 years to approximately 80 years. By
2050, UNDESA (2011, 2012) forecasted at least 2 billion
persons aged 60 or over in the world population will reside
in both developed and developing countries. In the current
global concern of people that practices urbanistic lifestyle,
the different social lifespan and development are expected
outcomes in the decline of a younger population. As a result,
the world is expected to have a more elderly population, and
they would surely require equal experience regarding equity,
quality, efficiency, and sustainability of life in
well-performing cities, and more so, of any future smart
cities (Giffinger et al., 2007).

The idea to re-establish the role of the elderly in the active
aging community will promote sustainability in any planned
smart cities. Active aging will involve the intervention of
four potential factors: information, communication, trans-
action, and administration (Llorente-Barroso et al., 2015).
These factors are projected from a user’s experience in
physiological and biobehavioural perspectives. Hence, the
purpose of this article is documenting the conservation of
pragmatic pre-experiences for behavioural informatics in
prolonging the independency of elder citizens in smart cities.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Pragmatic Experiences of a User

Various researches on the elderly have enabled new recom-
mendations to improve their quality of life and reduce social
isolation. ICT is the most discussed affair on how it could play
a vital role in developing the assistive system in smart cities.
Most popular researches have been done are on home sensor
network, human monitoring sensors, home-based rehabilita-
tion, an assistive device including robots that could help
elderly people with their daily activities. However, there is a
dearth of topic covers on how user data can be captured as the
base information to construct user-driven ICT base methods
to cope with the need of senior citizens for the society.
Therefore, this study intends to identify possible opportunities
to document the regular activities of a user especially in
making movement and dealing with an artefact/tool for future
AI-based reasoning that supports elderlies in their environ-
ment (Albino &Dangelico, 2012, Siti Mastura et al., 2015).

Design scholars had posited subjective experience which
are mostly related to types of discerning experience in per-
ceiving kindness or badness, amiability or unpleasantness
(Desmet & Hekkert, 2007); facilitating conceptual approach

in analysing human interaction between interactive stimulus
(McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Wallace & Dearden, 2004);
coexistence of audience’s responses and its common sense
understanding (Wright et al., 2008); and elucidation of the
viewer cognition ability to evoke affective experience
(Hekkert & Schifferstein, 2008). The focus of aesthetic
experience (AE) would include elements comprising of
psychological event, for instance, feeling and emotion, taste
and sensation, beauty and pleasure, judgement, objectifica-
tion, even attitude that resulted in culture, understanding,
and interpretation of their meanings although these elements
convoluted either negatively or positively (Aschraft, 2002;
Domínguez-Rué & Mrotzek, 2014; Hekkert, 2006; Lin,
2007; Parker, 2004). Hekkert (2006) argues that the above
elements must traverse to describe and play the core role in
understanding our own experience with things around us.
Hence, personal experience plays a major role in under-
standing the user’s mind to request the motor skill necessary
for effective usability of space or tool.

Through these considerations, pragmatic experience
requires comprehension of bodily action’s processes. The
user’s body would represent his or her body’s behaviours
and senses, thus externalising the meaning in every action
and movement. These behaviours and senses could represent
the user’s pragmatic experience to understand the specific
close source (space or artefact) such that they surely carry
significant information (Locher et al., 2010; Margolin, 1997)
and instrumentality of the artefact (Chang & Wu, 2007; Lin,
2007). In such ways, this paper agrees that this information
would become the predominant elements forming user’s
experience thus would enable researchers the understanding
reciprocal body movement (action) and mental activity
(reasoning) towards an artefact’s usability. Hence, this paper
is strongly recommending these actions and reasoning to be
documented accordingly as a representation of the user’s
pragmatic experience knowledge.

Meanwhile, in the perspective of pragmatist, aesthetic
experience (AE) has a harmonious relationship between
bodily experience and analytic mind (Desmet & Hekkert,
2007; Petersen et al., 2004), artefact and mind–body
engagement and affecting approach in understanding the real
process in the artefact function (Locher et al., 2010).
According to Locher et al. (2010), any person experiences
developed within the human-product interaction process
involved two constituents (the ‘user’ and the ‘product’). For
example, Ross and Wensveen (2010) who were inspired by
Schwartz (1992) used the same approach in their case study
with the employment of a particular value principle
involving a person’s value in aesthetic interaction. On the
other hand, a lack of studies on how to facilitate the tactual
experience and the visual aesthetic experience in product
interaction may delay adaptation in a riskier population such
as the elderly. This study is recommending standardising
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pragmatic evaluation on the user’s movement in producing
tactual experience with artefact/tool in use.

In comparison, Siti Mastura (2017) agreed with several
scholars such as Wright et al. (2008), Norman (2004), and
Boorstin (1990) that the expressions of user’s impression
would consist of behavioural, visceral, and reflective levels
of design while the user is engaging with certain
artefact/tool. No doubt, this paper will lean towards sup-
porting the development of new relationships between the
values of user’s experience with the artefact/tool and sup-
porting such interrelationships between the device’s influ-
ence and user’s positive respond (Margolin, 1997; Verbeek,
2005; Ross & Wensveen, 2010).

Furthermore, Sato and Chen (2008) highlight the cyclical
relationship between culture and artefact (tool) and establish
common foundations of area-specific that enable the inter-
related information to be cumulative and transferable. They
believe that this cyclical relationship includes the user’s
cultural factor, a crucial variable in the data acquisition of
any pragmatic approach. However, both pragmatic and
analytical approaches are apparently parallel in composing a
user-design system by capturing the vital nodes such as
physical responses towards environment and device infor-
mation about using an artefact/tool. In providing feedback
and generating affective responses in such pragmatic expe-
rience, this study proposes to understand the back-and-forth
interaction and its actual consequences between user and
artefact (see Table 1).

Hekkert and Schifferstein (2008) had posited that an
intertwined component of human-product interaction
between experience and interaction would be core in any
aesthetic interaction (AI) framework. This paper agrees with
their position on the need of understanding human-product
interaction in artefact AE acquisition through visualisation

of interaction, visual perception, and body performance in
the user’s nature to accommodate the pragmatic experience
and user cognition.

In agreement with Boucharenc (2008), this study found
that pragmatic dimensions are useful to analyse the product
function and how the artefact is being used. These dimen-
sions would include the usage functions, ergonomic han-
dling, anthropometric measurement, and user interface
features conceived. They are consistent with Hekkert and
Schifferstein’s (2008, p. 4) statement that “product experi-
ences depend on how a person interacts with a product”.
Meanwhile, Locher et al. (2010) highlight the need for
information from the product to guide a user’s physical
response towards the coupling act between action and
function is a dynamic interaction between two major com-
ponents of person context and artefact context in the artefact
interaction (AI) framework. Subsequently, it is vital to
highlight the experience and bodily dimension in the user’s
cognition system to understand the nature of tacit knowledge
(Siti Mastura, 2017). Within this context, this paper supports
that aesthetic experience in a plausible aesthetic interaction
framework had ignored the intangible input in user’s cre-
ative thinking and philosophy in artefact usability, whereas
the input could explain further the retrospective mind in the
human pragmatic knowledge (Siti Mastura et al., 2015).

It is obvious how user’s knowledge can illustrate
dynamic and impending action thus becoming an important
factor in conveying valuable tacit knowledge which is rec-
ommended for inclusion in the development of a
Design-User system (see Fig. 1). The proposed Design-User
system is recommended to support interrelated interactions
between the artefact typology, its usage philosophy, and in
support of the user’s body movement. Further micro rela-
tionships could be developed within the related macro

Table 1 Type of interactions in
AE (adapted from Siti Mastura,
2017)

Type of interaction Component

Aesthetic interaction
(AI) framework (Hekkert
& Schifferstein, 2008)

• Motor skill system • To respond to the environment

• Sensory system • To identify changes in the
environment

• Cognitive system • To adapt to the environment and to
plan action

Artefact interaction
(AI) (Locher et al., 2010)

• Person context • To capture information from a product
to steer their physical response
towards the coupling act between
function and action

• To understand the nature of a user’s
AE with artefacts

• Artefact context

Design-user system
(DUs) (Siti Mastura,
2017)

• Aesthetic experience
systematization between
person context and artefact
context

• To capture the intangible information
for artefact effectiveness (design) and
movement efficiency (user)

• To perceive pragmatic experience in
user
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relationships thus would be useful to aid abundant deriva-
tives of future integrated design research products that
require specific user’s behavioural ergonomic understand-
ing. Hence, in the process of building the proposed platform
of users’ database for smart cities, this paper posits that
pre-experience and bodily dimension integration could
ameliorate the pragmatic evaluation of user’s experience in
prolonging elderly independence among smart cities
community.

2.2 The Importance of Behavioural Informatics
for Smart Cities Elderlies

Pragmatic knowledge is associated with three components that
are artefact, user, and usage to integrate behavioural preserved
knowledge while analysing the pre-experience of a user in
doing things. Pragmatic understanding of the user’s daily
experience (action movement) is the potential to support the
establishment of behavioural informatics and amalgamating
intangible information of the user’s behavioural culture could
help prolong the smart elderly’s independencies.

Locher et al.’s (2010) framework was indeed extended in
Ross and Wensveen’s (2010) study with similar remarks on a
user’s bodily skills in AE. The scholars documented a design
evaluation approach for bodily dimensions that could rely on
one’s skill in operating a particular design object. Therefore,
this paper supports multi-level observation on user’s

participation of an artefact’s usage assessment since it is cru-
cial to achieving pragmatic experience comprehension as
suggested by Spradley (1980) and Fetterman (2010). Fur-
thermore, if the design user can understand the actual experi-
ence of mastering the doing of things, the proven information
of the user’s pragmatic knowledge of artefact/tool usage
effectiveness will certainly help the development of beha-
vioural informatics for better living in the future.

On the contrary, behavioural informatics looks at multiple
potentials at the intersection of computational multimedia
information systems on human data analytics. Modern
ICT-based infrastructure would mostly comprise technolo-
gies involving the Cloud of Things, the Internet of Things,
and distributed Artificial Intelligence. The Internet can be the
four source categories of opportunities for the elderly and as
mentioned earlier: information, transaction, communication,
and administration (Llorente-Barroso et al., 2015).

In Mulero et al. (2018), the scholars had established a
systematic data gathering system that would obtain data of
daily activities in elderly people. To capture the necessary
data, they enforced related linked open data (LOD)-based
data management systems, which then are used to innovative
IoT technologies in creating an unobtrusive, low-cost, and
low-power sensing infrastructure. The technologies could
pictorials the heterogeneity of communication technologies
and physical devices. This paper agrees with previous
scholars about the need to store and manage efficiently
important components of the user’s data management
architecture. These data could shed light on the usability of
the informatics system that imbues affective humanistic
approaches for smart cities’ elderlies.

In unravelling behavioural informatics, this paper fore-
sees the importance of the user’s cultural experience and
bodily dimension being amalgamated to augment both
artefact and the person’s context into developing an AI
framework. Their pragmatic assessment had been earlier
proposed by Petersen et al. (2004). This context aligns the
vital user’s experience and artefact’s interaction to comple-
ment the philosophical context of the artefact and the user’s
information for establishing the behavioural informatics.

This paper would like to recommend characteristics data
and principle components in the proposed AI framework to
capture relevant knowledge for both artefact and user con-
texts. Additionally, this paper strongly recommends the
preservation of pragmatic experience’s knowledge for the
same purpose. These data are expected to guide the estab-
lishment of potential human-product interaction process for
designers when they need to align such interaction with
implicit user’s intangible knowledge or psychological event
information. This paper believes such proposed integration
could improve influences in computational multimedia
information systems on human data analytics that smart
cities could use intelligently.

Fig. 1 Interrelated pragmatic information in design-user system
(DUs) to measure artefact effectiveness and movement efficiency (user)
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2.3 Measurement on Independency of Smart
Cities Elderlies

The important humanistic measure is vital to be considered
in developing an assistive informatics system from a human
behavioural point of view. Investment in ICT for the ‘smart
cities’ would promote the sustainability of citizens. Previous
scholars had broader discussions on how to improve social
interactions, enhance smart technologies, provide personal-
ized assistive solutions, and reduce the high cost of health
cost in pursuit of achieving a high quality of life through the
application of ICT solutions (Caragliu et al., 2011; Lee &
Lee, 2014; Llorente-Barroso et al., 2015).

Another study by Albino et al., (2015) documented that
the smart cities concept is more than the diffusion of ICT to
compliment it looks at people and community needs.
According to Farage et al. (2012), design principles high-
lighted design professionals need to include practical
guidelines to better meet the needs of elderlies and to
accommodate these changes. However, rare discussions on
the functional and physical changes that ensue over time
were made whereas this information is vital in understanding
the aging population. Therefore, the range of cognitive and
physical abilities promoted flexibility, simplicity, and ease of
use for older age people to be inclusively designed espe-
cially when these elderlies also suffering from degrading
health or strength issues. This paper also found that partic-
ularly for the aging citizen, critical measures shall be taken
seriously as the rapid growth of elderly people will require
economic adjustments such as health budget and social
service providers.

Mulero et al.’s (2018) Personal Data Capturing System
captures a big amount of user data from their physical
environment through a sensing infrastructure at the resi-
dential and city level in several dimensions. Interestingly,
they also capture four dimensions of user information for the
data collection process. The first dimension is about the
capability of elderly people to do active daily physical
activities. They would include sleep, walking, motion, rest,
and etcetera. The following dimension is “Indoor/Outdoor
localization” that would include the position of the user
inside a public indoor and private place or user data related
to positions outside those places. The final third dimension is
the “User/Environment interaction” that deals with user data
related to active interaction with the surrounding environ-
ments. For instance, when dealing with home appliances and
public services such as public transportation. Mulero et al.
(2018) use these dimensions as a feeder into various geriatric
factors (GEFs) and geriatric sub-factors (GESs) to measure
“Instrumental activities of daily living” or “Cultural
engagement”.

The scholars also used the gathered information as
computational quantitative indicators of the risk associated
with elderly people. However, there is a lack of “ambient
parameters” dimension in GEF that concerns the quality of
living conditions whether they are outdoor and/or indoor
environments. Some of these ambient parameters include
luminosity, temperature, humidity, and weather conditions.
This limitation affects elderlies who reside independently in
a community. Despite existing smartphone solutions and
wired gated-homes, the communication protocol between
community members could create distant barriers when
elderlies have increasing limitations affecting their quality of
life. An example is hearing loss where it is the most
prevalent chronic condition suffered among elderlies. It
would cause associated adverse psychosocial effects and
depression to the sufferers (Bagai et al., 2006; Tomioka
et al., 2013). Hence, this paper is highly recommending
extending the Personal Data Capturing System by Mulero
et al. (2018) to replace interactive biobehavioural informat-
ics that is proposed to include pre-experience of an indi-
vidual user with dimension about the capability of the
elderly people.

Both Tamioka et al. (2013) and Farage et al. (2012) use
the following parameters to measure independence in the
quality of life among elderlies: sensory function, mobility,
balance, memory, and attention. Given the above-mentioned,
this paper recommends the proposed Design-User system by
Siti Mastura (2017) to support the dimensions established by
Mulero et al. (2018) and include design principles by Farage
et al. (2012) as both inputs and intangible information of
user’s pragmatic experience could be integrated when
designing the proposed behavioural informatics system.
Through the above recommendation, the proposed
Design-User system (Siti Mastura, 2017) could be further
support designers of smart cities to develop a living envi-
ronment based on a person’s context information, as in the
elderlies’ case, the system could help in prolonging their
independence.

Previous scholars have discussed various perspectives
from broad sources into a set of data-based for accommo-
dating the needs of elderlies. It covers the changing of a
technological approach to facilitate access to developable
ICT advancement for proper use in sustaining the issue of
aging population needs. This paper supports that aesthetic
experience in a plausible aesthetic interaction in the user
could be developed further through the retrospective mind in
the human pragmatic knowledge. It will involve the potential
macro relationships to aid the understanding process in
integrating specific user’s behavioural ergonomic in building
the proposed platform of users’ database in prolonging
elderly independence in smart cities widely known as
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sustainable urbanization. As to analyse the user data, the
inferences process using analytical observation on a specific
case study of physical dimension in the user’s
pre-experience is useful to augment both artefact and the
person’s context to reach a logical conclusion of user
motility ability.

3 Material and Method

This paper reported a literature survey on selected topics of
smart cities’ elderlies and pragmatic experiences of users in
establishing behavioural informatics to support prolonging the
elderly resident’s independence. The study covers smart cities
elderlies, user pragmatic experiences, behavioural informatics,
and the need for efforts in prolonging the elderly’s indepen-
dence when living in smart cities. For each city, this paper
presented major works by previous scholars, how their findings
could support future studies, and which aspects are potential for
utilization towards supporting the behavioural informatics
establishment that functions to prolong the elderlies’ indepen-
dence among smart cities’ citizens through understanding their
pragmatic experiences. Then, this paper will analyse potential
problems faced by the smart cities’ elderlies, key elements in
pragmatic experiences involving the smart cities’ elderlies, and
propose practical information exuded from pragmatic experi-
ences in establishing behavioural informatics. Later, this paper
reports the study’s observation to analyse information from
pragmatic experiences of a user in establishing behavioural
informatics for smart cities’ elderlies. The pragmatic experience
is gathered and analysed from the pre-experience of traditional
handheld artefact/tool users to understand the movement effi-
ciency and artifact usage effectiveness. Based on the observa-
tional results, the study uses a case study to develop a user
behavioural informatics system by analysing the user range
dimension and behavioral movement, design principles and
philosophies, and user pragmatic information to support pro-
longing the independence of smart city elderlies in doing
things. The paper discovers discussion on integrated results for
the future advancement of a theoretical framework towards user
behavioural ergonomic informatics establishment.

4 Results

The results of the observational study would include key
elements of pragmatic experience in the user’s body move-
ments during the artefact/tool used as the person’s context.
This section presents the functional information regarding
the intangible knowledge of a person context in his or her
pragmatic experience. They cover their functional informa-
tion, inherent information, and analyses for application of
pragmatic pre-experience.

4.1 Intangible Knowledge of Person Context
in Pragmatic Experience: Functional
Information

The pragmatic analysis of functional information of usage
typology shows results that perceptual-motor skill of artefact
usage leads to a form of dynamic technique for use in sup-
porting the behavioural ergonomic rapport. To establish the
person’s context, the fundamentals of technique usage, the
form of physiological motor skill, and efficacious philosophical
person’s movement would justify the context of use in the user
database. The result shows that functional information could
direct the information of representational (persuasive intrinsic
philosophy), methodical (functional analogies), and addi-
tional in amalgamated tool usage philosophies. The informa-
tion revealed the efficacious of representations usage
philosophies in contributing efficient older person’s movement
and increasing the artefact/tool usage effectiveness (Fig. 2).

4.2 Pragmatic Experience in User Body
Movements: Inherent Information

This paper reports that the inherent information could hap-
pen when the perceptual-motor skill of the user is bound
together along with the action possibilities due to the
object’s usage, by which the user and artefact/tool interacts
with possible physical actions to reactions when operating
such object. According to Locher et al. (2010), inherent
information would happen when a natural response by
holding an object while observing it visually. Hence, this
kind of information comprises philosophical, concept, and
fundamental rules that play a vital part in the accomplish-
ment of feed-forward and feedback interaction between the
artefact/tool and user (Fig. 3). Subsequently, the interaction
engaging the positive intuitive body mechanics and muscle
memory, dynamic action, and reaction as a form of cognitive
responses that would result in the body’s automaticity to
respond towards surrounding components such as external
stimuli (artefact/tool).

Fig. 2 Functional information in person context
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4.3 Analyses for Application of Pragmatic
Pre-experience in Behavioural Informatics
for Elderlies

From the observation, information from the pragmatic
experiences of the users was analysed to understand the
movement efficiency and usage effectiveness. Through a
movement and behavioural mapping of elderlies, the case
study to accommodate physical body concept and cognitive
abilities. It covers the movement and behavioural analysis
that promotes the concept of simplicity, flexibility, and
limitation in user. Therefore, the outcome will be the main
rationale in developing a user’s behavioural informatics
system considering the dimension, design principles, and
user pragmatic information to support prolonging the inde-
pendence of smart city elderlies in doing things.

(a) Peripheral vision

This type of viewing comprises a wide-angle vision in the
front area of the user’s body for him/her able to analyse the
surrounding and to calculate appropriate moves. It resulted
in their ability to practically responded or use things or even
to determine any dynamic and multiple movements (Fig. 4
shows the top elevation of a user towards surrounding). This
type of field of vision could assist the user to identify and to
discriminate visual targets while moving and doing things
known as the effective field of view (UFOV) (Farage et al.,
2012). Hence, the result indicated the need for UFOV can be
manipulated in the system to help the elderly to compensate
by vigilance and by scanning with more deliberation while
doing something.

(b) Range

The result shows that triangle shape is the basic concept to
justify the area and distance to ensure a good reach to
artefact/tool and space. Figure 5 illustrates the recommended

triangle range of clearance of hand length based on the
user’s pre-experience data. This range is recommended by
considering the elderlies’ limitations due to the different
health conditions and motility limitations. Later, in a design
process, this measurement is good to be an important
guideline to justify sufficient distance in space. Body agility
and movement reaction are vital to support the psychological
muscle memory to ensure practical usage of artefact/tool and
efficient movement in space usage. Thus, this paper’s finding
presents the concept of a geometrical concept that could
influence effective space use or tool usage. This concept is
recommended to be integrated into a behavioural informatics
database that also considering the efficacious movement
form.

(c) Eight cardinal directions

By analysing all forms of actions and reactions in the user’s
ergonomic rapport, this paper reports the concept of the
cardinal-centric direction (SW, W, NW, N, NE, E, SE, S)
that is fundamental in systematic body’s automaticity.
Although this eight cardinal direction seems to be a basic
orientation, these directions are useful to guide the action
and reaction process in an elderly person to ensure the better
movement with high efficiency in their surrounding space
and artefact/tool usage. Accordingly, this paper supports this
concept in designing a set of spatial components by applying
it in the behavioural informatics system to achieve better
ergonomic rapport in doing things.

(d) Hand drill

Artefact or tool usage is involved with various forms of
movement regime using practical timing and speed. The
form of direction has two geometrical motions (triangle and
round). Particularly, it also reveals a combination of con-
tinual technique and stroke movement that resulted in
autonomous muscle memory. The user moves both hands in

Fig. 3 Inherent information in
person’s context
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the opposite round and triangular direction which are inter-
changeable to obtain repetitive continual movement track
while using the artefact/tool (Fig. 6). Thus, the tracks
eventually map the pattern of hand movements as
pre-experience that will be aligned with the inherent and
functional information in a behavioural informatics system
for elderly.

(e) Footwork

Viewing the established concept of a cardinal direction, this
paper reports that the geometric concept allows the cardinal
concept application in the foot movement. Although it seems
restricted to geometric and cardinal directions, this stepping
brings sequel movements involving the forward and back-
ward stepping (Fig. 7). If this form of footwork pattern is
mastered by one, the body automaticity ensures the move-
ment. Then, the dynamic movement still can be achieved
while moving around whether in four steps or less/more. In
this part, the rhythm in movements could be a piece of useful
information in designing the space or artefact/tool usage to
comply with the elderlies’ body range. This is believed to
increase the level of ease of use and eventually would
improve the elderly’s independence in doing things.

Physiologically, these four types of footwork facilitate the
balance and stability of body movement as (1) the body-
weight is distributed appropriately on both legs, (2) er-
gonomic transition from crouching to the standing position,
and (3) responsive shuffling to ensure agility (Fig. 8).
Interestingly, this footwork enables the user to manipulate
their body size to keep the distance and range on every step
and compound movement. Hence, this pragmatic analysis
infers the strong interrelationship between user movement
form and object usability.

The pragmatic pre-experiencing the object could com-
prehend successful transition technique in artefact/tool

usability applied in dynamic body mechanics by including
muscle memory and body automaticity that causes feedfor-
ward and feedback interaction. This could also produce a
high level of agility, speed, and precision. Body mechanics
are much related to the internal and external acting on a
human physical response that affects the action and reaction.
Therefore, the application of usage philosophy, ergonomic
rapport, and pragmatic information acknowledge both per-
son’s context and artefact’s context in supporting the
establishment of behavioural informatics to assist the inde-
pendency among smart cities’ elderlies in doing things.

To note, these pragmatic dimensions need to align with
the elderly’s capabilities and limitations due to the individ-
ual’s degrading health quality. Compound movement of

Fig. 4 UFOV using the concept of a triangle to evaluate the
surrounding

Fig. 5 Recommended range of distance by considering the elderlies
condition and motility limitation
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Fig. 6 Hand movement in
artifact user integrate an
interchangeable form of
geometric concept for elderly
accessibility range

Fig. 7 Complete of foot movement in square step for sufficient movement within the space range

Fig. 8 Compound movements in stepping and object usage with acting on a human body with sufficient action and reaction
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action and reaction along with body agility are carefully
mapped to support the data resiliency of bodily muscle
memory and cognitive memory to ensure effective usage and
efficient movement in artefact/tool and space usage. As a
result, an anatomical user system is needed to describe both
contexts and transform them into transferrable knowledge of
user-based pre-experience. Thus, the results are expected to
lead towards the development of a memory system design
(MeSD) as the core framework in the proposed Behavioural
Informatics System (BIS). In summary, functional informa-
tion and inherent information in artefact/tool’s usage are
strongly recommended for integration to acquire both feed-
back and feedforward interaction as the foundation of a
memory system in the pragmatic application and body
movement understanding.

4.4 Recommendation for Behavioural
Informatics System (BIS)

The fundamentals of tacit knowledge in user experience
shall not be excluded in structuring AE such as strategic
thinking capacity, practical movement skill, and design
interaction in artefact/tool usage. The tacit knowledge
manipulates artefact-user interactions to produce reasonable
dynamic body mechanics, speed and precision, body con-
ditioning, and a high level of agility that can suit any level of
the information user. Without ignoring the user’s dimen-
sions, design principles, or design-user system experienced
in real interactions, this paper opens up the wide potential
usage of real feed-forward and feedback interaction between
artefact/tool and user.

Figure 9 presents the proposed architecture system inte-
gration using the determined content of pragmatic experi-
ence and user tacit knowledge that comprises an interrelated
formation of Memory System Design (MeSD) in the Beha-
vioural Informatics System (BIS). This system architecture
could contribute to the behavioural ergonomic database for
computational multimedia information systems on human
data analytics, especially for smart cities. As Hekkert and
Schifferstein (2008) had identified three user systems would
intertwine to allow people to produce feedback of their AE,
the user’s data proves how the sensory system, psychomotor
system, and cognitive system could greatly impact the
interaction between user actions and artefact usability.
Likewise, the BIS could effectively function in object usage
when the user (elderlies) successfully perceives, plans, and
acts an appropriate action suit with their surroundings.
Additionally, key-in input could be functioned to normalize
the differences and unsuitability of elderlies’ motility as
current experience for better instruction in the data store and
management system. Therefore, the proposed BIS could

effectively support the independency of elderlies living in
smart cities.

The results of MeSD implementation in BIS are also
reflected in the artefact’s usability visualization to ascertain
the movement's effectiveness in establishing ergonomic data
for behavioural informatics. It includes intersected elements
of artefact typology, user’s body movement, and usage
philosophy through an ergonomic rapport that would fuel up
the user database storage and management system.

In the context of the establishment of behavioural infor-
matics, a pragmatic understanding of the user’s daily expe-
rience (action and reaction movement) amalgamated
intangible information of cultural information towards pro-
longing the smart elderly’s independencies. This study
strongly suggested the design stakeholder capture the actual
experience of mastering in doing things, the applicable
user’s pragmatic information, and the technical considera-
tion to achieve high design influence to increase future
development of behavioural informatics.

Meanwhile, elderlies with degrading health or strength
issues shall be taken seriously as the rapid growth of elderly
people will require economic adjustments such as health and
social service providers that resulted in high consideration in
making inclusive product designs. Personal Data Capturing
System established by Mulero et al. (2018) and design
principles by Farage et al. (2012) had indeed inspired this
paper to further study MeSD for BIS by considering the
pre-experience of the individual user instead of mere
dimensions about the capability of the elderly people alone.
Hence, the solution to help elderly people to retain as much
as possible of their independencies could be assisted by
biobehavioural-driven that has vast practical opportunities in
ICT application and technological device design develop-
ment such as expected in smart cities development.

Overall, behavioural ergonomic knowledge acknowl-
edges two contexts of person and artefact/tool context to
benefits ethnographers, behavioural researchers, and product
designers in elaborating clear definition of user factor, tool
application and utility needs, usability and practical
requirements, and also cognitive ability to produce the
effective product interaction in bodily memory system
design. Another critical study is recommended to develop
more accurate definitions of user’s specifications for refer-
ence in the BIS.

5 Conclusion

As addressed in my analysis, the advantages of the user body
movement information revealed the culture of behaviour
covering the functional information (Intangible knowledge
of person context) and inherent information (Pragmatic
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experience in user body movements) that both appreciate
biobehavioural recovery.

A potential application of pragmatic pre-experience in
behavioural informatics will be the main rationale to
establish a user’s behavioural informatics system to support
prolonging the independence of smart city elderlies in doing
things who are eventually experiencing degrading health
quality. In this study, the user’s knowledge has a high pri-
ority as the essence of dynamic and impending action that
plays a major role in conveying valuable knowledge for the
establishment of behavioural informatics for smart city
elderlies. The senior community will be benefitted from the
realization. Furthermore, this study found that the key ele-
ment of pre-experience is important in understanding the
user’s minds to compute with a motor skill which eventually
would increase the effectiveness in the usability of space or
tool. Thus, user information could provide a better prag-
matically understanding of the cognitive sphere and body
movement (action).

Despite promoting descriptive finding, this paper is
proposing a formulation of structured body reaction move-
ment in a future study that would be able to visualise the
feed-forward and feedback interaction by including the key
factors like energy expenditure, precision or acuity of
manipulation, speed and repetition demands, understanding
of strength and stability, and responsive action and reaction.
To note, this study recommends the investigation of users’
pragmatic knowledge through eye behaviour computational
evaluation to discover the empirical evaluation to support
qualitative discussion in future research. The empirical
findings are strongly believed to support the extension of the
BIS in evaluating the efficacy of the user system application
in the elderly living hood. Furthermore, the approach can
help understand and validate the input of user cognitive
behavioural data to meet the smart cities’ older adult citizen
need and contributes to the documentation of the user’s
behavioural ergonomic knowledge.

Fig. 9 Proposed architecture system of behavioural informatics system comprises of MeSD
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A Novel Method of Trajectory Data
Visualization to Analyze the Current Traffic
Situation in Smart Cities

Liu Yuchen, Wang Zijie, He Qianling, and Raja Majid Mehmood

Abstract

As modern society develops, cities become the major
living places where people are living in. This phe-
nomenon leads to the high population density in cities,
which causes many problems including urban congestion.
To better analyze the traffic, models for trajectory data
visualization have come up by researchers. Although
there have been a lot of studies on trajectory visualization,
some studies have performed poorly in terms of user
experience. Therefore, in this paper, an improvement in
one existing visualization method will be proposed to a
more perceptional way to visualize, giving the end-users a
clearer perception. Technically, the data used in this
research is collected from the existing method, including
vehicle speed, traffic direction, location of the vehicle,
and traffic volume. Further, the color system used is of
better perception and the visualization method is based on
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Google
Map. With these methods, a final prototype with high
effectiveness and better perception will be proposed.
Moreover, an evaluation of user study is designed to test
user acceptance. By using the improved traffic visualiza-
tion, drivers will have a better user experience and it is
more efficient for traffic observers to analyze the macro
traffic.

Keywords

Trajectory data visualization � Urban congestion �
JavaScript object notation � Google map

1 Introduction

In recent years, trajectory data visualization has become a
popular topic and researchers have designed many methods
to study different trajectory visualizations, for instance,
“Visual Exploration of Sparse Traffic Trajectory Data” from
the study of Wang et al. (2014). However, a good visual-
ization method can provide readers with intuitive informa-
tion and a solid basis for decision-making, while Wang’s
study was partial to data processing. Therefore, after sum-
marizing several kinds of related studies, an improved
method in Wang’s trajectory visualization is proposed. In the
evaluation section, a comparison between the proposed
visualization method and the existing method is conducted.
From the point of perception and effectiveness, this proposed
method is able to provide a better user experience.

With the development of economy and the increase of the
number of family cars, traffic congestion among office urban
commuters is the main concern. A visualization model has
been designed by Wang et al. (2014) to analyze the traffic,
however, according to the questionnaire result, over 80% of
people argue that there are some difficulties in understanding
Wang’s model, especially when they haven’t read the
explanation in their study, which is difficult to analyze macro
traffic under this situation. This study is attempting to deliver
a trajectory data visual model which has higher acceptance
for users than Wang’s model.

2 Related Works

In the field of trajectory data visualization, there are already
many existing studies carried out using methods such as map
view, theme river, 2D heat map, and 3D terrain map. For
instance, in the field of moving patterns, Zeng et al. (2014)
purposed an integrated model consisting of three views: an
isochrone map view, an isotime flow map, and an OD-pair
journey view to analyze passenger mobility in a public
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transportation system (PTS). Over the various studies, the
following three have been noted to be very suitable for
researching and analyzing.

In the study of Huang, Zhao, and Yang, taxi trajectory
data is utilized to analyze the spatial–temporal characteri-
zation of studying urban mobility patterns (Huang et al.,
2015). In Huang et al.’s research, different colors manifest
the different centrality of regions (Fig. 1a). The value of
centrality shows how important the region is in the city.
“Red color is used for high centrality scores and blue is used
for low scores, while yellow and green are in between,
according to a divergence color spectrum from Color
Brewer” (Huang et al., 2015).

In the study of Wang et al., a visual analysis system to
explore sparse traffic trajectory data recorded by trans-
portation cells is proposed (Yuan & Wang, 2014). In Wang
et al.’s research, the different colors manifest the average
speed of vehicles (Fig. 1b) ranging from green to red, the
greener the color, the faster the average speed of cars. Also,
white color indicates that this data is erroneous. Besides,

traffic information is represented by circles with arrows as
the mark. The direction of the arrow shows the main
direction of traffic flow and the number of arrows represents
flow volume.

Another visualization system design focused more on the
relationship between timeline and trajectory data. In Yuan’s
research, he “designed some new forms of timeline visual-
ization of 2D trajectory such as turn-plot and stop-plot”
(Yuan & Wang, 2014). This paper opens up a new method
of thinking that 3D visualization charts can give readers a
more intuitive feeling when dealing with temporal data.
(Fig. 1c).

3 Comparison and Evaluation

Through comparing different existing visualization methods
used in these three types of research, some evaluations can
be carried out. In terms of perception, channels and marks
are the most significant characteristics.

(a) Colors used in Huang’s research (b) Map view used in Wang’s research

(c) 2D heat map and 3D terrain map in Yuan’s research (d) Pixel view used in Wang’s research

Fig. 1 The existing trajectory data visualizations
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3.1 Channel

3.1.1 Color
Color is a vital factor in channels of information visualiza-
tion. The saturation and hue of color can represent totally
different objects.

For example, in Wang’s research, the differences among
colors manifest the average speed of vehicles (Fig. 1b).
Ranging from green to red, the upper one means the faster
average speed of cars and the white indicates that this data is
erroneous. On the other hand, in Huang’s research, different
colors manifest the different centrality of regions (Fig. 1a).
The centrality consists of two components. One is PageRank
and another is betweenness. The value of centrality shows
how important the region is in the city. “Red color is used
for high centrality scores and blue is used for low scores,
while yellow and green are in between, according to a
divergence color spectrum from Color Brewer.”. Compared
to the usage of color in Wang’s research, the color used in
Huang’s research is defined in a more scientific way.
Readers can more easily figure out the differences among
colors. As for perception, the color used in Huang’s research
surely has a better perception.

3.1.2 Size
Size attribute in channel makes it more obvious when
showing the changes in data, either by length, size or vol-
ume. The size attribute in Wang’s research is the pixel’s area
size (Fig. 1d). For instance, to show the speed attribute,
when the speed value gets larger, the corresponding pixel
area gets larger. Similarly, the size attributes in Yuan’s
research is 3D terrain’s volume (Fig. 1c). When the attribute
value gets larger, the volume also becomes larger. But
there’s no size attribute in the 2D heat map view in Yuan’s
study.

3.2 Marks

In information visualization, Marks indicate basic graphical
elements or geometric primitive used in the visualization
method.

3.2.1 Marks for Items
In Wang’s research, traffic information is represented by
circles with arrows (Fig. 1b). The direction of the arrow
shows the main direction of traffic flow and the amount of
arrow represents the flow volume. Besides, all information is
mapped into a real city map. In this way, users are able to
check the real-time traffic information from this map. In
Huang’s research, traffic data is represented by a node-link
graph (Fig. 1a). In addition, the chunk with figure manifests

a region that contains some streets and the chunk is also one
of the representations of marks. Obviously, in terms of
perception, users have a better user experience of map view
than a node-link graph. Since in the node-link graph, it is
hard for individual users to identify the streets. Users cannot
distinguish a single street from this graph. In the real map
view, users have a quite straightforward way to view the
exact street and have a better perception of the overall view.

Another comparison of marks is between Yuan’s research
(Urban Trajectory Timeline Visualization of Fig. 1c) and
Wang’s study (Visual Exploration of Sparse Traffic Trajec-
tory Data of Fig. 1d).

In Yuan’s research, 2D heatmap and 3D terrain map
shows the timeline attributes such as speed, stop, and
straightness. These two maps use line and area, respectively,
as the marks. Lines are used as marks in the 2D heat map,
each line represents a trajectory data, and then multiple lines
form a heat map. The areas are used as marks in the 3D
terrain map, each area represents a trajactory data, and then
multiple lines form a 3D terrain. Areas show the speed
attribute in Fig. 1c. However, different from this method,
Visual Exploration of Sparse Traffic Trajectory Data uses
point in pixel table view to present attribute value. Specifi-
cally, it uses pixel point as the mark of the map, each pixel
consists of the trajectory data of 10 min so that one row of
the pixel view table represents data of one day of the
selected point. As the pixel view shows the speed attribute in
Fig. 1d. Therefore, from the aspect of the mark, pixel view is
made of standardized pixel points so that it generates a
regular shape of the image which is easier to find a pattern
compared to the irregular shape of the image generated by
heatmap and terrain map using line and area.

3.2.2 Marks for Links
Apart from the marks for items, another type of marks
known as marks for links is also used in Huang’s research
(Fig. 1a). In terms of expressiveness and effectiveness, the
containment method used in the Node-link graph was found
to be more effective with better expression. The circles in the
map view are sparse and quite in disorder. It is inconvenient
for users to utilize this information. In the node-link graph,
many similar data can be contained in a chunk. It is very
efficient for users to integrate these data.

3.3 Scalability

As for scalability, the map view used in Huang’s research
has advanced scalability than that in Wang’s research. In
Huang’s research, when input data is large, researchers still
can use the chunk to represent streets by increasing the
number of streets that one chunk holds. However, in Wang’s
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research, it is very difficult to tell different circles in the map
view when the input data is dramatically increasing, since
the space among circles will be very close to each other.

However, both 2D heat map and 3D terrain map used in
Yuan’s study and pixel view used in Wang’s research have
good scalability. 2D heat map and 3D terrain map are gen-
erated by lines that consist of trajectory data so that as the
number of the data size increase, the graph will be bigger.
User can still receive information from the bigger graph that
consists of more lines. Similar to the pixel view table, the
more the data, the more the pixels. The only change is the
table is larger, but the quality of the information user
receives from the table maintains the same. Therefore, 2D
heatmap and 3D terrain map system and pixel view table
system are both scalable (Tables 1 and 2).

4 The Proposed Method

To improve the effectiveness of Wang’s model, a new
visualization method will be proposed in this section. In this
proposed method, we mainly focused on the presentation of
channels and marks to design the new visualization. JSON
combined with Google Map is utilized to implement the
visualization.

4.1 Marks and Channels

In this improved method, each traffic data is presented by
using a point mark (Fig. 2). Since the visualization is real-
ized on a map, putting different point marks on the map to
present different information is the best choice. In general,
this mark contains information of attributes, including flow
volume, flow direction, and average speed. Channels are
mainly reflected in three parts in the new method, namely:
tilt, color hue, and area. At first, the drop-shaped mark can
be placed with a 360° tilt on the map to show the direction
of the flow (Fig. 3). In other words, the tip on the mark will
point to different directions after titling, indicating the flow
direction. As for color hue, a scientific and systematic color
hue was applied, which was defined by a divergence color
spectrum from Color Brewer (Fig. 4). The black represents
low average speed and green is for high average speed,
while orange and red are in between. In terms of area, the
area of blank manifests the level of vacancy. The larger the
area is, the fewer the vehicles are (Fig. 5).

Table 1 Comparison between Wang’s research and Huang’s research

Comparison

TrajGraphi a graph-based
visual analytics approach

Urban trajectory
timeline
visualization

Presentation
type

Node-link graph Map view

Channel:
color

Red-yellow-blue Red-yellow-green

Perceptional No Yes

Scalability Yes No

Maries Chunk Circle with arrows

Table 2 Comparison between Wang’s research and Yuan’s research

Visual exploration of
sparse traffic trajectory
data

Urban trajectory
timeline
visualization

Presentation
method

2D heat map and 3D
terrain map

Pixel view map

Mark Line and area Pixel point

Channel:
color

White-yellow-red Red-yellow-green

Channel:
size

Volume in 3D map terrain Area of pixel

Image shape
generated

Irregular Regular

Perceptional No Yes

Scalability Yes Yes

Fig. 2 Point mark

Fig. 3 Tilt drop-shaped mark

Fig. 4 Color hue
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4.2 JSON and Google Map

In the implementation section, a tool named Snazzy Maps is
utilized, which is a library of different styles for Google
Maps aimed to web designers and developers. In order to
control variables and highlight the differences between our
proposed method and the existing one, we used the same city
map that was used in Wang’s research (Wang et al., 2014).
After this, we used JSON to program our visualization.
JSON is a lightweight key-value style data exchanging for-
mat (Dunlu et al., 2011).

5 Validation Analysis

The effectiveness of the proposed method will be validated
in this section from the perspective of design principles and
techniques. The new visualization designed above has some
effective features in the aspects of accuracy, discriminability,
and channels, and represents grouping attributes at high level
at the same time (Fig. 6).

5.1 Accuracy

There is a power law (University of Lowa. n.d.) argues that
the accuracy of magnitude channels shows differences and
saturation will be magnified as well as brightness will be
compressed. Therefore, theoretically, the new method uses a
hue as a color channel to identify important information. In
view of the designed model, there has been a decrease in the
number of colors and users can clearly distinguish the
velocity interval according to legend. The color used to show
congestion conditions are mainly adopted in red, yellow, and
green, which is in line with popular cognition referring to
some navigational applications (Fig. 7). The results of the
questionnaire show that 80% of users have a good accep-
tance of black for traffic congestion.

5.2 Discriminability

In the newly designed model, bins of channel “circle size”
are limited because of the size of a circle (Fig. 8). Given that
the number of different values that need to be shown for the
attribute “flow volume” being encoded is limited and small,
The circle size can well represent the flow value, and make
the user have a clear concept of the flow size. This method
does not need the user to distinguish the contents of the
circle carefully through zoom in, which is more user-friendly
(Munzner, 2018).

Fig. 5 Area channel

Fig. 6 Proposed model
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5.3 Separability

When a visualization model tends to convey multiple attri-
butes in the same plane at the same time, it is necessary to
avoid interferences between different attributes. There are
three attributes that need to be showed and the new model
uses three channels as tilt, area, and color size. The area
channel needs to interact with other visual channels, in this
model, hosted by shape and so does tilt. Although shape
contains area and tilt, user can clearly know the level of area
and tilt, as well as the meaning they are given by associating
with legend and common knowledge. Here is the compar-
ison of two figures (Fig. 9a, b) of the same location in the
same map in both Wang’s model and proposed model.

Apart from the above points, the separability of the new
model also can be reflected in the position channel. To solve
the overlay problem, the new model reduces the number of
symbols shown on the map and gets a higher level of sep-
arability and clearer viewport. In general, to consider sepa-
rability, the new model has a higher level because of using
both remarkable visual channels and position of marks.

5.4 Pop-out

In order to avoid the occurrence of overlay problems, the
new model decreases the number of marks in case that the
information is completely conveyed to users. Besides, the
advantage of doing this is that the degree of pop-out of the
symbols in the view is higher. In the new model, the black
and green marks do not take long to find from a small set of
mixed colors, which means the user can quickly master the
congestion information and circumvent the route in advance
after a glance. Here is a comparison of congestion condition.
Figure 10a shows congestion condition (traffic flow) with
arrows in a circle and Fig. 10b shows congestion condition
with color hue.

5.5 Grouping

In this model, the categorical attribute of average speed with
the four levels of congestion conditions which are very
congestion, congestion, smooth, and very smooth can be
encoded with the four hue bins as black, red, yellow, and
green, respectively. A user who focuses on one red color bin
will be able to see all of the nodes as a perceptual group in a
global view the same as the other colors. Because there is no
change in saturation and brightness in the same color hue,
grouping in the new model acts greater than the previous
model.

Fig. 7 Google map: color used in real-time traffic information

Fig. 8 Circle size with limited bins
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6 Evaluation

6.1 Problem of Information Overlay

In this research, the collection of traffic information is
mainly collected by means of sensors placed at major
intersections and traffic signal recordings. This kind of
information collection method can record the traffic at the
intersection in detail, but at the same time, the disadvantage
is that the information collection point in the bustling road
section is too dense and the traffic volume is large, which
leads to the overlapping of information. To solve the prob-
lem, a thought of “information visualization’s mantra”
(Mazza, 2009) is used in the final implementation.

According to the mantra, in the initial steps, the overall
information that the entire implementation will eventually
present to the reader cannot be severely modified. That is,
from the perspective of the users, the views that are read
before and after the reduction of the information coverage
should be roughly the same. When the user wants to get the
specific data of a specific area, zoom in and determine the

area that he wants to view, and click to learn more about the
details on demand (Fig. 11). This kind of pop-up informa-
tion design is in fact consistent with the zoom and filtering
mentioned in the mantra and enhances the interaction
between the system and the user. At the same time, the
design increases the flexibility of the system while solving
the problem of information coverage, enabling the system to
better meet the data analysis requirements of more users.

6.2 Evaluating Visual Representations

When selecting the evaluation method of the system, for the
purpose of better serving the user, the researcher finally
chooses to collect the user satisfaction information in the
form of a questionnaire. The evaluation of the visual rep-
resentation system is defiened as the analysis with criteria
including functionality, effectiveness, usability, and audi-
ence cognitive. However, it is very difficult to create an
evaluation model that gives objective judgment, especially
in effectiveness and usefulness. For two people with different
usage habits, educational backgrounds, and similar software

(a) The previous model with “Major Interference” (b) New model with “Some Interference”

Fig. 9 Comparison of
separability between the previous
model and new model

(a) Previous Model use arrows to show flow (b) New Model use color to show flow

Fig. 10 Comparison in popout
between of the previous model
and new model
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experiences, it is very common to make different evaluations
of the same visual expression system. Therefore, the purpose
of this vision system is to meet the needs of most people for
traffic information data and to make most people happy with
this system. And in order to reduce the impact of
non-designer reasons based on the strong subjective color on
the practicality of the visual model, in the design of the
questionnaire, the problem setting cleverly avoids the sub-
jective color or the misunderstanding problem setting. It is to
use as much as possible whether to use “whether” or “can”
to ask questions, so as to have a more accurate estimate of
the effect of the model.

7 Conclusions

In this study, a new visualization model for sparse trajectory
data is proposed, aiming at providing readers with more
intuitive information and a solid basis for marco traffic
analysis. Firstly, after the analysis and evaluation between
different trajectory data visualization models, we defined the
visualization problem within Wang’s work on the map view
of sparse trajectory data visualization including low color
discriminability, low attribute separability, and few pop-out
data. Then, to solve these problems, a new map view is
proposed by us using a more appropriate channel and mark.

Comparisons between the existing method and the method
we purposed are made in the evaluation section from the
aspects of the accuracy, discriminability, separability, pop
out, and grouping. Finally, qualitative research is conducted
by using a questionnaire to test the user acceptance and
effectiveness of the new method. According to the result
from 100 responses, 100% of them think that the new
method has a better perception and 90% of them agree that
the new one is easier to understand.
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Effective Participation and Sustainable
Urban Development: Application of City
Development Strategies Approach

Rose Maghsoudi and S. Mostafa Rasoolimanesh

Abstract

This paper attempts to investigate to what extent the level
of effective participation in the process of planning of
City Development Strategies (CDS) contributes to
achieve Sustainable Urban Development (SUD) pillars.
CDS is a strategic urban plan, which has been applied by
many cities in developing countries to achieve SUD.
However, the level of achievement to SUD is different.
To address this objective, the current study has compared
two CDSs, which have been implemented in Qazvin city
in Iran. The content and process of these two CDSs have
been reviewed, analyzed and compared. The results
revealed more effective participation of stakeholders in
first CDS compared to second CDS in Qazvin city. In
addition, the findings showed the stronger inclusion of
SUD components and pillars in first CDS, indicating the
correlation between effective participation in the process
of CDS and inclusion of SUD pillars in the content of
CDS. This study highlights the importance of effective
participation in the process of CDS planning, in order to
achieve urban sustainability.

Keywords

City development strategies (CDS) � Sustainable urban
development (SUD) � Effective participation � Iran

1 Introduction

City Development Strategy (CDS) is a participatory and
strategic urban planning approach that has been applied by
many cities around the world to achieve sustainable urban
development (SUD) (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2014). However,
the success of CDSs in achievement of SUD goals is dif-
ferent, and heavily depends on the level of effective partic-
ipation and building the consensus among stakeholders
(Conroy, 2006; Conroy & Jun, 2016; Rasoolimanesh et al.,
2014, 2015; Yigitcanlar & Teriman, 2015).

SUD attempts to improve quality of life of citizens and was
established to respond to twenty-first century challenges which
cities are facing on, such as; rapid population growth, urban
poverty, and social-spatial changes, in particular in developing
world (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2019; Yigitcanlar & Teriman,
2015). The cities in developing countries to achieve sustain-
ability need to improve economic structure and reduce poverty
without damaging the environment and natural capital and
inclusion of various social groups human inhabitants, espe-
cially poor people (Conroy & Jun, 2016; Sachs, 2015). SUD is
a dynamic process to contribute the cities in globalization era to
address economic, social, and environmental concerns (Aina
et al., 2019; Rasoolimanesh et al., 2012; Bentivegna et al.,
2002; Shen et al., 2011). The balance between these aspects of
SUD can be achieved by applying effective participation of all
stakeholders including all levels of government, private sector
and civil society (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2019; Sachs, 2015;
Saha & Paterson, 2008).

Effective participation in the process of urban planning
refer to inclusion of all stakeholders, and in all stage of
planning process ((UN-Habitat, 2009). Effective participa-
tory planning brings all stakeholders together to build con-
sensus among them for the outcome of planning process
(Rasoolimanesh et al., 2016, 2017). The achievement of
consensus among broad groups of stakeholders rather than a
small group of experts is a key factor for effective partici-
patory planning (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2016; UN-Habitat,
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2009). In order to achieve SUD in the process of CDS
preparation, the effective stakeholder participation is a key
(Cities Alliance, 2011; Rasoolimanesh et al., 2016). Effec-
tive participation can create a sense of belonging and own-
ership toward the plan (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2014, 2015).

Therefore, this paper attempts to review two applied
CDSs in Qazvin city, Iran, to compare the role of effective
participation to achieve SUD. The first CDS of Qazvin was
prepared by the Imam Khomeini International University
(IKIU) and the Qazvin’s municipality in 2006 (IKIU, 2007),
whereas, the second CDS under the Urban Upgrading and
Housing Reform Program (UUHRP) task force co-jointed by
the World Bank and the Ministry of Housing and Urban
Development (MHUD) of Iran was applied in 2007
(Sharestan Consulting Engineers Tehran [SCET] & Urban
Solutions Consulting Engineers [USCE], 2009).

2 Research Method

A qualitative approach has been applied to address the
research objective. This study focuses on the SUD, and the
role of participation and consensus building among stake-
holder in the process of planning to improve consistency of
urban plan with SUD principles. Two CDSs of Qazvin city
which were prepared by the local authorities in 2006, and by
the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (MHUD)
of Iran in 2007 (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2014) have been
compared in two facets; (i) taking into account the principles
of SUD, and (ii) participation and consensus building of
stakeholders in the process of preparing of CDSs. The
content and methodology of these two CDSs have been
analyzed using content analysis technique. The content of
these two CDSs have been analyzed in related to the SUD
principles, and the methodology has been analyzed to assess
the participation of stakeholders to prepare these CDSs. The
produced reports of these two CDSs have been used to
perform content analysis and to address the research objec-
tive of this study.

3 Results and Findings

In this study, we have focused on analyzing the visions,
strategies, and projects (action plans or outcome of CDS) of
the Qazvin’s City Development Strategies (CDS) plans in
2006 and 2007, respectively.

3.1 First CDS

The results of analyzing city development strategies plan of
the city of Qazvin in 2006 (IKIU, 2007) have shown that, the

city has several problems such as high population, lack of
social services, poverty and slum dwellings, urban mis-
management, absence of effective infrastructure and trans-
portation, and environmental degradation. The plan (IKIU,
2007) emphasized in the population growth as a main cause
of the existing shortcomings. In fact, this plan followed a
comprehensive approach and reported sectorial studies (e.g.
social-cultural, urban poverty, urban economy, urban envi-
ronment and geography). In order to follow a participatory
process, the committee of the first CDS made decisions
about the sample size and the eligibility of the targeted
participants by adopting or amending recommendations
from officials. As a result, three groups of people were
selected as representative samples, including residents who
lived more than five years in the city, city officials and
managers who resided in the city, and academics and
researchers (elites and artists). The purpose was to conduct a
survey from different groups of people and to engage them
in the process of urban development and management. Two
different sampling methods were used: probability and
non-probability sampling. Probability sampling method was
used to select citizens; however non-probability sampling
method, voluntarily and snowball, was chosen to recruit the
city officials and people who work in academia and research
centers. The survey was administered by mail to 1200 citi-
zens, 300 city officials and managers, and 130 people in
academia and research centers. Among these participants,
1150, 140, and 70 questionnaires were completed respec-
tively. The survey was completed in two steps. In the first
step, the participants were asked to report their opinions
about the city of Qazvin in terms of the most important
urban problems, the most significant prioritized issues, the
best city model, barriers for urban comprehensive develop-
ment, the most essential characteristics of an ideal city,
alternative solutions, and the most influential organization.
In the second step, the participants evaluated the priorities
for the vision of city of Qazvin (IKIU, 2007).

The results of the first phase showed that, different groups
of participants identified the same issues as the most
important problems, including traffic problems, defective
urban transportation system, environmental problems, the
lack of the urban green space, and destroying urban gardens.
Although people and the city officials had same opinions
about key urban issues, they drew opposing opinions about
vision priorities. For example, people mentioned that the
main issue in Qazvin was related to the absence of the
systemic approach in urban management and the lack of
integration between urban officials and managers. However,
city officials and officers as well as experts pointed out the
traffic problems with highest priority in the city.

Moreover, the results showed that the Qazvin residents
and city officials believed that the first three most essential
characteristics of an ideal city for Qazvin would be:
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(i) To have an integrated, developmental, effective, pro-
fessional, advanced, and coordinated management
with public participations by using all urban potentials
and capacities in the city

(ii) To create an industrial and transit center to show
strong growth in the coming

(iii) To create a national or international academic city
through a university technology center, including
citizens with rich culture and higher welfare

(iv) Addition to these characteristics, the residents high-
lighted another characteristic

(v) To create an ideal city in terms of safety, aesthetic,
and development with Iranian-Islamic identity.

In addition, the results of the survey showed the ranking
of the five best cities in Iran from citizens and official’s
perspective. Both people and officials have ranked the city of
Isfahan as the best performing city in Iran that can be con-
sidered as a model for the city of Qazvin. Also, the study
analyzed the most important barriers to develop a sustainable
city. The outcomes showed people and officials believe that
the existing problems were related to mismanagement in the
city of Qazvin. Therefore, developing an integrated, active,
efficient, and professional system was preferable from peo-
ple and official’s perspectives to make an ideal city. How-
ever, people and city officials had opposite opinions about
the role and the importance of urban organizations in urban
development. People believed that, city councils and urban
municipalities have influential roles in urban development,
but city officials emphasized on the role of provincial
governors.

On the other hand, the results showed that people, city
officials and experts prioritized the twelve primarily points in
Qazvin vision and focused on the five key points, including:

(i) A city with an integrated management, harmony,
plan-oriented, capable and citizen-oriented.

(ii) A sustainable, healthy, safe, and happy city.
(iii) An active, capable, knowledge-oriented, and com-

petitive city.
(iv) A historical, identified, beautiful, attractive city for

internal and external tourists.
(v) A city for academic, research, and university activities

in national and international levels.

When Qazvin’s vision was developed, the participants
developed the main missions to capture those points (IKIU,
2007). Below these missions have been described:

(i) Changing the fragmented existing city management to
the integrated, transparent, efficient and developmen-
tal city management along with using the advanced

technologies in the city management and local gov-
ernment transparency contexts

(ii) Moving toward an increase in the potentialities,
capacities, and internal and external investments of
the City of Qazvin in order to develop public welfare
and city growth

(iii) Improving the city of Qazvin position among the first
10 cities of the province, as well as representing the
city at national and international levels.

(iv) Developing awareness in a way to understand of the
changing passive to active citizens who establish civic
culture and participate in their local communities in
order to improve city identity

(v) Improving the current economic, social, cultural,
environmental and physical, aspects of the city of
Qazvin

(vi) Creating a balanced, unified, understanding, and
interactional circumstance in the Qazvin urban region,
including all towns and rural areas existing in the
threshold of the city of Qazvin.

Based on the finalized vision of the city of Qazvin CDS,
primarily, general goals of the plan were:

(i) To create a city with high management
(ii) To create a sustainable city
(iii) To create a city with active economic
(iv) To create a city with self-identity.

The process of developing the visions in the firs Qazvin’s
CDS has been illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.2 Second CDS

The results of analyzing city development strategies plan of
the city of Qazvin in 2007 (SCET & USCE, 2009, p. 3) have
shown, the city has four objectives:

(i) Qazvin’s CDS was defined as the process of depicting
a vision for the future, which action plans were drawn
from. The focus of Qazvin’s CDS was on five core
points: strengthening its economic competitiveness;
poverty reduction; city environment (including
reduced exposure to natural hazards); infrastructure
development; master (comprehensive) planning; and
financial sustainability;

(ii) The CDS applied a broad range of stakeholders’
participation from all sections of the city. The product
of the CDS was a development strategy, designed to
evolve as implementation proceeds and as the city’s
competitive position changes.
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(iii) The CDS was incorporated in the master (compre-
hensive) plan. It was expected that the CDS con-
tributes to the economic and social development and
enhance the city competitiveness. It created a sus-
tainable mechanism for stakeholders’ consultation and
public input in the decision- making processes.

(iv) Evaluation of earlier CDSs showed that the economic
analysis, which underlines the basis for a realistic vision
for the city, was often the weakest element of the
strategy. It was important to employ professionals with
good economic experience and technical competence to
undertake this task, to assemble and project appropriate
and reliable economic data at the city level.

To prepare the CDS plan seven main tasks have addres-
sed that were undertaken in the planning process of CDS
(SCET & USCE, 2009). The following tasks were identified
below:

(i) To collect data and focus on the key priority areas,
based on the main CDS themes. These themes were:
• To review and assess urban plans and strategies to

avoid duplication and inconsistencies, and to
understand the strengths and weaknesses;

• To review and assess infrastructure plans to
understand the mobilization and viability of city
finance and to make recommendations to the city
based on this assessment;

• To conduct economic development study in col-
laboration with expert stakeholders to analyze the
city’s economic position and its structural changes;
the key sectors of the economy, as well as the
social and cultural characteristics of the city to
identify the institutional context of economic
activities in the city, and the conditions of the

citizen’s access to health, education, water, and
other urban amenities;

• To conduct urban poverty study to identify the
poor segment, their characteristics and status;

• To conduct urban environment study to understand
and assess the condition of the city environment;
and

• To conduct financial sustainability study to ensure
the mobilization of adequate finance to facilitate
implementation of strategies and proposed action
plans.

(ii) To provide the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportuni-
ties, and Threats (SWOT) analysis to consider the
interests of all residents and stakeholders to formulate
a realistic vision of the city and to develop the city
strategies. The future vision posed the question of
“What does Qazvin do for Iran and the world?”

(iii) To analysis Stakeholders and citizens’ view in order:
• To prepare a stakeholders’ participation plan to

identify and analyze the stakeholders’ profile and
contributions, and to devise a suitable approach to
involve stakeholders in the planning process;

• To coordinate all interested citizens at two general
consultation meetings in the city as well as to
organize three rounds of stakeholders’ participa-
tion sessions; and

• To devise and apply creative participatory methods
for more effective consultations with key
stakeholders.

(iv) To develop the CDS plan, based on participatory in
nature and collaborative approach at all stages of the
planning process, through the following initiatives;

• To identify and engage the key stakeholders, and
establish the city CDS working group amongst
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those who are interested and responsible to the
stakeholders to follow and oversee the work of the
consultants;

• To create specialized consultative groups;
• To create a city forum to assemble the consultative

groups; and
• To establish the national committee including the

representatives of the urban planning deputy of the
Ministry and local authorities.

(v) To undertake a strategy development and the action
plans in collaboration with the city’s CDS working
group to ensure that the main themes and city vision
were in tandem.

(vi) To implement, monitor and evaluate the plan to:
• To know that the implementation of strategies was

the target of the CDS;
• To devise an effective monitoring and evaluation

system for CDS; and
• To monitor the implementation of strategies and to

make adjustments as necessary.; and
(vii) To train and to develop capacity building such as

on-site training, workshops and national training
seminars.

According to these tasks, the agreed vision (SCET &
USCE, 2009, p. 72) for Qazvin has been defined which has
included six statements: (i) Qazvin was to develop a unified
city including Qazvin city, peripheral counties and habitats,
with an independent identity in harmony with Qazvin. The
city should be a good combination of urban life and green
nature, spirited and healthy originated from its surrounding
gardens, foothills and garden-ways; (ii) with a developed
industry, science-based, a progressive technology in har-
mony with a healthy environment; (iii) a center for diversi-
fied academic activities, a center for science and technology
production, a base for the provision of medical and health
expertise and services; (iv) reliance on sustainable financial
sources, collaboration of the municipalities, cooperation and
participation of people, and fair distribution of urban ser-
vices and free from poverty; (v) a city that enjoys efficient
public transportation and developed communication system;
and (vi) preserving the religious and national heritage, a
center for business services and tourist attraction.

Furthermore, the results showed that the city should
implement the CDS through a process which includes: task
hierarchy, time frame and resources, expected impacts and
indicator of achievement, E&M, and conflict resolution
process. A method comprising the three hierarchal sections
for the CDS implementation was also proposed:

(i) City forum: The city forum had the same structure as
the one established during the process of planning.
The city forum was held annually for the purpose of
hearing the reports of the steering committee. At this
important meeting, all proposals of the steering
committee pertaining to the city’s visions and strate-
gies (and possibly guidelines) were renewed,
reviewed and approved. The numbers of meetings
hold during each time interval was based on necessity.

(ii) Steering committee: The steering committee hold
monthly meetings in which the reports of the secre-
tariat about the activities related to development
strategy, implementation plans, and the results of
monitoring were reviewed. It also offered the neces-
sary instructions as well.

(iii) Secretariat: The secretariat was a constantly active
body of a three member workgroup which met every
week to discuss progress. These workgroup members
were assigned or changed by the steering committee.

Interestingly, the results also showed that the CDS pro-
posed hands-on learning for the local staff and revealed some
efforts in training for capacity building which are discussed
as follows:

(i) The completed programs;
• To organize training workshops at the local and national

level;

The consultant held two workshops in Qazvin to attract more
public participation in realizing the plan. One of the most
important objectives of these workshops was to improve
public and expert knowledge on the relevant concepts and
fields of CDS. The first workshop was held on 11th of August,
2009 where three scientific lectures were delivered to an
audience of 100 participants from different institutions, traders,
local people, organizations and NGOs. In addition, six tech-
nical workgroups were conducted to solicit the people’s views
on the economic, social, physical and environmental fields.
The second workshop was organized on 3rd of October 2009
in Qazvin. In this workshop, two scientific lectures were
delivered on the development issues in Qazvin and the manner
in which of the Qazvin’s CDS was formulated.

• To organize technical workgroups in each sector;

During the planning process, several trained technical
experts were involved in the meetings of the four specialized
workgroups of environment, economy, social and physical
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studies. These experts were competent in their area and led
the discussions on the sectoral issues at stake.

• To conduct on-the-job training;

On the job training were conducted at appropriate times
during the meetings or public gatherings. Participants had
the opportunity to receive information and training from
experts who have theoretical and practical experiences of the
plan on the relevant issues.

(ii) The ongoing programs;

Organizing training workshops for the professionals in each
section of the research was one of the items on the agenda.
However, this workshop has not been held due to bureau-
cratic problems. However, the consulting engineers were
willing to organize the workshops after the plan formulation.
The consultant suggested the training programs to be held in
four important fields, namely concepts and experiences,
environmental studies, social studies, and economic studies.

(iii) Recommendation for continuous training

CDS was a dynamic process that involves continuous
planning, evaluating and monitoring up to the realization of
the vision. Hence, the supporting training programs and
capacity building were continued nonstop as well. For this
purpose, the secretariat involved directed the training pro-
grams up to the realization of the objectives to ensure CDs
implementation was carried out effectively.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Comparing the process of preparation of two CDSs in 2006
and 2007 in Qazvin city shows different levels of partici-
pation in these CDSs. Innes and Booher (1999, 2018)
described the main components of effective participation or
consensus building including: (i) Inclusion of all agents and
stakeholders who have power or could be affected by the
outcomes of the process in the process of planning; (ii) A
dialogue where all are heard and respected and equally able
to participate, (iii) Information that is accessible and fully
shared among participants, (iv) Participation of stakeholders
in all stages of planning from the outset up to end,
(v) Equality of participants and stakeholders in discussions,
decision making and decision making, and (vi) The rela-
tionship between outcomes and the result of discourses of all
agents and stakeholders. The results of reviewing the process
of planning for two CDSs showed stronger compliance of
first CDS to the principles of effective participations. In first
CDS, major stakeholders have been involved in the process

of CDS planning from the first step using different methods.
However, the involvement of stakeholders in the process
CDS planning, for second CDS has happened much later,
after identification of problems, and formulation of strategies
and visions in city forum. In first CDS, however, majority of
stakeholder groups were involved from the beginning and
city issues, strategies and vision were identified with par-
ticipation of all stakeholder groups. For the second CDS, the
participation was more on public hearing instead of effective
participation (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2017). The analysis of
strategies and vision statements of first and second CDSs
demonstrate the stronger inclusion of the components of
sustainable urban development such as economic develop-
ment, social inclusion, environmental protection, and gov-
ernance in first CDS compared to second CDS. In strategies
and vision of first CDS, sustainable city and city with active
economic have been clearly mentioned, however the second
CDS focused on development of an industry, science-based,
and technology-based city with diversified academic activi-
ties, and a city with efficient public transportation and
communication system. The results and findings from con-
tent and process of these two CDSs showed a strong cor-
relation between effective participation in the process of
planning and inclusion of components urban sustainability in
the content of plan.

This study has analyzed the content and process of two
CDSs of Qazvin city in order to compare these two CDSs in
regard with the effective participation of stakeholders and
inclusion of SUD components. The richer insights could be
obtained, if the implementation of these two CDSs can be
evaluated after a period of time. This can be considered a
limitation of this study, which can be a recommendation for
future research. Moreover, future studies can assess the
impacts and outcome of these two CDSs using qualitative
and quantitative methods for better understanding for the
relationship between participatory process of planning and
achievement of sustainable urban development.
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Urban Computing and Smart Cities: Web
Utilities Characteristics that Support
Sustainable Smart Cities

Tilemachos Koliopoulos and Panagiotis Kouloumbis

Abstract

This paper explores the impact of the future web
geoinformation utilities for sustainable Smart Cities. This
paper proposes a smart cities innovation roadmap frame-
work and recommendations for urban development
enabled by efficient web geoinformation utilities for an
integrated sustainability and public health protection at
smart cities. The roadmap framework aims to support the
innovation policies and sustainable development strate-
gies of cities towards becoming “smart” for sustainability
and public health protection. An innovative health policy
roadmap is presented for efficient solutions in sustainable
designs, and public health protection at smart cities using
proper web geoinformation utilities. The latter could be
useful in project management of particular services and
activities that promote health within smart cities, like
health urban tourism and safe operational management of
integrated community health centres using proper web
utilities. In this way could be achieved a quality assurance
of fundamental efficient designs for a geo-health intelli-
gence of sustainable smart cities embedded on future web
technologies and user-driven innovation in future smart
city ecosystems. Useful web utilities are presented for
stakeholders achieving a better project management in
terms of an integrated environmental health policy and
safety for sustainable development at future smart cities.

Keywords

Web utilities for sustainable smart cities � Health policy
and quality assurance � Sustainable design and smart

engineering � Environmental health � Urban planning �
Innovative green services � Geoinformation utilities �
Clean technologies � Public health protection � Smart
transportation � Sustainable smart tourism � Smart
education and training � Covid-19

1 Introduction

Nowadays, in an effort to meet growing environmental
awareness, most industrial companies include in their plan
investments that are related to the protection of the envi-
ronment. Environmental management is the discipline that is
concerned with resources once society requires them. It is
necessary to manage the environmental resources of future
smart cities in an sustainable way by minimizing the envi-
ronmental impacts within integrated community health care
centers. The quality of a complicate environmental system
begins to be problem when is demanded the simultaneously
cover of its needs and the environmental effects of such
system arise and become an environmental public health
risk. Then the improvement of the monitoring and proper
quality management of environmental systems is necessary
especially in particular epidemics like SARS or pandemic of
coronavirus, covid-19 (Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al.,
2020; Koliopoulos, 2019).

Urban areas and cities are complex social ecosystems,
where ensuring sustainable development and quality of life
are important concerns. In such urban environments, local
governments, citizens and companies experience specific
demands and needs regarding key themes such as sustain-
able development, innovative business creation and
employment. Integrated services are necessary based on a
smart health policy for good operation of community
healthcare facilities, vocational e-learning educational
training, sustainable energy, clean technologies, public
health protection web utilities, efficient operations
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management, sustainable transportation designs of goods,
and safe mobility environment at smart cities.

An integrated health policy is necessary in terms of sus-
tainability at smart cities applying proper web utilities for
sustainability and public health protection at post covid-19
pandemic era. Proper web geoinformation project manage-
ment utilities should be used as increasingly are facilitated
the particular domains for efficient operation—transportation
at particular community health services enabled by broad-
band networks, Internet web based applications and open
platforms (Chen et al., 2019; Badii et al., 2017, Cukusic
et al., 2019; Ammad et al., 2020; Meijer & Bolivar, 2015;
Yun & Lee 2019). At the same time, the current economic
climate forces many cities to cut budgets and set priorities
and consequently cities are facing tough challenges to
maintain and upgrade ICT infrastructures and innovations
supporting innovative health policies and associative web
applications that promote sustainable activities at smart cities
at post covid-19 pandemic era. This paper explains how the
creation of a common roadmap in health policy for urban
innovation and economic development with web utilities
associated with sustainable designs that promote qualitative
physical health activity services at smart cities. Such services
could be applied at particular health tourism infrastructures
including safe operational management of community health
care centers’ services supported properly by the future sus-
tainable smart cities’ web utilities, that are useful for
stakeholders, working staff and investors.

However, International Standards Organization (ISO) or-
ganization has published a series of certified systems like
ISO 9001; 14,001 and 18,001 for the protection and certi-
fication of quality; environmental management; mitigation
of pollution; geoinformation tools for environmental impact
assessments; health and safety respectively in emergencies
(Babatsikou et al., 2017; Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al.,
2020; Ciarkowska et al., 2019; Batty et al., 2012; Dereka
et al., 2016; Sengupta, 2017; Rothery, 1995). The continu-
ous life cycle analysis of an environmental system within
community health care centers is necessary. Monitoring
schemes and inspections should be made frequently espe-
cially in emergencies not only to protect the optimum
operation but also to support the necessities of a complicate
environmental system in epidemics or pandemics e.g. SARS,
covid-19 (Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2020; Ciarkoska
et al., 2019; Gonzalez et al., 2008; Hashem et al., 2016;
Mellouli et al., 2014; Sahni et al., 2018; Wadell, 2002;
Zhang et al., 2018; Koliopoulos et al., 2016; Koliopoulos,
2019; Lichthfouse, 2017; Whitman & DeJohn, 2009).

The effectiveness of web utilities at smart cities is nec-
essary for an Environmental System within a smart city's
ecosystem which is related to Efficient Sustainable Designs
like an integrated Health Care Communal Building Facility
and associated health tourism sustainable construction

facilities should be supported by proper web utilities at smart
cities’ infrastructures. Particular smart cities facilities could
be sustainable in a way that are dependent on a huge amount
of renewable energy management, recovery of waste emis-
sions, supporting quality assurance of clean technologies,
applying proper web utilities so as to protect public health at
smart cities. Also proper web utilities could be useful for
qualitative environmental health services at smart cities. The
right web utilities could be useful at smart cities at next
sustainable development topics: efficient supply chain—
project management; landscape upgrade; efficient use of
water resources in urban design; effective sustainable design
facilities for health sport tourism—emotional physical
activities; proper use of renewable resources from landfill
gas—waste water treatment of landfill leachates; sustain-
ability on roof garden designs; robust efficient construction
designs—health and safety regulations; public health pro-
tection in outdoor and indoor open space next to community
health centers; efficient construction facilities combined with
e-learning utilities, IoTs—ICTs (Ayers, 2010; Babatsikou
et al., 2017; Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2020; Dereka
et al., 2016; Elliot, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Koliopoulos
et al., 2016, 2018, 2019; Koliopoulos, 2019; Lichtfouse,
2017; Moughtin et al., 1999; Papa & Fistola, 2016; Profil-
lidis, 2004; Rassia & Pardalos 2014; Riddell, 2004; Rothery,
1995; Wang, 2002). The latter facilities could promote
particular cultural alternative types of sustainable tourism
activities and sport events supporting proper emotional and
physical activities for psychological enhancement and
inspiration for creativity to citizens for all ages at smart cities
in a manner that protects local heritage, environmental
resources, public health and community-based healthcare
facility services at post covid-19 pandemic era.

2 Health Policy for Efficient Environmental
Resources' Management of Community
Healthcare Centers

Nowadays, effective web utilities are needed at smart cities
for particular green services that promote sustainability and
public health protection. Proper use of web utilities is nec-
essary in terms of monitoring and risk assessment taking the
right measures in emergencies for particular environmental
hazards at smart cities. Hence, public health protection and
sustainability could be achieved at smart cities using proper
web utilities so as to control environmental hazards like
natural disasters, floods, earthquakes, landfill gas fires, air
pollution, landfill toxic leachate plumes, water pollution, soil
pollution etc. (Babatsikou et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2020;
Ciarkowska et al., 2019; Dereka et al., 2016; Sahni et al.,
2018; Waddell, 2002; Zhang et al., 2018; Koliopoulos et al.,
2016, 2018).
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However, web utilities are demanded at smart cities for
the optimization of Environmental Resources’ Management
applying proper system analysis methods in terms of sus-
tainability in construction facilities at sustainable smart cities
as well as for mobility, sustainable health tourism's infras-
tructure designs for particular physical activities and psy-
chological support at post pandemic covid-19 era, like
people survived from recent epidemics, pandemics e.g.
SARS, covid-19, others. Sustainable transportation designs
are necessary for shipment of goods to community health
centers and associated health sport tourism facilities at smart
cities at post covid-19 pandemic era as well as in other
emergencies. In Table 1 are presented useful web utilities
that are necessary for public health protection and sustain-
ability at smart cities.

Moreover, based on the above proper web utilities at
smart cities are necessary for efficient health care building
design facilities in energy consumption that should operate
properly next to semi-urban sites for physical sport health
activities to citizens of smart cities. Several sports, dance
cultural events following proper measures could take place
at clean environments like forests, picturesque ecological
areas of smart cities promoting sustainable alternative types
of tourism. The latter web utilities could be useful at smart
cities for integrated operation management of particular
infrastructures that promote sustainability like community
health tourism facilities; sports tourism; proper utilisation of
web gis, IoT's, ICT's web utilities in supply chain project
management, numerical models; econometric models; and
Input–Output analysis tools (Adame, et al. 2018; Dereka
et al., 2016; Koliopoulos & Katsoni, 2020a, 2020b; Kolio-
poulos, 2019). The latter should be combined with several
tools like digital spatial databases, I.S.O. standards during
the use of several monitoring methods or devices, G.I.S and
G.P.S. within the project management of particular con-
struction industrial ecological design facilities for food
production—protection, renewable resources, clean tech-
nologies and sustainable development in a green circular
economy. The results could be used in integrated Health
Policies for Environmental Impact Assessments (E.I.A’s),
surveillance of risks, providing sustainable solutions for
quality assurance. In this way could be taken the right
measures for safe sustainable medical social tourism facili-
ties for physical activity at ecological sites like forest areas,
achieving a proper set of Effective Environmental Health
web utilities at smart cities that could be achieved so as to
protect public health within associated infrastructures at post
pandemic covid-19 era (Ayers, 2010; Babatsikou et al.,
2017; Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2020; Dereka et al.,
2016; Elliot, 2017; Koliopoulos & Katsoni, 2020a, 2020b;
Gonzalez et al., 2008; Hashem et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2018; Koliopoulos et al., 2016, 2018; Koliopoulos, 2019;
Riddell, 2004; Rothery, 1995).

According to Table 1, proper web utilities are necessary
for future sustainable smart cities taking into account the
relative targets to be achieved using the right geoinformation
web utilities for local authorities, citizens, managers, voca-
tional educational schools, research and development cen-
tres, academia, working staff and stakeholders achieving an
integrated qualitative health policy for sustainable smart
cities within community health centers, and safe health
tourism physical activity facilities.

Web utilities at smart cities could be useful for the proper
operational management of landscape upgrade; monitoring
schemes in emergencies; effective designs of infrastructures
for public health protection, right administration in decision
making of alternative project management choices in
extreme weather events and emergencies; efficient project
management and supply chain in sustainable transportation
systems for medical devices, proper shipment of materials,
services and goods at particular health activity centres,
including sustainable alternative types of tourism facilities.

Web utilities at smart cities could be useful for moni-
toring schemes and risk assessment of outdoor and indoor
spaces of particular physical activity facilities associated
with sport tourism, sustainable ecological health tourism and
safe food productivity—protection, at ecological places;
surveillance of associated hazards. Proper use of web gis,
ICT's, IoT's, web utilities by stakeholders, citizens, could be
useful for particular monitoring schemes, HACCP, and
digital alerts. Proper utilities and designs are needed to
promote safe infrastructures, efficient operational construc-
tion designs, sensors for operations in sustainable designs,
air pollution control, water quality, soil health, risk mitiga-
tion of chemical pollutants, promotion of green tourism,
sustainable agricultural facilities, promotion of renewable
resources, green transport facilities, sports tourism efficient
construction design facilities, sustainable community health
buildings at post COVID-19 era, safe mobility facilities,
environmental management at smart cities, robust geotech-
nical construction designs, green buildings, mitigation of
risks within climate change, flood protection, fire protection
i.e. integrated monitoring schemes, landfill gas emissions,
hazardous leachate toxic emissions, mitigation of risks
within other hazards.

Web utilities at smart cities are necessary to support effi-
cient associative structural combinations and construction
materials in order to assist effective sustainable and safe
building designs not only in energy consumption, good aer-
ation of indoor quality in pandemics, environmental health
quality for public health protection. Also useful web utilities
at smart cities are necessary presenting results of web g.i.s
utilities for proper visual e-learning e-reading and visual
training vocational educational training materials based on
ICT’s, IoT's for stakeholders, staff training, investors, citizens,
maintenance infrastructures staff, quality assurance,
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Table 1 Targets in development of ICT’s web utilities for future sustainable smart cities with effective community health centers, health physical
activity sports tourism facilities and public environmental health protection

Useful web utilities for environmental health
at smart cities

Goals for Mitigation of Pollution and Public
Health Protection at Smart Cities

Goals for Sustainability and Public
Environmental Health at Smart Cities

– Project management utilities at smart cities
for stakeholders to promote sustainable
development and qualitative green services
at future smart cities

– Sustainable Landfill gas/biogas collection
robust designs, digesters and pipe networks
for electricity and heating production,
smart IT's, numerical modelling utilities in
circular bioeconomy, Internet of Things
(IoT) for operational control

– Landfill leachates collection-monitoring
schemes, Information Communication
Technologies (ICT's) web g.i.s for the
optimization of sustainable development
designs, smart ICT's in project
management for optimum renewable
resources from landfilled emissions

– Smart data loggers, IoT's for clean smart
cities in emergencies

– Greenhouse gases (CH4,CO2); Volatile
organic compounds, (VOC's); Toxic
chemical concentrations of leachates
(COD, TOC, pH etc.) avoiding

–Water resources pollution; Food protection;
Groundwater protection, minimization of
associated risks and hazards protecting
public health infrastructures

– Climate change and Global warming
– Air quality at outdoors and indoors
– Forests’ fire protection Environmental
health impacts (protection from malaria;
viruses from animals etc.)

– Sustainable integrated safe ecological
tourism infrastructures/Food protection and
Environmental Health of veterinary
infrastructures

– Sustainable renewable resources and clean
technologies at integrated community
healthcare infrastructures at smart cities

– Innovative designs, sustainable health
tourism opportunities for stakeholders

– Innovative designs, sustainable sport and
cultural tourism events for stakeholders to
promote emotional—physical activities to
citizens of smart cities

– Sustainable innovative smart designs at
Waste Water Units, quality assurance for
public health protection

– Smart Irrigation Systems at old landfilled
sites, upgrade of closed landfill sites’
landscapes

– Development of Smart Utilities for project
management and monitoring of Drainage
Technologies

– Project management ICT's, IoT's, smart
utilities so as to avoid associated risks from
landfill gas emissions, leachate emissions,
risk assessment

– Protection of water resources; sustainability
in water resources; Optimum project
management in smart cities and noise
control; support innovative clean
sustainable technologies in smart cities;
protection of landscape upgrade in smart
cities; robust designs for integrated
sustainable development and associated
environmental health infrastructures,
environmental health protection from
explosions, air pollution, soil pollution,
food protection, clean environmental
resources, protection of environmental
health

– Groundwater pollution protection
– Monitoring schemes for environmental
healthcare units

– ISO 14001/9001 etc. HACCP monitoring
systems

– Integrated veterinary units in medical
tourism, sport tourism other associated
types of tourism that promote sustainable
development of public healthcare units,
in-situ food production covering local
needs, minimizing transportation for
shipment of goods, food protection/safety,
and avoiding risks due to shipment of
goods from places that exist epidemics like
coronavirus disease (COVID-19)

– Sustainable mobility access to means of
transportation

– Water resources designs for smart
transportation at ecological forest tourism
infrastructures next to health care units and
integrated safe veterinary infrastructures in
terms of public health protection from
probable epidemics like SARS,
coronavirus (covid-19)

– Renewable resources to cover energy needs
and web utilities for safe operational
management of particular health tourism
physical activity sports facilities

– Support construction infrastructures and
ICT's/IoT's web utilities for the right
project management in emergencies i.e.
proper facilities at sea port, small scale
airports, helicopter, public health
protection from risks, support innovative
construction designs in green structures,
buildings/hydroponics/veterinary units

– Greenhouse gases; noise; air pollutants;
innovative sustainable designs and IoT's so
as to avoid associated public health risks,
Clean and safe food productivity to cover
necessities at local facilities of smart cities;
Monitoring schemes to control
agrochemicals and other toxic chemicals;
robust innovative green construction
designs for environmental health in
emergencies; development of IoT's utilities
to monitor and alert environmental health
conditions, food protection at
agricultural/veterinary units, environmental
health of integrated veterinary units and
agricultural units for safe protected in-situ
food production

– IoT's and IcT's utilities for monitoring
Ecological footprints, protection of public
health, operational management and
promotion of Sustainable Development of
integrated Community Healthcare units at
smart cities

– Clean technologies, proper environmental
health conditions at greenhouse and at roof
garden

– Sustainable green designs for in-situ food
production, proper environmental health
conditions at greenhouse facilities and at
integrated roof gardens

– Clean technologies, Sustainable
development within associated
construction designs

– Sustainable transport facilities
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augmented facilities, other staff at particular future smart cities
facilities. The latter tools will be useful for working staff,
project managers, patients, tourists, medical facility’s travel-
ers, stakeholders so as to select the right integrated smart cities
with proper web utilities that support safe community-based
healthcare units’ services, activities, events, good travel
experiences, promotion of archaelogical – heritage tourism,
cultural – sports tourism, agricultural tourism supported with
clean technologies – renewable resources and sustainable
health tourism facilities that promote sustainability. Proper
web utilities at smart cities could be useful for interactive
physical health tourism activities for qualitative environmen-
tal public health facilities, useful g.i.s tools for people with
disabilities for safe mobility access to particular health
physical activity facilities for all ages. Moreover, web utilities
at smart cities could present to citizens, stakeholders, inter-
active scheduled physical health activities and associated
community health sports tourism services, demonstrating
proper sanitary drawings that should be learned by interesting
parties for right operational management of relative smart
cities’ facilities.

An integrated health policy for efficient environmental
resources’ management should be focused on the relative
analysed targets including quality assurance at indoor and
outdoor spaces, safe integrated construction design facilities
for public health protection, promotion of sustainable tour-
ism at post COVID-19 era and proper use of web utilities for
efficient monitoring schemes, associated sustainable health-
care tourism activities, clean technologies, renewable
resources and mitigation of risks avoiding environmental
pollution, air pollution, water pollution, soil protection –

foundation health at smart cities.

3 Healthcare Policy—Web Utilities
for Sustainable and Safe Smart Cities

Renewable resources from urban smart cities should be
exploited properly using the right web utilities. The main
renewable resources that could be exploited properly at
smart cities are from urban landfill management are landfill
gas for electricity; treated leachates for cleaning, irrigation
and planting for landscape upgrade (Koliopoulos, 2019;
Koliopoulos et al., 2019; Lichtfouse, 2017; Moughtin et al.,
1999; Profillidis, 2004). Proper web utilities are necessary
for the monitoring and integrated operational management
of bio-climatic designs at community healthcare centers,
other infrastructures using proper reclamation and green
projects, i.e. effective designs with soil material for roof
protection for its efficient thermal insulation and the sus-
tainability of construction designs. Moreover, their location
is preferred to be close to sea so as to be achieved sus-
tainable transportation facilities using waterways for

mobility to airports combined with other transportation
means like electric vans and ship ones utilizing proper
construction designs for the convenient and economic
traveling of patients, stakeholders and immigrants to
community health centers in mainland or especially on
Greek islands. Proper tools, e-learning utilities, visual
reading, vocational, educational, and training materials
should exist on-line for staff training so as to mitigate
associative risks at post covid-19 era (Babatsikou et al.,
2017; Koliopoulos, 2019; Salzberger-Wittenberg et al.,
2005; Bach et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2019).

Useful web utilities, ICT's are necessary at smart cities to
promote sustainability, green services at particular activities
that promote community and public health i.e. health tour-
ism at smart cities, especially in post covid-19 era. More,
people that have been recovered from covid-19 due to cur-
rent pandemic circumstances will demand smart cities with
efficient web utilities that promote unique safe travel desti-
nations combined with effective healthcare tourism infras-
tructures. Proper utilities should be used for sustainable
transportation facilities project management at smart cities
combined with rest types of transport for logistics, shipment
of goods, training and safe traveling at smart cities (Kolio-
poulos et al., 2019; Rodrigo González et al., 2020; Ozturk
et al., 2018; Ramanau et al., 2008; Adame et al., 2018;
Beetham et al. 2007).

However, in next Fig. 1 is presented the framework of
proper use of efficient web utilities for an integrated health
policy at future smart cities. The latter framework should be
followed in future smart cities at community-based health-
care centers for sustainability and public health protection.

Moreover, an important topic in future smart cities and
their expansions is the integrated Solid Waste Manage-
ment, promotion of clean technologies, efficient construc-
tion facilities that should be supported by stakeholders
using sustainable means of transportation for the efficient
shipment of goods to smart cities and to community health
care centers. The latter will support sustainability at several
places like creation of new jobs at supply-chain, logistics of
goods i.e. safe food products, manufactures for health
tourism facilities, particular manufactures for cultural and
sport tourism facilities, alternative types of smart sustain-
able tourism and sports at smart cities. Thus green services
should adopt relative presented web utilities that will adopt
proper smart technologies at future smart cities. The latter
will promote sustainability and it will provide qualitative
environments, creating protecting public health at smart
cities. Hence, support of web utilities and proper smart
technologies are needed for better operational management
at future smart cities. That could be adopted in several
activities for visitors, tourists achieving sustainable smart
cities that have clean environments and protect public
health.
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Fig. 1 Integrated public environmental health policy for implementation on sustainable future smart cities within useful web utilities ICT's for
green services to protect public health providing opportunities for investors and stakeholders
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Thus semi urban areas as part of smart cities could adopt
properly ecological, fishing, agricultural forest activities,
sports tourism events, activities to visit cultural – archael-
ogical sites, promote gastronomic – cultural goods, applying
properly the right web utilities – designs for integrated
sustainable community health centres. The presented project
management web utilities should include proper monitoring
schemes, HACCP, quality assurance, ISO standards, right
application of associated regulations for clean technologies
supporting renewable resources. Proper project management
geoinformation tools are necessary for the quality assurance
of several activities related to the presented web utilities
achieving safe integrated community health activities at
smart cities. The presented web utilities are necessary to
protect public health at smart cities especially at covid-19
post pandemic era, i.e. applying the right geoinformation
simulation tools, associative standards, regulations, risk
assessments, innovative designs, sustainable designs, safe
transport services, green logistics, efficient operations man-
agement in emergencies, mitigation of pollution, sustain-
ability, public health protection, efficient geotechnical and
associated construction designs with sensors that promote
green circular economy – sustainable health tourism infras-
tructures, monitoring schemes for right decision making
(Ayers, 2010; Adame et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2020;
Ciarkowska et al., 2019; Elliot, 2017; Koliopoulos & Kat-
soni, 2020a, 2020b; Koliopoulos, 2019; Koliopoulos et al.,
2019; Lichtfouse, 2017; Moughtin et al., 1999; Papa &
Fistola, 2016; Profillidis, 2004; Rassia & Pardalos, 2014;
Riddell, 2004; Lee et al., 2020).

Furthermore, the efficient development of web utilities
that support activities at smart cities are necessary for inte-
grated smart technologies within proper Project Manage-
ment utilities, ICT's so as to protect public health and to
promote efficient sustainable designs at post pandemic
covid-19 era. The latter web utilities are useful for right
sustainable expansions at smart cities and right decision
making to promote clean environmental technologies that
support circular economy in an integrated health policy for
supplied facilities in urban growth expansions (Fig. 1). The
latter achievement could be established properly between
universities, vocational training schools, small medium
enterprises and associated stakeholders.

Hence, the presented web utilities will be useful for the
sustainsability at smart cities and the protection of public
heath in post pandemic covid-19 era. The presented web
utilities are necessary for the growth of smart cities’ web
utilities and technologies especially for health tourism, green
tourism, green designs that protect public health and pro-
mote circular economy. The proper web utilities will be
useful to establish the right synergies between stakeholders
and local authorities, universities, research and development
units, vocational educational training schools for sustainable

smart cities. Thus qualitative green services that protect
public health will exist for citizens, patients, visitors, tourists
and stakeholders applying properly useful web utilities with
smart technologies during their stay at smart cities with
modern community health centers with proper public health
protection. Also visual e-learning, e-reading, training visual
web utilities are necessary for stakeholders that will learn
how to apply efficiently the presented web utilities achieving
sustainability and protection of public health at smart cities.

4 Conclusions

Efficient web utilities at smart cities are necessary presenting
the results of dynamic spatial models especially of landfill
emissions that are useful in future smart cities not only to
evaluate particular environmental health indexes and asso-
ciated risks but also to demonstrate efficient sustainable
construction designs that minimize any environmental
impacts to pathways and receptors from pollutant sources
and associated risks. In the examining case study an inte-
grated health policy presented for useful web utilities at
smart cities, utilizing the right project management utilities,
dynamic models for the needful necessities of an environ-
mental system using proper system analysis. The results for
an integrated health policy should be applied properly in
future smart cities using proper web utilities for determining
the right building capacities on particular urban areas, nearby
ecological, forest areas and the successful operations man-
agement, sustainable designs for qualitative facilities at
community health centers, health—cultural sport tourism
facilities, and associative sustainable health tourism
infrastructures.

Based on the above efficient particular web utilities at
smart cities are necessary for stakeholders promoting sus-
tainability and public health protection in future smart cities.
Future web utilities at smart cities should take into account
the right system analysis in the proper input–output simu-
lation—right determination for needed goods. In this way
sustanable solutions could be achieved applying the right
project management web utilities in sustainable designs for
food production—protection, promotion of smart construc-
tion facilities for emotional—physical activities, clean
technologies, maintain public healthcare construction facil-
ities and safe sustainable transportation systems for shipment
of goods. However, field data are of great importance, not
only for making estimations, comparisons and predictions,
but also for calibrating field data in mathematical models of
proper project management web utilities in order to develop
useful risk assessments and take the right measures for a
given urban area topography and nearby ecological health
tourism's unique travel destinations in emergencies in time at
smart cities. The proper ISO standards and regulations
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should be followed during the inspection, construction and
maintenance of an integrated environmental system for
qualitative community-based health care centers, integrated
health tourism infrastructures for public health protection at
smart cities.

Communal building facilities should be expanded in
urban areas applying proper geoinformation web utilities in
terms of risk assessment and public health protection mea-
sures taken in time under particular circumstances in post
pandemic covid-19 era for future sustainable smart cities in
urban growth. Health sport tourism's emotional—physical
activities should be operational supported by proper web
utilities and construction facilities at smart cities combined
with other alternative types of tourism that should be pro-
moted in the web. Demographic data should be updated
frequently utilizing properly geographic information systems
so as to follow the ongoing process of evaluating the health
needs of social communities on given geographies. It should
facilitate prioritization of health care needs and a strategy to
address current solidarity support measures for people with
disabilities and proper social cohesion support measures to
citizens with low income. Moreover, a continuous moni-
toring schedule is necessary using proper web utilities in risk
assessment taking measures in time for associated con-
struction community healthcare facilities related to hydro-
logical data; water levels; water quality parameters to be
monitored continuously on site of a health care unit and
recorded by a data logger; Internet of Things sensors; where
results can be either manually downloaded or automatically
sent back to a website in real time for data sets processing so
as to take the right measures in time protecting public health
at particular infrastructures of smart cities.

Furthermore, based on the above the right geoinformation
web utilities are necessary in future expansions smart cities
like efficient community healthcare centers not only to alert
nursing staff and health care professionals but also for
patients with disabilities to learn how to use proper ICT's
utilities in particular alerts—emergencies so as to avoid any
probable accidents in particular community health care units
at smart cities. Constructions in a community health care
unit should be focused on people to be included in the
society. Design for all ages of people with and without
disabilities should exist supported by proper geoinformation
web utilities for good operational management of commu-
nity health tourism centers at smart cities including infras-
tructures that support green logistics, safe transport facilities,
integrated robust geotechnical construction designs, soil
health, air – water pollution control, efficient foundations
within safe structures, green hydraulics designs for emo-
tional—physical health sustainable tourism activities
focused on next indicative topics: trekking, hiking, running,
fishing sports, dancing, associative construction designs for
health tourism's sports, rowing, gardening activities,

archaelogical – cultural visits, heritage – landscape visits,
other interactive activities of associated alternative types of
tourism, especially for elderly people and people with dis-
abilities at proper ecological, forest, mountainous and
coastal areas. In this way can be achieved a sustainable
growth of future qualitative smart cities and public health
and safety protection at post COVID-19 era.

Moreover, the efficient development of e-infrastructures
web utilities at smart cities are important for expansions in
smart cities and right decision making in an integrated health
policy including proper development of web geoinformation
utilities, digital contents for public information applying
them properly within associated sustainable designs, Project
Management tools. The latter tools should include properly
topics around quality assurance, sustainable life cycle anal-
ysis (LCA), logistics—supply chain, risk assessment (RA),
sanitary drawings, monitoring tools and open web e-portals.
In this way can be supported proper facilities in sustainable
urban growth expansions of smart cities for citizens,
patients, visitors, tourists and stakeholders promoting a
green circular economy. Future web utilities at smart cities
should be used for efficient designs in architecture, land-
scapes, mobility, emotional—physical activities related to
sustainable health—sport tourism infrastructures and other
associated civil—environmental health engineering efficient
designs should be updated and investigated for community
healthcare centers in time based on current and future
necessities of smart cities.

Also effective sustainable construction—building designs
are necessary supported by proper smart IoT's, ICT's, BIMs,
proper web utilities for right operations management and
proper vocational educational, e-learning—training utilities.
In this way are provided opportunities for sustainable web
utilities at smart cities making challenges for working staff,
stakeholders, managers, operators and investors protecting
public health.

Sanitary engineering principles should be monitored
continuously in relative above presented web utilities for
innovative sustainable designs at associated construction
facilities in emergencies like natural disasters, due to climate
change, earthquakes, fires, extreme flood events, risks of
epidemics, others environmental hazards for air quality,
water quality, soil protection, green transport integrated
green construction designs for sustainable tourism at smart
cities, safe geotechnical foundations’ designs, promotion
green chemistry saitary engineering designs for green cir-
cular economy, support of renewable resources, protection
of flora and fauna, proper protection of veterinary units, safe
food production—protection, safety of sanitary units, effec-
tive drainage systems, pipe networks in emergencies, effi-
cient irrigation systems for gardening in buildings and other
associated sanitary technologies protecting public health in
future sustainable smart cities.
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Emotion-Intelligent VR-Simulated
Framework in Influencing Smart Home
Purchase Intentions

Athira Azmi, Rahinah Ibrahim, Ali Rashidi, and Maszura Abdul Ghafar

Abstract

The future of smart city relies on technology that
integrates information and communication through the
foundation of rapidly growing capabilities of “Internet of
Things (IoT)”. With the advancement of Virtual Reality
(VR) technologies, it has emerged to become one of the
most promising technology for application in various
fields including architectural design, construction and
property development. As VR technologies become more
accessible to the consumer markets, this study is directing
the potential of integrating VR technology as an interface
that allows end-user’s interactions and experience the
future home design, not only focuses on the visual
aesthetics, physical preferences and spatial needs, but also
considers the emotional well-being of future occupants.
A smart city needs to be emotionally-intelligent and
requires a strategy aimed at producing a humanised
environment tuned to emotional needs of occupants.
Drawing on the widely accepted S–O-R framework, the
study is currently developing a model to illustrate the
inter-relationships between a VR-simulated home envi-
ronment system with emotional reaction and behavioural
response of potential Smart Home buyers. The proposed
framework is expected to lead towards an improved
practical approach in Smart Home design while facilitat-
ing marketing for developers for future Smart Home
projects in smart city development.

Keywords

Emotion-Intelligent � Virtual Reality � Built
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of technology, especially with the
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has triggered an
increasing interest in Smart City initiatives. This global
phenomenon has transformed the research agenda of many
scholars to study about its concept, applications and signif-
icance on society and individual’s life (Marikyan et al.,
2019). Smart City initiatives covers six main aspects of city
living; namely “Smart Governance, Smart Economy, Smart
Environment, Smart Living, Smart People and Smart
Mobility” to enable its inhabitants with a more competent
and effective services (Appio et al., 2019; Camero & Alba,
2019; Caragliu et al., 2011).

As part of the Smart Living initiatives, the concept of
Smart Home would enable better quality of life for its
occupants by responding to their needs through the appli-
cations of smart technologies and devices which can be
manipulated and controlled according to the occupant’s
preferences (Shuhaiber & Mashal, 2019). Despite the exu-
berance in launching and marketing of Smart Home projects,
recent studies have shown that the adoption rates of Smart
Homes are still meager (Marikyan et al., 2019; Shin et al.,
2018; Shuhaiber & Mashal, 2019). According to Shuhaiber
and Mashal (2019), an essential factor that contributed to
this problem is the poor understanding of Smart Home
technologies among users. We believe that the lack of Smart
Homes acceptance is due to the lack of research conducted
focusing on the user’s perspectives and that most research in
Smart Homes are focused only on the technologies and its
applications.

In view of this, the authors see the potential in the
applications of Virtual Reality for Smart Home adoption.
Recent advancement of VR technologies has led its potential
to become one of the most promising technology for appli-
cations in diverse fields including architecture, business,
healthcare, and psychology. Regarded as a prominent busi-
ness innovation, VR could become an effective marketing
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technique for marketers to innovatively increase their cus-
tomer reach via digital marketing channels (Van Kerre-
broeck et al., 2017b). Most of the studies in the retail
industry concentrates on the role of VR towards consumer
behaviour, particularly as a tool for consumers’ evaluation
and decision-making of the product (Pantano et al., 2017).
Despite the relatively long history of VR and its application
in the research field, there is very few research on the
applications of VR in real estate market, particularly for
Smart Housing and its implications on potential home buy-
ers behaviour.

Besides, in the retail industry, research on consumer
behaviours are focused on how market structure and pur-
chase decisions are motivated or influenced by the con-
sumers’ emotions (Besbris, 2016). In this study, the authors
believe that Smart Home initiatives should also focus on
emotions to increase its market. The authors concur with
Desmet (2003) that it is essential for designers to consider
emotion in designing and how their design influence indi-
vidual’s emotion. In addition, this paper recommends that
smart real estate and smart designers should strive to design
future Smart Home to trigger positive emotions amongst its
intended users (Desmet, 2003). This can be facilitated with
the application of VR, that was proven to allow for
expressions of real emotions by individuals (Parsons &
Rizzo, 2008; Price et al., 2011).

This study aims to explore and analyse consumers’
behaviour particularly in using VR technology for the
application as part of the marketing strategy for Smart Real
Estate and Smart Housing. In this study, we are developing a
model that could explain factors influencing potential Smart
Home buyers’ purchasing intentions using VR technology.
Although there are many researches that have been con-
ducted regarding home buyers and house purchase, there is
very limited studies that examine factors that could influence
Smart Home purchase especially when using VR as a cus-
tomer interface.

In this paper, the aspects of Smart Homes were examined,
the role of VR technologies in stimulating emotions were
investigated, and various theories related to consumer
behaviour and purchasing intentions were reviewed. Due to
the scarcity of research in consumer behaviour using VR
technology in the real estate setting, prior studies that apply
VR technologies to investigate consumers’ behaviour in
marketing and retailing are reviewed. The aim was to extract
the potential variables related to consumers’ purchase
intentions in digital or virtual retailing. The formation of a

framework aimed at building emotional and behavioural
factors that could influence potential Smart Home buyers’
purchase intentions were also discussed in this paper.

2 Research Methodology

This study concentrates on literatures that examine Smart
Homes, VR, consumer behaviour and purchase intentions in
various fields. This study adopts the Eagle Research Design
Framework (Ibrahim, 2011) in guiding the researcher to
determine the strategy of inquiry for each construct. The
investigation of Smart Homes covers the understanding of
Smart City and Smart Real Estate as well as the existing
applications of VR in Smart Homes. The study on VR
applications covers the understanding of the current use of
VR in different fields, particularly in retailing and marketing
and how it could be further applied to facilitate Smart Home
adoption. This is followed by literature focusing on con-
sumer behaviour and factors influencing purchase intentions.

The conducted literature review provided the foundation
in developing the theoretical understanding of consumer
behaviour and factors influencing Smart Home adoption.
The researchers identified potential variables proven to affect
potential Smart Home buyers’ emotional reaction hence
influencing the Smart Home purchase intentions. This paper
then extended the most commonly used theoretical approach
to consumer behaviour, which is the
“Stimulus-Organism-Response (S–O-R) Framework”
developed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974). In this study,
the original S–O-R framework served as the foundation for
the development of Integrated Emotion-Intelligent
VR-Simulated Framework in Influencing Smart Home Pur-
chase Intentions that is proposed that could explain factors
influencing Smart Home purchase intentions using VR.

3 Literature Review

This section elaborates on the existing literature that focuses
on the Smart City initiatives which includes definitions of
“Smart City”, “Smart Homes” and “Smart Real Estate”.
Following that, the researchers explored the definitions and
applications of VR in various fields and how it is applied in
Smart Homes. Finally, this section presents the different
theories on consumer behaviours and factors that influence
purchasing intentions, as well as extracting the variables for
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developing and proposing a new framework aimed to
explain factors influencing Smart Home purchase intentions
using VR.

4 Smart City

Definitions of Smart City.

The advancement of information and communication tech-
nologies (ICT) in today’s modern urban context, along with
globalisation, urbanisation and industrialisation have been
the major factors in shaping new cities and townships (Lee
et al., 2014). Most major cities in developed countries have
adopted the smart cities initiatives, and used the term smart,
intelligent, wired and digital to brand their new development
concept. With a plethora of different terms and explanations,
the real interpretation of what constitutes a Smart City is
difficult to find. According to Hollands (2008) there are
problems separating the terms themselves, which often is
conflated together or appear to be based on one’s
assumptions.

The existing definitions by different scholars attempt to
define the concepts and strategies related to Smart City through
different aspects. According to literature, the idea of smart city
can be identified from two different perspectives—the techno-
logical components that were integrated within the built envi-
ronment of the cities or also called as the “hard” smart city
strategy. This includes the integration of “smart homes, smart
buildings, smart energy grids, smart water management and
smart mobility” according to Lee et al. (2014). According to
Peng et al. (2017), the technological components includes the
“smart hardwire devices, wireless sensors, smart vehicles, smart
meters, mobile networks and data storage technologies” that
were integrated within the smart cities.

On the other hand, apart from the focus on technology,
some studies define Smart City through the perspective of
social, economic, sustainable and cultural progress of its
inhabitants which is called “soft” smart cities strategies
(Appio et al., 2019). This type of strategies aim in devel-
oping the skills of its inhabitants via “education, culture,
social inclusion and social innovations” (Appio et al., 2019).
In addition, smart cities also would support for a more
advanced innovative learning, enhance creativities amongst
its inhabitants and provide digital infrastructure for a more
progressive management of knowledge (Komninos, 2006).
Furthermore, the “soft” hard city concept is also coherent
from Caragliu et al. (2011)’s idea that “a city is believed to
be smart when investments in human and social capital and
modern communication infrastructure fuel sustainable eco-
nomic growth and a high quality of life, with a wise man-
agement of natural resources, through participatory
governance”.

From literary evidence, Smart City initiatives are often
classified into several dimensions; mainly “Smart Economy,
Smart Governance, Smart Environment, Smart Mobility,
Smart Living, and Smart People” (Appio et al., 2019;
Camero & Alba, 2019; Caragliu et al., 2011). To explain
briefly, “Smart Economy” refers to the digital economies
enabled via the applications of ICT for a more competitive
businesses. “Smart Governance” refers to the application of
ICT to simplify the roles and services of Governance Entities
and public services and to facilitate better planning and
decision making; “Smart Environment” is concerned with
the applications of technologies to enhance the quality of
living in cities such as facilities and essential services
management through smart technologies for sustainability
and efficiency of resources to improve environmental con-
ditions; “Smart Mobility” refers to the initiatives to improve
transportation, logistics and mobility in smart cities; “Smart
Living” refers to the initiative to enable and improve quality
of living through better infrastructure, healthcare services,
education, real estate and housing; and lastly “Smart People”
that is concerned with the initiatives to develop human and
social capital by improving skills, knowledge, creativity and
innovation acquired by an individuals or inhabitants of smart
city (Appio et al., 2019; Camero & Alba, 2019). In this
paper, to develop a model to improve future housing projects
in Smart City development, the authors will focus on the
Smart Living dimensions, particularly Smart Homes and
Smart Real Estate. Next, the researchers reviewed relevant
literatures that discussed these different dimensions of Smart
City.

Smart Homes

There are three key defining concepts of Smart Homes,
which includes “technology”, “services” and “the ability to
satisfy users’ needs” (Marikyan et al., 2019). Most scholars
conceptualise the essence of Smart Homes based on the
technological characteristics through hardware and software
components that were integrated within the built environ-
ment of a home (Marikyan et al., 2019). According to
Lertlakkhanakul et al. (2008), Smart Homes are homes
integrated with centralised control systems that regulate
functions and services of the home that suits the inhabi-
tants’desires and needs. In addition, Marikyan et al. (2019)
characterised Smart Home as a “residence equipped with
smart technologies aimed at providing tailored services that
monitor, control and support residents’ security, social,
health and emotional well-being, which can enhance the
quality of life and promote independent living”.

Although Smart Homes offer numerous benefits to its
inhabitants and users, the acceptance rates of Smart Homes
among homebuyers are still low (Marikyan et al., 2019;
Shuhaiber & Mashal, 2019). Marikyan et al. (2019) argues
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that there are technological, economic, moral and legal
barrier that could explain the low rate adoption and accep-
tance of Smart Homes. The lack of knowledge, trust and
experience regarding the use of smart technologies for Smart
Homes amongst homeowners could also explain the scarcity
of Smart Home acceptance.

Similarly, Allameh et al. (2012) also highlighted that the
lack of acceptance of Smart Homes is due to the mismatch
between user demand and Smart Homes possibilities, which
could be explained by the poor understanding of Smart
Homes concept by end-users. Allameh et al. (2012) believe
that there are gaps exists in this domain as most studies only
concentrate on enhancing the hardware of the Smart Home
technologies and devices, and mostly ignore the emotional
and behavioural dimensions of the users. In addition,

Lertlakkhanakul et al. (2008) also believe that the mis-
match of understanding between the designers of Smart
Homes and the Smart Home users’ needs causes the problem
of dissatisfactions and failures in the Smart Homes accep-
tance. Most of the time, users could not imagine or visualise
themselves using the Smart Homes technologies according
to their lifestyles and daily activities, hence the lack of trust
and knowledge gap exists.

In this paper, the authors believe that to overcome this
barrier and ensure proper acceptance of Smart Homes among
potential home buyers, the real estate domain, especially
their marketing strategy need to be redefined. The design and
marketing of Smart Homes should not only focus on the
technological systems of the house, but also to consider the
underlying factors of future housing preferences among
potential home buyers. This study concurs with Allameh
et al. (2012) that applying a user centred method instead of
merely focusing on technology would result in a better home
environment especially for Smart Cities. This is in line with
Shuhaiber and Mashal (2019) that suggest an understanding
of users’ acceptance would facilitate marketing and promo-
tion of Smart Homes more effectively.

Smart Real Estate

The rapid development of Smart Homes will consequently
alter the future of the real estate domain in Smart Cities.
Therefore, to conquer the new digital transformation in
Smart Cities and to reach out to potential Smart Home
buyers, this paper believes that the real estate sector needs to
revolutionise their strategy. According to Allameh et al.
(2012), to successfully enable the Smart City concept within
the real estate domain, further study is required to focus on
the reliance of future housing on the spaces of the designed
environment, lifestyle of its inhabitants and the technological
support that underlies. Thus, the Smart Real Estate approach
suggested by Allameh et al. (2012) focuses on the

User-Centred Framework that incorporates technologies
with home users’ behaviour and its environment, which
resulted to better adoption of Smart Homes.

Following Allameh et al. (2012), this paper will focus on the
applications of digital visualisation techniques such as VR as a
customer interface in Smart Real Estate for experiencing Smart
Homes and influencing potential Smart Home buyers’ purchase
decisions. Due to the scarcity of research in consumer beha-
viour using VR technology in the real estate setting, prior
studies that apply VR technology to investigate consumers’
behaviour in marketing and retailing are reviewed. The aim
was to extract the potential variables related to consumers’
purchase intentions in digital retailing. In this paper, the
development of a proposed framework aimed at building
emotional and behavioural factors towards influencing potential
Smart Home buyers’ home purchase intentions.

5 Virtual Reality

Definitions and Applications of Virtual Reality
VR is a part of immersive technology “that blurs the lines

between the physical and virtual worlds, creating a sense of
immersion, enhancing the realism of virtual experience and
generates an interactive virtual environment designed to
simulate a real-life experience” (Lee et al., 2013; Woj-
ciechowski & Cellary, 2013). The growth of Smart City has
contributed to the widespread of the application of VR
technology. As Smart Cities strive to increase competitive-
ness through innovation, this technology has been exten-
sively investigated in different fields including retail and
marketing (Van Kerrebroeck et al., 2017a), psychology
(Shin, 2018), education (Ke et al., 2016), leisure (Arino
et al., 2014) and wellness (Zhao et al., 2016).

The architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) in-
dustry also depends heavily on the digital modelling, for
simulating and communicating ideas visually; including the
application of VR technology (Heydarian et al., 2015). The
approach taken by the AEC industry in the application of
VR is more focused as a form of visual communication to
facilitate understanding across interdisciplinary parties (Du
et al., 2018), construction planning (Waly & Thabet, 2003),
construction simulation (Ren et al., 2004) and construction
safety (Li et al., 2018). A study by Heydarian et al. (2017)
examined the applications of VR for understanding occu-
pants’ behaviour and lighting preferences for a better
user-centred building design. Their study shows that data
related to users’ preferences and need can be identified at the
early design phase with the application of VR technology;
hence architects and designers can propose better
user-centred design strategies, especially when designing
Smart Homes.
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Virtual Reality for Smart Homes

There are also evidences of research that studies the appli-
cation of VR in Smart Homes. For instance, research by
Lertlakkhanakul et al. (2008) concentrates on the creation
and implementation of VR technology to “simulate Smart
Home service configuration”. Their study proposed a model
to simulate and configure Smart Home functions, services
and management in the virtual environment according to
user’s individual needs. Another example is the study by
Palmon et al. (2006) that suggested VR applications as the
tool for the disabled to virtually evaluate the environment
and the appropriateness of the living conditions with their
needs before construction phase started. On the other hand,
Yan and Kalay (2005) used VR as a platform to simulate
behaviour to predict and evaluate the influence of the built
environment on its users.

In this paper, our research also applies similar concept,
whereby we believe that VR technology offers a promising
solution as an interface for pre-occupancy evaluation of the
Smart Home environment and to influence Smart Home
purchase decisions. In view of this, the authors believe that
the application of VR technology could bridge the gap and
reduce the barriers highlighted by previous. Furthermore,
Lertlakkhanakul et al. (2008) believe that VR technology
could improve users’ understanding on the smart technolo-
gies provided in Smart Homes; hence reducing the mis-
communications during the Smart Home design process.

This study would focus on the emotions induced by
potential home buyers from being able to visualise what it
would be like to reside in a Smart Home using a VR tech-
nology, and how the emotions affect their purchase deci-
sions. In the real estate market, a recent study by Andrew
and Larceneux (2018) proved the relative importance of
emotion from visualisation as a crucial consideration in
off-plan housing purchases. Accordingly, in the next section,
various research findings in different theories of consumer
behaviours are reviewed and analysed to propose a frame-
work that integrates emotion and potential home buyers’
purchasing intentions in VR.

6 Theories on Consumer Behaviours

Studies related to consumer’s behaviour have been widely
applied in the retail industries to predict consumers’ emotional
reactions and behaviours that influence consumers’ purchase
intentions. There are several significant theories and theoret-
ical foundations adopted in existing consumer behavioural
studies. Some researchers explained how the intent to pur-
chase is influenced by several theories in consumer behaviour
that includes the Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of
Planned Behaviour, Theory of Consumption Values and the

Stimulus-Organism-Response (S–O-R) framework. These
various theoretical foundations provide an extensive view of
the underlying mechanisms of consumer behaviours including
its effect on purchase intentions.

Firstly, the S–O-R Framework (Mehrabian & Russell,
1974) has been well-established as an influential theory
originated from the environmental psychology field. It has
been widely applied in the retail industry and consumer
behavioural studies. The framework, which is illustrated in
Fig. 1 suggests that the stimulus perceived from the envi-
ronment could evoke an individual’s emotional response,
which subsequently leads to a behaviour that is either
approach or avoidance. The original framework by Mehra-
bian and Russell (1974) has been extensively used and
modified by other researchers from the retail industry to fit
the research context and objectives. According to a study by
Chan et al. (2017), in the consumer behavioural studies, the
S–O-R framework was the most accepted and widely used
theoretical approach in understanding human behaviour in a
marketing context. In addition, most studies that emphasised
on the role of environment in consumer’s reactions and
behaviour are largely drawn from this framework, including
in studies concentrating on users’ behaviours in online
retailing or digital marketing (Chan et al., 2017; Chang et al.,
2014; Hsieh et al., 2014).

Secondly, this paper looked into the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis (1989). This model
focused on individual’s behavioural intentions in adopting
new technology (Roy et al., 2018). According to TAM,
“perceived usefulness” and “perceived ease of use” are
suggested to be the main determinants that influence indi-
viduals’ behavioural intentions. Thirdly, the Theory of
Planned Behaviour (TPB) by Ajzen (1991) is also a signif-
icant in explaining and predicting consumers’ behaviour and
intention. TPB suggests three variables that lead to the for-
mation of an individuals’ behavioural intentions – “attitude”,
“subjective norms”, and “perceived behavioural control”.
“Attitude” is the evaluation of an individual’s intention and
behaviour, “subjective norms” indicates the social pressure
to execute the behaviour, while “perceived behavioural
control” illustrate whether the behaviour is under the indi-
vidual’s control or not. Finally, the Theory of Consumption
Values (TCV) by Sheth et al. (1991) explains consumers
purchasing choices that was established on “five consump-
tion values- functional, emotional, social, epistemic and
conditional”. According to Sheth et al. (1991), the functional
value refers to “the perceived utility of a product or service
to attain functional, utilitarian or physical performances that
result from attributes such as durability, reliability and price”
that is regarded as the fundamental influence of consumer
choice. On the other hand, emotional value refers to “the
characteristics of the product or service that provokes con-
sumers’ feelings or affective states”.
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Following the extensive literature review, the authors
extracted factors that could explain Smart Home acceptance
and their purchase intentions to address the gap mentioned
earlier in the study. Table 1 depicts the factors related to the
acceptance of Smart Homes by future home buyers that
could result to purchase intentions. Based on the variables
proposed in Table 1, this paper explains how they could be
represented by extending the S–O-R framework as the
foundation for the development of a proposed framework in
this study. The authors believe that the S–O-R framework is
superior to other theories on consumer behaviour to be used
for the development of a proposed framework for this study
because the S–O-R framework is the most extensively
applied theoretical foundation to explain consumers’ pur-
chase intentions (Chan et al., 2017). This framework is
highly adaptable and has been widely applied to explain
behaviours in various fields of studies. The adaptability of
S–O-R framework proved that it could be extended in dif-
ferent context of studies, including in Smart Home and
Smart Real Estate with VR technology application.

In addition, the potentials of VR environment in
influencing potential Smart Home buyers’ purchase inten-
tions could be realised as the S–O-R framework provides a
parsimonious and structured theoretical lens (Floh &
Madlberger, 2013; Luqman et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2019) to
examine and explore the effects of VR features on potential
home buyers’ emotional reactions and subsequently, influ-
ences their intention to purchase a Smart Home. Since this
framework has not been widely examined in these fields, this
research will contribute to the original S–O-R model by
extending its application in the real estate and Smart Home
context to explain potential users’ behaviour.

7 Developing an Integrated
Emotion-Intelligent Virtual
Reality-Simulated Smart Home Framework
for Development of Smart City

In this section, the study synthesised the findings from lit-
erature and proposed a framework for integrating the
application of VR home simulation with potential Smart
Home buyers’ emotion and their purchase intentions. This

study extends the S–O-R framework to develop an inte-
grated framework that is proposed for influencing Smart
Homes purchasing intentions using VR as a customer
interface in Smart Real Estate, as part of Smart City devel-
opment. As discussed in the previous section, the S–O-R
framework includes three components; the stimulus (S) that
triggers potential Smart Home buyers’ responses; the
potential Smart Home buyers’ emotional reaction towards
the stimulus or organism (O); which in turn leads to their
behavioural response, in this case is the Smart Home pur-
chasing intentions.

8 Smart Home Purchase Stimuli

This study further classifies the factors from Table 1 into the
stimulus (S) components of the S–O-R framework. Fol-
lowing Shuhaiber and Mashal (2019), the authors further
categorised the stimulus components into two factors –

technology factors and personal factors.

8.1 Technology Factors

This paper categorized the technology factors as the tech-
nological component of the Smart Home that could influence
home buyers purchase intentions. The factors include per-
ceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and functional
values.

Perceived Usefulness. Perceived usefulness is adopted from
the four main constructs of TAM. This component is gen-
erally explored in various retail and marketing studies to
predict and explain user behaviour towards new technology
acceptance and usage. In this context. perceived usefulness
can be defined as “the degree to which a user believes that
using a Smart Home will enhance user life quality” (Shu-
haiber & Mashal, 2019). Shuhaiber and Mashal (2019)
showed that perceived usefulness has a significant positive
influence on consumer’s intention to use Smart Home.
Another study proved that the perceived usefulness is one of
the key influence in the adoption of smart technologies in
dwellings (Coughlan et al., 2012). In this study, perceived

Fig. 1 The S–O-R Framework by Mehrabian and Russell (1974)
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usefulness is categorized as one of the stimuli components in
the extended S–O-R framework. We predict that the VR
simulation, would allow potential Smart Home buyers to
evaluate the usefulness factor of the Smart Home; hence
influencing their purchase intentions.

Perceived Ease of Use. The perceived ease of use is also
one of the four main factors from the TAM used to predict
user behaviour towards new technology. In the context of
this study, it refers to “the degree to which the user believe
that Smart Home technology is easy to use and requires less
physical and mental effort”. In retail and marketing, both
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use have been
proven to impact purchase intentions (Agag & El-Masry,
2016; Bleize & Antheunis, 2019; Hansen et al., 2018; Huang

et al., 2016). In this study, perceived ease of use is cate-
gorised as one of the stimuli that could influence Smart
Home purchase. Thus, we believe that the perceived ease of
use of the VR technology in helping users to visualise the
Smart Home design will influence towards Smart Home
purchase intention.

Functional Values. Based on the TCV, this study defines
functional values as the extent to which the users recognise
the benefits of Smart Home features, including its physical,
functional and performance. According to Andrew and
Larceneux (2018), home buyers’ evaluations of a house to
purchase are influenced cognitively by the evaluation of the
“utilitarian benefits” derived from the attributes of the
property such as location and practical aspects of the house.

Table 1 Potential factors
influencing smart home purchase
intentions

Variables and Definitions Source

Awareness—“Users’ knowledge of the Smart Home technology and its
applications”

Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)
Coughlan et al. (2012)

Functional Values—“The perceived utility acquired by the users from the
physical, functional or utilitarian performance or attributes of the Smart Home”

Altaf et al. (2017)
Andrew and
Larceneux (2018)
Wong et al. (2018)

Perceived Ease of Use—“The degree to which a user believes that using Smart
Home would be easy to use (free of physical and mental effort)”

Coughlan et al. (2012)
Agag and El-Masry
(2016)
Hansen et al. (2018)
Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)

Perceived Enjoyment—“The extent to which the activity of using the Smart
Homes technology is perceived to be enjoyable”

Park et al. (2018)
Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)

Perceived Risk—“The degree to which the users believe that using Smart
Homes is secure and safe”

Yang et al. (2017)
Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)

Perceived Usefulness—“The degree to which a user believes that using Smart
Home will enhance their life quality”

Coughlan et al. (2012)
Agag and El-Masry
(2016)
Hansen et al. (2018)
Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)

Trust—“Users’ confidence in the reliability of the Smart Home technology to
meet their expectations”

Agag and El-Masry
(2016)
Yang et al. (2017)
Hansen et al. (2018)
Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019)

Visual Appeal—“The visual appeal of the Smart Home design to influence
purchase intention”

Shaouf et al. (2016)
Das and Varshneya
(2017)
Hwang and Lee (2017)
Choi and
Kandampully (2019)
Andrew and
Larceneux (2018)
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This study posits that through the VR simulation, potential
Smart Home buyers are able to evaluate the functional val-
ues of the Smart Home. Hence, it could influence their
intention to purchase a Smart Home.

8.2 Personal Factors

This study categorized the personal factors as the individu-
als’ personal concern towards the Smart Home which, con-
sists of trust, awareness, perceived risk, perceived enjoyment
and visual appeal.

Trust. Following Yang et al. (2017) and Shuhaiber and
Mashal (2019), this paper define trust as “users’ confidence
in the level of reliability of Smart Homes for meeting their
expectations toward the technology”. In the field of
e-commerce and virtual retailing, Hansen et al. (2018)
proved that trust is crucial to the effective usage and pur-
chasing transactions. For Smart Homes, Yang et al. (2017)’s
findings show that trust in the Smart Home provider is one of
the important factors affecting the acceptance of Smart
Homes. Besides, according to Shuhaiber and Mashal (2019),
in order to mitigate users’ concern regarding the risks and
uncertainties in the adoption of Smart Homes, trust plays a
critical role. In this paper, the researchers believe that trust
could be established in the evaluation of Smart Homes using
VR, that could have a significant influence on its purchase
intentions.

Awareness. Awareness or familiarity is defined as “the
understanding, often based on previous interactions and
experiences” (Gefen, 2000). In the field of e-commerce,
Gefen (2000) states that “familiarity not only provides a
framework for future expectations, but also lets people create
ideas of what to expect of the product and prove that
familiarity influenced an individual’s intentions to pur-
chase”. Furthermore, Coughlan et al. (2012) suggest that by
enhancing users’ awareness of the technology, they can soon
make decisions whether to accept or avoid to use the tech-
nology. In the Smart Real Estate context, the authors believe
that potential Smart Homes buyers need to be familiar with
the Smart Home technology before making any purchase
decisions. Therefore, in this paper, we propose that VR
technology could facilitate awareness of the Smart Homes
applications and influence potential homebuyers to own a
Smart Home.

Perceived risk. In this study, perceived risk can be defined
as “the degree to which users believe that using Smart Home
is secure and safe from personal data hacking, misuse or
malfunctions that would harm the users” (Shuhaiber &
Mashal, 2019; Yang et al., 2017). There are issues of per-
sonal data threats and violation of personal privacy and
security from the use of Smart Homes that serve as the main
obstacle in promoting better Smart Homes adoption (Shu-
haiber & Mashal, 2019). From our point of view, by expe-
riencing the Smart Home in VR for pre-occupancy
evaluation, potential Smart Home buyers could evaluate the
risks when owning a Smart Home, hence influencing their
purchase intentions.

Perceived Enjoyment. Both Park et al. (2018) and Shu-
haiber and Mashal (2019) consider perceived enjoyment as
the determinant of Smart Homes adoption. This study
defined perceived enjoyment as “the extent to which the use
of Smart Home services is perceived to be enjoyable through
the VR simulation”. According to Shuhaiber and Mashal
(2019), users perceived using Smart Home as enjoyable,
which could stimulate positive attitude towards them, that
simultaneously could increase their intention to use Smart
Home. In this study, we focus on the role of VR as a tool for
potential home buyers’ pre-occupancy evaluation of Smart
Homes. Perceived enjoyment of using Smart Homes through
VR simulation as a determinant to purchase Smart Home has
not been widely studied before. Therefore, in this study, we
posit that the perceived enjoyment of Smart Homes experi-
enced through the VR simulation could influence potential
Smart Home buyers’ purchase intentions.

Visual Appeal. The role of visual appeal in determining
Smart Homes adoption and purchase among users has not
been widely investigated before. In the marketing and
retailing industry, visual plays an essential role in deter-
mining their marketing success (Shaouf et al., 2016). In the
service settings such as hotels and restaurants, visual ele-
ments and atmosphere of the environment are proven to
influence consumer behaviours (Choi & Kandampully,
2019; Tantanatewin & Inkarojrit, 2018). According to the
“theory of visual rhetoric” (Scott, 1994), visual elements
such as colours can influence a target audience. Furthermore,
Desmet (2003) also states the perceivable characteristics of
products can both delight or offend users, and it can be
evaluated through their appealingness. Through VR, the
visual appeal of Smart Homes can be simulated and
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visualised for users’ pre-occupancy evaluation. Therefore,
this study believes that the visual appeal of a Smart Home
through its design characteristics simulated using VR could
influence potential Smart Home buyers’ purchase intentions.

9 Pleasure, Arousal and Satisfaction
as Organisms

In the original S–O-R framework, the organism (O) compo-
nent is defined as the internal evaluations or primary emo-
tional responses to the stimulus exerted (Mehrabian &
Russell, 1974). Organism can also be represented as the
internal perceptions and feelings by an individual (Bagozzi,
1986). In the marketing and retail industry, emotions have
been proven by researchers to have an influence on con-
sumer behaviours, including their decision-making and
purchase intentions. Desmet (2003) also suggests that
emotion can motivates consumers in selecting certain pro-
duct, and therefore have considerable influences on purchase
decisions.

As discussed earlier, as a majority of studies concentrates
on the technical features of Smart Homes, there is a gap in
literature regarding the study of potential Smart Home
buyers’ emotions and behaviour that could influence their
purchase intention. In this paper, the authors define organism
as the intervening variable that evokes potential Smart Home
buyers’ emotional reaction based on their evaluation of the
Smart Home using VR simulation that could influence their
purchase intentions. From literature evidence, we identified
that pleasure, arousal and satisfaction as the emotional
components that could influence Smart Homes purchasing
intentions.

Pleasure and Arousal. These two emotional dimensions
were categorised as the organism (O) components in the
original S–O-R framework by Mehrabian and Russell
(1974). Researchers have proven that these two emotions
covers other range of emotional responses that were evoked
by the stimuli (Das & Varshneya, 2017; Tantanatewin &
Inkarojrit, 2018). Following Das and Varshneya (2017), in
this study, we retained these two emotional dimensions from
the original model to examine its influence on Smart Home
purchase intentions. Pleasure represents the feelings of
happiness and joyful when subject to a stimulus, while
arousal represents the feelings when an individual is stim-
ulated and excited (Das & Varshneya, 2017).

Scholars in the field of marketing and retailing have
studied the influence of pleasure and arousal towards cus-
tomers’ behavioural responses. For instance, Bigneá et al.
(2005) conducted research focusing on visitors’ emotions in
a theme park, and the result of their study proved that

pleasure and arousal influences positive behaviours that
include “positive word of mouth and loyalty”. Das and
Varshneya (2017), Koo and Lee (2011) also found that both
pleasure and arousal positively impact consumers’ beha-
viours such as purchase, repatronage intentions, and positive
word of mouth. In digital retailing context, pleasure and
arousal were also confirmed to influence online purchase
behaviours (Chan et al., 2017; Hsieh et al., 2014).

However, the relationship between pleasure and arousal
when experiencing the Smart Homes towards their purchase
intentions has not been tested before. Thus, we hypothesised
that when subjected to the technological and personal stimuli
mentioned in the previous section—perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, functional values, trust, awareness,
perceived risk, perceived enjoyment and visual appeal
through VR, potential Smart Home buyers would express
the sense of pleasure or arousal; which in turn, influence
their purchase intentions.

Satisfaction. This study adopts the long-established defini-
tion of satisfaction by Oliver (1993) that define it as the
“evaluation of a product or service with regard to their needs
and expectations”. In this paper, satisfaction represents the
extent to which potential Smart Home buyers perceive the
Smart Home as meeting their needs and expectations from
their pre-occupancy evaluations using VR; which in turn,
influence the Smart Home purchase intentions. As the cor-
relation between satisfaction from VR simulation with Smart
Home purchase intentions has not been tested before, we
propose to further examine this relationship. In this paper,
we believe that potential Smart Home buyers’ satisfaction
can be generated and evaluated from their experience of
interacting with the home using VR and therefore, influence
their decisions to purchase the Smart Home.

To support this, we found that several researchers have
proven that customers’ satisfaction can also be generated and
evaluated in virtual retailing. Marketing and retailing
scholars also have been widely investigating the factors that
may lead to customer satisfaction as it influences positive
purchasing behaviours. For instance, Verhagen et al. (2011)
proved that in the virtual experiences, satisfaction can be
evoked by individuals. Another study by Van Kerrebroeck
et al. (2017b) proved a significant effect of VR experiences
on store satisfaction. Furthermore, a study by Pantano and
Servidio (2012) provide evidence that the ease of use felt
from the virtual shopping experiences affect the customers’
satisfactions. In addition, Calvo-Porral et al. (2017) found
that digital technology’s satisfaction is influenced by the
perceived ease of use and content characteristics, which
subsequently influences their behaviours such as “loyalty,
engagement and word of mouth”.
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10 Smart Homes Purchase Intentions
as Response

The response (R) component represents the behavioural
outcomes resulted from the emotional response. This paper
categorised the Smart Home purchase intentions as the
response component in the new framework proposed. In this
paper, the authors define purchase intentions as the proba-
bility and willingness of the potential Smart Home buyers to
purchase a Smart Home shortly after experiencing the house
in VR. As discussed in the earlier sections, several theories
in consumer behaviour have been used to predict purchase
intention. However, very few studies investigate how Smart
Home purchase intentions could be influenced after potential
home buyers experience the Smart Home using VR
technology.

To bridge this knowledge gap, the authors refer to the
variables already extracted and examined from literatures to
determine factors influencing purchase intention of Smart
Homes using VR. In this view, this study proposed an
Integrated Emotion-Intelligent VR-Simulated Framework
for Influencing Smart Home Purchase Intentions that could
explain factors that would influence Smart Home purchase
intentions using VR. This paper posits that the perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, functional values, trust,
awareness, perceived risk, perceived enjoyment and visual

appeal of the Smart Home experienced in VR could affect
potential home buyers’ emotional states—pleasure, arousal
and satisfaction, which in turn, could influence the Smart
Home purchase intentions.

Overall, the proposed framework depicted in Fig. 2
summarised the relationships between the technological and
personal factors stimuli, emotional responses and how they
influence Smart Home buyers’ purchase intentions in VR.
Due to the scarcity of existing literature that examines this
relationship especially with the application of VR technol-
ogy, the proposed framework is expected to provide a new
research paradigm in the field of Smart Homes, Smart Real
Estate and Smart City to tackle new strategy and initiatives
for Smart Home development and marketing.

11 Discussion

While there are various studies that investigates the potential
of VR technologies for simulation and visualisation in dif-
ferent fields of studies including the AEC industry, retail and
marketing, healthcare and education, very few studies
examined the role of VR for Smart Homes development in a
Smart Real Estate context. In addition, there are very few
studies that concentrate on the users’ perspectives and
emotional responses for Smart Home adoption and purchase;
which includes the factors that would influence their

Fig. 2 Proposed framework for
integrated emotion-intelligent
VR-simulated in influencing
smart home purchase intentions
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decisions to purchase the Smart Home. This gap in literature
motivates this paper to focus on the human factors such as
emotions and behaviours in the Smart City development.

Through the rapid development of VR technology, we
expect that it could be applied for the Smart City develop-
ment, particularly for a more refined Smart Home initiatives
that are more user centred. As the principal inhabitants of
Smart Cities, the perspectives of users in defining what they
expect in a Smart Home that they are going to purchase and
live in are the important factors to consider. This paper now
presents the research’s benefits and contributions as well as
future research possibilities.

From the extensive literature analysis focusing on various
theories of consumer behaviour, this study extended current
knowledge on the linkage between the
widely-acknowledged S–O-R framework into the Smart
Home adoption and Smart Real Estate context with an
emphasis on the applications of VR technology, which has
not been tested before. Previous studies that applied S–O-R
framework for VR applications were mostly tested on the
different context of studies such as retailing and hospitality.
Considering the advantage of virtual environment and digital
marketing strategy, this study believes that VR technology
would further facilitate Smart Real Estate initiatives to
expand the Smart Homes adoption among potential buyers.

Through the proposed framework, the authors believe
that the most important contributions of this study are for
Smart Home and Smart Real Estate developers to strategi-
cally utilise the VR technology to increase Smart Homes
adoption and purchasing behaviours by considering the
factors established in the model proposed. In line with the
Smart City initiatives to provide a better quality of living for
its inhabitants through the applications of advanced tech-
nology and ICT, this study enables an added value to Smart
Home buyers’ experience for making a much more satisfy-
ing home purchase decisions with the use of VR. This study
concurs with Flavián et al. (2019) that stressed the impor-
tance of creating technology-enhanced consumer experi-
ences that results in better and more valuable consumer
experiences.

However, several limitations to this study are present.
Firstly, this study focused on a constrained pool of literature
that matched our keywords and selection criteria. It is rec-
ommended that a different group of journal articles be
explored in the future research. Secondly, the proposed
framework in this study is only based on past literature
evidence, hence, it is recommended to conduct an empirical
study in future research to prove the relationships between
all the variables proposed in the framework. In addition,
since the proposed framework is based on literature analysis,
more qualitative investigations are needed to take into con-
sideration from other point of views to further understand

Smart Home purchasing behaviour using VR, for example
by interviewing experts, real estate agents and potential
buyers. Lastly, future studies are also recommended to
explore our findings within Smart Homes and Smart City
context with different technological applications which
includes the Augmented Reality (AR) or Mixed Reality
(MR).

12 Conclusion

As a conclusion, an extensive liteature focusing on the dif-
ferent dimensions of Smart Cities such as Smart Homes and
Smart Real Estate has been examined in this paper, including
the utilisation and potentials of VR technology for Smart
Homes initiatives as well as the relevant theories on con-
sumer behaviours with an aim to bridge the barriers for
Smart Homes adoption among potential buyers. This study
proposed the Integrated Emotion-Intelligent VR-Simulated
Framework for Influencing Smart Home Purchase Intentions
that could explain factors influencing Smart Home purchase
intentions. By extending the original S–O-R framework by
Mehrabian and Russell (1974), this paper proposed that the
stimuli (S) components—perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, functional values, trust, awareness, perceived
risk, perceived enjoyment and visual appeal of the Smart
Home experienced in VR would have an effect towards
potential home buyers’ emotional reactions (O)—pleasure,
arousal and satisfaction, which subsequently, could influence
the Smart Home purchase intentions (R). This paper con-
cludes with recommendation for an empirical study to be
conducted in future research to validate the proposed
framework. The authors strongly believe that this paper
would greatly benefit the Smart Real Estate industry for
facilitating better Smart Homes that is user-centred for
inhabitants, with an aim to strive for a better and more
humane Smart City development.
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Supporting Organizational Professional
Culture with Collaborative Technology
During Design Phase in Industrialized
Project Delivery in Malaysia

R. Ibrahim and M. Abdul Ghafar

Abstract

Smart cities development would change the way how
architects, engineers and contractors (AEC) professionals
do their work during industrialized project delivery
(IPD) in the future. The purpose of this case study
research is to distinguish the base line communication
preferences that could aid policy makers and building
professionals to prepare themselves to deliver the smart
city implementation. The study found that AEC’s
professional culture, methods of knowledge transfer and
educational programs could affect several dimensions of
their beliefs and values in ways of delivering projects.
The results of triadic rework iterations are recommended
for the implementation in the design of multidisciplinary
design studio education program as part of the future
Malaysian AEC transdisciplinary training for smart cities
deployment. The paper supports CITP 2016–2020’s
Strategic Thrusts 1, 3 and 4 for the Malaysian construc-
tion industry. The paper documents the human process of
IPD during design development stage. Future studies are
recommended to assess actual implementation and use
IBS system in design studio setting.

Keywords

Transdiciplinary work culture � AEC � Professional
education � Collaborative technology

1 Introduction

Globalisation forces many partnerships with their respective
counterparts from other countries in delivering projects. Due
to synchronous and asynchronous collaborations across
multiple professionals in the Malaysian AEC’s industry,
utilization of BIM enabled visualization is increasing for
ease in evaluation of construction schedules and logics
(Heesom & Mahdjoubi, 2004). Additionally, ease exchange
of data between applications (Fischer & Kunz, 2004) could
improve streamlined delivery by taking advantage of the nD
CAD modelling (Lee et al., 2005). The authors agree with
Azhar (2011) that they have merits due to their
cost-effectiveness, lower construction cost, better time
management and satisfactory client-builders relation-
ship. Such benefits augur well with the increasing maturity
in AEC’s communication interchange as professional
members interact in different phases of design and imple-
mentation (Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2011).

Globalization has made Malaysian AEC industry needing
to employ collaborative paraphernalia during international
partnership project delivery with other respective counter-
parts in other countries. Two of the major Thrusts in the
Malaysian Construction Industry Transformation Program
2016–2020 (CITP 2016–2020) are improving productivity
and increasing internationalization. These thrusts require the
construction industry to elevate its current skill, technology,
capabilities and proficiency, and thereby is expected to
stimulate better income for its workforce. A huge gap still
exists where, if the CITP 2016–2020 intends to be champion
in internationalization, BIM implementation through prac-
tice must become the enabler for such opportunities locally
and globally. Alas, Malaysian construction industry is still
immature in BIM implementation because of costly execu-
tion and resistant by stakeholders (Latiffi et al., 2013).

The authors directed their study towards the lack of
human factor regarding users’ socio-culture issues whilst
using these BIM-visualization tools. The study is concurs
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with Delavari et al. (2011) that there are issues on how much
lack control of human overs tools, slow feedbacks from
users while using tools and lack of added value or benefits
over tools during collaboration phase. In predicting how the
future works in these areas, the paper proposes finding out
what is the minimum collaborative technology infrastructure
to support Malaysian AEC professionals’ collaboration
effectively during industrialized project. The study intends to
support a useful overview of the minimum Malaysian
BIM-supported human visual-collaborative communication
infrastructure that could be used effectively during indus-
trialized project delivery.

2 Professional Collaborative Tools

Collaboration is a process when a leader coordinating multi
teams in various locations using technology for sharing
knowledge, communicating and achieving business objec-
tives, and providing value to customer. Using a medium of
synchronous or asynchronous tools would allow profes-
sionals to work together in real-time and different times over
longer time frames. The process of collaboration augments
self-examination of one’s behaviour and communication
(Horii, 2005). This process at the same time will increase the
problem solving’s success to resolve problems. The authors
agree with Abdul Ghafar (2016) that information technology
could provide effective collaborative tools and facilitate both
in augmenting and powering collaboration process and cul-
ture (Kam et al., 2003). Henceforth, the authors propose
focusing on the asynchronous tools as these tools reflect
much of the AEC operating environments characteristics.

In view of the aforementioned discussions, this study
concurs with McKinney and Fischer (1998) that inclusion of
comprehensive tools is critical as part of the interactive
experience for architects, engineers, and contractors. They
will allow the project team to simulate and depict con-
struction processes. Potential proposal to enhance the con-
struction industry may include well-coordinated work,
effective communication and efficient supporting informa-
tion for decision making among different AEC professional
members. Employment of the collaborative apparatus is
expected to support critical and effective AEC professionals’
decision-making during industrialized project delivery.
Nevertheless, many AEC professionals are resisting in using
new application due to accustomed with existing visualiza-
tion techniques. In like manner, this paper takes note that
each collaborative tools need to have interoperability factor
to be readable between each synchronous tools (Froese,
2003; Jezernik & Hren, 2003; Kam et al., 2003; Schreyer
et al., 2005). Difficulties can occur and contribute delay
while causing inadequate information distribution and
reception (Hamil, 2012). Nonetheless even though with

ailments and inadequacies of interoperability, the study
believes that interoperability could further gives improve-
ments and supports the fragmented AEC industry.

3 Cultural Knowledge in Production

Hofstede (1997, pg. 10) deems that culture is a several level
of mental programming which within themselves creates
different mental layers of personality, culture and human
behaviours. Another mental layer programming is the soci-
etal national culture differences in which reflects region,
religion, gender, generation and class, and organizational
culture. In this study, the authors see that much organiza-
tional culture is much influenced by AEC characteristics,
such as 2D complacency method to deliver projects (Fischer,
2006). This peculiarity in inherited from their early tertiary
training and previous project experiences (Ibrahim & Pour,
2010; Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2011). This has made them
resist to accept new way of delivering projects. For this
reason, the authors suggest investigating how these culture
and mental programming could boost AEC productivity and
therefore reduce industrialized waste.

In literature, many scholars underlines that higher waste
production are the results of lack stakeholders awareness
(Poon et al., 2004); insufficient professionals’ waste prac-
tice (Osmani et al., 2006); deficient waste management
behaviour (Begum et al., 2009). In the study waste is
defined as the cost surplus that do not add resources and
capital efficiency to a product (Koskela, 2000). Scholars
noted that there are eight waste categories in industrial such
as overproduction waste, inventory waste, extra processing
steps waste, motion waste, defects waste, waiting waste,
transportation waste (Ohno, 1988) and make-do waste
(Koskela, 2004). Here the authors agree with scholars that
much of the waste phenomena were caused by insufficient
professional behaviours, attitudes and practices towards
handling waste. Here, the authors believe that industrialized
waste is a result of cultural knowledge (Abdul Ghafar et al.,
2014). Abdul Ghafar et al. (2013) study conjecture that
organization’s work culture would be influenced by pro-
fessionals’ work culture, knowledge transfer among project
members, and professional education programs. The
authors also agree with Knight and Sass (2010) that in
establishing cultural and social factors having similar
weightage for developing cultural intelligence in the con-
struction industry.

In the same vein, the authors foresee that by improving
communication practices through modification of syn-
chronous tools together with professionals’ culture during
early design stage could reduce industrialized waste. The
authors had anticipated that consolidation of synchronous
technology characteristics and professional’s culture during
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early design stage could avoid knowledge loss, reduce
industrialized project waste and fabrication can be efficient.
Hence, the study posits that professional work culture
knowledge and technological provision could allow good
interoperability, precise information and reduction of rework
in subsequent project delivery phases. Furthermore, the
authors posit that technological support—such as syn-
chronous collaborative tools—together with professionals’
work culture would enhance effective communication,
decision making and impede rework during design phase in
industrialized project delivery.

4 Case Study Research Methodology

The study uses and refers to Yin’s (2009) case study
research method to build the case study research design. In
answering the logic of Case Study Research Design (CSRD),
the authors use Yin’s five components of logic to CSRD
(refer Table 1).

The authors employ Yin’s four test of validation in CSRD
to build an unbiased explanation of the data (refer Table 3).

The construct and internal validation steps provide the
support for generalizing the results obtained from the first
case, which were later reaffirmed in the second case that
produced similar findings. The study postulates that time and
delivery waste could be reduced when communication effi-
ciency is high when collaborative technology and profes-
sional’s work culture is controlled.

5 Result of Case Study

This section reports the results of the case study data. Then,
it discusses the video observation findings. In Horii's (2005)
study, he identified work culture as practices preference and
values that links to behaviour of decision making and
communication. There are two types of practices: organi-
zational practice and institutional practice (Horii, 2005).
Organizational practice refers to organization structure such
as the level of centralization, the level of formalization, and
the organizational configuration. An organization structure
is how the individuals are communicating and/making
decision within constrained or controlled coordination
mechanism (Baligh & Burton, 1981; Baligh & Damon,
1980; Malone, 1987). The study follows Burton and Obel
(1998) in defining centralization as level of top manager to
invole in gathering and translating information for making
and executing decision. Formalization refers to means in
obtaining coordination, control and rules in organization
(ibid.). Both characteristics have proven to influence

individuals’ communication actions (Jin & Levitt, 1996). In
a highly centralized organization, most decisions are made
from top to bottom and in this case, is made by the Architect.
Centralization is much related to leadership style and is
influenced by the national culture index (Hofstede, 1997).
Leadership behaviours are related to micro-involvement
relationship. The higher the leader’s micro involvement is,
the less likely the leader delegates tasks and decision making
(Burton & Obel, 1998). Such leadership would impede
decision-making processes, tend to be short term in focus,
and relies on past decisions to avoid risk where subordinates
are dominated rather than be motivated. (ibid.).

In the study, the authors investigated effective commu-
nication during early stage of design that is during the design
phase. The result showed that Malaysian AEC team tend to
have longer and recurring inquiries during communications
to minimize miscommunication and decision making (refer
Table 4). When a team member communicates with other
team member, a third member would not interfere. The study
also found that WhatsApp application is optimally used as
compared to email or yahoo group application. WhatsApp
Video phone is thoroughly used when the team members are
non-collocate. Common instructive communication manner,
with one way communication and praises are seldom. The
team would refer to a “senior” or experienced member to
gain information and affirm correct information about the
project.

Many times team members were seen “socialization”
during design coordination to gain trust, acceptance and
affirmation. Here “socialization” is a method in transforming
organizational individuals’ tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). Trust is the high level of
benevolence, ability and integrity accepted between stake-
holders to build a relationship (Zolin, 2002). Architect
always used 2D sketches to depict anomalies or to clarify
team understanding about the project (refer Fig. 1). At the
same time, experienced member would share sufficient
explicit knowledge movement with other team members
using paper sketches and WhatsApp application to succeed
the next step of actions and decision making (refer Fig. 2).

During negotiation and decision making, the authors
found that the Malaysian AEC team members have dyadic
(refer Table 5) and triadic communication (refer Table 6)
iteration recurring during projects delivery to solve complex
issues and to consolidate uncertain decisions. Dyadic com-
munication is dialogic communication which involves two
close people who exchange ideas, thoughts and feelings on
mutual basis (Skolnick & Warshaw, 1992). Whilst triadic
communication refers to three or more people who are
familiar and working towards a common objective (Hastings
et al., 2005).
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Table 1 The five components of logic to CSRD (adapted from Yin (2009))

Components Logic

1. The study’s research question The main research question (MRQ) is: How to support organizational professional culture with collaborative
technology during design phase in industrialized project delivery in Malaysia?
A how or why beginning in the research question verifies the appropriateness of Case Study methodology
usage in research (Yin, 2009)

2. Proposition statement The theoretical proposition for the study:
When technological support such as synchronous collaborative tools together with professionals’ work
culture could enhance effective communication, decision making and rework during design phase in
industrialized project delivery
In Yin (2009, p. 28) “each proposition directs attention to something that should be examined within the
scope of study”. In this case proposition helps to clarify the systematic and verifiable steps needed to
investigate the key components. This proposition is driven by Abdul Ghafar and Ibrahim (2018), and Abdul
Ghafar et al. (2018) work culture and cultural knowledge theory in reducing industrial waste

3. Unit of analysis A single AEC Malaysian project team that consist of an architect, an engineer and a contractor, with
experiences ranging from five to more than twenty years in two different project settings. One baseline case
is using collocate face to face communication with manual apparatus to run a 3-h project, while another
x-base case is using non-collocate communication with the support of synchronous collaborative technology
to run a 3-h project. Each project setting has similar complexity with multidisciplinary characteristics,
practice's characteristics (such as organizational style, authority, formalization of communication and
organizational hierarchy), usage of collaborative tools in delivering project, and comprehension of
professionals’ value preferences (such as task coordination and decision making)

4. The logic linking data to
proposition

Having the theoretical proposition, it would guide the study to justify the relationship between operational
constructs and amalgamate the method in inquiring data from field work. Two theoretical operational
constructs are presented for the study to work on in relation to the CSRD. The operationalized constructs are
professional work culture and effective communication for rework during design phase. Refer to Table 2

5. The criteria for interpreting
the findings

The study anticipates that 60% of time and delivery waste could be reduced when productivity efficiency
value is high (80%), when technology (BIM) and culture (work culture, knowledge management and
professional collaboration) is controlled

Table 2 Operational variables of the constructs

Construct Definition Sources of
evidence

Result

Professional work culture • Visual collaborative communication
utilization techniques between
stakeholders in reducing rework

• Local AEC
professionals

• Observation

• Frequency table of dyad and triad communication
• Comparison table of dyad and triad communication based on
professional culture

Effective communication for
rework during design phase

• Efficient collaborative technology
to support effective communicate
during design process

• Local AEC
professionals

• Observation

• Documentation of communication frequency and direction of
inflow and outflow of communication

• New definition of Professional Culture-communication
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6 Discussion

In this section, the paper discusses about the professional’s
synchronous collaborative tool as an effective communica-
tion culture. The discussion starts with non-collocated
communication culture followed by synchronous collabora-
tive tool for effective communication.

7 Non-collocate Communication Culture

From the case study, the authors conjecture that with
non-collocate communication (refer Table 6) the Malay-
sian AEC can still perform project delivery effectively.
Actions and decisions made by team members are made
reciprocally, openly, any time reciprocally rather than

Table 3 The four steps of validation tactics for CSRD (adapted from Yin (2009))

Tests Case study tactics Phase of research in which
tactics occurs

1. Construct
validity

• Several sources of evidence
–Video-Observation:
Identified cultural criteria for successful collaboration to reduce waste
–Archival records: used recorded video and transcription of video to identify number of
rework and miss-coordination

Data collection

2. Internal
validity

• Confirmation of all participants Data analysis

3. External
validity

• Re apply the theoretical proposition in second case and findings affirmed the same result Research design

4. Reliability • Used case study protocol for case Data collection

Table 4 Professional culture collocated versus non-collocated communication

Professional culture Dyad Triad

Collocated Non-collocated Collocated Non-collocated

A E C A E C A E C A E C

Practice preference

1. Centralization of authority ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

2. Formalization of communication H H H H H L M H H H

3. Depth of hierarchy High Flatter High Flatter

Value preference

1. Decision making Individual
(Architect)

Individual
(Architect)

Individual
(Architect)

Consensus
(Architect + Contractor)

2. Communication • Directive
• Shorter meeting time
• No interference
• Use sketches

• Casual
• Longer meeting time
• No interference
• Use WhatsApp Video
and Internet

• Directive
• Longer meeting time
• Non-interference
• Use sketches

• Casual
• Shorter meeting time
interference

• Use WhatsApp Video
and Internet

H: High acquiring and precise information
M: Medium acquiring and precise information
L: Low acquiring and precise information
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formalized meeting mode. Decision making is docu-
mented, and many team members are aware of decisions
made and are made consensually. Some members would
impart advice based on their experience, giving advice
before a decision is made. For example, many situations
during the case study, architect speedily confirms a
complex decision on mechanical matter. In traditional

communication, engineer would wait for architect to finish
his drawings first before addressing suffice mechanical
matters. However, in non-collocated communication,
correct information is available at the right at time and at
the right phase. Therefore, would reduce meeting time,
improved and enhanced resulting to better project
performance.

Fig. 1 The use of 2D sketches for communication during collocated decision making

Fig. 2 The use of WhatsApp application to succeed next action during non-collocated decision making

Table 5 Dyadic rework
iterations

Type of iteration Iteration description

Collocated rework dyad for services
requirement

1. Architect inquires on agreed floor height
2. Contractor inquires the required specifications
3. Architect clarifies requirement
4. Contractor acknowledges the requirement
5. Architect suggests a solution
6. Contractor counters and clarify again required
specification
7. Architect verifies solution
8. Contractor agrees
9. Architect confirms final agreement

Non-collocated dyad for services
requirement

1. Architect clarifies lost floor space
2. Contractor adds further information
3. Architect clarifies on total floor lost
4. Contractor verifies total floor lost
5. Architect inquires of total needed space requirements
6. Contractor clarifies space requirements
7. Architect acknowledges of requirements
8. Contractor inquires additional floor space needed
9. Architect reconfirms requirement needed
10. Contractor agrees
11. Architect confirms with final agreement

A= Architect; C = Contractor
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8 Synchronous Collaborative Tool
for Effective Communication

The authors concur with Hofstede (1997) that it is difficult to
change the norm values because it is firmly place in their
beliefs and work culture. However, the authors foresee there
could be a potential change in operational process such as
implementing effective synchronous collaborative commu-
nication medium during delivering a project. This could
transform or make Malaysian Construction industry ready
for global projects. With minimal use of WhatsApp appli-
cation to communicate could make shorter meeting time and
helps in experienced team member to boost confidence level
in decision making. Here, the authors foresee that triadic
iterations are the most effective to conduct collaborative
decision making with definite centralized authority, con-
sensus decisions and flatter hierarchy. This would reduce
decision ambiguity and speedy project delivery due to lesser
bureaucratic procedures and formalization. With these in
mind, the authors anticipate BIM and BIM’s nD communi-
cation processes, could further make Malaysian AEC attain
better decision making, synchronize collaborative commu-
nication and formalized their decisions during project
delivery whilst instilling their work culture. Synchronous
collaborative tools would make implicit knowledge turn into
explicit information.

9 Conclusion

This study can conclude that the implementation of collab-
orative tools such as WhatsApp together with cultural
knowledge certainly can give better production output and
enhance effective communication as well as explicit infor-
mation flow between multi-disciplinary members. This
confirms the study’s theoretical proposition that technolog-
ical support such as synchronous collaborative tools together
with professionals’ work culture could enhance effective
communication, decision making and rework during design
phase in industrialized project delivery. In the advent of
globalization for Malaysian construction industry, support-
ing the local AEC professional communicate and negotiate
for information would facilitate and enrich current BIM
practice. This newfound cultural intelligence would increase
resilience and responsible smart cities since their AEC pro-
fessionals have high mindfulness to reduce environmental
risk and ecological destruction thus improving the quality of
life and well-being of the people. This essence of profes-
sional cultural intelligence is expected to bring forth the
local AEC industry’s confidence as members from devel-
oping countries like Malaysia start participating in global
projects. The triadic rework iterations are cultural-centric to
different countries and the authors are recommending more
studies in the future for different countries especially if there

Table 6 Triadic rework
iterations

Type of iteration Iteration description

Collocated rework triad for services
requirement

1. Contractor inquires engineer on other missing Mechanical and
Electrical (M&E) requirements
2. Engineer gives suggestion
3. Contractor reminds engineer about another missing M&E
requirements
4. Engineer adds more information on M&E requirements
5. Contractor clarifies again M&E requirements
6. Architect inquires the total space requirements M&E sizing
7. Contractor revisits on staircase information
8. Architect gives alternative and recommendation
9. Contractor agrees with architect’s recommendation
10. Architect confirms with final solution

Non-collocated triad for services
requirement

1. Engineer gives realization of fire department requirements
2. Architect clarifies by showing in the poposed design
3. Engineer suggests alternatives
4. Contractor inquires of missing services function
5. Architect clarifies information
6. Engineer counters architect’s suggestion and proposed
alternative suggestionof services location
7. Architect agrees with engineer’s recommendation
8. Contractor suggests different alternative
9. Architect agrees and confirm

A = Architect; E = Engineer; C = Contractor
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is a tendency of certain country to invest in another. In lieu
of the potential breakthrough, the findings from the case
study is recommended to be formalized as a diverse trans-
disciplinary studio teaching at tertiary level. More studies are
recommended to review current professional training pro-
grams to include the findings for teaching future graduates in
the construction industry. This paper contributes signifi-
cantly in promoting cross-cultural intelligent collaboration
by preparing AEC professionals in both in developed and
developing countries to partner successfully in implementing
joint global projects.
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Smart Cities: Efficient and Sustainable Living

The problems of urban sprawl and the exponential increase
in population instigate architects and planners to come up
with solutions that support the efficiency and sustainability
of marginalized communities and cultures in smart cities.
Furthermore, the inevitability of urban growth and the
encroachment of green spaces by urbanism makes it neces-
sary for us to take into consideration sustainable solutions
for contemporary and future issues such as climate change,
psychological stress that smart cities inhabitants have to go
through, urban heat island effect, and waste management,
among others. This part of the volume introduces multidis-
ciplinary methods and strategies that foster eco-friendly and
efficient living and gives special attention to the blue and
green infrastructure importance in smart cities.

The part begins with a discussion on the importance of
preserving ecosystems in smart cities and its impact on
sustainability. The chapter “Assessment of Ecosystem Ser-
vices, Plant Diversity Pattern, and Water Quality of an
Urban Water Body in Dhaka, Bangladesh” investigates the
balance between open space and built environment in
addition to the water quality of an urban green zone with a
specific focus on urban water bodies in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
The purpose of this investigation is to scientifically prove
that encroaching green spaces and water bodies has adverse
effects on the ecosystem in urban areas: a realization that
could further contribute to the sustainability planning of
smart cities.

The chapter “Evaluating the Trend of Urban Heat Island
Impacted by Land Use in Dhaka City: Towards Sustainable
Urban Planning” also continues to investigate sustainability
in Dhaka by looking into the trends of urban heat islands and
how they are affected by land surface temperature. The study
concludes that the vegetation cover needs to be expanded to
achieve mean land surface temperature and suggests that
industrial areas with extensive heat need to adopt further
measures to overcome the issue of heat island influence.

Nevertheless, the chapter “Towards Environmental Sus-
tainability: Waste Management and Leachate Treatment

Through Natural Applications” also gives due attention to
the issue of waste management alongside poor landfill
supervision in Dhaka where it suggests integrated treatment
of industrial effluents and landfill leachate. It also proposes
strategies of proper management of waste to reduce the
resource consumption footprint in the city through the
transformation of waste materials into natural sources. It also
presents a constructed wastelands model that could be an
alternative natural treatment technology for leachate treat-
ment in landfills.

From Bangladesh to the Middle East, the chapter “A New
Vision for Future City in the Middle East” overviews the
new vision towards smart cities in the Middle East in the
case of KSA. It discusses the variant strategies and visions
utilized by the KSA to achieve a higher level of sustain-
ability and livability. It also introduces effective strategies
that help in overcoming the challenges of urbanization in the
Middle East.

Still in the Middle East, the chapter “Colour Preferences
in Interior Design Environments for Middle Eastern Tourists
in Smart Cities” shifts towards the industry of tourism in
smart cities where it presents research on color psychology
and on the preferred color schemes of Middle Eastern
tourists visiting Malaysia. It also delves into understanding
the psychological effects of colors in interior design spaces
on tourists, especially Middle Easterners visiting Malaysia.
The chapter aims at providing hotel owners and operators in
different cultures with an insight into tourists’ preferences
and allows them to make affordable modifications in the
hospitality facilities for the purpose of developing tourism in
smart cities.

Another aspect of sustainability that is discussed in the
chapter “Green and Blue Infrastructures as A Model of
Sustainable Urban Planning—Landscape Design for Praça
De Espanha in Lisbon—Portugal” is the role of Blue and
Green Infrastructure (BGI) in the sustainability of smart
cities. One of the studies presented here proposes a
BGI-based landscape design for Praça de Espanha in Lisbon,
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Portugal. The study suggests the utilization of BGI in facing
the challenges posed by climate change and in the produc-
tion of a holistic landscape that promotes the occurrence of
ecologic, economic, and social processes while conserving
the natural, ecological, heritage, and cultural values of the
place. Furthermore, the following chapter “Evaluating the
Effect of Urban Green Infrastructure on Mitigating Tem-
perature: A Case Study of Tehran” discusses green infras-
tructure (GI) and its impact on land surface temperature
(LST) in the city of Tehran, Iran, and studies the change of
Tehran’s GI over 30 years between 1988 and 2017 and its
impact on the mitigation of temperature. It highlights the
problem of the decrease in the cooling impact of green space
patches. Thereby, the study stresses on the importance of the
urban GI planning to avoid further complications that would
result from the increasing LST in a densely populated city
such as Tehran.

The chapter “Towards Resilient and Socially Sustainable
Places: A Pedagogical Experiment on the Use of Place-
making in Design Studios” also highlights the placemaking
theory and its application in favor of the designing of resi-
lient and socially sustainable places. It presents a pedagog-
ical framework that allows landscape architecture students to
implement the placemaking theory in the design of com-
mercial areas that suffer from disinvestment and low

economic interest in central Muscat, Oman, which would,
consequently, propel sustainability and resilience.

It is also worth noting that the chapter “Innovative Vinci
Power Nap® Neurotechnology System—to Reset and
Reconnect the Senses, Body and Mind; Reducing Stress,
Improving Performance, Sleep, Health and Quality of Life”
takes into consideration the psychological well-being of smart
cities’ inhabitants as due attention is given to means of
overcoming depression and PTSD in the context of smart
cities. The chapter overviews Vinci Power Nap®, a revolu-
tionary system of well-being, and its role in bettering the
quality of life for smart cities inhabitants by increasing quality
of sleep, focus, energy, productivity, and feelings of safety.

As global issues surrounding sustainability and environ-
mentalism are on the rise worldwide, solutions are offered in
this volume in hopes of contributing to and promoting a
better quality of urban living, reducing ecological damage,
and creating healthier surroundings. This part emphasizes
the pressing need for a more ecologically aware and
responsible attitude, a one that transcends traditional
anthropocentrism towards smart cities planning were we to
seek true sustainability. Nevertheless, it does not remove the
human needs from the framework of smart cities, but rather
sheds light on its intrinsic connection with our environ-
mental surroundings.
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Assessment of Ecosystem Services, Plant
Diversity Pattern, and Water Quality
of an Urban Water Body in Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Sheikh Md. Rezwan, Md. Azharul Haque Chowdhury,
and S. M. Mahmudur Rahman

Abstract

The balance between open space and built environment is
one of the key constituents of a sustainable city. The
purpose of this research is to assess the ecosystem
services, plant diversity pattern, and water quality of an
urban green zone with a lake so that the adverse impact of
encroaching these spaces can be scientifically proved.
Dhanmondi Lake is one of the earliest examples of
manmade water bodies in Dhaka City. A total of five
provisioning services (fish, fruit, medicine, flower, and
fuel), ten regulating services (photosynthesis, CO2

sequestration, O2 production, pollination, seed dispersal,
air quality regulation, airflow, noise control, etc.), eigh-
teen cultural services under four categories (relaxation,
recreation and spiritual, social relation, economic, and
academic) have been identified in the study area.
Dhanmondi lake provides a huge range of habitat for
fish (06), birds (18), and plant (34) species. The value of
plant diversity in Dhanmondi lake is ranging from
D = 0.72−0.93 (out of 0−1). It indicates the rich plant
diversity pattern. The quality of the lake water is quite
decent. The slight deterioration in pH (7.3−8.5), DO (3.1
−4.1 mg/l) and alkalinity (252−344 mg/l) is caused due
to the anthropogenic activities around the lake. A brief
Total Economic Value Framework has been produced to
study the valuation of these Ecosystem Services. This

study has the strength to re-evaluate the importance and
impact of the open spaces in an urban area. Also, it
provides scientific evidence for new open space devel-
opment for a sustainable smart city.

Keywords

Ecosystem services � Plant diversity � Water quality �
Dhanmondi lake

1 Introduction

The paybacks (or the essential services) are being provided
through the environmental surroundings to the human being
by the conversions of resources (including soil, water, bio-
mass, and atmosphere) is considered as the ecosystem ser-
vices, such as fresh oxygen, pure water, food, etc. (Costanza
et al., 1998). Ecosystem services are a procedure between a
natural ecosystem and its species through which that creates
the essential goods for humans, sustain them, and meet the
human needs. This procedure maintains the balance between
biodiversity and the production of essential goods. Timber,
medicine, fiber, fuels are being the example of goods are
produced as ecosystem services (Daily, 1997). In an
ecosystem, biodiversity is the engine room of the ecosystem
services, and resilience is the key to sustaining the ecosys-
tem services (DoEWHA, 2009). Ecosystem services are a
recent idea, and their research intensely grew up in the last
decade (Costanza et al., 1998; Daily, 1997). According to
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), ecosystem
services are being classified into four categories (Table 1).

When something can able to fulfill the human needs and
achieve spiritual satisfaction with the artistic preferences by
playing its role is considered as the economic value of that
thing (Barbier et al., 2008). Valuation puts the mark of
importance for the ecosystem services and biodiversity by
forming their market (Engel et al., 2008). Total Economic
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Value (TEV) is a framework, is being used to conduct the
cost–benefit analysis for the functions by a given ecosystem
(OECD, 2006). TEV is a concept that discusses the entire
increase of welfare by following a concrete strategy mea-
sured by the net sum of Willingness to Pay (WTP) or
Willingness to Accept (WTA) (DEFRA, 2007).

Economists divided the values into two broad categories,
one is use-value, and another one is the non-use value
(Fig. 1). Use values are being extracted from the ecosystem
phenomenon by their physical participation (Edwards &
Abivardi, 1998; Goulder & Kennedy, 1997). Non-use values
do not derive from the physical participation of the
ecosystem phenomenon (Edwards & Abivardi 1998). People
often appreciated green and open spaces to live their life
with better physical and mental condition. Also, people
always try to stay close to the natural landscape from ancient
times (Bilgili & Gokyer, 2012). Though at present, rapid
urban development demand ecological habitats, and the
natural landscapes are altering extremely (Barnosky et al.,
2012). A specific amount of green and open space is an
important phenomenon, and the balance between the green
open environment and built environment is also a key fea-
ture of a smart city. But, the urban development projects,
threatening the green and open spaces of the cities which
provides many essential ecosystem services to the society
(Chapin et al., 2011). Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh is not
an exception to that.

The rapid growth of urbanization in Dhaka, creates
immense pressure on its existing green and open spaces. Due
to that, the open spaces, i.e., park, field, water bodies, etc. are

paying the toll for those big development projects worldwide.
Children's are losing their playing field, and parks, urban
people are losing their open spaces for recreation, and
relaxation. So, the objectives of the research study are to
identify and document the ecosystem services, assess the
plant diversity pattern, and evaluate the water quality of an
urban zone, which is under threat for some development
projects. Very few studies have been done so far, only on the
water quality of that zone. Studies regarding ecosystem ser-
vices and plant diversity in that urban zone are absent. From
the outcomes of this research, the study scientifically docu-
ments the ecosystem services, which will eventually prove
the adverse impact of encroaching the green and open spaces.
Dhaka is the capital of Bangladesh, and the city is now going
through the massive urban development. So, Dhaka city is
not an exception to those issues, and this study conducted in
the Dhanmondi lake, which is a green (or, open) urban
recreational zone. The Dhanmondi lake is mainly a water
body surrounding with huge vegetation cover.

2 Method and Materials

2.1 Study Area

A fundamental to the success of cities and the quality of life
they offer is how people move around them. A thou-
sand-mile journey begins with a first step and walking is our
first means of transport; every trip begins and ends with
walking.

Table 1 Categories of the
ecosystem services

Category Services

Provisioning services (products derived from
the ecosystem)

Water, food, flowers, fiber, fuel, genetic resources,
biochemicals, medicine, etc.

Regulating services (benefits derived from
ecosystem process regulation)

Climate regulation, water regulation, human disease
regulation, pest control, air quality, etc.

Cultural services (nonmaterial benefits derived
from an ecosystem)

Spiritual values, educational values, aesthetic values,
tourism, recreation, etc.

Supporting services (ecosystem functions for
ecosystem service production)

Habitat for the species, soil formation, and retention,
nutrient cycling, water cycling, etc.

Source Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005)

Total Economic ValueUse Value Non-use Value

Direct Value

Indirect Value

Option Value

Existence Value

Bequest Value

Fig. 1 The TEV framework (adopted and modified from Edwards and Abivardi (1998), Ten Brink et al. (2011))
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A fundamental to the success of cities and the quality of
life they offer is how people move around them. A thou-
sand-mile journey begins with a first step and walking is our
first means of transport; every trip begins and ends with
walking.

Dhanmondi (Dhan means Peddy, and Mondi mean
Bazar) lake is an important part of the Dhanmondi resi-
dential area, which is located almost in the middle of Dhaka
city, Bangladesh. Originally, the lake is a dead channel of
the Kawran Bazar river that connected with the Begunbari
canal. In 1956, Dhanmondi developed as a residential area
where almost 16% area designated for the lake (Nabi &
Hashem, 2001; Shannon & Nilufar, 2008). The Dhanmondi
lake located in between the Zhigatola (Dhanmondi Road 2)
and Old Dhanmondi 27 Road (new 16/A). The lake bounded
by Lalmatia in the north, Satmasjid Road in the west, BGB
Gate (Dhanmondi Road 2) in the south, and Kalabagan
(Mirpur Road) in the east (Fig. 2). It is 3 km in length and
30–100 m. in width. The total area of Dhanmondi RA (land)
is 203.37 ha., and the total area of the lake (water bodies) is
37.37 ha. (Ahmed & Mohuya, 2013; Hasnat & Hoque,
2014).

The route of MRT-5 (metro line) shows West Panthapath
station adjacent to the lake. Also, at this point, the line is
taking a 90° turn towards Karwan Bazar station. The present
built environment shows very dense development in the
area, and the only possible space may take from the Lake-
side. This case is also the same case for the MRT-6 (metro

rail) route. About 55 m space has taken from the National
Parliament area for the MRT-6 route. This kind of thing
happens so many times in Dhaka city, as the ecosystem
services are not considered holistically, rather than only from
an aesthetic point of view. A scientifically documented study
can show us how this urban zone is contributing to the
ecosystem services so that before acquiring any land from
the open space for any development, the deterioration of the
environment will check.

2.2 Conceptual Framework of the Study

This study widely based on primary data collection. The
ecosystem services of the Dhanmondi lake identified
through direct observation and questionnaire surveys. Air
temperature, airflow, and noise level measured through the
anemometer and sound meter in eleven different places of
the Dhanmondi lake to assess the status of those particular
ecosystem services. Plant data collected through thirty-three
sample quadrat around the vegetation cover of the Dhan-
mondi lake. Thirty-three quadrat divided into eleven specific
zones. Each quadrat contained an area of 6 m2. Every data
collection point has been selected based on the physical
environmental changes in the area. The study used the
Simpson Diversity Index (D) to assess the plant diversity of
the Dhanmondi lake. Water samples collected from eight
points of the waterbody (Fig. 3). Each sample sealed

Fig. 2 Geographic location of the study area (Dhanmondi lake) in Dhaka city, Bangladesh
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immediately and labeled separately. Physiochemical prop-
erties evaluated to assess the water quality of the waterbody.
A survey for ecosystem service identification (direct obser-
vation and questionnaire) conducted in July 2018. The air
temperature, airflow, and noise level data collected in
August (rainy season) of 2019. Quadrat sampling to assess
plant diversity conducted in February 2019. Water samples
collected and analyzed in October 2019. Ecosystem service
valuation has done through the TEV framework.

2.3 Simpson Diversity Index (D)

Simpson diversity index (D) is a form or procedure that
calculates the diversity of species in a given community. To
calculate the species diversity, it takes an identified number
of something or a number of different species (n) along with
its richness or numbers of individuals for each different
species (N) (Royal Geographical Society 2005). Following
equation is the formula to calculate the species diversity:

Simpson Diversity Index ¼ 1�
P

nðn� 1Þ
NðN� 1Þ

Here, n = Number of individuals for every different species.

N = Number of total individuals of all species.
After completion of the calculation, all values of the

Simpson Diversity Index (D) always fall within the range of
zero to one (0–1). The higher the value, the more diverse the
community or area. A total of eleven points indexed under
this method for the study.

2.4 Instrumental Techniques

In this study, an anemometer (Lutron AM-4210) used to
measure the air temperature and airflow. A sound detection
meter (Lutron SL-4011) used for the detection of the noise

level. Different instruments used for the assessment of
physicochemical parameters of the sample water, such as
HANNA pH/EC/TDS/Temperature Meter (HI9814), HANNA
EC Tester (HI98304), DO Meter, various laboratory appa-
ratus. Total hardness, alkalinity, and acidity were measured
by following the APHAAWWA-WEF (1999) method.

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Provisioning Ecosystem Services

There are five kinds of provisioning ecosystem services
identified throughout the study area. The identified provi-
sioning services are fish (06 species), fruits (06 plant spe-
cies), medicine (06 plant species), ornamental or flower
plants (15 species), and fuels (dry leaves and twigs). Due to
the huge vegetation cover throughout the Dhanmondi lake,
lots of dry leaves and twigs produced there. People or vis-
itors often derived the identified services directly from the
Dhanmondi lake. These are the provisioning ecosystem
services documented here in this study (Table 2).

3.2 Regulating Ecosystem Services

3.2.1 Photosynthesis, Carbon Sequestration
and Storage, and Air Quality Regulation

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse gas (GHG). In urban
cities like Dhaka, CO2 is producing in every second in the
atmosphere. CO2 is the fundamental constituent for photo-
synthesis (Manteghi et al., 2015). Huge vegetation cover
around the lake, always up taking the CO2 to regulate their
photosynthesis process. Dhanmondi lake is full of aquatic
planktons on the water bodies with the vegetation cover
around it. The plants and planktons also up taken the CO2

and stored it in their tissues. On the other hand, the plants of
Dhanmondi lake always releasing fresh oxygen (O2) into the

Data CollectionPrimary Data Collection Secondary Data Collection

1. Identification of Ecosystem Services
- Direct observation
- Questionnaire

2. Noise Detection using Sound Meter
3. Measure Air Flow by Anemometer
4. Sample Quadrat Assessment
5. Water Sample Collection

Data Analysis

Categorization of Ecosystem Services
- Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

Ecosystem Service Valuation Air Temperature, Air Flow and Noise Quality
Assessment

1. Published Data Sources
- Scientific research papers
- Conference papers
- Books

Assessment of Plant Diversity
- Simpson Diversity Index (D) Water Quality Assessment and Statistical Analysis

- pH, TDS, EC, DO, TSS, Hardness, Alkalinity, Acidity

Fig. 3 Conceptual framework
(data collection to data analysis)
of the study
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atmosphere and must contribute to the improvement of the
air quality around the surrounding environment.

3.2.2 Pollination and Seed Dispersal
Pollination is the transfer of pollen from male to female part
of a plant, and seed dispersal is the transport of seeds away
from a plant (Calviño-Cancela et al., 2012; Howe & Miriti,
2004). Pollination often happens in Dhanmondi lake widely
by the birds and wind. Seed dispersal also takes place widely
by wind, water, and birds. Sometimes humans also played a
vital role in Dhanmondi lake for seed transport from one
place to another. The rich plant diversity pattern of Dhan-
mondi lake is proof of active pollination and seed dispersal
processes that are happening there.

3.2.3 Air Temperature Regulation, Air Flow
Regulation, and Noise Level Control

Air Temperature, airflow, and the noise level measured at
eleven points of the lake. The points are selected starting
from roadside footpath to the gradually inner part of the lake
to the inner side neighborhood road of the lake area. The
points (A, B, C, D), (E, F, G, H) and (I, J, K) situated in a
single line. Here, A, E, and I point are representing the main
roadside. B and F points are representing the East side of the

lake. C, G, and J points are representing the West side of the
lake. D, H, and K points are representing the Near neigh-
borhood roadside of the lake (Fig. 4).

The lake has a significant impact on temperature regula-
tion. The temperature reduced 0.5–1 °C from the roadside to
the inside of the lake. In B and C point, the inside of the lake
has direct sunlight access, which increases the temperature a
little bit. But the overall temperature from the main road to
the inside of the lake is reduced. So as the case for noise
level. The Mirpur road is the main source of noise, which
decreases as we moved inside of the lake. A reduction of
20 dB is normal in this case. In the case of the airflow, the
scenario is different as the plant diversity is rich, the airflow
reduces inside of the lake area. Airflow at the bridges over
the lake observed higher than the other point. The reason is
the lake or water area acts as a tunnel for airflow. Minimum
airflow recorded 1.5 ms−1–3.0 ms−1 over the bridges.

3.2.4 Water Pollution Control and Waste
Management

Plenty of freshwater snails and mussels are observed in the
Dhanmondi lake during the field visit of the study. The snail
and mussels are very significant in terms of the ecological
processes they performed. The mussels are crucial in

Table 2 Identified provisioning
ecosystem services

Services: Provisioning; Section: Food and Plants Species Name (Scientific Name)

Sub-section: Fish (06 species)

Catla (Catla catla) Silver Carp (Hypophthalmichthys
molitrix)

Pangas Catfish (Pangasius
pangasius)

Rui (Labeo rohita) Nile Tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus)

Grass Carp (Ctenopharyngodon
della)

Sub-section: Fruits (06 plant species)

Mango (Mangifera indica) Banana (Musa acuminate) Jackfruit (Artocarpus
heterophyllus)

Guava (Psidium guajava) Coconut (Cocos nucifera) Chinese Date (Ziziphus
mauritiana)

Sub-section: Medicine (06 plant species)

Shimul (Bombax ceiba) Tentul (Tamarindus indica) Elephant Apple (Dillenia indica)

Ashok (Saraca asoca) Neem (Azadirachta indica) Arjun (Terminalia arjuna)

Sub-section: Ornamental, or flower plants (15 species)

Beli (Jasminum sambac) Sonalu (Cassia fistula) Krishnochura (Delonix regia)

Hijol (Barringtonia
acutangula)

Polash (Butea monosperma) Jarul (Lagerstroemia speciose)

Bokul (Mimusops elengi) Kamini (Murraya paniculata) Chapa (Magnolia champaca)

Kodom (Neolamarckia
cadamba)

Kathgolap (Plumeria) Togor (Tabernaemontana
divaricata)

Sheuli (Nyctanthes
arbor-tristis)

Shimul (Bombax ceiba) Konokchura (Peltophorum
pterocarpum)

Sub-section: Fuels

Dry leaves of trees Dry dead trees Dry twigs of trees

Source Department of Fisheries (2018), Hasan et al. (2014), Motaleb et al. (2011)
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possession of the functioning of any freshwater ecosystem.
In the lake, snail and mussels contributed to keeping the
water quality sufficiently good (Chowdhury et al., 2016;
Strayer et al., 1999; Vaughn et al., 2004).

3.3 Cultural Ecosystem Services

The study identifies the cultural services of Dhanmondi lake
by both direct observation and questionnaire surveys.
Eighteen (18) specific types of cultural services identified in
the Dhanmondi lake. Identified cultural services categorized
into four (04) sections. The section is recreation, relaxation
and spiritual, social relations, economic (businesses), and
academics (Table 3). Interactive questionnaire with visitors

explore the peoples perception about the area and how they
interact there (Fig. 5). These are the non-material services
that people derived from the area.

3.4 Supporting Ecosystem Services

Dhanmondi lake suports a huge range of habitat of fish,
birds, and plant species.

3.4.1 Species Habitat (Avifauna)
Six (06) fish species identified in the waterbodies of Dhan-
mondi lake (Table 2). Eighteen (18) bird (Table 4) and
thirty-four (34) different plant species (Table 5) also found in
the Dhanmondi lake area.

Fig. 4 Status and variation of air temperature, airflow, and noise level from place to place in the study area

Table 3 Identified cultural
ecosystem services

Services: Cultural

Section: Recreation, relaxation and spiritual

Walking and exercise Playing (cricket, badminton, etc.) Balloon shooting and boat riding

Physical and mental health Public events at Rabindra Sarovar Aesthetic beauty

Section: Social relation

Birthday celebration Transgender inclusion Hangout and meeting

Section: Economic (Businesses)

Selling commodities Restaurant and mini restaurants Mini tea stall

Health check-up booth Kitchen market Selling flowers

Section: Academic

Open school for a street child Architectural planning and design Group study, drawing and research
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3.5 Assessment of the Plant Diversity Pattern

Dhanmondi lake consists of a huge vegetation cover.
Figure 6 shows the value of plant diversity in the eleven
points of the Dhanmondi lake. A consistent and rich plant
diversity showed throughout the Dhanmondi lake area. The
lowest value of plant diversity (D = 0.72) calculated at point
G (Ravindra Sarovar) and K (Near the BGB Gate, Zhiga-
tola). It means the lowest standard of plant diversity at

Dhanmondi lake is quite rich, which is indicating the rich
plant diversity of vegetation cover throughout the areas. The
highest value of plant diversity (D = 0.93) calculated at
point E (Kalabagan), which is also indicating the rich plant
diversity of vegetation cover throughout the area.
So, the value of plant diversity in Dhanmondi lake is
ranging from D = 0.72–0.93 (out of 0–1). It indicates the
rich plant diversity pattern throughout the Dhanmondi lake
area.

Fig. 5 People’s perception of why they come, their place and seating preferences, and how much time they spent in one visit at the study area

Table 4 Supporting ecosystem
services (species habitat—
avifauna) identified in the study
area

Services: Supporting
Section: Species habitat (Avifauna)

Local Name, English Name (Scientific
Name)

Bulbuli, Red-vented Bulbul
(Pycnonotus cafer)

Badur, Bat
(Chiroptera)

Kat-thokra, Black-rumped flame back
(Dinopium benghalense)

Tia, Rose-ringed Parakeet
(Psittacula crameri)

Fingey, Black Drongo
(Dicrurus
macrocercus)

Holde Pakhi, Black Hooded Oriole
(Oriolus xanthornus)

Gobre Shalik, Asian Pied
Myna
(Gracupica contra)

Pati kak, Crow
(Corvus splendens)

Machranga, Blue-eared Kingfisher
(Alcedo meninting)

Jhuti Shalik, Jungle Myna
(Acridotheres fuscus)

Kokil, Asian Koel
(Eudynamys
scolopaceus)

Kath Shalik, Grey-headed Myna
(Sturnia malabarica)

Tuntuni, Common Tailorbird
(Orthotomus sutorius)

Ababil, Little Swift
(Apus affinis)

Haricheccha, Rufous treepie
(Dendrocitta vagabunda)

Doyel, Oriental Magpie-robin
(Copsychus saularis)

Chorui, Sparrow
(Passer domesticus)

Vat Shalik, Common Myna
(Acridotheres tristis)

Source Shahriar (2017), IUCNBangladesh (2015)
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After completion of the sample quadrat estimation, the
plant data sorted out and thirty-four (34) different plant
species found throughout the Dhanmondi lake area. Those
plant species are the most common in the Dhanmondi lake.
Almost all kinds of trees found in the quadrat estimation
(such as medicinal trees, fruit trees, ornamental or flower
trees, wooden trees, etc.) (Table 5).

3.6 Evaluation of the Water Quality

In this study, from the Dhanmondi lake, a total of eight
(08) water samples collected and assessed. Here, the study
measures a total of eight (08) water quality parameters from
the sample water that collects from the waterbody of the
Dhanmondi lake. The study measures the pH, Total Dissolved

Solids (TDS), Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Electrical Con-
ductivity (EC), Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Alkalinity, Acidity
and Hardness from all eight (08) water samples. The assess-
ment results of the parameters are the following.

In the sample waters, the pH ranged from 7.3 to 8.5
(Table 6). In the waterbody of the Dhanmondi lake, there
have so many restaurants around (especially SP1 and SP8).
These restaurants discharged their wastewater into the lake
water, which containing soap and detergent. Due to that, the
pH of the sample water (in SP1 and SP8) is slightly higher
than the neutral range (Appavu et al., 2016; Choudhary
et al., 2019; Gorde & Jadhav, 2013; Hossen et al., 2019;
Nadeem & Saeed, 2014; Salam et al., 2019; Sharifinia et al.,
2013; Sharma & Singh, 2018). In the sample waters, the
TDS ranged from 170 to 210 ppm (Table 6). According to
the WHO, TDS is higher than 500 mg/l is not suitable for

Table 5 Identified and the most
common plant species in the
study area

Scientific names of the plant species

Erythrina fusca Dillenia indica Mangifera indica Ficus benghalensis

Delonix regia Samanea saman Bombax ceiba Neolamarckia cadamba

Mimusops elengi Lagerstroemia
speciose

Tamarindus indica Artocarpus heterophyllus

Cocos nucifera Albizia lebbeck Erythrina variegata Swietenia mahagoni

Tectona grandis Azadirachta indica Nyctanthes
arbor-tristis

Peltophorum pterocarpum

Murraya
paniculata

Saraca asoca Terminalia catappa Barringtonia acutangula

Psidium guajava Tamarix dioica Ziziphus mauritiana Butea monosperma

Terminalia arjuna Khaya anthotheca Plumeria Tabernaemontana
divaricata

Magnolia champaca Jasminum sambac

Source Alam et al. (2012), Hasan et al. (2014), Motaleb et al. (2011)

Fig. 6 Diversity of the plants
throughout the study area
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water. Dhanmondi is a residential area, and the lake neither
has any industries around or near it. There have not any
chance of industrial effluent discharging into the lake water.
So, the status of TDS is normal, in the Dhanmondi lake
water (Appavu et al., 2016; Choudhary et al., 2019; Nadeem
& Saeed, 2014; WHO, 2003). In the sample waters of
Dhanmondi lake, the EC ranged from 250 to 330 µS/cm
(Table 6). The range is within the permissible limit, which is
stated by WHO. So, the status of EC is normal in the
Dhanmondi lake water (Choudhary et al., 2019; Hossen
et al., 2019; Nadeem & Saeed, 2014; Sharifinia et al., 2013;
WHO, 2003). In the sample waters, the DO ranged from 3.1
to 4.1 mg/l (Table 6). Sampling points near the road (SP1,
SP2, and SP8) consists of less DO value than the other
sampling points. According to the WHO and ECR, the
concentration of DO in healthy water should be at least
4 mg/l or greater (Choudhary et al., 2019; ECR, 1997;
Nadeem & Saeed, 2014; Salam et al., 2019; WHO, 2003).
The alkalinity values are much higher in the sample waters
of the Dhanmondi lake than the permissible level by WHO.
The values of alkalinity in the sample waters ranged from
252 to 344 mg/l (Table 6). It means, the water of the
Dhanmondi lake is alkaline, and it has a high resistant
capacity to changes in pH (Gorde & Jadhav, 2013; Nadeem
& Saeed, 2014; WHO, 2003). The fluctuation of the water

hardness depends on the concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ion
in the water. In the sample waters of the Dhanmondi lake,
the values of the hardness are ranged from 18 to 72 mg/l
(Table 6). This range of water hardness is under the per-
missible level by WHO (Appavu et al., 2016; Hossen et al.,
2019; Nadeem & Saeed, 2014; WHO, 2003).

3.6.1 Correlation Among the Water Quality
Parameters

Pearson’s correlation has done to identify the relations
among the parameters of the sample water from the water
body of the Dhanmondi lake. There is a strong positive
relationship between TDS and EC. Some fairly positive
relation also found between EC with TSS and TDS with
(TSS and Alkalinity). There are some negative correlations
too among the parameters. But those negative correlations
are not significant except for the correlation of DO with TSS
(Table 7) (Appavu et al., 2016; Choudhary et al., 2019;
Chowdhury et al., 2017; Salam et al., 2019).

The relationship between TDS and EC of the sample
waters represented that the value of TDS is increasing with
the increase of EC value. It is a positive relationship where
the r = 0.93 (strong positive relationship) and the regression
equation is y = 0.5527x + 24.815 (Fig. 7a). The relation-
ship between TSS and EC of the sample waters represented

Table 6 The assessment results of the physicochemical parameters in the sample water of the study area

Parameters Samples Permissible limit

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 WHO ECR

pH 8.5 7.4 8 7.3 7.8 8.1 8 8.5 6.5−8.5 6.5−8.5

TDS (ppm) 210 190 170 170 170 170 170 170 500 –

TSS (mg/l) 0.02 0.008 0.006 0.004 0.0004 0.0002 0.008 0.014 – –

EC (µS/cm) 330 290 280 270 270 250 260 260 400 –

DO (mg/l) 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.5 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.1 5−10 5 of more

Alkalinity(mg/l) 328 344 294 252 278 290 294 284 120 –

Acidity (mg/l) 154 142 152 172 138 108 134 128 – –

Hardness (mg/l) 44 52 56 70 72 46 18 24 500 –

SP = Sampling point, WHO (2003), ECR (1997)

Table 7 Cross-correlation
matrix among different
physicochemical parameters in
the sample water

Parameters pH TDS TSS EC DO Alkalinity Acidity Hardness

pH 1

TDS 0.237 1

TSS 0.591 0.721 1

EC 0.173 0.929 0.692 1

DO −0.294 −0.525 −0.825 −0.459 1

Alkalinity 0.165 0.758 0.498 0.624 −0.409 1

Acidity −0.419 0.270 0.235 0.527 −0.243 −0.129 1

Hardness −0.611 −0.032 −0.507 0.150 0.412 −0.254 0.475 1
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that the value of TSS is increasing with the increase of EC
value. It is also a positive relationship where the r = 0.69
(fairly strong positive relationship) and the regression
equation is y = 0.0002x−0.0439 (Fig. 7b).

Another two positive correlations found between TDS with
TSS and TDS with Alkalinity. In the correlation between TDS
and TSS, the value of r = 0.72 (fairly strong positive correla-
tion) and the regression equation is y = 0.0003x−0.0503. This
positive relation is describing that increasing TDS may cause an
increase of TSS in water samples (Fig. 8a). In the correlation
between TDS and Alkalinity, the value of r = 0.76 (fairly strong
positive correlation) and the regression equation is
y = 1.4645x + 35.548. This positive relation is describing that
increasing TDS may cause an increase in alkalinity concentra-
tion in the samples (Fig. 8b).

There is a negative correlation found between pH and
Hardness where the r = −0.61 (moderate negative correla-
tion) and the regression equation is y = −26.739x + 260.33.
It means the water that consists of lower hardness may have
higher pH concentration (Fig. 9a). Another positive corre-
lation found between TSS and DO, where the value of r =
−0.82 (strong negative correlation) and the regression
equation is y = −0.0167x + 0.0665 (Fig. 9b).

Besides that, some other negative correlation found in the
correlation among the parameters (Table 7). But, as said
before, those are not significant at all.

3.7 Valuing the Ecosystem Services

Valuation of the ecosystem services has been categorized
following the types of ecosystem services. Millenium
Assessment framework, TEV framework has been followed
with the indocator of value (Table 8).

3.7.1 Provisioning Services
There was a time when there were more than 300 platforms/
macha for fishing in the lake and an amount of 1200 BDT
was charged from the member for a nine month season. The
Angling Club had paid Tk 2.5 lakhs as revenue for a season
before the renovation of the lake in 2002 (The daily Star,
2003). During the survey fishing activity observed on a
limited scale, anglers pay a per-day basis. The seating is also
randomly selected by them, and there’s no designed space
for them. The elder persons remember the fishing activity of
the past as one of the golden times of their life. There are
accusations that powerful people are now commissioning
fishery businesses illegally in the lake area, whereas DCC is
losing revenue from this lake. The fruits and fuels (tree
branches, dried leaf, etc.) used by the low-income group
living near the lakeside footpath. It not sold officially though
the security guard often claims money for fuel collection.
The neighborhood residents or morning walkers have seen to
collect fruits and leaves of medicinal plants.
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3.7.2 Regulating Services
The Dhanmondi lake plays a vital role in reducing air tem-
perature and noise. Thus, it helps in reducing electricity,
which can calculate. Also, many residents from Kalabagan,
Sobhanbag, Shukrabad pass time in the lakeside in the
evening, as their residence does not get required airflow.

3.7.3 Cultural Services
The Dhanmondi Lake is an urban water body, which is
surrounded by roads, residential and commercial areas. It acts
as an escape from the bustling roar of the peoples' city life.
The cultural ecosystem service mostly appreciated by the
users, and it contributes more directly to revenue collection
as a form of restaurants, boat clubs, and small business
activities. The Dhaka South City Corporation (DSCC) has

split the lake area into eight sectors and leased those to dif-
ferent firms. The revenues coming from the lessees spent on
maintenance and security of the lakes said a DSCC official.
The Dhanmondi Lake project is a self-sustainable Venture
where DSCC earns money from the lessees and pay another
company for maintenance and security of the lake. Besides
this, the Dhanmondi lake contributes to academic purposes
too. For assignment purposes (painting, freehand drawing,
urban design, and environmental data collection, etc.), the
lake frequently visited by students from nearby educational
institutions. Several sports, like badminton, chess, volleyball,
physical activity club has been formed, which increases
social interaction. In the morning, women seen mostly.
Walking most of them buy items from morning Bazar.
Dhanmondi residential area has no designed Bazar.
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Fig. 9 a Correlation between pH
and hardness, b Correlation
between TSS and DO

Table 8 Valuation of identified
ecosystem services of the study
area through the TEV framework

MA framework TEV framework Value indicator

Categories Services Direct Indirect Option Non-use

Provisioning
services

Fish – Value of marketed and
non-marketed productionFruits – –

Fuels –

Medicine –

Cultural
services

Relaxation
and
recreation

– Tourism expenditure and
earnings, earnings from
rent, selling, reduced cost
of the structured
classroom setting, etc.

Social
relations

–

Economic
(businesses)

–

Spiritual –

Academic – – –

Regulating
services

Air
temperature

– Avoided expenditures on
physical reclamation and
replenishment, reduced
cost of wastewater
treatment, costs of the
equivalent engineered
solution of storm
protection, etc.

Airflow –

Noise –
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3.7.4 Supporting Services
The lake is an oasis for the city, supporting great plant
diversity, animal life, especially birds. Carbon sequestration
data can contribute a lot in understanding the economic
value. But it is obvious without calculation that the lake
supports the ecosystem a lot. The lakeside residential plots
apartment price is much higher due to the view of the lake
and the green environments.

Based on the above discussion following the chart pre-
pared for the Dhanmondi lake, adding an extra column for
the indicator of value, further research is needed to put the
value in monetary terms.

4 Conclusion

Open spaces are in a threat to a rapidly growing city like
Dhaka. For infrastructure development, we are not only
losing an area of open space but also so many other services
that each unit of space offer. These services are intercon-
nected, and as a whole, maintain the balance. The systematic
documentation of the ecosystem services is missing in the
field of urban design and the environment. Dhaka city
aspires to become a smart city through BRT, MRT, etc.
A very few things are happening for the preservation and
increase of open space. This study is the first of its kind to
show a path to systematically document the services of an
urban waterbody as a whole, which can be followed further
for fields, parks, etc., too. This study provided a general but
inquiry-based valuation technique, which needs to be more
elaborative and in financial numbers. Smartness is an
approach to connect all the information for a good solution.
Losing open space can’t be a smart approach to develop-
ment. This study has the strength to re-evaluate our open
spaces for a better tomorrow.
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Evaluating the Trend of Urban Heat Island
Impacted by Land Use in Dhaka City: Toward
Sustainable Urban Planning

Md. Kawser Alam and Nehreen Majed

Abstract

Unplanned urbanization and dense population have
turned Dhaka city into one of the most uninhabitable
cities in the world, especially the old part of Dhaka in the
south city corporation is mostly unplanned with very rare
open spaces. The extreme temperature during the summer
exacerbates sustainable living conditions as tremendous
heatwaves are felt with increased exposure compared to
nearby rural areas. Urban heat island is an environmental
phenomenon referring to high surface temperature in
urban areas due to the urbanization effect compared to the
neighboring rural areas. In order to understand the
temperature reduction strategy within the prevailing
setting of Dhaka city and initiate proper planning for
future urban expansion, this study investigated the effect
of land surface temperature on different land uses of the
Dhaka South City Corporation (DSCC). Data on land
surface temperature (LST) were extracted from the
ETM + satellite image of 2018 and evaluation was
performed for the Normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) for different classes of land utilization. This
enabled the assessment of the trend analysis among these
two parameters. Analysis revealed that artificial urban
land uses such as commercial, industrial and residential,
mixed-use areas have comparatively high LST measures
negatively correlated with NDVI. In contrast, land use
with increasing vegetation like open spaces, agricultural
lands and water bodies seems to be positively correlated
with NDVI and hase lower LST measures. However,
artificial lands with schools, universities and hospitals
classified as public use class were found to have the
lowest LST measure and high correlation with NDVI than
any other built-up features. Regression analysis indicated
that LST and normalized difference vegetation index

(NDVI) on artificial land uses have a strong inverse
relationship. While explaining the LST versus NDVI for
different thermal zones, a positive relationship was
obtained for comparatively cooler regions. Moreover,
vegetation cover was not adequate to attenuate mean land
surface temperature for the high thermal zones in the city
and revealed that land uses with extensive heat such as
industrial areas might need to adopt extra measures apart
from building vegetation cover to alleviate the urban heat
island influence.

Keywords

Land utilization � Land surface temperature � Urban heat
island � Vegetation cover � NDVI

1 Introduction

In recent years, many big cities are experiencing extreme
heat events around the globe in response to the climate
change phenomenon (Dhainaut et al., 2004) and the intensity
of these heat events are pushing urban life beyond the
adaptive capacities as the heat impact is escalating in urban
environment pertaining to the effect known as urban heat
island (UHI) (Norton et al., 2015). This phenomenon is
denoted as the occurrence of high surface temperature in
urban areas due to the urbanization effect in contrast to the
neighboring rural areas and in numbers the temperature is
almost 2–5 °C higher for urban portions compared to the
surrounding areas with rustic and sub-urban settings (Onishi
et al., 2010; Yuan & Bauer, 2007). The heat island effect can
be explained in urban areas due to the high heat capacity of
concrete and asphalt, with reduced latent heat loss through
evapotranspiration as lower green areas are substituted by
the built-up surfaces (Stathopoulou & Cartalis, 2007). In
addition, anthropogenic heat by industrial processes, vehi-
cles and domestic buildings also contribute to the intensity
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of heat effect in an urban environment (Rosenzweig et al.,
2006; Yuan & Bauer, 2007). Therefore, understanding the
comparative outcome of heat islands relating the land use
styles is important in the planning and implementation of the
heat mitigation technique in urban areas.

Atmospheric heat islands are usually analyzed through
the sampling of air temperature in different weather stations,
while the UHI is usually measured through land surface
temperature (LST) using the remote measurement from air
and space-oriented platforms (Stone & Rodgers, 2001; Yuan
& Bauer, 2007). Using images of high spatial resolution and
spectral range from the satellites having thermal sensors with
wide coverage on earth has made it possible to determine
LST-based thermal images for UHI study (Bokaie et al.,
2016; Javed Mallick & Bharath, 2008). Previously, numer-
ous studies used different sources of satellite data from
Advanced Radiometers on NOAA satellites, Moderate
Resolution Imagine Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Thematic
Mapper Plus and Thermal Emission Radiometer to measure
LST for UHI study (Onishi et al., 2010).

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a
very effective and well-known index to monitor vegetation
health and density (Liu & Huete, 1995; Sruthi & Aslam,
2015). In general, a high NDVI value suggests increasing
vegetation which determines the latent heat loss from the
surface due to increase evapotranspiration. Therefore, it
becomes important to study the LST of any area relating to
the NDVI value to know the vegetation coverage and the
role in heat phenomena. Many of the previous studies (Guha
et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2012; Yuan & Bauer, 2007) made
effort to understand the UHI effect by identifying NDVI and
LST. It has been widely noticed in these studies that having
a strong relationship between LST and NDVI proves that
vegetation plays a role in the UHI effect. However,
according to Guha and Govil (2020) the relationship
between LST and NDVI seems to vary with different NDVI
values. This finding validates the firm objective to focus on
land utilization patterns as there is a high chance of alteration
of NDVI values with the change of landscape setup. This is
more definite to specify the UHI effect as the land use/cover
alters accordingly in urban areas with complex landscapes
bringing other factors. Recent researches (Bokaie et al.,
2016; Choudhury et al., 2019; Karakuş, 2019) on UHI also
notably regarded land use changes to affect the UHI phe-
nomena within urban areas while studying LST and land
use/cover pattern. In these studies, wide techniques have
been taken into account to mark the relationship between
land use/cover and LST but previous study by Yue et al.
(2007) identified LST versus NDVI relationships under
different land uses of Shanghai city to interpret the impact of
land use/cover in a more lucid process. Nevertheless, the
answers might come differently for different study areas and
land utilization patterns.

The density of population in Dhaka city is one of the
leading numbers among the cities in the world. In addition,
unplanned urbanization and industrialization are the biggest
concerns for the sustainable environment of its inhabitants.
Due to the recent trend of global temperature increase, the
country has been experiencing extreme heat waves and the
intensity of the heat is getting far more exposure due to the
poor urban landscapes. Previous researches (Ahmed et al.,
2013; Raja, 2012; Trotter et al., 1990) revealed that
enhancement of thermal environment happened in recent
years due to uncontrolled and unplanned built-up environ-
ments around the Dhaka city. Specifically, Ahmed et al.
(2013) emphasized the LST changes over 30 years’ time
relating land cover data and revealed that a significant cor-
relation exists between the LST and NDVI throughout the
years. This signifies the importance of land cover for heat
enhancement around the city. However, no significant study
has been found so far to identify the land utilization impact
over urban heat island trends in different parts of Dhaka city.
In an attempt to understand the temperature reduction
strategy within the current settings of Dhaka city and initiate
proper planning for future urban expansion, this study
explored the effect of land surface temperature on different
land uses within the Dhaka South City Corporation (DSCC).
The present study monitored the NDVI and LST relationship
for different land uses to understand the role of landscape
planning to implement a proper cooling strategy. Further, the
relationship between LST and NDVI for different thermal
zones have also been studied to understand the role of
vegetation cover to mitigate the UHI process for different
temperature ranges.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Region

Dhaka is situated along the central part of Bangladesh,
covering a total area of 1528 km2 with a population of over
17.6 million people (Ahmed et al., 2018). With the massive
growth of population and increasing unplanned urbanization,
Dhaka city is considered as one of the most uninhabitable
cities in the world (Islam et al., 2018). The current city
boundary is comprised of six major corporations or munic-
ipalities among which Dhaka South City Corporation has the
most complex urbanization pattern with the old part of the
city in this area. Narrow roads and rarely found open spaces
explain the unplanned development of this area. According
to the statistics, the green cover for the old Dhaka is almost
5%, whereas the newer part of Dhaka in DNCC has a 12% of
green cover (Islam et al., 2018). The land use patterns of the
city are diverse, mostly dominating with unplanned resi-
dential, commercial, industrial and mixed types of land use
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categories where the same unit is served for residential,
commercial and even for industrial purposes simultaneously.
As part of the industrialization around the country, a large
number of small industrial setups are scattered in the DSCC
area within the residential buildings outside of the marked
industrial zones (Ahmed et al., 2018) and those do not have
proper monitoring to acclaim the exact number.

2.2 Data Collection

Existing land use data of the South City Corporation area
was collected from Rajdhani Unnayan Kartripakkha
(RAJUK) to analyze the interrelationship among LST,
NDVI and land utilization patterns within the area (Fig. 1).
The land use data were based on the year 2018 and had 15
types of land uses. However, for realistic coverage of the
scope of this study, the land use classification has been
reduced to 10 categories as follows: agricultural, commer-
cial, public use, industrial, mixed use, open space, residen-
tial, roads, vacant land and water body (Fig. 2). The
classification mentioned as public use is generally catego-
rized as schools, universities, community facilities, hospitals
and other facilities that generally serve for the mass people.
The mixed-use category is the result of the unplanned
urbanization, serving residential, commercial, education and
sometimes small industries within a building, hence, those
are hard to categorize for any single purpose. The Landsat 8
(ETM +) image of the study area has been retrieved from the
USGS Earth Explorer Website for April 2018. April is the
first month of summer in Bangladesh during which heat-
waves are generally felt extensively around the country. All
the satellite data were pre-processed and chosen for a
cloud-free day for maximum visibility.

2.3 Estimation of NDVI and LST

A parameter which is of common use for monitoring vege-
tation cover is the index specified as normalized difference
vegetation index or NDVI. The estimation through this index
involves the utilization of multispectral data from remote
sensing for identifying live green plant coverings (Gascon
et al., 2016). It can be evaluated as the ratio involving
spectral radiation bands (Esau et al., 2016) as follows:

NDVI ¼ RNIR � RRed

RNIR þRRed
ð1Þ

where RNIR is the surface reflectance factor in the
near-infrared region and RRed is the surface reflectance factor
in the red region. NDVI values calculated with Eq. (1)
should range from −1 to + 1; the very low values indicate
surfaces with lesser extent of vegetation such as water sur-
face, uncultivable land, cloud cover and snowy surface, and
positive values correspond to vegetated areas (Yuan &
Bauer, 2007).

The thermal infrared band 10 from Landsat 8 was utilized
to calculate the Land Surface Temperature (LST). According
to Jesus and Santana (2017), the thermal infrared band is
converted to top atmospheric spectral radiance (Lk) using the
following equation:

Lk ¼ ML � Qcal þ AL ð2Þ

where ML is the band-specific multiplicative rescaling factor
given in the metadata with Landsat 8 satellite product, Qcal is
the pixel value for band 10 image and AL is the
band-specific rescaling factor.

Then, brightness temperature (BT) is obtained as follows
from Avdan and Jovanovska (2016):

BT ¼ K2

ln K1
Lk

þ 1
� �� 273:15 ð3Þ

In Eq. 3, K1 and K2 represent thermal conversion con-
stants that are band-specific and can be obtained using the
metadata with Landsat 8 product. As the obtained brightness
temperature refers to a black form, hence, correction for
spectral emissivity needs to be performed depending on
landcover type (Yue et al., 2007). The determination of
ground/land surface emissivity represented as “e” was done
following Sobrino et al. (2004) and used in the study Jesus
and Santana (2017):

e ¼ 0:004� Pv þ 0:986 ð4Þ
Here, Pv refers to the proportion of flora and is calculated

following the NDVI calculation from Eq. (1) by the formula
used in Jesus and Santana (2017):

Pv ¼ NDVI� NDVImin

NDVImax � NDVImin

� �2

ð5Þ

Finally, to obtain the land surface temperature, the
equation given by Stathopoulou and Cartalis (2007) has been
utilized, which was also used by the studies Yue et al.
(2007), Avdan and Jovanovska (2016):
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Ts ¼ BT

1þ BT�k
q

� �
� lne

n o ð6Þ

In this equation, Ts is the temperature of land surface in °
C, k is the wavelength of emitted radiance (11.5 µm) (Jesus
& Santana, 2017; Stathopoulou & Cartalis, 2007) and q is
calculated by h� C

r ¼ 1:438� 10�2mK, where r is Boltz-
mann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant and c is the velocity
of light.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Characteristics of LST and NDVI by Land
Utilization Categories

In an attempt to analyze the UHI phenomenon, the LST and
NDVI images of the DSCC area were prepared using Arc-
Map 10.2.2. Figure 3a, b shows the LST and NDVI repre-
sentations of the selected zone, respectively. The depiction

Fig. 1 Location map of Dhaka South City Corporation area (DSCC), satellite view of the study area and land use map provided by RAJUK
(clockwise)
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of the figure suggests that the LST of the study area is within
the range 23 °C–35 °C while the NDVI value has been
observed to be −0.084–0.525. Previously, studies by Raja
(2012) and Ahmed et al. (2013) on Dhaka city reported the
values of land surface temperature in ranges 21.82 °C–36.13
°C and 15 °C–36 °C, respectively, in Dhaka city for the
years 2009 and 2010. The present LST value has shown a
comparatively lower value for maximum temperature and
higher for minimum temperature. Throughout the area, the
LST values are expectedly higher for the dense built-up
areas due to the low vegetation cover (low NDVI) and
especially at the southeastern areas near Narayanganj where
industries are mushroomed besides the river bank. In con-
trast, near the sub-urban areas the land surface temperature
ranges are comparatively lower with high vegetation as
NDVI values are significantly higher.

Furthermore, to concentrate specifically on the estimated
levels of LST and levels of NDVI measurements, levels of
mean LST and levels of mean NDVI for the ten categories of
land utilization pattern within the study area have been
illustrated in Fig. 4. The zonal statistic method has been
applied to calculate the mean LST and NDVI from different
land use polygons using ArcMap 10.2.2. Previously, Yue
et al. (2007) took a similar initiative to understand mean LST
and NDVI by different land use classes. As expected, land
use classes with built-up surface show high-temperature
ranges than the other land use types. Since the surface
materials for built-up features absorb solar radiation and
intercept heat through long-wave radiation, the temperature
is felt to be more intense than the actual one (Rossi et al.,
2014). Accordingly, the NDVI values have been found
lower for built-up land classes due to the low vegetation
cover.

The industrial land classes within the study area exhibited
the highest LST value of 28.17 °C, which also showed a

large standard deviation value and could be explained due to
the different types of industrial setups to fluctuate the tem-
perature within the land class. But it can be observed that the
industrial areas have not been characterized with the lowest
NDVI values despite being the major contributor of LST
concomitantly. The reason might be due to the extensive
heat emission from the industrial production facility which
makes elevated LST value besides having high NDVI
compared to the other built-up land classes. After industrial
types, the second highest LST contributor is a mixed type of
land use with 27.68 °C. Due to the unplanned urbanization
and industrialization, many of the mixed-use type of land
classes have small-scale industries or commercial activity
along with the residential facilities on different floors, which
is probably the reason for comparatively higher surface
temperature than the residential and commercial classes.

Meanwhile, schools, hospitals and universities charac-
terized by public use land classes show comparatively lower
heat measurements. Most of the schools and universities
have significant open spaces and more vegetation compared
to the other artificial land classes within the city and reflected
by the high NDVI value (0.17) than the other built-up land
classes. The residential lands have a lower NDVI value than
public use classes, hence showing higher temperature (27.27
°C) than public land uses. With high vegetation cover and
less built-up surface, local parks have been characterized as
open spaces. Local parks, vacant land and agricultural lands
mostly experienced cooler temperatures in the area under
consideration. The highest NDVI value has been recorded
for agricultural land, followed by vacant land and open
spaces. Consequently, agricultural land use has shown the
lowest temperature in the study area. The largest standard
deviation for NDVI values happened to be for vacant lands.
Due to some rainfall during post-summer monsoon period,
some vacant areas are covered by different shrubs, which

Fig. 3 Visual representation of distribution of (a) Levels of LST and (b) Levels of NDVI in the DSCC area
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was reflected by decent NDVI numbers. However, some
vacant lands are barren due to the continuous settlement
process using sand for future human inhabitation and
henceforth showed large deviation on the NDVI scale.

3.2 Correlation Between LST/NDVI Levels
with Land Utilization Categories

Following the estimation and distribution pattern of LST and
NDVI values having accomplished for diverse land utiliza-
tion categories, the present section attempts to evaluate the
effect of land classes on LST and NDVI features. The results
of correlation analysis among various land use polygon areas
with the LST and NDVI values are presented in Table 1. The
analysis has been performed by calculating the area of
polygons for land use classes and mean LST, NDVI within
the areas using IBM SPSS 23.0.

The LST measurement is positively correlated with
industrial, mixed-use, residential, roads and commercial land
types. Given these positive correlations, it can be said that
major UHI effects in the study area are being caused by the
land classes dominating with built-up features. Among these,
Industrial areas have shown the highest correlation, followed
by roads, residential areas and mixed-use lands, while the
commercial areas have lesser value.

However, NDVI has a comparatively weaker negative
correlation value with industrial and commercial areas.
Apart from the industrial land classes, other land use classes
with a positive correlation with LST possess a larger degree

of negative correlation with NDVI (e.g. residential, roads
and mixed use). Therefore, vegetation cover can be inferred
to be in an improved situation in industrial areas than the
other classes of land use that pose negative correlation with
NDVI. The highest negative correlation value of roads with
NDVI certainly suggests less vegetation cover in urban
roads, which can be improved by providing the tree shades
in the road divider. In like manner, for residential and
mixed-use categories, greening rooftop can be a good way to
increase NDVI value for heat mitigation as they pose a
significant positive relationship with LST. In contrast, LST
shows a high inverse correlation with waterbodies and
agricultural land, followed by public use and open spaces.

3.3 LST Versus NDVI Relationship for Different
Land Use Classes

Increasing vegetation cover has a significant influence on the
thermal condition in an urban environment (Bokaie et al.,
2016) and many of the studies referred to the role of vege-
tation as an essential approach to attenuate the UHI effect
(Corburn, 2009; Memon et al., 2008). NDVI has been used
in a wide spectrum in monitoring the vegetation cover which
has been reported to have a negative correlation with LST
within the urban environment (Ahmed et al., 2013; Tan
et al., 2012; Yuan & Bauer, 2007). However, vegetation and
surface characteristics change with different land use types
and therefore should have different impacts on the temper-
ature performance.
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Fig. 4 a Mean levels of LST and b Mean levels of NDVI values for different land utilization classes in DSCC area

Table 1 Values of Pearson correlation coefficients among LST, NDVI and different land use classes during the summer in DSCC area

Agricultural Commercial Public
use

Industrial Mixed
use

Open
space

Residential Road Vacant
land

Water
body

NDVI 0.118a −0.090a 0.413a −0.082a −0.209a 0.343a −0.126a −0.237a 0.382a −0.157a

LST −0.387a 0.097a −0.287a 0.433a 0.110a −0.258a 0.125a 0.172a −0.230a −0.396a

a Significant at 0.01 level
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In order to understand the UHI effect on landscape
characteristics, LST versus NDVI relationship for different
land use classes has been analyzed under the study area.
Regression between LST versus NDVI contributing by the
overall land classes under the DSCC area has been illustrated
in Fig. 5.

The analysis shown in Fig. 5 indicates a significant (0.01
level) inverse correlation (0.64) between mean LST and
mean NDVI for different land use polygon areas within the
study region. The inverse correlation suggests when the
NDVI value increases, the LST value should decrease or
vice versa; this explains the vegetation cover in the urban
area can provide increased evapotranspiration and support
the transfer of latent heat between land and atmosphere to
reduce the temperature (Yue et al., 2007).

Furthermore, the detailed analysis of correlation patterns
between LST and NDVI based on different land utilization
categories is presented in Table 2. The regression analysis
has been performed by identifying the mean LST and NDVI
of each polygon under distinct land use classes. Along with
the linear regression result, the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient (R) and the number of observed samples have also
been listed in Table 2.

The result of linear regression analysis reveals a signifi-
cant negative correlation for all kinds of land classes. That
means the current states validate for increasing vegetation
cover to result in lower heat phenomena for different land
uses or vice versa. Among the comparison of regression
results, the vacant land has a high correlation value and high
R2 value (0.66), which suggests the validity of the
NDVI/LST correlation for this land category. Similarly, the
industrial class is mostly affected by NDVI than other

artificial land uses with a correlation value of 0.65 and fol-
lowed by commercial land uses and roads. The regression
results conclude that high vegetation cover around these land
uses might reduce the thermal environment effectively.
However, a conclusive decision can be made on an effective
cooling strategy for vegetation by the next discussion.
A point to be mentioned here is that the polygon approach
may result in the deviation of the mean value for NDVI and
LST due to having large areas and might be calculated with
grid-based approach to understanding the comparative
evaluation.

3.4 LST Versus NDVI Relationship in Different
Thermal Zones of the Study Area

After exploring the LST and NDVI correlations for different
land use classes, it might be interesting to evaluate the LST
and NDVI relationship under different thermal zones of the
DSCC area which is presented in Fig. 6. This evaluation can
be potentially conclusive to understand the effectiveness of
vegetation cover to mitigate LST for different ranges of
temperature.

Figure 7 breaks down the relationship between LST and
NDVI for classified three different thermal zones within the
study area and the classification has been done by choosing
the ranges manually. The thermal zones are classified as
having an LST range below 25 °C, from 25 to 28 °C and
larger than 28 °C. LST versus NDVI relationship is estab-
lished by identifying mean measurements of land use poly-
gons under any particular thermal zone.
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Fig. 5 Mean LST versus NDVI
scatterplot by all the land use
polygons within the DSCC area
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According to Fig. 7, levels of LST and levels of NDVI
can be observed to have inverse relationship except in the
temperature zone A with LST below 25 °C. The area is the
coolest region in the study area dominated by agricultural
land class (Fig. 8) having high NDVI values. The LST
values are comparatively lower in this zone (Fig. 7a) and
tend to move toward higher range, which eventually dictates
the overall LST and NDVI correlation to become positive.
Previously, a study by Sun and Kafatos (2007) stated posi-
tive regression between LST and NDVI for the winter period
and explained the reason to be influenced by
low-temperature state. The regression results suggest vege-
tation cover is most effective to reduce land surface tem-
perature for Zone B (Fig. 7b), where the temperature ranges
frpm 25 to 28 °C. The LST values are at the highest pro-
portion at this zone as most of the LST values in the study
region have been observed to be within the 25–28 °C range.
The residential areas are mostly dominated in this area
(Fig. 8) and hence suggest that greening of rooftop might be

the effective strategy providing vegetation cover to mitigate
the UHI effect. However, the NDVI is less likely affected for
Zone C, which is characterized as the hottest thermal zone in
the study area (Fig. 7c). As a result, it denotes that heat
mitigation is less likely controlled by increasing vegetation
cover for this selected zone. This area having the highest
presence of the industries and significant residential areas
(Fig. 8) is adding extra thermal activity through inner heat
production and anthropogenic activity, respectively, apart
from the solar radiation by reflective materials. Finally, the
conclusion we reach from this zoning is that as a heat mit-
igation strategy, enriching vegetation cover might not pro-
vide the highest outcome for high LST areas especially for
some of the industrial and residential setups.

It should be noted that the present study only attempted to
classify the thermal zones by manually chosen temperature
range. However, classifying thermal zones by applying dif-
ferent statistical techniques could bring more accuracy with
the right proportion of LST values varying for different areas
which could be conclusive to reach a concrete inference.

4 Conclusion

Under the current study of the DSCC area, artificial land
classes are likely to demonstrate the attributes of the highest
LST contributor than the vegetated land classes. The
industrial areas experienced the highest, i.e. 28.17 °C mean
LST in its parts, where the lowest was for agricultural lands
with 25.58 °C. Similarly, the public land classes with uni-
versities, schools and hospitals were found to be the coolest
temperature regions in contrast with other types of land
utilization in the urban area that are mostly man-made.
Correlation between land use and LST suggested the
industrial areas to contribute high LST and lower LST was
obtained for agricultural land. The analysis through single

Table 2 LST versus NDVI
relationship by simple linear
regression for different land use
types in DSCC area

Land use type Observed samples Summer (Daytime)

R R2 Regression functions

Agricultural 163 0.164 0.03 Y = −1.793X + 26.08a

Commercial 959 0.546 0.29 Y = −9.497 X + 28.76a

Public use 809 0.586 0.34 Y = −7.342 X + 28.09a

Industrial 347 0.654 0.43 Y = −12.523 X + 29.78a

Mixed use 2574 0.424 0.18 Y = −8.431 X + 28.53a

Open space 257 0.358 0.13 Y = −4.00 X + 27.44a

Residential 4503 0.669 0.45 Y = −8.970 X + 28.52a

Road 3331 0.638 0.41 Y = −9.139 X + 28.55a

Vacant land 182 0.812 0.66 Y = −8.467 X + 28.10a

Water body 1971 0.194 0.04 Y = −2.377 X + 26.81a

a Significant at 0.01 level

Fig. 6 Classified thermal zones regarding LST within the DSCC area
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linear regression between LST and NDVI for different land
categories and again for overall areas suggested that vege-
tation cover is effective to reduce the UHI process as it
lowers the LST. However, while LST versus NDVI rela-
tionship was explained for different thermal zones of the
study area, the thermal zone having the lowest temperature
range experienced positive relation between the parameters.
At the same time, vegetation abundance proves to be the
most effective to attenuate LST for thermal zones having

LST ranging from 25 to 28 °C with an increased size of
residential areas. Although a strong inverse relationship was
obtained between LST and NDVI for overall industrial land
class, however, LST and NDVI did not exhibit any corre-
lation in the high thermal zone even having a high propor-
tion of industrial areas. This concluded that proper
vegetation cover might not be sufficient to attenuate the UHI
phenomena for the areas represented with comparatively
higher LST.
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Fig. 7 LST versus NDVI relationship for classified thermal zones a Zone A: < 25 °C; b Zone B: 25–28 °C; c Zone C: > 28 °C under DSCC area
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Toward Environmental Sustainability: Waste
Management and Leachate Treatment
Through Natural Applications
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Abstract

Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh, is one of the most
densely populated cities in Asia, with many people living
in slums and squatter settlements. More than 4000 tons of
waste is generated in Dhaka city every day among which,
only 15% is recycled; 1000 tons remain in the open
environment, causing blockage of the sewerage system
and drains. Only 40–60% of waste materials generated in
Dhaka city is collected, transported, and disposed of to
the landfills for treatment. These engineered landfills are
poorly supervised and not efficiently operational. A sus-
tainable solution to such pollution problem is associated
with the integrated treatment of industrial effluents,
landfill leachate, and proper management of waste which
would also minimize the urban per capita footprint for
resource consumption. This study attempts to integrate
multidirectional and sustainable environmental manage-
ment through converting waste materials to natural
resources. In order to practically apply the waste to
resource concepts such as composting, composting bar-
rels were installed (at University of Asia Pacific, Dhaka)
with several types of biodegradable wastes in variable
fractions. Properties of the ultimate product were further
analyzed and then applied into two-stage constructed
wetland systems consisting of a vertical flow followed by
a floating wetland for the removal of landfill leachate
contaminants. Common macro-pollutants, i.e. BOD5,
COD, Nitrate Nitrogen, Ammonia Nitrogen, and Total
Nitrogen were efficiently removed, removal percentage
being 83%, 76%, 85%, 97%, and 83%, respectively.
Results of this analysis suggest that constructed wetlands
could be employed as an alternative natural treatment
technology for leachate treatment in landfill sites.

Keywords

Constructed wetlands � Landfill leachate � Compost �
Natural resources � Sustainable treatment

1 Introduction

Dhaka is the capital of Bangladesh and the population
density of Dhaka is among the highest in Asia, with many
people dwelling in not only slums but also in squatter set-
tlements. More than 4000 tons of waste is generated in
Dhaka city every day among which, 15% is recycled; 1000
tons remain in the open environment, causing blockage of
the sewerage system and drains. In terms of percentage, 40–
60% of waste materials generated in Dhaka city is collected,
transported and disposed of to the landfills for treatment.
These engineered landfills are poorly supervised and not
efficiently operational. A sustainable solution to such pol-
lution problem is associated with the integrated treatment of
industrial effluents, landfill leachate and proper management
of waste. These steps are imperative for addressing the issues
related to health, development, and environmental degrada-
tion in Dhaka city.

Constructed wetland treatment systems are engineered
systems that have been constructed to treat wastewater by
utilizing natural processes (Vymazal, 2014). Constructed
wetlands have been utilized not only to treat municipal or
domestic wastewater but also to treat industrial wastewater
or other highly toxic contaminated wastewater (Vymazal,
2014). Employing subsurface constructed wetlands has been
found to be highly effective in removing nutrients (i.e. N and
P) from different types of wastewater (Saeed & Sun, 2017).
Both organic matter and nutrients were effectively removed
from synthetic wastewater through treatment in hybrid
constructed wetlands (Saeed et al., 2019).N. Majed (&) � Md.T. Khan � Md.A. R. Chowdhury � T. F. Saeed
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Technologies such as “constructed wetlands” refer to
environmentally friendly and natural treatment systems
(Cooper, 2009; Dan et al., 2011). Wetlands utilize media
such as gravel or soil and rooted plants which are highly
tolerant in water providing the necessary treatment of
wastewater (Kadlec & Wallace, 2008). Constructed wetlands
use natural treatment technology to produce good quality
treated effluent without consuming fossil energy at a much
reduced operational cost compared to other technologies
(Sim et al., 2008).

Treatment of landfill leachate can be potentially accom-
plished through both natural and conventional treatment
technologies (Haberl et al. 1995). Management of landfill
leachate can successfully operate through coagulation and
flocculation, whereas it is used as a pretreatment process
prior to the biological treatment (Sil & Kumar, 2016). The
biological treatment process is effective in the removal of
organics and nitrogenous substances from immature lea-
chates but the ratio of BOD/COD has to be kept above 0.5
(Sil & Kumar, 2016). Reed bed technology (i.e. constructed
wetlands) is one of the inexpensive technologies which is
effective in the term of removal performance of not only
organic and nitrogenous matter but also heavy metals from
the landfill leachate (Sil & Kumar, 2016).

Both surface and subsurface flow configurations of
constructed wetlands have been employed in treating the
landfill leachate and both have been found effective (Nivala
et al., 2007). Reportedly, toxic heavy metals, e.g. chro-
mium (Cr), nickel (Ni), and zinc (Zn), were effectively
removed from landfill leachate via constructed wetlands
(Gomes et al., 2019). In vertical flow (VF) constructed
wetlands, higher NH4-N removal efficiency has been
obtained, whereas horizontal flow (HF) constructed wet-
land has been found to be more effective in COD removal
(Yalcuk & Ugurlu, 2009).

This study attempts to integrate multidirectional and
sustainable environmental management through converting
waste materials into natural resources. Development of
congested cities like Dhaka should involve advanced plan-
ning to integrate waste management and waste treatment
simultaneously also in order to minimize the urban per capita
footprint for resource consumption. In order to practically
apply the waste to resource concepts such as composting,
composting barrels were installed (at University of Asia
Pacific, Dhaka, Bangladesh) with several types of
biodegradable wastes in variable fractions. Properties of the
resulting product were further analyzed and then applied into
two-stage constructed wetland systems which consisted of a
vertical flow configuration followed by a floating wetland
for the removal of landfill leachate contaminants.

2 Methodology

2.1 Composting

A barrel or drum composter was used for this study. Three
barrels were used for this study and those composting sys-
tems were established in a barrel on the rooftop of the study
area in University of Asia Pacific as shown in Fig. 1. For this
study, the waste fractions that were collected comprised
90 kg Kitchen waste (vegetable and fruit waste of different
types, eggshells, tea and coffee filter bags, tissues and paper),
20 kg straw and 20 kg coconut fiber. All of them were
collected from Kaoranbazar Kacha Bazar.

For composting, biodegradable and organic wastes were
separated from collected wastes and were deposited in the
barrel. The barrel was rotated 3–4 times a week for good aer-
ation and it was properly mixed so that the air (oxygen) and
light could enter the barrel for good compost. In this study, the
composting process was continued for 9 weeks. After 21 days,
vegetable waste was deposited in the barrel for composting.
Around 10 kg compost was collected from around 60 kg of
vegetable waste. The waste started degrading due to aerobic
decomposition. The use of compost as a media in the ceramic
filter is shown in Fig. 2. Compost was used in the vertical
wetland as media; however, the high moisture content in the
compost necessitated the use of a ceramic filter for application.

The ceramic filter was built with locally available mate-
rials (i.e. soil and rice bran) and was effective in the organic
pollutant removal performance (Hasan et al., 2019).

2.2 Constructed Wetland

The experimental setup consisted of two wetland units. VF
and floating constructed wetland (FCW) units, namely (A
and B), were built on the rooftop of University of Asia
Pacific (UAP), Dhaka, Bangladesh, at a longitude 23°
25`17.5``N and latitude 90° 23`22.6``E. VF wetlands were
made of PVC pipes; height and diameter of each PVC pipe
were 2.44 m and 0.15 m, respectively. The FCW unit was
made of steel plate; the length, height and width of the FCW
unit were 1.22 m, 0.91 m, and 0.61 m, respectively. The
constructed wetlands were arranged in the form of hybrid
constructed wetlands in which the VF unit followed the FCW
unit. Organic materials such as compost, coco-peat, bio-char,
and sawdust were used in the VF constructed wetlands as
main media, elaborately shown in Fig. 3. The organic
materials that were utilized as media are elaborated in
Fig. 4. Chrysopogon zizanioides, commonly known as ve-
tiver grass, was collected from Tongi beside the railway track
which was planted as the main reed of constructed wetlands.
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Media that are employed in the wetland systems have a
key role to assume in the pollutant removal from the
wastewater. These serve as the surfaces for the attachment of
microbial communities and also act as ingredients for the
augmentation of the bio-reactions. In the experimental setup,
four different media materials such as compost, coco-peat,
bio-char, and sawdust were filled in the ceramic filter and
employed in the center of the VF unit. Gravels within the size
ranges of 5–10 mm were used across the ceramic filter in the
VF unit. Gravel protects the media that is filled in the ceramic
filter while a hydraulic load is employed on the VF unit.

2.3 Hydraulic Load

Hydraulic loading (HL) is one of the most important factors
that controls the performance of subsurface flow wetland
systems. Greater HL promotes quicker passage of wastew-
ater through the media, thus reducing the optimum contact
time and collected wastewater, namely leachate from

Matuail landfill treatment plant was dosed into the three
systems. The loading rate of the influent was
339.70 mm/day of wastewater which was dosed into the
systems three times a day at 3 h of interval.

2.4 Sampling and Laboratory Test

Samples were collected from the outlets of VF and FCW
constructed wetlands (shown in Fig. 2) once a week for
consecutive 4 weeks. The samples were analyzed right after
collection at Environmental Engineering and Chemistry
Laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Asia Pacific, following the standard protocol (APHA 1998).
The analyzed parameters included pH, dissolved oxygen
(DO), redox potential (Eh), ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N),
nitrite nitrogen (NO2-N), nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N), total
nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP), five-day biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD5), chemical oxygen demand
(COD) and total suspended solids (TSS).

Fig. 1 Composting units established in UAP city campus roof

Fig. 2 Compost in ceramic filter
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Performance of Constructed Wetland
System

The mean pollutant removal performance across the vertical
flow and floating constructed wetland experimental systems
are shown in Table 1.

The Table displays the removal of pollutants through
vertical flow units and then the removal through the floating
units in different columns. Thus, the raw wastewater is the
influent to the VF unit, and effluent from it is considered as
the influent to the floating unit. The effluent from the floating
unit is considered as the final effluent from the hybrid sys-
tem. Through the VF unit, the removal percentage of NH4-
N, TSS, and BOD ranged from 38 to 50%. Other pollutants
such as TN, TP, and COD are being treated in the VF unit at
lesser efficiency levels being � 20%. On the other hand, the
FCW unit removes the pollutants NH4-N and TP at effi-
ciencies � 95% which is much higher across the

experimental systems. Removal percentages of other pollu-
tants such as TN, BOD, and COD lie in between 70 and 80%
across the experimental systems.

Considering the raw wastewater as the influent and the
effluent from the floating unit as the final treated effluent, the
overall removal efficiencies of the pollutants were estimated
as shown in the last column of Table 1. According to the
overall pollutant removal performance across the experi-
mental systems, removal efficiencies of NH4-N, TP, and TSS
are higher with respect to the other pollutants’ removal
efficiency. Removal percentages of pollutants such as TN,
BOD, and COD lie in between 76 and 83% across the
experimental systems. An important thing to note here is the
levels of effluent concentrations with respect to the standard
or guideline levels of discharge to nearby surface water
bodies. The third column in Table 1 provides the discharge
standard according to Environmental Conservation Rule
1997 (ECR 1997) for Bangladesh. Although a reasonably
high level of efficiency is being achieved from the system
with respect to high removal efficiencies for the pollutants,
however, except for TP, discharge standards are not being

Fig. 3 Engineering drawing of
experimental setup
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Fig. 4 Different types of organic materials, i.e. a bio-char, b sawdust, c coco-peat, d compost and e ceramic filter

Table 1 Mean Pollutant Removal Profiles across the experimental units of constructed wetlands (Standard deviation values are presented in the
parenthesis)

Parameters Unit Discharge
standards

Influent
concentration

VF (A) FCW (B) Overall (A-B)

Effluent
concentration

Efficiency, %
removal

Effluent
concentration

Efficiency
%

Effluent
concentration

Efficiency, %
removal

pH 6.5–8.5 7.98
(0.60)

8.28
(0.28)

7.69
(0.43)

7.69
(0.43)

DO mg/L 5 0.40
(0.10)

4.51
(2.73)

17.48
(23.69)

17.48
(23.69)

Eh mV 44.85
(6.67)

105.28
(9.94)

129.65
(35.08)

129.65
(35.08)

NH4-N mg/L 1 149.33
(34.17)

92.3
(57.31)

38.19 3.43
(1.48)

96.29 3.43
(1.48)

97.71

TN 10 225
(28.51)

191.5
(10.79)

14.89 38.75
(3.30)

79.77 38.75
(3.30)

82.78

TP 3 35.2
(2.75)

28.45
(5.12)

19.18 0.25
(0.50)

99.12 0.25
(0.50)

99.29

BOD5 10 146.43
(12.85)

88.75
(28.75)

39.39 24.2
(11.73)

72.73 24.2
(11.73)

83.47

COD mg/L 80 836.25
(79.91)

690
(129.82)

17.49 196.75
(68.56)

71.49 196.75
(68.56)

76.47

TSS 15 602.75
(61.59)

305.5
(16.58)

49.32 26
(8.91)

91.49 26
(8.91)

95.67
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satisfied for the other pollutants. The effluent concentrations
of the pollutants seem to be *2–3 times higher than the
required concentration levels to meet the discharge standard.
It is an indication of the requirement of a polishing step as an
extension to the wetland system. Nevertheless, having
achieved such higher removal efficiencies using a natural
treatment system is in itself a satisfactory outcome as
perceived.

3.2 Overall Removal Performance in Terms
of Pollutant Loading

Figure 5 illustrates the overall input–output profiles for
NH4-N, TN, and TP based on pollutant load (g/m2.d) across
the experimental systems for the duration of sampling, i.e.
4 weeks. According to Fig. 5, input profiles across the
experimental systems fluctuated to a certain extent with
respect to experimental duration due to fluctuation in the
manual inputs probably. But, on the other hand, output
profiles across the experimental systems were comparatively
stable and the levels of effluent pollutant loads were
approximately close to zero. Thus, at a steady operational
phase, constructed wetlands could achieve reliable and
stable removal of pollutants without invasive maintenance.

Figure 6 represents the overall pollutant removal per-
centage based on pollutant load (g/m2.d) (as shown in
Fig. 5) across the experimental systems. Based on pollutant
load, it is observed that experimental systems were highly
effective as a unit in removing the pollutants’ load NH4-N,
TP, and solids (i.e. � 95% removal) on a daily basis. On the
other hand, removal of organics and TN were slightly lower
and ranged from 75 to 85%.

3.3 Comparison of Leachate Treatment
Efficiencies in Matuail Site and Constructed
Wetland

The application of a natural system could be established to
be more worthwhile provided we could minimize the
application of chemical treatment for treating the leachate
which is usually accomplished in the landfill sites. The
Matuail landfill has a treatment unit which utilizes the fol-
lowing chemicals: for treating 1m3 raw leachate, the unit
requires 1.6 kg of lime, 1 kg of FeSO4, and 12 gm of
polyelectrolyte. In rainy and dry seasons, an amount of
leachate around 50 m3/h and 8–10 m3/h raw leachate are
disposed from the landfill, respectively. The treatment sys-
tem of the Matuail landfill treats 25 m3 raw leachate per
hour.

Figure 7 illustrates a comparative scenario on the pollu-
tant removal efficiencies in constucted wetland and the

Matuail landfill treatment system. According to Fig. 7, pol-
lutant removal percentages of all the pollutants such as NH4-
N, NO3-N, TN, TP, BOD, and COD are � 80% for both the
Matuail landfill treatment plant and constructed wetland
systems. Removal is almost harmonious for most of the
pollutants between the Matuail landfill treatment plant and
constructed wetland systems with the efficiency varying by
only around 2–3% except for TN and COD. Removal effi-
ciencies of TN and COD in the Matuail landfill treatment
unit are higher by around 8% than those in constructed
wetlands. Thus, the natural system is performing almost at a
comparable level of efficiency than the chemical treatment
unit which is a very positive indication in favor of the natural
system from a sustainability point of view. Natural resour-
ces, if utilized through engineered and efficient designs,
could be effective in recycling the waste as well as reducing
the environmental burden of the harmful chemicals.

4 Conclusions

Overall conclusions for the study on compost application
and contaminant removal in constructed removal systems are
summarized below:

• Vertical flow wetland (A) unit showed lowest removal
percentage across the experimental systems but pollutant
removal percentage increased as wastewater passed the
second stage (i.e. Floating Constructed Wetland unit) of
the experimental systems. The ultimate removal per-
centages across the overall wetland system for NH4-N,
TN, TP, BOD, COD, and TSS were 96.29%, 79.77%,
99.12%, 72.73%, 71.49%, and 91.49%, respectively.

• Effluent concentrations of the pollutants except for TP
seemed to be *2–3 times higher than the required con-
centration levels to meet the discharge standard which
indicates the requirement of a polishing step as an
extension to the wetland system.

• Overall removal percentages through the wetland system
for NH4-N, TN, TP, BOD, COD, and TSS removal per-
centage were 97.97%, 84.67%, 99.37%, 85.32%, 79.11%,
and 96.17%, respectively, based on waste load (g/m2.d)
across the experimental systems.

• Most of the pollutants are being removed in constructed
wetlands at comparable efficiencies as those in the Mat-
uail landfill treatment unit except TN and COD with a
difference of around 8%. This justifies the application of
the constructed wetland which is a natural treatment
technology over the Matuail landfill treatment plant
which utilizes chemical treatment.

Results of this analysis suggest that composting is an
effective process of recycling biodegradable waste fractions
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Fig. 5 Overall Input–Output Profiles across the experimental systems based on load (g/m2.d)

Fig. 6 Overall Pollutant removal percentage across the experimental
systems (removal from raw leachate through both wetlands) Fig. 7 Comparison of pollutant removal efficiencies between con-

structed wetlands and Matuail treatment plant
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which could be further applied as a soil conditioner and also
as media material in a natural treatment system. Constructed
wetlands could be employed as an alternative natural treat-
ment technology for leachate treatment in landfill sites.
Finding solutions to the waste management problem of
Dhaka city is critically dependent on converting waste
materials into resources; through natural treatment tech-
nologies, i.e. constructed wetlands.
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A New Vision for Future City in the Middle
East

Rasha A. Moussa

Abstract

Nowadays, the Middle East region is suffering from the
rapid growth of the population living in urban agglom-
erations. Modern cities have become more complex with
a multiplicity of actors and of tangible and immaterial
constituents that combined together shaping contempora-
neous city life. Although there are a lot of facilities, most
of these cities face critical problems concerning social
cohesion and well-being, public amenities and safety,
economic growth, energy use, and environmental quality.
Consequently, Cities governments and authorities have
seek for a way to solve these concerns and emerging new
cities characterized by flexibility, connectivity and mobil-
ity and the term of (Future Cities) have been introduce to
define sustainable and smart cities which aim to enhance
the performance and quality of the cities based on
cognitive strategies in relation to intelligent knowledge,
environmental efficiency and information technology for
a future-oriented and effective urban context. The
research paper discusses the new strategies and future
visions adopted in the Middle East to pursue their own
paths toward becoming more livable and sustainable. The
aim of the paper is to analyze the future cities in the
Middle East by understanding the various challenges,
potentials and opportunities cities face. In the end, authors
introduce effective strategies that help tackle the growing
challenges of urbanization for future cities.
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1 Introduction

During the last two decades, the notion of “Smart City” has
gained significant attention among the cities worldwide, and
researchers start to understand the main aspects and
dimensions for transforming cities to smart ones that could
adapt with the future changes and urban growth, especially
that there is a huge increase in the percentage of people
living in urban areas which will raise to 70% to reach 9.7
billion by 2050 according to the United Nation Population
Fund (UN, 2015). Figure 1 shows the increase in the world
population until 2050. This phenomena affects the economy
of the cities and consumes all the natural resources leading
them to decrease the environmental performance, since cities
consume around 60–80% of the energy worldwide and
responsible for the huge emission of the Greenhouse gas
(GHG) and other resources that are consumed for the
transportation and electricity (Hammer et al., 2011). Cities
start to find the effective solutions and approaches to face
these kinds of challenges and increase their abilities to
enhance the quality of urban services, transportation link-
ages and enable the mixed land uses to boost the economy of
the city in the future.

Nowadays, many cities have thought of becoming
“smarter” by utilizing the technologies including Informa-
tion and communications technology (ICT) to improve
various aspects and urban services of city operation and
management, including transportation, environment, traffic
management, local economy, electronic delivery of public
services and quality of life for their citizens (Li et al., 2017).
The goals of creating such cities are to optimize existing
infrastructure, provide more efficient services to citizens, and
increase collaboration and innovation among various eco-
nomic sectors (Marsal-Llacuna et al., 2015).

Several smart city projects are currently developed in
different regions around the world (Lee et al., 2014); one of
these regions is the Middle East region which starts to
establish smart cities through the integration between
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economic growth and social needs of their citizens to pro-
vide them with a safe and sustainable environment.
Governments of the Middle East cities, especially Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), have launched long-term plans
and programs to reduce the dependency on non-renewable
resources (fossil fuel) and hydrocarbon energy and replace
them by clean alternative energies like solar and wind, and
intelligent systems and technologies.

The main objective of the research paper is to highlight the
attempts of the Middle East region for developing and cre-
ating smart cities as future cities and their impacts on the
urban and economic growth of the city. The paper focuses on
understanding the concept of smart city and use of the ICT
and its component and the dimensions that affect the forma-
tion of it and the different strategies and approaches used to:

• Increase the efficient use of physical infrastructure in
order to provide a robust social and economic
development.

• Promote the engagement between local people and the
government through e-participation using effective and
innovation processes.

• Improve the intelligence of the city through the smart
infrastructure and consider social capital as part of the
development (Gooch et al., 2015).

• Increase the users’ awareness of the value of the smart
city and illustrate their role in enhancing the place and
improve their quality of life.

In order to achieve the main objective, it was essential to
discuss the following:

• Understand the meaning of smart city and differentiate
between it and other types of intelligent cities.

• Identify the various component of the smart city.
• Discuss the different approaches and strategies used for

developing cities to be smart.

• Sensitize decision-makers and local authorities on their
role in transforming cities to be smarter.

• Conduct and analyze some proposals for achieving in the
Middle East region and formulate some recommendations
that can be used for creating long term smart cities.

The paper will conduct and analyze the saudi attempts to
be a smart city as a case study in the Middle East region. In
addition, the study will concentrate on explaining the new
strategies and future visions adopted in the Kingdome of
Saudi Arabia (KSA) to pursue its own paths toward
becoming smarter by understanding the various challenges,
potentials, and opportunities saudi cities face.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Understanding Smart Cities

2.1.1 Transformation of Cities from Digital
and Intelligent to Smart

The idea of using ICT as a tool for improving the perfor-
mance of modern cities and increase their capabilities for a
better life. Digital and Intelligent cities are two similar terms
that describe ICT-driven city research and development
issues and they both aim to develop strategies for promoting
the quality of life but they are different than smart cities as
they are more specific and less inclusive level of a city and
that makes smart city more holistic term.

Digital cities refer to the net-connected cities equipped
with technological platforms for information and commu-
nications management to access population, resource, envi-
ronment, economic, and social data via the Internet of
Things. The main objective for establishing digital cities is
to create an environment for information sharing, technology
collaboration, interoperability between community members

Fig. 1 Shows the increase of world population till 2050. Source U.S. Census Bureau
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and governments, seamless experiences among the city, and
develop new forms of urban logistics and mobility (Li et al.,
2014).

Whereas, intelligent cities concern on forming a linkage
between the knowledge society with the digital city (Yova-
nof & Hazapis, 2009). The local system of innovation in
these cities is promoted by digital collaboration spaces, and
interactive tools and systems. The objective of intelligent
cities is to transform life within their region, sustain the rise
of the knowledge-based local and regional economies and
increase the ability of cities to boost learning, technological
development, and innovation in cities (Komninos et al.,
2013). Although some researcher considered intelligent city
as a synonym for a smart city but it could be found that the
“people” component is still not included in an intelligent
city, as it is in a smart city, and this reason makes the notion
of smart city is more accurate when it discusses the new
urbanization challenges especially that it focuses on pro-
viding services and customized interface to users’ needs and
concern on the ability to self-adapt (Nam & Pardo, 2011).
Moreover, smart cities are more friendly to users than
intelligent cities that concern mainly on equipping with the
infrastructure of ICTs only.

2.1.2 Definition of Smart Cities
In the 1990s, the expression of smart cities has been initially
used as a term that refers to the significant impact of the new
ICT on the infrastructure of cities. Whereas The California
Institute for Smart Communities is one of the first institutes
that concentrate on the ways and methods that communities
should adopt to be smarter and the approaches of orienting
cities to be totally technical was criticized by The Center of
Governance at The University of Ottawa that sees that smart
cities should be governance oriented and focus on the role of
social capital on the urban development process. All of these
thoughts make researchers think about the meaning of the
smart cities and show the various dimensions and aspects
embedded in the term of “Smart Cities”.

Numerous studies have discussed the meaning of smart
cities from the perspective of information technology
(IT) and infrastructure like Harrison who identified the smart
cities as “the instrumented, interconnected and intelligent
cities” where these cities have the ability to integrate live
data with information technology through a computing
platform that connect all the city services together and
facilitate communication among them (Harrison et al.,
2010). Chen and Cretu agreed with Harrison as their defi-
nition has also been related to the IT, Chen considered cities
that get benefit from the communications development and
use it to support daily life are smart cities (Chen, 2010),
while Cretu identifies smart cities as a network platform that
is involved and integrated in all human activities in his daily

life and that they should, in addition, be added to all the
government activities and economy (Cretu, 2012).

While, other researchers have connected between the ICT
and human and see that smart cities should tame the com-
munication technology to serve human needs and find
intelligent strategies to enhance the quality of city services
provided for residents (Giffinger & Gudrun, 2010). Gartner
and Caragliu believe that smart and intelligent governments
play a significant role in the transformation of cities to be
smart and that was clear in their definition of a smart city.
Gartner states that smart cities focus on the concept of
intelligent information exchange flow between several sub-
systems in the cities using intelligent government operating
framework in the form of citizens’ services and make
ecosystem of these cities more sustainable and efficient
(Albino et al., 2015), and Caragliu said that smart cities are
formed when the investment of governments in social cap-
ital, traditional and modern ICT infrastructure provide high
quality of life for citizen and sustainable economic growth
based on a wise management of natural resources (Caragliu
et al., 2011). Smart Cities are the output of integration
between knowledge-intensive and creative solutions that
concentrates on enhancing the socio-economic performance
and improving the ecological system in the cities (Kourtit &
Nijkamp, 2012). Involving the community in the concept of
a smart city is a crucial factor in the transformation process
where both citizens and government (institutions) participate
in transforming their city to be smart; therefore, community
members should have the desire to participate and share
experiences to promote smart growth.

Consequently, it could be said that future smart cities
need sustainable urban development strategies and policies
to increase the quality of life for citizens. Governments of
several cities and their public organizations start on devel-
oping distinguish policies and programs in order to achieve
sustainable development, increase economic growth, and
create a better quality of life for their citizens (Ballas, 2013).
Throughout the previous discussion about the definition of
smart cities, it is obvious that the term does not only concern
about the diffusion of ICT, but it also involves people and
communities need for better quality of life (Batty et al.,
2012) and that the information technology can be used for
empowering citizen of cities by utilizing their potentials to
fulfill their needs (Vanolo, 2014) and create an attractive life
for smart people.

2.2 Component and Dimensions of Smart City

One of the serious challenges recently is the rapid increase of
migration worldwide that causes various threats to the
physical infrastructure, natural and artificial resources,
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housing, and quality of living and environment. Conse-
quently, it was crucial to develop smart and intelligent
solutions to overcome these threats, decrease their impact on
the environment, and promote social well-being and col-
laborative eco-systems by creating smart and connected
networks between all components of cities including people,
services, and physical infrastructure (Suzuki, 2017).

Although the idea of the Internet of Things (Big Data)
had been raised in the past, it gains its prominence in the
twenty-first century where several places start to be used in
several disciplines and places. This approach provides good
opportunities in real-time for improving traffic, increasing
safety, reducing pollution, and control the public transit in
huge urban settlements (Lim et al., 2018). In addition, the
increase in using these smart technologies (Big Data and
Internet of Things) helps in developing cities and creating
intelligent and responsive places and environment supported
by smarter infrastructure.

Various studies have tried to identify the elements that
characterize smart cities, and some of them had emphasized
the importance of integrating between all the systems
(physical infrastructure, energy, environment, transportation,
…) in the city in the transformation or creation process of a
smart city. Researchers who agree with the integration idea
believe that the system and physical infrastructure of a city
cannot work separately especially in cities with high dense
(Albino et al., 2015) since these subsystems will not be
sufficient to operate and create smart cities. Nevertheless,
some researchers have attempted to facilitate the idea of
understanding the concept and components of the smart city
by dividing and categorizing it into several components and
dimensions. Kominos had introduced four main dimensions
that shaped the smart cities where the first dimension con-
cern on the broad applications of digital and electronic
technologies used for creating a knowledge-based city, while
the second dimension is the use of IT (information tech-
nology) in transforming life to be smart. The third dimension
focus on embedded ICT in city infrastructure and the last
one aims to connect between ICT and local citizens in order
to promote and improve knowledge, innovation, and learn-
ing (Komninos, 2011).

In 2007, Giffinger et al. have indicated four main com-
ponents that present smart city which are technical infras-
tructure, industry, education, and participant, but two more
items were added to the list during a project conducted by
the Center of Regional Science at the Vienna University of
Technology, so the main components for smart cities are
Smart Mobility (Transport and communication infrastruc-
ture), Smart People (Human and Social Capital), Smart
Economy (competitiveness), Smart Governance (City ser-
vices and Citizen participation), Smart Living (Quality of
life), and Smart Environment (natural resources). Some
researchers consider those items as the main features like

Zhao who believe that social and cultural dimensions, eco-
logical and political-institutional, and economic components
are the main component for improving quality of life and
create smart cities (Zhao, 2011). Nam and Pardo indicate
that the components of smart cities are all laying under three
main feature which are technology, people, and institutions,
and they added that the existing of the linkage and invest-
ment between them all with the ICT infrastructure, energy
efficiency, and improvement of quality of life, smart city will
be formed (Fig. 2).

Furthermore, Lombardi et al. have related the component
of the smart city to the elements of urban life in the presence
of ICT. Figure 3 shows the smart city components and their
corresponding in urban life (Lombardi et al, 2012). Bill
Hutchison has designed a 5-level pyramid framework called
“Intelligent Community Open Architecture—i-COA®.” He
considered the last two levels from the base as the hard
domains which are the infrastructure and place while he
keeps the higher levels for the soft domains presented by
collaboration ecosystems, applications, and life. Hutchison
has succeeded in facilitating the understanding of these
components and emphasize that the main objective of a
smart city does not only connect the hard and soft domains
together but it also aims to create collaborative environments
where innovation and quality of life can reach a higher level
of success (Hutchison et al., 2011). Hutchinson has shown in
his model that the physical infrastructure (Smart Environ-
ment and Smart Mobility) are the main core for establishing
any smart city especially that they support the creation of
innovation ecosystems with respect to human and social
capital (Smart People and Smart Economy) under the
coordination and articulation by the public entities or public–
private partnerships (Smart Governance).

People
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(Government 

and Policy)

Technology

Improve Quality of Life

Fuel Sustainable Growth
(Energy Efficiency)
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Fig. 2 Smart City components and their linkage. Source Researcher
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One of the best clarification and division to the compo-
nent of the smart city is done by Appio et al., as they merged
Hutchison's and Giffinger's frameworks creating a hybrid
framework to illustrate the strategy and approaches used by
smart cities to encourage the collaboration ecosystems which
could improve both the standards of living leading to a
higher quality of life and the competitiveness of urban
spaces (Fig. 4). In the following part, the researcher will
discuss the various dimensions of the smart city and their
components.

2.2.1 Smart Mobility
Smart Mobility is one of the main components and moti-
vations of smart city projects as it could help in providing

easy transportation networks, accurate navigation, and real-
istic data that could facilitate and improve the coordination
and integration of different transportation modes. Further-
more, it helps in improving the traffic flow and fluidifying it
and that will reduce road congestion, facilitate parking, and
decrease the threats of accidents by providing streets and
roads and other means with sensors that provide accurate
data. Sensors should be added to all urban mobility infras-
tructure like roads, subways, bridges, tunnels, and rails.

Moreover, Vehicular Social Networks are considered a
very crucial system that integrates social network (relation-
ships among vehicle users) with the Internet of Vehicles
(IoVs) and embraces the vehicular networks for communi-
cations among vehicle users with social relationships since

SMART 
CITY

Smart 
Economy

Smart 
People

Smart 
Government

Smart 
Livivng

Smart 
Environment

Smart 
Mobility

EducationLogistic &
Infrastructure

Industry

E-DemocracyEfficiency &
Sustainability

Security & Quality

Fig. 3 Smart City components
and their equivalent in Urban Life
in presence of ICT. Source
Researcher

Fig. 4 An adaptation of
Hutchison's i-COA® framework
highlighting Giffinger's smart city
elements. Source Appio, 2019
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the human factors that impact vehicular connectivity are
involved with Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure (V2I) frameworks and that will enhance the
cooperative navigation solutions, car sharing, safety warn-
ings, theft, and cruise control (Ning et al., 2017) (Fig. 5).

Smart Cities should also encourage “walkability” as one
of the smart mobility approaches by adding ecological
short-range mobility solutions such as pay-per-use business
mode electric bikes and scooters, but in order to enable these
pedestrians and bike routes for working smoothly, precise
studies about the traffic flow should be prepared to facilitate
the movement, and increase the quality of public
transportations.

2.2.2 Smart Environment
Smart environment counts on the holistic use of technology
as a comprehensive database for improving all living aspects
of the city and creating an efficient urban environment,
which serves and promotes the citizens’ quality of life
(Giffinger et al., 2015). This could be happened by managing
and controlling the wastes, pollution, and food growth and
improving the services and facilitate the living in houses
through the internet of things such as optical and pressure
sensors and proximity detectors, that can maintain the

management process for cities and help decision making in
terms of logistics and urban strategy (Perera et al., 2014).

Nowadays, pollution and energy consumption are the
major problems facing cities and the aim of the smart cities
is to overcome these problems using the IoT applications
that could detect and prevent any threads before happened
and can improve prediction, visualization, and simulation of
city pollution. For instance, wireless sensors can monitor
plant growth and emissions of harmful gases. Whereas
energy distribution can be managed through smart grids that
are capable to do various tasks, as these grids can optimize
the use of renewable energy sources based on real-time
statistics about usage, and in addition, they can store extra
capacities that can be used in peak hours. These smart grids
are characterized by their ability to self- diagnosis, and in
some cases, they could heal themselves (Koutitas, 2018).

A smart and safe environment can be easily achieved by
understanding and creating a database about all components
of the cities that contribute to the development process and
affects the quality of living. These aspects could be con-
trolled by several networks and systems coupled with open
data Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provided by
government agencies to create better facility management
and production processes.

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of
VSNs. Source Ning and et al.
(2017)
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2.2.3 Smart People
Human capital and social capital are two crucial components
of smart city especially that the majority of productivity
growth in society relies on both of them more than other
capitals. Human capital presents the individual and com-
munity skills and abilities, while social capital refers to the
amount and quality of connected social institutions. In order
to enhance the ability of people to be smart and help them in
adapting creatives and intelligent solutions, cities should
improve the higher education institutions especially that they
affect the economic growth. Furthermore, smart cities attract
ingenious people who are the keystone for promoting social
capital in the innovation ecosystems.

Cities could be sustainable and attractive place for smart
and creative people when they have access to a knowl-
edgeable workforce that embraces creativity and innovation,
explores smart approaches of doing things using IoT and
supported by community stakeholders, decision-makers, and
programs that encourage development, forward-thinking
under certain policies and increase the quality of living for
citizens in terms of health, safety and security, and leisure
infrastructure and provide job shadowing and mentoring
opportunities.

2.2.4 Smart Economy
Smart economy is defined as the ability to engage the
existing resources in the process of creating innovative
solutions through developing new cooperation models in
production, distribution, and consumption (Zygiaris, 2013).
It refers to the ability of the city to overcome economic
challenges, create innovative businesses, provide open and
flexible labour markets, and increase the economic growth
that could compete globally and attract investments (Ala-
wadhi et al., 2012). Smart economy is characterized by its
flexibility to generate high added value based on knowledge
and innovate social responsibility. It focuses on promoting
entrepreneurship, enhancing innovation, and increasing local
and global productivity to fulfill the market and community
needs through the diversity of employment opportunities and
the flexibility of the open markets that are capable of
adaptation and transformation within the global changes.
Smart cities usually establish innovation and technology
hubs and parks to encourage and support the sharing of
knowledge that attracts global investments.

Furthermore, Smart economy depends on employing
human capital (knowledge, skills, creativity) to generate
creative ideas into valuable processes, products, and ser-
vices. In addition, it focuses on increasing energy efficiency
and enhancing the use of existing renewable energy
resources by developing companies to be green (Schaffers
et al., 2011). Smart economy presents the ability of a city to
be smart through the efficient utilization of ICTs in all
aspects of its economic activities and the active sharing of

tacit and explicit knowledge for economic benefit. In addi-
tion, the ICT infrastructure of smart cities can also facilitate
the emergence of innovative, cloud-based business models.
This kind of open innovation is facilitated by the synergy
and creativity that emerge from open collaboration in the
knowledge economy. Consequently, smart economy pro-
vides cities with a clear long-term economic vision that
serves all sectors of the society and could create strong
business growth and promote the labours’ qualifications.

2.2.5 Smart Governance
Smart Governance presents the governmental services
offered to citizens of smart cities that support them in
shaping their community in an equal manner and with good
quality. The main objectives of the smart government are to
generate citizen-centric development and improve the
democratic processes and political strategies using ICT to
facilitate the engagement of citizens (Kumar et al., 2016).
E-governance is the tool used in smart cities to provide
adequate and efficient public services to all citizens. In
addition, smart governance uses the existing advanced
technology for acceleration and coordination with stake-
holders and municipalities to fulfill citizens’ needs and
enhance the quality of public services and institutions within
certain developed policies based on utilizing the effective
knowledge and experience of all relevant stakeholders. In
order to achieve effective city management, it is crucial to
support effective public leadership in understanding the cit-
izens’needs and finding quick and appropriate solutions for
any problems through the transparency of Government
decisions and information that could be easily accessed by
the governance.

E-governance help in serving all kind of stakeholders
including their citizens using the ICT infrastructure in
improving, executing, funding, guarantying, and certifying
projects with simplified steps based on service application
integration (Tokoro, 2015). These applications should rely
on the analysis of data and real-time process diagnosis fol-
lowed by activity coordination and citizen communication
and ended by the management of services, infrastructures,
and incentives (Dustdar et al., 2017).

2.2.6 Smart Living
Smart Living is the platform that includes all aspects that
affects people life and boost the quality of life using ICT
technologies to facilitate the interaction between citizens and
government agencies, fulfill their needs, bolster
entrepreneurship, provide safety and security to citizens of
the city and the urban environment, and reduce vulnerability
(Dameri & Ricciardi, 2017); people should feel safe and
protected all day by the agencies and authorities.

Moreover, the aim of smart living is creating social
cohesion and equity among the members of society so no
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one could feel excluded or discriminated against. The gov-
ernments should support social interaction by providing
smart cities with an adequate provision of quality public
spaces such as parks and plazas with abundant green spaces.
Whereas for the urban environment and social equity, a
smart city should offer affordable quality housing for all
citizens; however, their income is where each member could
have a minimum standard of living that he accepts and could
afford.

Furthermore, smart living must include initiatives to create
and develop a healthy and liveable environment, improve the
quality of educational facilities and social services, and
empower citizen participation especially that these factors
and indicators will affect the general population and future
generations. In order to have a high quality of life, better jobs,
housing, and infrastructure (material conditions) should be
offered and the development of natural, social, human, and
economic capitals should be taken into considerations.

Finally, it could be obvious that all components of smart
cities could be effectively influenced by the use of ICT in
smart cities and that the integration between real-time
information and smart algorithms could monitor environ-
mental threats, enhance the energy infrastructure, and create
value through better collaboration and innovation tools for
learning and working under the generation of Smart
Governance tools.

2.3 A Look on Smart Cities in the Middle East
Region

Many of the cities in the Middle East start to find a solution
to be resilience and increase their ability to withstand, sur-
vive and thrive with all the global changes that affect cities
negatively. Several cities in the Middle East start to focus on
enhancing and boosting the main pillars for shaping smart
cities which are social and human capital, economic growth,
business activity, education, innovation, and governance in
order to create their own future cities that attract innovated
and talented people and improves the quality of life for their
citizens.

Various cities in the Middle East have prepared strategies
for achieving their future vision and work on constructing
smart cities that will lead them to become more intelligent
and global. These strategies are divided among all the living
aspects and aim to identify the main concerns that each city
should focus its efforts on and direct its resources to attract
global corporations and foreign investors as well as
enhancing the quality of living for citizens. Middle East
cities have combined different aspects such as economic
growth, social needs, and human aspiration to create the
smart cities that provide healthy, safe, and sustainable

environments for living and working to all people (citizen,
visitors, labors). Smart Cities in the Middle East aim to focus
on using clean technology energies such as wind and solar
instead of hydrocarbon energy which has negative effects on
quality of life and people. In addition, Middle East cities are
developing their energy infrastructure and creating a better
environment for innovation by designing smart grids that
manage the energy needs and improve the efficiency and
overall savings of it and increase the transport system.

Smart city projects focus on various aspects like safety
and security, transportation and mobility, education and
better job creation, environmental sustainability, quality of
life, and public services efficiency. The priority of each
aspect varies from one city to another, the richer the city is,
the more concerning about increasing the quality of life and
improving the public services and security, whereas, lower
cities focus on the transportation and utilities.

Dubai and Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates,
Jeddah in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Doha in Qatar,
and other cities in the Middle East region have a great ability
to attract global citizens and global corporations and
investment. In addition, each of them is characterized by
some potentials that help in developing and creating such
smart city projects. It becomes crucial for the Middle East
cities to design balanced strategies to develop all the city
sectors, infrastructure, and services to become global cor-
porate hubs. Dubai has the highest growth potential in all the
aspects among the Gulf Cooperation Council cities and has a
clear strategy to develop and be smart relying on its existing
capabilities. Whereas, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait have started to create major strategies for developing
their infrastructure and other sectors especially that both
cities have a powerful growth in human capital and business
activities.

There are four main factors that have pushed the gov-
ernments in the Middle East to plan and implement Smart
City projects; these factors were driven from social, envi-
ronmental, economic, and technological aspects (Yesner and
Ozdemir, 2017). These factors are

• Increase in urban populations: The urban population is
increasing especially in the developing countries and the
Middle East and according to the UN (2015), the per-
centage of people living in cities will reach 67% by 2050.
This enormous increase will affect the city infrastructure
and resources negatively if cities could not find a smart
and intelligent solution.

• Risk of climate change: Nowadays, most of the cities
suffer from the change in climate and weather patterns
and it had become one of the critical risks. Consequently,
cities try to find smart solutions to overcome these
changes or prevent climate departure.
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• Adoption of third platform technologies: One of the
important factors that attracts cities to design smart cities
is the development of the third platform technologies with
its four pillars technology areas: Big Data & Analytics,
Cloud, Mobile, and Social that help enterprises to manage
their business and accelerate their digital transformation
through different wireless devices, such as smartphones,
machinery, and sensors.

• Need to be connected to the global: Technology has
become an approach for global interconnectedness, and
people everywhere highly demand technologies tools and
devices that keep them connected to the city and maintain
strong social connections. People depend on technologies
in all fields of life and that increases the quality of life for
the citizens.

Governments in smart cities play a significant role in
managing, coordinating, and funding the project, and to
avoid the failure or facing more challenges, they should
provide clear balanced strategies and develop alternative
plans. Furthermore, Middle East cities can benefit from the
developed smart grid infrastructure as supportive for pro-
moting education, improving healthcare, and providing
better jobs in a sustainable environment.

3 Research Methodology

The research methodology depends on the qualitative tech-
nique which is suitable for the applied part that discusses the
transformation attempts of KSA to be smart as a case study
and indicate the role of government and local authorities in
the development process. The fieldwork for the research
paper had two main stages followed by the conclusion. The
first stage of the research is the theoretical stage which was
shown in the previous section (literature review) of this
paper that illustrates the definition of smart cities and states
their components and dimensions and their role in promoting
cities and fostering quality of life to citizens and residents.
The second stage is the applied stage which aims to analyze
and discuss the outcomes of the previous stages in one of the
Middle East cities which is KSA as a case study. The applied
part focus on discussing the vision of KSA and the different
strategies it adopts to be smart and how its cities were able to
achieve the smart city dimensions and suggest some devel-
oping approaches to maintain the existing infrastructure and
resources in order to transform KSA to a smart city. Lately,
the research ends with a conclusion and recommendations
for guaranteeing the success of the case study (Fig. 6).

4 Case Study (The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia)

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is geographically the
largest country in the Middle East Region and the world's
second-largest oil producer and the world's largest oil
exporter, controlling the world’s second-largest oil reserves
and the sixth-largest gas reserves. It is located in the west of
Asia and known as the Land of the Two Holy Mosques;
Al-Masjid-al-Haram (in Makkah) and Al-Masjid an-Nabawi
(in Al-Madinah); and the most significant place in the Isla-
mic world, where Muslim pilgrimages come from every-
where for Umrah and Hajj and their number will increase to
reach 30 million within the coming 15 years. The kingdom
is divided into six administrative-territorial provinces with
13 regions, and each has its own governorates and a region
capital, which has the status of municipality. These pro-
vinces are Hejaz Province (Western), Najd Province (Cen-
tral), El Hasa Province (Eastern), Asir
Province (Southern), Rub al Khali Province (Southeastern),
and Shammar Province (Northern). Later, the Northern
Province was created from the Western and Central (Fig. 7).

In the following figure (Fig. 8), it is clear in KSA, the
population and air pollution are increasing and that was one
of the reasons for the new vision.

4.1 Saudi Vision 2030

In 2016, KSA has launched and approved a new developing
vision named Vision 2030 for developing and transforming
itself to be a sustainable and smart city. The main objectives
for this vision aim to indicate the current regional and global
challenges, diversify economic growth, and stop depending
on oil as the primary source of income. Moreover, the vision
aims to create a more connected society and increase their
quality of living of citizens, provide a highly efficient gov-
ernment, and put KSA on prominent international standing
in all aspects and sectors (environmental, social, and eco-
nomical). The vision supports the idea of integrating sus-
tainable development goals into the national planning
process and put the KSA in an excellency level of living
among all Middle East cities and globally (Vision 2030,
2017). The main themes and pillars of the vision are a
vibrant society, a thriving economy, and an ambitious
nation through 13 realization programs (Fig. 9).

(1) A Vibrant Society: The theme is considered the main
and initial start for having a thriving economy. It aims to
build a society with deep roots where its members follow
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Fig. 6 The research methodology. Source Researcher

Fig. 7 Saudi Arabia map. Source http://iblagh.com/116347

Fig. 8 Saudi Arabia statistic study. Source Saudi Vision 2030, 2016
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the Islamic principles and guidelines, the society that is
initiated by the powerful family system with the support
of social and health care in order to raise the quality of
living for citizens. In addition, this theme work on cre-
ating fulfilling lives to all the citizens where all their
needs are provided within an attractive environment and
maintain the city identity and cultural heritage.

(2) A Thriving Economy: KSA is preparing for promoting
its economy through developing its investment tools
and long term strategies, creating opportunities for
several sectors and generating adequate job opportuni-
ties and supporting the including small companies and
entrepreneurs besides the large ones and aligning edu-
cation with market requirements. Furthermore, KSA is
trying to attract international investment through
improving the business environment and raising the
quality of government and economic services provided.

(3) An Ambitious Nation: The aim of this theme is to
provide efficiency and responsibility at all city services
levels and create a transparent, effective and
high-performing government and indicate a benchmark
for public performance. Moreover, the government
offers opportunities for all members and organizations
in the city to share in the development process and carry
the responsibility required to face the challenges and
difficulties.

Most of the programs and projects prepared to achieve the
vision and its themes are transforming KSA to a sustainable
smart city and throughout the analysis, the researcher will
illustrate how smart dimension and component are used as a
pathway to achieve the Vision 2030 and showing the future
smart city of KSA that was supported by all the provinces of
it.

Fig. 9 Themes of KSA vision
2030. Source KSA Vision 2030
& Aranca Research
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4.2 Aim of the Study and the Reasons
for Selecting the Main Cities

The aim of this analytical study is to highlight the different
approaches used for transforming KSA to smart cities by
indicating the technology opportunities used to achieve the
required goals and fulfill the transformation program for the
Vision 2030 and the linkage between the vision and the
smart city components.

The study will concentrate on the main cities for the
significant provinces since they have the largest population
and have a huge number of migrants (labors) and pilgrims.
Najd Province (Central), Hejaz Province (Western), and El
Hasa Province (Eastern) are considered the most significant
provinces in KSA as each of them is well known for its
importance. Riyadh city is the national capital and the
governor palace and has the largest population in KSA
(6,100,000), while the Hejaz Province gains its importance
as it includes the two holy mosques in Makkah and
Al-Madinah, the pilgrims around the world come to pray
there and the industrial city of Yanbu and the port of Jeddah
city which handle the majority of KSA commercial freight
shipping. Finally, the cities in the Eastern Province which
facilitate most of the country’s petrochemical industry and
the industrial port such as Dammam and its surrounding
cities of Khobar and Dhahran, and the industrial city Jubail.
These cities gain more concern from the governors, mayors,
government ministries, and other stakeholders such as
development authorities and state-owned corporations and
they all play an essential role in the transformation process,
and they can have overlapping responsibilities. One of these
development authorities is The Royal Commission for Jubail
and Yanbu (RCJY) that was established for creating major
industrial hubs around oil and it is now playing a partial role
in the diversion of the city economies in both cities. The
following part of the paper will show the potential used and
created for the future vision.

4.3 Analytical Study on Vision 2030 as a Path
for Developing Smart Kingdom

4.3.1 Smart Mobility Development in KSA
In the last few years, KSA has sought for smart and intel-
ligent transport solutions that will be fast and safe for citi-
zens and visitors of the city and enhance the quality of life
there. KSA has spent billions of SAR on some projects for
solving the problem of the congestion and decrease air
pollution in cities especially large ones. One of the main
projects that are constructed for developing the infrastructure
of Riyadh is The King Abdulaziz Metro Project under the
supervision of The Arriyadh Development Authority
(ADA) that is considered the largest public transportation in

KSA. This project will be the key for the public transport
system as it creates a metro network with 6 main lines of the
total length of 175 km (Fig. 10). In addition, the project
provides bus services that are considered the main trans-
portation means for passengers within the districts and
neighborhoods.

Trains are designed and prepared to move without drivers
and large companies like Seimens are working on the sig-
naling and controlling systems that enable the trains to
operate at 90-s intervals in the rush hours, so 21,000 pas-
sengers per hour can go to the desired destination. Moreover,
the project provides smart environment solutions by using
the electrical energy generated from the trains after braking
as the power system for the metro station. As a result of that,
energy efficiency boosts and energy consumption deducted.

Furthermore, in order to control the traffic growth in road
networks, air pollution, and reduce congestion, Riyadh is
planning to add technology system through the smart traffic
information such as Vehicle-to-X (V2X) systems that
depend on connecting road monitoring cameras and sensors,
vehicles and drivers’ smartphones together through a com-
munication ecosystem operated from smart traffic control
centers. This system can help drivers to know the traffic flow
and road status through signals from smart road signs, and
they can provide the system with more data and information
regarding road and traffic conditions. Integrated platforms
are developed to include all the required data regarding
traffic control and provide a higher level of traffic manage-
ment. For parking, smart systems can be integrated with the
road networks using the real-time data collected from the
over-head sensors to help drivers finding the suitable and
nearest parking areas to them. Some other ideas and systems
were offered to the Saudi government that could fully cover
the required area and has the ability to adopt any changes in
weather or light and could pair with several smart
applications.

Toll routes could be another solution for controlling
traffic and reducing the highway routes’ congestion and air
pollution. They can also be a good and effective approach
for generating revenue and increasing the quality of public
transportation. In addition, they have an impact on the
environment as they reduce both CO2 emission and fuel
consumption. Barcodes are added to vehicles and are used to
calculate the kilometers used.

The Jeddah Development and Urban Regeneration
Company (JDURC) is another development authority in
Jeddah (The gateway to the Hajj) that carries the develop-
ment of Jeddah especially the Haramain High-Speed Rail
(HHR) project that transfer visitors and citizen from the 2
stations in Jeddah to Makkah, Al Madina, and Rabegh and
the Jeddah Metro which has 3 line within a distance 152 km,
and by 2022, there will be a new rail line with length 93 km
around the city edges. In addition to the waterfront tramway
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along the Red Sea with distance equal 48 km and the ticket
booking will be via smart cards. While, Al-Madinah is
planning by 2020 to establish 3 metro lines with distance
95 km, including 25 km of tunnels and 48 km on elevated
routes. Makkah has also provided Al Mashaaer Al Mugad-
dassah Train which is used in Hajj as a transportation mean
to transfer pilgrims to Mina and Arafat Mountain and return
them back. It is planned to have 4 more lines in the future.

Smart Mobility does not concern on the transportation
only, but it focuses on the logistic of the ports since Jeddah
Islamic Port is considered the mediator port for commercial
freight coming from Europe and other surrounded cities. In
order to improve the environmental and logistical operation
of Jeddah Port, smart systems are applied to the port to avoid
the environmental harms and air pollution caused by the
diesel of the trucks and ships through providing power
supply to them on landing via connecting these ships to
land-based power grids. Moreover, smart communication
and guidance applications and system will provide all
required data and information to ships about traffic status,
travel time congestion, after that data collected is forwarded
to mobile devices and LED signs, so this facilitate and guide
truck and ships drivers to the available loading area or ter-
minal in a smooth way and avoid wasting time and con-
suming energy.

4.3.2 Smart Environment Strategies in KSA
The National Transformation Plan in KSA has planned to
build smart and sustainable accommodation buildings in the
western provinces (Hejaz Region), especially in Makkah and
Al-Madinah to fulfill the required number for visitors and
pilgrims and enhance the energy efficiency of existing ones

and transform them to sustainable and smart. The aim of
constructing such buildings is to improve the energy and
water use efficiency and support the government in
decreasing the overall generation capacity requirements in
KSA since the buildings consume around 41% of global
energy consumption.

The objectives of a smart environment are to monitor,
manage, and control the different resources and pollutions.
Each city has its own strategy and approach to achieve its
objectives. As in Jeddah, the government had offered an
intelligent recycling system that supports the transformation
of Jeddah to be a green city. While, Al-Madinah, the pol-
lution measurement laboratory, is monitoring the rates of
pollutants in the air which is within the allowable rates
according to the international standards, and there are several
attempts to solve the problems caused by smog due to the
high-rise buildings and heavy traffic.

Furthermore, Riyadh city has used several environmental
practices to control the harmful amount of air pollution by
the support of The Natural Resources and Environmental
Research Institute at King Abdulaziz City for Science and
Technology (KACST) that built a network containing five
stations for monitoring air quality. In addition, some areas
and regions in Riyadh had constructed the Smart Water
Meters and Hydrometer system for measuring the amount of
water by ultrasound measurements and analyzing and con-
trolling the collected data, which contribute to the efficient
use of water.

Smart buildings support in achieving the government’s
objective of creating a sustainable city and utilizing renew-
able energy. Furthermore, it will enable the smart grid sta-
bility and increase its flexibility to manage the loads by

Fig. 10 Shows the 6 lines for the metro and the design of the electric trains. Source ADA website
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integrating both the building and grid managements together
in order to optimize the electrical loads. The stability of the
grid can be formed by optimizing smart consumption, pro-
ducing energy and storing it. People in smart buildings can
share energy consumption with the government and they
could expect it.

Furthermore, building automation and management sys-
tems will be added to buildings in order to control and
monitor all the systems in buildings (water treatment,
lighting, ventilation, energy management, ….etc.) and pro-
vides security services such as video surveillance through
several applications to keep building secured and creates
safe environment (Fig. 11). Smart buildings can interact
with smart grids and be able to manage the required
demands for reducing costs and provides energy efficiency.

Energy usage and environmental impact affect the quality
of new mobility solutions and usually related to the net-
works. One of the significant projects that have been pre-
pared to get benefit from energy is the development of Hejaz
airports; King Abd El-Aziz Airport in Jeddah and Prince
Mohammad bin Abdulaziz Airport in Al-Madinah which
had awarded LEED Gold in its first phase and planning to
award LEED Platinum in the other two phases through
aligning innovative technologies with sustainability goals
and objectives such as power generation and operation,
energy management, and smart grid systems. Both projects
are developed by smart systems that allow for developing
and creating new and highly cosmopolitan systems that
avoid the long term power shortages during extreme inci-
dents. Furthermore, these smart grids have the ability to
detect the damaged parts in the system and isolate them from
other parts that could easily receive power. It also works on
repairing the damaged parts with minimal delays and man-
age the energy system that generates the smart grid and
optimizes the energy efficiency along its life cycle of the

project where energy managers could be able to indicate the
energy consumption patterns and avoid the unused energies
at peak time.

The new expansion of the airports will offer opportunities
for reducing energy consumption by 50% and water con-
sumption by 80% and integrating around 30% of renewable
energy. Moreover, the development will offer intelligent
solutions for luggage handling and cargo solutions and will
provide smart parking systems and e-mobility solutions.
Using smart systems and infrastructure will lead to increase
the energy saving. Figure 12 shows the percentage of
energy-saving chart by adopting smart systems in airports.

4.3.3 Smart Economy
All private and public sectors are working together to
achieve the objectives of Saudi Vision 2030 and aiming to
transform KSA economically and socially. All provinces
using their resources for achieving the vision, and cities are
now developing their educational institutions, retail, and
entertainment centers, as well as providing opportunities for
touristic projects along the coasts and use their holistic plans
for their industrial development.

The Eastern Province of KSA with its three main cities,
Dammam, Al Khobar, and Dahran, is considered the world’s
largest oil field, and these three cities were the main keys for
the growth of the Kingdom’s industrial and technical
heartland especially that Dammam's king Abdul Aziz Sea
Port is the second important port in KSA after Jeddah port
and that Saudi Aramco in Dhahran, one of the largest oil
company in the world, with its housing facilities and other
services and mobility networks that serve its employees. The
three cities have the same municipality known as the
Dammam Area or the triplet cities. In addition to these cities,
KSA had announced for the Royal Commission for Jubail
and Yanbu (RCJY) 35 years ago that aim to establish some

Fig. 11 Shows Building automation and management systems. Source Siemens Switzerland Ltd, 2016
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industrial cities as Jubail and Yanbu as a way for financial
and commercial diversification. In the beginning, most of the
development was focusing on oil-based but later on several
factories that produce and manufacture varieties of local
consumer and industrial products were established and
products with high qualities were exported to other countries
worldwide through KSA ports. Large companies have star-
ted investments and developments in Eastern Province
where Siemens Dammam Energy Hub (SDEH) in Dammam
had produced the first gas turbine in KSA and the largest in
the Middle East in 2016 beside the petrochemical products,
gas, and downstream oil refinery manufacture that had taken
place too. Moreover, SDEH and its local partner start to
manufacture cutting-edge products that could help in the
energy market there and contributed 11.5% of the kingdom's
non-oil GDP in 2012.

KSA had started on establishing and constructing the
economic cities during the last ten years as an approach for
promoting economic growth, diverting the economy of the
city from being oil-based to other products, and attracting
domestic and foreign investments. In addition, these cities
offer thousands of job opportunities for youth and young
graduates. Most of these cities were established to serve
specialized industries that are formed by the cooperation
between the public and private sectors as the government act
as a regulator and facilitator for the different process, while
private industries provide capital, technology transfer, and
economic development. Although King Abdullah Economic
City (KAEC) has proved that KSA succeeded in attracting
some investments but other economic cities had suffered
from environmental problems and face real challenges that
prevent them from attracting the required investments and
decelerate the development of them. Nowadays, the gov-
ernment of KSA has recognized the keys to promote and
boost the investments and encourage the participation of all
sectors that share in the economic development through
providing financial services to them and categorize the ser-
vices based on the scale of the projects from capital funding
for the huge projects to short term working capital for small
ones and and facilitate the licences that could enable for
supporting the long-term investment.

Moreover, Al-Madinah has established a new develop-
ment authority named The Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah
Development Authority (MMDA). MMDA focus on sup-
porting the industrial SMEs (Small to Medium Enterprises)
and provide the economy knowledge in Al-Madinah espe-
cially that Al-Madinah relays on the cultural capital that is
related to Umrah and Hajj and provides a specific unique
identity to it.

4.3.4 Smart Government in the Development
of KSA

KSA is planning to raise the Kingdom’s ranking worldwide
on the E-Governance Survey Index from the position of 36
(current position) to be one of the top five nations. KSA
prepared digital strategies and programs to reach smart
government applications and achieve the goals of the Saudi
Vision 2030. One of the crucial pillars for achieving this
strategy is the integrated E-Governance which supports and
facilitates the coordination between government entities. In
addition, E-Governance provides all services and informa-
tion related to the government digitally via different
approaches and channels for all residents and visitors espe-
cially Makkah and Al-Madinah that host a huge number of
pilgrims annually.

Makkah and Al-Madinah are not the only cities that apply
smart applications but other large cities like Jeddah and
Riyadh had applied such smart applications to facilitate
governmental deals and reduce waste of time. Citizens now
prefer using governmental applications and find that they
raise their quality of living and emphasize citizen-centric
development. Furthermore, smart applications facilitate
administrative processes and increase transparency. Now
citizens can engage in publishing government issues and
data for several sectors, and they are capable to add data to
the system to improve services provided (Castelnovo et al.,
2015); there are two main approaches used:

a. Co-designed Approach: where the government opens its
data to citizens to benefit from the different services

b. Crowdsourcing Approach: where citizens add data by
using their smart mobiles and provide feedback and raise
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issues about their city that could help the government to
improve their services.

One of the significant systems in Riyadh is Riyadh Wiki
Information and Complaining System that provides data to
citizens and allow them to add new data and services to it
and create a transparent connection and cooperation between
citizens and their government.

The aim of creating the integrated E-Governance is
adopting smart government solutions through the use of ICT
and facilitate the government procedures and systems in
order to reduce time consumed and cut tedious bureaucracy
and increases the level of satisfaction. Furthermore, it helps
in indicating government performance and enhancing the
quality of government services offered at an efficient level
that fulfill the citizens’ needs. Consequently, Saudi govern-
ment represented by Saudi Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology (MCIT) had launched Yesser as
E-Government program that coordinates the relation and link
between the different government entities (Table 1) and
facilitate the exchange of governmental data between
authorized departments in order to deliver secured
E-Government services (online services) to users and citi-
zens through the smart integrated government network and
database (Fig. 13).

Several E-Government services have been launched during
the last period in a lot of government entities such as
E-learning services, online job searches, employment pro-
grams, passports, and civil affairs, and online payment ser-
vices. These activities and services are not the only ones, but

the government will expand its service and widen its scope
and objectives to include education, health care, geographic
information, and government agencies’ applications such as
data-sharing platforms (Saudi Vision, 2017). Saudi govern-
ment expected that Yesser program will attract stakeholders
and decision-makers who will work together and discuss the
future of Smart Government in KSA and indicate the intelli-
gent solutions and services for the existing and future projects.

4.3.5 Smart Living Reflection in KSA
One of the important themes of the Kingdom's vision is
creating a vibrant society and an ambitious nation and that
could be formed by boosting the quality of life for citizens
and residents. KSA finds that encouraging the investment in
several fields that affects the living such as real estate,
education, health, hospitality services, and infrastructure will
positively raise the degree of satisfaction of people toward
their living with the increase of demands and needs.

Makkah city was one of the significant cities in KSA that
gain special care especially that it hosts one of the crucial
events that happened in KSA which are Umrah and Hajj
where millions of pilgrims come every year to pray in the
Holy Mosque (The Kaaba). Consequently, the government
starts suggesting solutions to facilitate the praying process in
Umrah and Hajj and improve the quality of urban infras-
tructure and public services. KSA is developing the area of
The Holy Mosque and its surroundings every year taking
into consideration the level of the massive hotels and ser-
vices as they should be with high quality and efficiency as
well as the huge infrastructure of motorways and pedestrian

Table 1 Different government
entities and their services and
systems. Source https://www.
moe.gov.sa/en/Pages/Int-e-
Government.aspx

Entity (Organization) Service name System (Used By Service Ice)

Ministry of Interior–
National Information
Center

Citizen Record,
Resident Record

Tawasul System

Ministry of Civil Services Civil Services
Record

The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques’ Foreign
Scholarship Program

General Organization for
Social Insurance (Gosi)

Employment
Status

The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques’ Foreign
Scholarship Program

Ministry of Commerce and
Industry

Commercial
Register

Investor Portal–Jameah Platform

Ministry of Finance Electronic
Payment Order

Safeer Financial System

Ministry of Municipal and
Rural Affairs

Contractors
Classification

Jameah Platform–the Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques’ Foreign Scholarship Program

National Center for
Assessment

Qiyas Test
Results

The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques’ Foreign
Scholarship Program

Elm Company–Ministry of
Interior

Citizen Record,
Resident Record
Citizen
Exit-Re-Entry
Data

All Ministry Systems
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tunnels. Moreover, smart systems have been added to
Makkah to facilitate all the movement and monitor the
process of congestion and manage it. These systems include
the operation of the electronic payment, smart transportation,
and follow up for pilgrims during Hajj and processing the
electronic identification bracelets.

Providing facilities and utilities to public transportation
can foster the quality of citizens’ life and support the concept
of the smart living as it avoids the waste of time and pro-
vides a safe and comfortable way of moving and transferring
from place to another. Riyadh metro trains are equipped with
safety systems, Wi-Fi service, LED lighting, and surveil-
lance cameras.

Furthermore, the Saudi authorities had redevelopment
some of the informal areas and establish new areas as an
approach for promoting the level of satisfaction and quality
of life for citizens and follow the principles of smart cities,
example for that is “Sumuw” that is located in the western
suburb of Makkah.

Another implementation for transforming KSA to smart
city was adopted by Prince Mugrin Bin Abdulaziz Univer-
sity in Al-Madinah that prepared some studies to support the
idea of smart living of Al-Madinah through enhancing the
three main pillars for quality of life: housing, health, and
education and put Al-Madinah in an international standard
(El Ela, 2016) by converging the components of each pillars
using technology, for example, connected people and vehi-
cles, human intelligence, crowd-source and sensing and
cloud-based technologies.

Moreover, the government had facilitated the way and
approach used by citizens and residents to access efficiently

to the government services from any place at any time. In
addition, it provides a broadband infrastructure including the
E-Government, intelligent applications related to city man-
agement, safety control, and security (Ali, 2012). A few
years ago, some of the municipalities in KSA have replaced
their equipment and tools with world-class technology and
high-tech infrastructure, with huge memory storage and
active networks that link their municipal branches and citi-
zens can interact with their municipality using them
(E-citizenship). Jeddah Municipality has succeeded in hav-
ing four international accreditations and won 16 regional and
local awards for its achievements in the IT sector, the recent
one was on May 2015, which is the Middle East Smart
Government and Smart Cities Excellence Award. Further-
more, some compounds and areas start to apply smart
applications and methods for homes and buildings that aim
to raise efficiency and decrease energy consumption and
provide safety control.

The private sectors have a significant role in promoting
the quality of living in KSA, and the government and Saudi
Arabian mobile networks company have prepared a memo-
randum to utilize advanced networking technologies in the
IoT. The idea of integrating IoT in people’s life aims to
support the transformation process and improve not only the
quality of living but it increases the efficiency of all
resources and enables social, environmental, and economic
sustainability.

4.3.6 Smart People in KSA
In order to promote and create smart communities, it was
essential to develop the educational centers and institutions

Fig. 13 Shows Yesser program
and link between the different
government entities. Source
https://www.moe.gov.sa/en/
Pages/Int-e-Government.aspx
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and enhance their level to be international and evolve them
in the transformation process. KSA has understood the sig-
nificant role of educational institutions and based on that,
some cities in KSA begin to develop the old universities and
create some technology valleys and cities.

As a smart practice for implementing smart people
component, it could be seen that there are lots of initiatives
for enhancing education. In Hejaz Region, there are two
important education institutions which are King Abdullah
University of Science and Technology (KAUST) in north
Jeddah and Al-Madinah Knowledge Economic City
(KEC) project in Al-Madinah (Fig. 14a and b). The reason
for constructing KAUST was to build an ongoing model for
advanced education and scientific research (a knowledge
destination) where intelligent researchers can continue their
researches and experiments that aim to improve and develop
the economic and renewable resources there and held
innovating educational conferences that discuss the different
global challenges. KAUST succeeded to attract researchers
all over the world as it provides all facilities and supported
by intelligent systems that make it one of the top universities
worldwide. KAUST has awarded the LEED platinum cam-
pus as its design with respect to the environmental specifi-
cation and energy efficiency (Moussa, 2019).

While Al-Madinah Knowledge Economic City
(KEC) was constructed in 2006 with an area of 4.8 km2 and
expected to be completed with its full capacity (200,000
residents) and facilities (commercial, recreational, educa-
tional, and medical) by 2025. The city focuses on the
knowledge-based industries with an Islamic theme and aims
to put the kingdom among the other international economic
cities and merge the IT system in the industrial field. The
city will act as a platform for the kingdom’s business
entrepreneurs (Ali, 2012).

Moreover, TheHejaz Region is now encouraging the use of
the E-Learning systems as a new knowledge gaining system,
and several institutions have trained their employees and
consider this kind of training as part of the job requirements.
Not only employees were trained, but students also have fol-
lowed some training in their colleges and universities. A study
was conducted on the development of the education systems in
KSA had stated that two of Al-Madinah universities are fully
digitalized, while some schools need to adapt using technol-
ogy as part of their development systems (El Ela, 2016).

The central region had also created technology centers and
valleys as part of their strategies for smart people through two
significant projects supervised by King Saud University
(KSU) that work on fostering community knowledge level on
all its scale (macro and micro) and support innovations and
entrepreneurial programs. The two projects are Riyadh
Techno Valley program (RTV) and Riyadh Knowledge
Corridor (RKC) which is a science and technology park
project that was designed for raising regional economic
growth by enhancing and boosting the knowledge flows. In
addition, RTV is trying to create an outstanding smart cam-
pus environment for improving and developing scientific
researches, and increase the quality and efficiency of service
delivery, operation, and maintenance. Furthermore, project
monitor and generate the interaction among all entities and
release it in a smart manner especially that private sectors are
involved in this project with the public ones. One more
benefit that RTV and RKC offer to improve the economy of
the city is the partnership with KSU to convert Saudi econ-
omy to a knowledge-based economy through the transfor-
mation of technical developments into new services/products
for economically investing into the market (Al-Filali &
Gallarotti, 2012) and facilitate research and investment in
technology and communication (Aldusari, 2015).

Fig. 14 Show the two important education institutions: a KAUST b KEC. Source https://www.frontinc.com/project/king-abdullah-university-of-
science-and-technology/, https://www.argaam.com/en/article/articledetail/id/602105
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5 Conclusion

Middle East cities are suffering now from the growth in the
population and the migration of people to urban areas
straining the infrastructure of the cities. In order to find a
solution for such problems, cities have started to think
embedding technology as a tool for improving resilience,
meeting citizens’ needs, raising standards of living, attract-
ing investments and creating and developing themselves to
be sustainable and smart cities.

KSA is one of the Middle East cities that starts to
transform its province to be smart and encourage invest-
ments. City planners and governments have adopted the new
vision “Saudi Vision 2030” that drives changes using dif-
ferent approaches of technology and supports collaboration
across the public and private sectors. When we look at Saudi
Vision, it could clearly be seen that it follow the principle
and component of smart city and that most of the large cities
there are working on the transformation process and each of
them has used its resources for overcoming the different
challenges it faces and achieve its aspirations and ambitious.

Throughout the study, the researcher had proved that
KSA is moving toward achieving its vision that is part of the
smart practice and that its starts with transforming its capital
“Riyadh” and large cities “Makkah, Al-Madinah, and Jed-
dah” to be smart using the different potentials of the city.
According to the analytical study, it was found that not all
cities had fulfilled all components and dimensions of smart
cities, especially smart living and people.

Moreover, the researcher found that all the selected cities
had covered smart mobility through developing smart grids
using CleanTech energy sources which offer the chance for
urban environments to improve the lifestyle for its citizens,
workers, and visitors. All the selected cities have developed
and created a new smart mobility system and use the smart
grid and monitor them to prevent the peak power outages. In
addition, they are reducing the pressure on the energy gen-
eration facilities by finding alternative sources. Riyadh and
Jeddah have adopted the smart system that has the ability to
collect real-time data and information from sensors and
cameras is an effective tool for monitoring the traffic,
reducing congestion, managing pedestrians’ movements
through the smart ID and providing safety to them.

Although Umrah and Hajj have added a layer of com-
plexity to Hejaz region, but the cities of Jeddah, Makkah,
and Madinah were able to overcome this challenge through
the good rail network (Metro and tram projects) that is
supported by an effective control centers and station man-
agement systems at transport hubs along with clear passen-
ger information systems.

KSA has succeeded to divert its economic resources from
petroleum manufactures and oil production to other indus-
trial manufacture through the economic cities such as
KAEC, Jubail, and Yanbu and ports in Jeddah, but there are
some key initiatives to guarantee success; especially zones
that have competitive regulations and procedures; visa
exemptions; real estate mix, and direct connections to mass
transit and airport infrastructure.

Despite the clear and ambitious attempts of the selected
cities to be smart, some of them still does not move toward
smart people dimensions like Makkah and Al-Madinah, so it
is recommended to seek for new practices to enhance and
promote this dimension especially that investing in people
through fostering the level of education and merge it with
the industrial field would raise the economic growth and
divert the city to a truly intelligent city that will end to be
fully smart city that will be able to compete with the top
global cities.

KSA is now working on digitalizing all government
services with the collaboration between public and private
sectors through the e-government program using ICT sys-
tems, and the facilities in procedure offered by the govern-
ment to facilitate the governmental issues and avoid the
waste of time.

Finally, it was crucial to mention that guarantee the
continuity of the development and transformation process of
KSA, cities should promote the digital knowledge content,
provide cheap and qualified connectivity services, keep on
updating and developing mobile supportive application and
fixed broadband penetration, improve business-to-business
market structure and enhance government services and
consider human resources as tool for developing strategies,
and involve it in the industrial development.
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Colour Preferences in Interior Design
Environments for Middle Eastern Tourists
in Smart Cities

Mohammad Kamal, Rahinah Ibrahim, Noranita Mansor,
and Ali Rashidi

Abstract

The colours in interior design traditionally represent
theoretical colour schemes, theories and meanings that
translate into experience, materials and surfaces. This
paper is part of a larger research on colour psychology
and meaning based on cultural preferences of Middle
Eastern tourists who are visiting Malaysia. The purpose is
for guiding the design of an appropriate environment for
them in smart cities. This paper reports on the first part of
the survey research methodology covering colour prefer-
ences of the sample population of 419 respondents. This
study had reviewed literature on colour design psychol-
ogy, colour of interior design and colour design environ-
ment before using a survey research methodology to
determine the expected psychological effects of colours in
interior design spaces among Middle Eastern tourists who
were visiting Malaysia. Images of four interior colour
palettes were shown to Middle Eastern tourists at random
after which they would complete a questionnaire. The
study found that the most preferred colour palette for
Middle Eastern tourists has low value contrast (4.5/5.4),
and medium chroma contrast (10.3/10.1). In comparison
with selected cultures, these Middle Eastern colour
characteristics are similar to the Americans, while they
differ much from English, Japanese and Korean cultures.
Besides guiding interior designers from different cultures
to design the built environment for other cultures, this
study is significant in supporting the development of

tourism in smart cities. The results will also help hotel
owners and operators in different cultural contexts for
making affordable changes in their hospitality facilities
due to influx of seasonal tourism activities. Results of this
study are significant to guide interior designers and
architects in designing culture-based living environment
in smart cities.

Keywords

Built environment informatics � Colour psychology �
Interior design � Colour cultural effects �Middle Eastern
tourists � Hospitality facilities

1 Introduction

Colour is a central part of visual knowledge that impacts an
inclusive change in human actions, for example, choosing
cars, clothes and interior decorations. Additionally, the
physical environment influences the performance and mood
of people (Bakker, 2014). Colour plays a role in the envi-
ronment, but there are doubts about the exact effects on
human beings and their behaviour in relation to specific
colours (Bakker et al., 2013). Motamed and Tucker (2019)
demonstrated that architects’ preferences toward more
colourful designs are informed by practice influences; such
as contemporary trends and demands, facilitated by new
material and representational technologies, for more
colourful buildings in our cities.

According to Park and Guerin (2002), colour is a
deep-rooted visual property as normal and designed envi-
ronments. In interior designs, interiors are designed using
multiple colour schemes along with elements such as walls,
floors, ceilings, window treatments and furnishings. Also,
Motamed and Tucker (2019) found that colour use is
influenced by culture and elucidate for the design commu-
nity greater understanding about the relationship between
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culture and colour use in architecture. Zennaro has suggested
(Zennaro, 2017) that to successfully use colour, designers
need to (1) have cultural understanding of design and colour
essentials, (2) consideration of all five senses in perception
of surrounding, (3) basic knowledge about colour combi-
nation and harmony, (4) knowledge about site historical,
cultural and geographical background, (5) know the special
characteristic of the place, (6) different strategies from case
to case, (7) make continuous iterations between theory,
project and realisation.

Furthermore, most studies in colour preference investi-
gated psychophysical characterisations, which is important
for marketing applications. Many of these studies, however,
did not provide adequate information for the reasons why
some people like those colours or even why they have such
colour preferences. Several theories have postulated the
reasons behind colour preferences (Guilford et al., 1959;
Helson & Lansford, 1970). For instance, Humphrey (1976)
recommended that the colours of many modern artefacts are
virtually complete, although random in nature. In some
cases, such as the colour of a shirt or car, it neither creates
significant signal value nor creates deep normal colour
signals.

Humphrey (1976) stated that colour preferences originate
from the signals sent by the colours to human beings. For
instance, a flower’s colour attracts specific cross-pollinating
insects, and at times, they send ‘avoid’ signals as well.
Whereas, Ou et al. (2004) stated that colour preference is
created on ‘colour-emotions’, which can be called ‘feelings
evoked by either colours or colour combinations’. Moreover,
colour-feelings or emotions can be connected negatively
with colour preference, if the colours are favoured to the
degree that when viewed, the phenomenon creates positive
feelings for the observer (Ou et al., 2004). Additionally,
interior designers take into account many features associated
with colour to specify an environment’s colour palette when
addressing a design issue. Practical, attractive and beautiful
interiors have colour palettes which represent significant
meaning to the end-users’ who are attached to special col-
ours (Park & Guerin, 2002). Indeed, some designers have
questioned and explored empirically proven colour guideli-
nes for interior spaces.

On the other hand, the empirical evidence for making
informed decisions regarding the application of colour for
smart city’ living colours is scarce. Hence, this study aims to
design an appropriate environment for users in smart cities.
It also aims at analysing the psychological effects of colours
in interior design for smart cities and finally, developing a
colour instrument for designing interior design space toward
smart cities. However, this study focuses on colour design
psychology, the colour of the interior design and colour
design environment. Under each theme, a review of major
works was performed to critically analyse their contributions

toward future investigations and aspects that need to be
enhanced for the colour psychology. Therefore, there is a
need to understand colour preferences and matching them
with the respective culture to intelligently match the interior
designs toward intended users.

2 Literature Review

This section covers some studies which are focused on the
psychological effects of colour in our life. Ou et al. (2011)
initially undertook an additive way to anticipate harmony
through the combination of three colours. Colour preference
is a significant element of visual experience; however, there
is limited information about preferencing a few colours over
other colours (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Taft (1997) com-
pared the semantic evaluations of colour tests (chips) with
those of similar colours connected in a variety of recognis-
able articles. Similarly, the colour preferences for different
topics were observed in associations with personal attributes
(Bakker et al., 2015). Colour can be described as a global
perceptual improvement which is commonly regarded as a
part of aesthetics (Elliot & Maier, 2014). Barrick et al.
(2002) studied a familiar affective disorder among patients’
self-reporting of alterations in colour sensitivity. Also, var-
ious beliefs exist regarding ‘colour’ and focusing
colour-emotion combinations through observing how colour
can be used as a method of communication in order to satisfy
human needs in living arrangements (Manav, 2007).

Further, Wei et al. (2015) asserted that the psychophys-
ical models help to forecast the effect of fruit juice packaging
colours on the psychological responses of consumers such as
visually apparent anticipations or senses of newness, liking,
quality and harmony of the colour. In their study, the models
employed used the CIELAB colour attributes of the pack-
age’s colour and the colour of the fruit image-meaning based
on the viewers’ responses. In another study, NAz and Epps
(2004) examined 98 undergraduate students who were
requested to show their feelings toward five guideline hues
such as yellow, red, purple, blue, green and five middle hues
including purple–blue, yellow–red, red–purple, green–yel-
low and blue–green, and three achromatic hues such as
black, white and grey, alongside the explanations behind
their options. The outcomes revealed that the colour prin-
ciples involved the most remarkable number of reactions
from an emotional perspective, followed by the achromatic
and middle hues.

In a separate study, Ou et al. (2011) tested the hypothesis
that a combination of three colour pairs (as a combination)
can be viewed as each producing a pleasant/non-pleasant
emotion which can be determined using a harmony model of
two colours. They further suggested that the mean of the
three harmony values shown to select the harmony overall
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employing an additive approach foretells the match for the
combination of three colours. In another study, the authors
articulated the environmental valence theory (EVT) in which
the colour preferences arose from the average effective
responses of people to objects associated with colour. An
experimental test was found to support this theory. People
tend to prefer colours that are passionately linked with
objects they desire or like (e.g., associating the colour blue
colour with a cloudless sky and distilled or freshwater) and
do not like colours that are deeply associated with objects
they do not like or desire (e.g. associating browns with bad
food or faeces) (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Taft (1997) also
investigated the relationship between the linguistic rankings
of colours when they were shown as ‘chips’ when used in a
variety of objects. Accordingly, the results of his study were
implemented in using colour chips in planning for colours
and for taking a broad view of the results of previous
research on colour meaning. On the other hand, colour
preferences regarding various themes indicate that several
styles and significant diversities were evident between age,
gender, personality and education. For example, being
technical, emotional or being a team player. Furthermore,
unique hues were referenced by respondents when requested
for colours that would stimulate them to become energetic,
quiet, creative or concentrate better (Bakker et al., 2015).

Notwithstanding, a review was conducted from various
theoretical and empirical studies that explored beyond colour
aesthetics, i.e. the connection between colour and psycho-
logical functioning in humans (Elliot & Maier, 2014).
Whereas, Barrick et al. (2002) investigated the link between
the sensitivity to colour and mood disorders and their
investigation revealed that the affectability of colour sensi-
tivity related to ‘I feel depressed/blue/sad’ in a sample of 120
patients (r = 0.48, F = 28.73, P = 0.001). A study con-
ducted by Manav (2007) asserted that a strong dependence
existed between the selection and use of the colour green in
domestic dwellings. The emotional reactions to colour also
altered with saturation and value levels. As suggested as an
outcome of his results, both age and gender were the
deciding variables in determining achromatic black. A study
by NAz et al. (2004) of the colour-emotion associations of
college students was conducted by referencing colour sam-
ples using a standard Munsell colour system (MCS) con-
veying the rationale for the emotional reactions of students
to each examined colour. Interestingly, this study revealed
that the principal or main hues consisted of the largest
emotional response numbers compared to the intermediate
hues and achromatic colours.

Ou et al. (2001) also flagged the fact that the ‘additive
approach’ was a reasonably straightforward and reliable
technique that could be used for any three-colour combina-
tions to predict harmony. They also highlighted that this
method could be employed in other colour combinations.

The colours in the additive approach are categorised into
high, medium and low regarding lightness, chroma or the
hue angle, where the value for harmony is computed reliant
upon the sum or diversity of these values. Whereas, the latter
approach averaged the harmony values to determine the
harmony expected for the three colour pairs that appeared as
a three-colour mix. Palmer and Stephen proposed a highly
rational and detailed theory of human colour preferences,
referred to as EVT (as mentioned earlier in this study),
documenting an experimental test of the theory. The EVT
was founded on the assumption that human colour prefer-
ences are basically adaptive; people are more likely to exit
and successfully reproduce if attracted to coloured objects
that ‘look appealing’ to them and move away from objects if
the colours ‘look distasteful’.

Moreover, Taft (1997) investigated the implications of
employing colour chips in the preparation of colours and
planning by generalising the findings from previous colour
meaning studies. The results were found to have practical
consequences for professionals who used colour chips in
their colour preparation, planning and design. In situations
such as colour design where the professional designer wants
to employ the affiliated colour meanings for value addition,
colour chips may help as an affordable and viable medium to
extract colour meanings, which accordingly may be antici-
pated along with constraints kept in the design. In this
regard, significant findings were revealed for designers who
designed interiors for various kinds of moods, or who chose
colours concerning clothes for various types of individuals
and product designers who chose colours for different kinds
of items (Bakker et al., 2015). However, the literature
remains at a developing stage of development (Elliot &
Maier, 2014).

Anecdotal and empirical evidence has suggested a rela-
tionship between colour sensitivity and mood. Here, a pilot
study was conducted to determine the connection between
colour sensitivity and mood disorders (Barrick et al., 2002).
Whereas, in a study by Manav (2007), domestic interiors
were examined of a dining and living room, kitchen, bath-
room, main bedroom, infants bedroom, stairway and hall-
way. In these areas, the investigation into the proposed
colour scheme was organised based on the type of activity,
and the feelings that were desired in the specific area and
associated feelings that were desired. The findings from the
investigation showed there is a strong dependence on
selecting and using green colours in household dwellings.

Özgen (2004), in his study, found the influence of lan-
guage when categorising people and how they perceive
colours, which is an area of study hardly explored. However,
recent evidence proposes that language may invariably alter
the perception of colour. For instance, a study by Berlin and
Kay (1969) recommended that the fundamental colour terms
in a language develop after some time, and such variations in
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colour terminologies of various languages stem from varia-
tions in the developmental stage; all the languages eventu-
ally (evolve to) end up with the same 11 ‘‘universal’
essential colour terms. CIELAB colour attributes of a
package’s colour and the colour image of fruit were used to
predict the responses of viewers for both models (Wei et al.,
2015). Finally, the results of NAz et al. (2004) highlighted
that the main hues consisted of the largest positive emotional
response numbers, trailed by the intermediate hues and
achromatic colours.

Even though the recommended additive strategy is rea-
sonably straightforward, the ability to predict harmony in a
multicolour mix might be stretched out to any perplexing
images. The additive technique suggested in their work
relies on a harmony model derived from Hungarian and
Chinese data, and the exploratory data used for testing was
obtained from American and British viewers. However, the
predictive and optimal predictive performance using the
additive approach should not be considered as inclusion or
considered more credible compared to any other
non-additive models. Although, outcomes from the test do
suggest that the additive strategy is a rigours strategy in
predicting multicolour harmony (Ou et al., 2011).

The number and type of participants and their age differed
in many studies. For instance, the study by Ou et al. (2011)
consisted of 48 participants who took part in the colour
preference study with a mean age of 32 years (ages ranged
between 18 and 71 years), with an equivalent number of
males to females. A study by (Palmer & Schloss, 2010)
involved participants from the University of California. In
another study by (Taft, 1997), 20 Swedish participants took
part in a study aged between 18 and 65 years of age and in a
study by Bakker et al. (2015), they only focused on colour
preferences in the Netherlands.

To date, the majority of research has utilised tightly
regulated experiments in a labouratory displaying a single
colour on carefully prepared stimuli in an environment rea-
sonably free of distractions (Elliot & Maier, 2014). Barrick
et al. (2002) focused on patients, although the findings of the
study cannot be generalised in all situations. Manav (2007)
relied on the end client's inclinations in Turkey, and the
study by (NAz & Epps 2004) focused on the language
effects in colour perception. Whereas Wei et al. (2015) only
focused on the effect of pack colours on the psychological
responses consumers’ of fruit juices adopted as per CIELAB
colour attributes, and a study by NAz et al. (2004) employed
a sample of 98 volunteer students from a public college
located in the southeast region of which 44 were men, and
54 were women. Lastly, Ou et al. (2011) recommended
further studies on the effect of colour on human beings.

Therefore, based on the studies mentioned above, this
study posits that Middle Eastern people would also display
different attributes and features in studies of this kind. In

respect to the cultural symbolism of colours, members from
various regions will undoubtedly respond differently to
colours. One aspect of design that can have far-reaching and
sometimes random effects on tourists is colour. Colours have
a type of association within and between cultures, where
colour meanings are much more specific and defined (Palmer
& Schloss, 2010; Taft, 1997; Bakker et al., 2015; Elliot &
Maier, 2014; Barrick et al., 2002; Manav, 2007; Wei et al.,
2015).

3 Research Methodology

This study conducted a sample of 516 Middle Eastern
tourists, 247 Manual questionnaires and 242 by an online
survey. Four hundred nineteen questionnaires were found to
be usable. The subjects ranged in age from 19 to 35. 109 of
the subjects were female and 310 males (see Table 1). The
survey was conducted from September 26, 2018, to October
26, 2018. A survey questionnaire was used to identify the
colour preferences and meaning of Middle Eastern tourists in
Malaysia hotel lobbies. Guerin and Park’s (2002) integrated
colour palette instrument was adopted to measure the
meaning and preference of colour in the interior environ-
ment. The integrated colour palette was a
computer-generated composition of colour, including hue,
value and chroma variations (see Fig. 1). In this paper, the
authors limited the reporting of the results to the colour
preferences by Middle Eastern tourists.

The integrated colour palette is composed of vertical and
horizontal lines and shapes representative of those that occur
in interior environments. The proportion of the
two-dimensional shapes or sections represents the different
components in an interior. Large planes represent the walls,
floor and ceiling. Medium size planes represent furnishings
and window treatments. The smallest planes represent
accessories. Four colour palettes represented the existing
colour of four hotel lobbies in the most attractive hotels for
Middle Eastern tourists in Malaysia (see Fig. 2).

4 Results

This paper reports the results on the colour preferences of
Middle Eastern tourists. In the palette, five dimensions were
measured: value, value contrast, chroma contrast, hue and
chroma. The elements are initially described with regard to
the palette founded on the characteristics mentioned. Mun-
sell (1946) defines Hue as ‘distinctive characteristic of any
chromatic colour distinguishing it from other hues, such as
those found in the spectrum or between the ends of the
spectrum’. This is defined using colour names of purple,
blue, yellow, green or red. Value can be described as
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‘lightness or darkness of any colour’. Therefore, the value
can be depicted as dark, middle or light. Chroma is described
as the ‘strength or weakness of a Chromatic colour’.

Accordingly, chroma is depicted as strong, moderate or
weak. Contrast is defined as the layout that ‘appears when
two colours in contact seem different from what they would

Table 1 Sample description RACE Number Male Female Age range

Middle east 419 310 109 19–35

Total 419

Fig. 1 A Grand Millennium Hotel Lobby (left image) and Integrated Colour Palette Format (right image), (Adopt from Park & Guerin, 2002)

Warm-Hues 
(79.9%).

Light-Value 
(59.2%).

Medium-Chroma 
(44.9%).

Low-Value Contrast 
(4.5/5.4).

Medium-Chroma Contrast 
(10.3/10.1).

Fig. 2 The Preferred Colour Palette for Middle Eastern Tourists and its Characteristics
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when viewed separately’. These characteristics were mea-
sured utilising Colour Analysis Software built by Roy Lei-
zer, (2018) (see Fig. 2).

Table 2 shows the colour characteristics of the most
preferred colour palette of Middle Easterns has low value
contrast (4.5/5.4), and medium chroma contrast (10.3 / 10.1).
When compared to selected cultures (see Park and Guerin
(2002), the study found similarity and differences among
different cultures. Their study used the same instrument to
identify differences in colour preferences in interior design
environments in four cultures including American
(N = 108), English (N = 115), Korean (N = 103) and
Japanese (N = 99). Their results were included in Table 2.
Surprisingly, this study found that the Middle Eastern
tourists have similar colour preferences as the Americans
who also have low value contrast (4.4/5.4), and medium
chroma contrast (10.2 / 10.1). On the other hand, the pre-
ferred colour palette by English has medium value contrast
(5.9/5.4), and low chroma contrast (7.8/10.l) while the
Japanese preferred high value contrast (6.3/5.4) and low
chroma contrast (8.2/10.1). The Korean, too, has no simi-
larity where it prefers medium value chroma (4.9/5.4) and
high chroma contrast (13.5/10.1) colour palette.

5 Conclusion

Understanding colour preferences and matching them with
the respective culture may pave a new approach to intelli-
gently match the interior designs toward intended users. The
study found that the most preferred colour palette for Middle
Eastern tourists has low value contrast (4.5/5.4), and med-
ium chroma contrast (10.3/10.1). In comparison with selec-
ted cultures, these Middle Eastern colour characteristics are
similar to the Americans, while they differ much from
English, Japanese and Korean cultures. Besides guiding
interior designers from different cultures to design the built
environment for other cultures, this study is significant in
supporting the development of tourism in smart cities. The
results will also help hotel owners and operators in different
cultural context for making affordable changes in their
hospitality facilities due to influx of seasonal tourism
activities. Future studies are recommended to extend the

Middle Eastern colour preferences for designing smart city
living environment for Middle Eastern communities. Addi-
tionally, future studies are recommended to include devel-
oping a psychological profile for different cultures which
could guide interior designers to design facilities for visitors
of different cultural backgrounds.
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Green and Blue Infrastructures as A Model
of Sustainable Urban Planning—Landscape
Design for Praça De Espanha
in Lisbon—Portugal

Paula Simões, Rute Sousa Matos, Pedro Machado Costa,
Conceição Castro, and Pedro Trindade Ferreira

Abstract

The speech about Smart Cities includes a discourse where
the sustainability of cities is unavoidable. Blue and green
infrastructures (BGI) have a great role in cities sustain-
ability because they offer feasible and valuable economic,
social and environmental solutions for urban areas facing
the challenges of climate change such as cloudbursts and
droughts. BGI connects urban hydrological functions
with urban nature, landscape design and planning.
Thereby using the landscape systems namely blue (water)
and green (vegetation) to protect against flooding and
assure soil permeability among others. Within the BGI
framework we propose a landscape design to Praça de
Espanha in Lisbon. This landscape design is based on
landscape systems (water, topography, vegetation, circu-
lation (mobility)) and it is part of a continuous and
productive landscape structure promoting the occurrence
of ecologic, economic and social processes. The proposed
landscape design is in line with the policies and strategies
for the ecological and sustainable development strategies
that Lisbon has promoted and that it is included in the
smart cities principles and orientations. This landscape
design promotes social inclusion where human and
ecological, physical and functional connectivity are
articulated promoting different types of leisure and
activities, through urban space polyvalence, multifunc-
tionality and permeability (in all senses). This design
proposal combines and includes natural, ecological and

heritage values as well as the cultural heritage of the place
itself. Always with an ecological purpose we designed
with a systemic and interconnected approach: water,
topography, circulation (mobility), vegetation (creating
spatiality: full/empty, light/shadow, close/open), cultural,
aesthetic and poetic values, and community (as a
participatory element and fundamental on the design
process) promoting various functions (leisure, sports,
protection and production) and creating a multifunctional
landscape space, that reinforces and becomes part of the
city BGI. This multifunctional landscape structure is
fundamental for the sustainable development of cities,
enabling a real-time response to environmental changes
but also to the preservation and valuation of cultural
values, heritage and identity, aesthetic concerns and
leisure. It also enables partnerships among local govern-
ment, civil society, communities and private sector.

Keywords

Smart cities � Blue and green infrastructures � Landscape
structure � Multifunctionality � Praça de Espanha �
Landscape design

1 Introduction

The concepts that have emerged as those that regulate the
modern city are all anchored to the concept of sustainability.
To state but a few examples, we can begin with the concepts
and notions of smart cities, green infrastructures, landscape
structures, blue and green infrastructures, landscape
urbanism and green urbanism, to state but a few. These
concepts determine the landscape and the system of open
spaces, as well as the importance they now have, and have
always had, in the construction of a city, in order to create
balance, identity and experience. They constitute real
potential for the development of a city, and should therefore
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be seen as spaces of urban cohesion, which are fundamental
in order to contrast with built-up spaces. They are also
essential to building a relationship between urban areas and
their surroundings in ecological, aesthetic, cultural, social,
economic and technological terms.

In this search for new strategies to promote sustainable
development in cities, several authors argue that a continu-
ous and structuring fabric should be implanted in open
spaces, from which a landscape would then emerge as the
fundamental structure of this continuum, its guiding princi-
ple being a systemic view of the landscape. A lot of implicit
information is contained within the practice of the philoso-
phy of landscape architecture, from the first public parks
designed by Olmsted to the concept of continuum naturale,
which was introduced and developed in Portugal in the
mid-twentieth century. This movement encompasses every
project that includes concepts of green corridors and green or
ecological structures, all of which are essential, since they
allow for ecological processes to take place, which, in turn,
are fundamental to the growth of the city and its sustainable
development (Matos, 2011).

The recent movements mentioned above, which have
arisen from a rekindling of environmental and ecological
concerns; the growth of tourism and everything that comes
along with it; a sense of oneness and a combined entity; as
well as the impact that the massive growth of cities has had
on rural areas, have all led to the landscape being proposed
as a model for urbanism, where there is a recommendation to
integrate public landscapes with systems of infrastructure,
formalising and guiding urban developments, as with Fred-
erick Law Olmsted's Central Park, where the landscape
shaped the city (Beveridge & Rocheleau, 1998). When it
comes to these lines of thought, references are often made to
the aesthetic, social, ecological, economic and cultural
components and, consequently, to the functioning of pro-
tection, production and recreation, that is, the multifunc-
tionality inherent in the landscape.

The project proposed herein for the Praça de Espanha
Park is an example of this multifunctional, aesthetic, social,
ecological, economic and cultural approach, combining the
concepts mentioned above that are inherent to sustainability.
This proposal considers the landscape as a model for
urbanism, gaining inspiration from world-renowned parks
such as Central Park in New York or Castlecrag in Sydney,
encompassing large-scale organisational, conceptual, cul-
tural and ecological features. Its conceptual boundary is
extended to urban areas and infrastructures, reflecting a deep
connection between the landscape and urbanism, ecology
and infrastructure.

This project seeks to span multiple dimensions within the
concept of landscape (which coincide with the pillars of
sustainability), specifically the ecological and cultural
dimensions. This leads to multiple understandings of design

as an ecological (natural) and cultural (construction) system,
which is in a constant state of change. In this conceptual
framework, the ecological structural unit is more than a set
of natural occurrences that are fundamental to the ecological
balance of the landscape—it is a fundamental element when
seen from an existential point of view, as being a driver of
imagination, creation and construction. In terms of the
ecological dimension, the geophysical and biological sup-
port structures of the present systems were evaluated, and
the concept of Landscape Ecological Structure adopted,
which can be understood as spatial expression in a deter-
mined area, resulting from the interaction of visible (relief,
soil, water and vegetation) and invisible (subsoil, fauna and
climate) environmental factors (Magalhães, 2007). In terms
of the cultural dimension, historical factors were considered,
bearing the evolutionary dimension in mind–human actions
and activities that continuously transform the landscape, also
focusing on the study of identity and the narrative dimension
of the landscape. Including the community as a participatory
and determining element of spatial design also leads to the
way in which the population reads and interprets the space
establishing a connection with their memories, needs and
culture.

2 Bibliographic Review

The guiding concepts for the proposal drawn up for the
design of the Praça de Espanha Park are related to, whether
directly or indirectly, and made up of key references in
landscape planning, urban planning and open space design
(Ahern, 1995; Fábos & Ryan, 2006), as well as in the
establishment of ecological networks (Jongman and Pun-
getti, 2004). Since the 2000s, Green Infrastructure and BCI
currents (Gill et al., 2007; Kazmierczak & Carter, 2010)
have primarily been introduced to design and promote urban
green bodies as a coherent environmental and cultural
planning system (Sandstro  m, 2002; Thomas & Littlewood,
2010) and it can be considered that it includes all natural,
and semi-natural components of environment around,
within, and between urban areas. Landscape Structures
(Matos, 2011) introduces the concept of a Multifunctional
Landscape, including protection, recreation and production,
as well as culture and the aesthetic and poetic dimension of
both natural and ecological continuity. The landscape also
takes on a central meaning and importance in Landscape
Urbanism. Waldheim (2006) coined the term to describe the
practices of many professionals for whom landscape
replaced architectural form as the first means of designing a
city. This understanding of a decentralised post-industrial
urban form highlighted the abandoned voids of cities as
potential material. Waldheim saw landscape urbanism as a
conceptual interstitial subject, which operates in spaces
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between buildings, infrastructure systems, and ecological
systems. In this context, landscape urbanism does not differ
from the concepts that have already been mentioned, in fact,
it becomes a useful lens through which we see the vague,
residual and invisible terrain which was previously used by
artists such as Robert Smithson or advocated as marginal
spaces worthy of attention by architect Solà-Morales (1995).

If we look back at the history of landscape architecture,
starting at the industrial revolution when the issue of hygiene
and the need for open spaces first came about, it can be
observed that Frederick Law Olmsted's proposals for
Emerald Necklace in Boston in the early 1980s show a
concern with interlocking transport, flow engineering and
drainage infrastructure while creating picturesque landscapes
and allowing for urban planning (Lindholm, 2008; Mossop,
2006). Through close collaboration between landscape
design, urban strategies and engineering, Olmsted proposed
a complex project, combining ideas about nature and
infrastructure as well as health, recreation and views. Fred-
erick Olmsted Jr's proposals for other urban park networks,
like Frederick Olmsted's work on urban projects such as
Central Park in Manhattan, New York and Prospect Park in
Brooklyn, had a significant influence on urbanism at the
time, although their most ambitious urban proposals, notably
those for the city of Los Angeles, are yet to be implemented
(Matos, 2011).

Their influence can still be felt today. One example is the
case of landscape urbanism where either Olmsted or his
works are frequently used as a starting point. Charles Eliot
also shared aspirations with Olmsted by designing parks as
landscape infrastructures, notably the Boston public park
system, and multifunctional multi-level urban settings,
which also provided the infrastructure necessary for all
aspects of city living, from transport and recreation to urban
purposes and rehabilitations. Walter Griffin's 1911 design for
Canberra is also an example of this, where the most signif-
icant spatial features played a key role in the location of the
city's major axes and fundamental structures, providing
another example of a very strong relationship between the
shape of the city and the surrounding structure of the land-
scape. His projects for residential areas—which were heavily
influenced by Olmsted's work—also demonstrate methods
used for developing urban infrastructure that preserve and
highlight features of the landscape, as can be seen in
Castlecrag, Sydney (Matos, 2011).

Both Howard, in his book Garden Cities of Tomorrow
(1902) and Geddes in his book Cities in Evolution (Geddes,
1915), which were both published more than half a century
ago, found that the industrial revolution altered the delicate
ecological and agrarian balance that could previously be
found in cities. Later, McHarg would continue this argument
in his book Design with Nature (1969). In the first half of the
twentieth century, ecology and planning were, for the first

time, explicitly linked in Geddes's work, with a basis on
Benton MacKaye's regional planning and human ecology,
Aldo Leopold's writings on the idea of an earth-based ethic,
and a description of the city as a composition of human
processes, which were intricately intertwined with Mum-
ford's natural processes. The worldwide perception of man
Vs. nature, which was strongly influenced by the ideas of
transcendentalist Americans, led to a conceptualisation of
nature as inherently good, and of cities and their develop-
ment as inherently bad. After World War II, and following
environmental criticisms of modernisation, this way of
thinking resurfaced yet again, articulated for the first time in
ecological and scientific terms and greatly influenced by
Carson's 1962 Silent Spring, McHarg's 1969 Design with
Nature, and Paul Duvigneaud’s (1974) La Synthèse Écolo-
gique. This work led to the development of regional envi-
ronmental planning and, in particular, to McHarg’s work at
the University of Pennsylvania, where he was invited to
design a course on landscape architecture and regional
planning, which he began running in 1954.

Whereas green infrastructures and BCIs take ecological
and environmental principles and concerns into considera-
tion (Mell, 2017), green corridors and landscape urbanism
use the landscape itself as a model for urban planning when
they integrate cultural and aesthetic components into the
design of a city. Landscape structures add production to
ecological protection and recreation, moving closer to the
concept of a multifunctional landscape advocated by Land-
scape Architecture. All of them underscore its multitude of
benefits (Benedict and McMahon, 2002; Gill et al., 2007;
Mell, 2008; Tzoulas et al., 2007; Nijhuis & Jauslin, 2015), as
well as highlighting the quantity and quality of regional,
periurban, and urban open spaces, their multifunctional
impact (Ghofrani et al., 2017); and the significance of con-
nections between habitats (Van der Ryn & Cowan, 2013),
production and communities. It has also been argued that the
ecosystem services offered by them can secure healthy
environments and health improvements, including physical
and mental health to the people residing within or in close
proximity to them (Tzoulas et al., 2007).

3 The Praça Da Espanha Park

This project (Costa et al. 2017) is based on sustainability and
the concepts associated with it, but also to the area of
transdisciplinarity and input from various sources of infor-
mation in the search for a solution that will result in the
creation of an Urban Park that can become important and
gain significance to the people of Lisbon. However, the
ability to see that this project is, above all, an unfinished
proposal; or rather: an open project is even more important
than a multitude of know-how. Therefore, the most
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important component for the success of this proposal is to
bear in mind the idea that the final result of this project will
also result from the participation of the community—which
will be the contributing factor in defining a large part of what
the Praça de Espanha Urban Park will be. More than just a
project, this is a new proposal for a way in which a project
can be planned and designed, and the way in which a city
can be designed and built: seeking a way in which the
community itself can define what their needs and desires are,
so that the Praça de Espanha Park becomes a truly active
element in building the identity(ies), image(s) and way of
life in the city of Lisbon.

Urban Parks are not a new type of structure within the
urban mesh of western cities: from Olmsted-designed Bos-
ton or New York parks to the Bois de Paris, the Amsterdam
Bos or the Tiergarten, the atmospheres and uses of these
spaces become a part of our lifestyle, or at the very least of
our collective imagination. Even though Urban Parks may
not be widespread in the countries of the southern
Mediterranean Bay—possibly for climatic and geographical
reasons, but more likely for political, social and cultural
reasons—the fact is that we do have an idea of what a Park
may be, or at least what a Park (in Lisbon) can give us: a
place to read, lie on the grass, in the shade, a place to play or
do sports, a place to spend time with your significant other,
for a private hidden moment; a place of leisure to sit outside
a café, take children to play, or—taking inspiration from the
Retiro in Madrid—to see an exhibition or have an ice cream
as you walk or cycle leisurely. A Park can also be a place to
watch a concert (like Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel concerts
held in Central Park), to protest in (like in La Villette, Paris),
a place for culture (think the Serpentine Gallery in Kens-
ington Gardens, or the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
gardens right next door to the Praça de Espanha) or even
science (the butterflies in the Schmetterling Haus in Vienna,
next to the Museums Quartier).

Thus, although Portugal has remained largely untouched
by the idea of a life lived in parks, it still has a place in our
collective imagination: we are visibly optimistic about the
role they could play in our lives and the way in which they
can be used by us, both individually and as a collective. In
fact, the design of the Praça de Espanha Urban Park program
is almost entirely in line with our collective idea of a park: the
temporary facilities and variable uses that can be found in
Bryant Park in New York, the neighbourhood feel created by
the Jardim da Estrela, the strong cultural and social compo-
nent inspired by the Museums Quartier, and the equipment
and spaces that a contemporary park can (and should) bring
to a city: sports and play areas, leisure areas and cultural
spaces. However, although Urban Parks are expected to
accommodate this vast array of activities, providing condi-
tions that are comfortable enough and that foster enough of a

community spirit to make them accessible to the population
of a city and all those who visit it, the fact is that beyond these
Functional Programs that usually form a part of such parks—
such as sports fields, a Playground, outside seating areas and
cafés, a Gallery, a Lake, or an Amphitheatre—many of the
Urban Parks that have been built in Portugal most recently
(see, for example, the Poets Park in Oeiras) provide these
facilities, but it is sometimes unclear whether they contribute
to the success of these spaces, or to improving the lives of the
people who use them. Therefore, the propose put forward in
this paper is simply to design a Park that is capable of
acquiring a great number of unimaginable uses, providing
spaces that the city may deem necessary, with enough flex-
ibility to adapt to the changes or demands of the future. This
proposal is therefore a two-part project.

3.1 Part I: An Unfinished Park

The first part of this proposal refers to the basic structure of
the park—the design of its bare bones. The focus of this part
is to ensure that the park is designed as a functional unit that
responds to the vast complexity of needs that may coexist
there. These needs may vary from the flow of both pedes-
trian and transport systems (road, bus and underground
networks) to the ecological network, through to the water
systems and creating good living conditions for its users.
This (first) part shall ensure that the park works in harmony
with the environment, integrating it into and linking it to the
green structure of the city of Lisbon, providing the Park’s
basic functions and the infrastructures necessary for it to
operate as a green structure that, over the years, will create a
unique environment within Lisbon’s urban areas. Let us
consider the example of a structure designed in the same
way as K. Sejima and R. Nishizawa Kanazawa’s 2005
Museum of Contemporary Art: a flexible space, within
which its contents and functions may change over time. This
space is designed as a single structure where fixed programs
coexist with areas designed for extremely flexibility. In fact,
the concept of the building itself proved to be even more
important than the shape or image of the Museum, which led
to it becoming a good example of what this proposal seeks to
achieve: a simple structure, which is both fluid and flexible,
as it is made up of numerous autonomous compartments.
These compartments can be accessed from any point and can
serve as the location for any kind of activity. Therefore, this
proposal seeks to create a green skeleton that contains all the
access routes and basic areas, infrastructures and primary
pathways, overcoming any ecological constraints and
establishing relationships with the city. This structure alone
allows the park to have its own unique environment, which
in turn allows it to serve the purpose required.
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This structure coexists with a set of spaces (clearings) that
have no defined program, use or function. How each of these
clearings is furnished, the uses they may come to have and
the environment that is created in each one of them will be
decided by the population of Lisbon, either through a Par-
ticipatory Program or through consultations with associa-
tions, institutions or even companies who would like to
implement them in the park’s clearings. Therefore, the first
part of this project entails only the design of the Park’s basic
structure. The structure will include pedestrian and cycle
routes to the city, internal routes, connections to public
transport, internal pedestrian routes, a café and toilets, a
kiosk and a bicycle park, outside seating areas and urban
equipment as well as public lighting. This structure also
ensures that vegetation is planted and that any environmental
issues related to water and drainage control are overcome; a
Main Clearing is also a part of the design (which is designed
to be used occasionally for: concerts, sports activities, fairs
and markets, parties, etc.) and a Retreat (which is designed
to be used for leisure and recreational activities designed
around a new water plan).

3.2 Part II: An Engaging Park, a Flexible Park

The second part of the park is, in actual fact, less clear.
“Therefore, instead of defining the park's uses and functions
(whether they are a playground, something that will defi-
nitely form a part of the park; or a skate park, which may not
be necessary, what the proposal for the second part entails is
to propose nothing, that is: the idea is that the population
itself defines what will be installed in the park)”. Thus, the
remaining area of the Park—that which is not accounted for
by its main structure—is to be left empty. The idea is that it
takes on different uses, but that the responsibility for defin-
ing these uses is given to the population of Lisbon itself. The
shape and final contents of the Urban Park depend on the
relationship created between the park's primary structure (the
skeleton) and the functions that may be added to it. These
functions will be located in several clearings, which will be
dotted along the park's wooded area. These clearings will be
of different sizes (ranging from 255 to 2300 m2), will all be
accessible via the paths designed within the base structure
and will be able to take on a wide range of functions: from
being a simple square or gardens, to containing sports courts
(for handball, basketball, tennis or paddle), other facilities
(an art gallery, cafeteria or restaurant, changing rooms or
toilets an indoor pool), extreme sports parks, living areas,
lawns or urban gardens.

However, an aspect that is even more important than
defining the uses they will have, or what the clearings will
contain (which shall be defined by the population), is that
these clearings were designed to accommodate all types of

facilities, which may be altered over time. An example of
how one of the clearings can be used may take inspiration
from Sonsbeek Pavilion (and its design), designed by Aldo
Van Eyck in 1966 in order to host a private collection of
sculptures in Arnhemna Urban Park in the Netherlands. This
temporary pavilion could serve as inspiration for one of the
many uses of any one of the twelve clearings in the proposal
for the Praça de Espanha Urban Park, creating a structure
that could host something new, creating a specific architec-
tural environment, which would complement the rest of the
contents of the Park. Similarly, different types of uses can be
explored by examining the examples of the Temporary
Pavilions built by the Serpentine Gallery in London's
Kensington Gardens; urban vegetable patches run by the
communities of Detroit, or even building a bandstand or
sports court that can be used by any neighbourhood sports
association. Thus, about half of the Park's available area is
designed to be used in ways that are defined by the city
itself: its residents, associations, public or private institutions
interested in activities in the Park and , of course, the Lisbon
City Council itself. Thus, an important part of the method-
ology proposed involves implementing a system of public
consultations and a mechanism of participation, where the
model—which must be drawn up by the City–must involve
all the city’s political, social and cultural agents who show
interest in the Park, but also local or regional authorities
(including associations, sports clubs and local organisations,
as well as organisations operating in the wider sphere of the
city of Lisbon) and, above all, its citizens. This formula will
allow for the future of the park to truly reflect the functional
needs of the city and the wishes of the population, which,
over time, will involve replacing the functions that are
shown to be inadequate and/or outdated without a need to
reorganise and/or remodel the Park. It should also be noted
that several of these clearings (uses) could be leased to third
parties (sports clubs, catering and cafeteria companies, art
galleries, etc.). However, the central idea of this proposal
centres on the following: the Praça de Espanha Urban Park
will be whatever the city wants it to be.

4 Proposal

4.1 General Outline

The re-design of Praça de Espanha meets the ecological and
sustainable development policies and strategies that the city
of Lisbon has been working towards since the end of the
twentieth century. These strategies have been the basis for
the implementation of a system of open spaces, green cor-
ridors and accessible mobility, which are integrated within
the design of the city’s ecological structure. These projects
are what will gain Lisbon a place in the final of the European
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Green Capital Awards 2017. Lisbon is the most southerly
Mediterranean city that has made it this far in the competi-
tion, which is a direct result of the way in which the city has
gone back to nature, reflected in the way in which open,
permeable and sustainable spaces have been emerging,
consolidating Lisbon’s ecological structure. Alongside the
strategic value of this area within the City of Lisbon, espe-
cially in terms of the value it brings by providing mobility
within the metropolis and bringing together diverse urban
networks and the city's infrastructure, this proposal has been
drawn up with a focus on the city’s physical, ecological and
cultural characteristics. In this sense, the function and current
characteristics of the Praça de Espanha must be redefined,
giving it a new importance and vocation within the eco-
logical structure, defining it as a park that is open to a wide
spectrum of diversified uses that complement the needs of
the surrounding urban spaces. With this pretext, the design
for the Praça de Espanha Park considers the landscape as a
model for urbanism, as has taken inspiration from the
designs of the world’s most famous parks, encompassing
large-scale organisational, conceptual, cultural and ecologi-
cal techniques. Its conceptual boundary is extended to the
areas of urbanism and infrastructure, reflecting a link
between landscape and urbanism, ecology and infrastructure.
This proposal therefore works with multiple dimensions of
the concept of landscape (which coincide with the pillars that
make up the concept of sustainability and the creation of the
identity of the city of Lisbon), more specifically the eco-
logical and cultural dimensions that are in a state of con-
tinuous transformation. Within this conceptual framework,
the ecological structural unit is more than a set of natural
occurrences that are fundamental to the ecological balance of
the landscape: it is a fundamental existential element that
works as a driver of imagination, creation and construction.
And yet, it is the social and cultural dimension of this new
park that have proved to be the key elements in this pro-
posal: the community as a participatory and determining
element in the design of the space makes the way in which it
is read and perceived meet the memory, needs and culture of
the population. The Park is thus an expression of the way in
which the population of the City of Lisbon can establish a
relationship with a park that has been taken back to nature,
which has been designed to be a space that its inhabitants
can inhabit, cultivate, collect, enjoy and conserve in a way
that is sustainable, both economically and ecologically,
responding to the multifunctionality desired for such an
urban area. This multifunctional understanding of space has
determined that the understanding, characterisation, and
inter-relational assessment of the various systems it is made
up of is ‘pro-nature’, which is also a driving force behind the
proposal being put forward as evidence of the place itself.

In this context, water becomes critically important and
valuable due to its importance to both nature and

infrastructure. It is therefore a guiding feature for this pro-
posal, and must be considered in terms of improving the
efficiency of water drainage systems in the park, as well as
its use in nature conservation systems and systems of pro-
duction and recreation that have previously been present in
the park. Concerns about how this natural resource is man-
aged, due to an awareness of the importance of the area's
position in the flow of the Ribeira de Alcântara basin, pro-
vide solid grounds upon which this project may contribute
towards making Lisbon a smart city in terms of water and
energy production, which may then have characteristics that
can be replicated locally, regionally, nationally and even
internationally. Permeability (in both a conceptual sense and
in a more literal sense of the word), as well as versatility are
both inherently necessary in this project, for the way in
which the different uses of the park are incorporated over
time, in the different types of spaces defined in the proposal,
given the functional and urban participation of the area in a
larger urban system, as a structural space in the city of
Lisbon, in which the program of uses to be adopted should
be a key feature in supporting and redefining the area. On
this basis, the whole design of the Park's basic structure has
been conceived in terms of atmospheres and spatialities,
which then define the shapes used. What is designed is
space, which makes the most of the different panoramic and
physical conditions present in the area: water drainage; earth
sculpting; context and a relationship with previously existing
buildings, as well as those that are yet to be built, which will
later serve to anchor the uses attributed to the park, as
defined by the city.

4.2 A Narrative of the Shapes/Design
of the Project

The Praça de Espanha Park encompasses multiple pathways
—of air, water and roads—and is therefore one of the main
axes of circulation and distribution of the city of Lisbon in
terms of the structure of the road network. According to
Lisbon's ecological structure, the park is located in a humid
area, which, coupled with the fact that it runs alongside one
of the city’s most important roads, makes air drainage crucial
(particularly to minimise the effects of pollution). That’s the
reason for the inclusion of wooded areas throughout the
park, which also serve to promote and intensify the circu-
lation of breezes. The proposal deepens and develops the
principles of intervention contained within the urban eco-
logical structure, defining a coherent design with a strong
identity, which spatially translates a continuous, ecological
and integrated structure, encouraging the flow of air, water
and soil cycles. As a result, the park is designed to function
within the coherence and unity of the Alcântara Valley
ecological corridor, as laid out in the Lisbon Green Plan
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(based on the principles of continuity, permeability, flexi-
bility and mobility), contributing to the system of open
spaces upon which the city is now designed around.

The Park, thus, becomes a fundamental element within
Lisbon's 'Humid System'. In fact, it will come to incorporate
multiple systems: the hydraulic system, by increasing perme-
able areas and capturing rainwater, therefore contributing to
reducing surface runoff and higher levels of water infiltration;
a mobility system that runs smoothly, by promoting a network
of pedestrian and cycling routes within the park, while also
integrating the surrounding urban fabric, the structure of the
city itself and the system of ecological continuity, contributing
to creating Biotopes within the city. Alongside the undeniable
ecological importance of the park, it will provide outdoor
leisure areas, multifunctional spaces and a proximity to and
connection with nature. Within the principles of sustainability
mentioned above, water (drainage) will be the factor to
determine the composition of the park, which has been de-
signed in circles as determined by the site’s physical features -
topography, drainage, orientation, gradient, soil and vegeta-
tion, but also its poetic features – light, depth, tactility and
ambience. The design will therefore create full and empty,
light and shadow, open and closed, infiltration and flow, dif-
ferent materialities and functions. Clearings will be created in
the woods (which will then be used as determined by the
population), retention basins will be modelled, permanent
areas will be made comfortable, spaces designed for recre-
ational and sporting activities will be promoted, and areas will
be set aside to allow for mobility and the park to be integrated
into the surrounding urban fabric. (Figs. 1 and 2) These needs
will result in ecologically functional areas that promote the
cycles of water, air, soil and biological production; aestheti-
cally functional areas that enable the park to be anchored to the
surrounding urban fabric, the existence of a complementary
network of pedestrian and cycle paths and the
integration/assimilation of buildings.

These will all be areas that articulate, combine, transform
and provide recreation, protection and production, thus
translating/ensuring the multifunctionality and identity of the
landscape. Allowing the water (drainage) system to be the
protagonist and determining feature of the park's design
leads to the lower elevation points (drainage line) being
highlighted via the introduction of a formalised serpentine
(structuring drainage line) that travels through the park,
breaking up and standing out from the base system of cir-
cles. This waterway is made even more sensual/provocative
by the system of vegetation created by the riparian woodland
which is vertical, light, almost filigree, which is separate to
and stands out from the remaining vegetation.

5 General Description

5.1 Water|Drainage Versus Modelling

Due to its size and increasingly impermeable nature,
fast-flowing streams have been created within the Ribeira de
Alcântara drainage basin, which includes the Park, causing
continual flooding problems. As such, and as has been
previously stated, the water system must be managed as a
matter of urgency by managing rainfall as close as possible
to its source, reducing the volume of runoff and levels of
pollutants by collecting, temporarily storing and subse-
quently discharging said rainwater, at a controlled rate,
downstream; or by infiltrating permeable soils and directing
excess flow to conventional sewage systems. This proposal
includes a way in which the park can contribute to this
system, by implementing ‘sustainable urban drainage sys-
tems’ (SUDS), using dry retention basins that, in addition to
participating in managing rainwater and being compatible
with the smooth mobility system, can also be a location
within which events are hosted. In addition, increasing both
the permeable areas and the amount of soil present con-
tribute to significantly reducing the volume and speed of
surface runoff, reducing the overload of conventional drai-
nage systems, improving the clearance of sewage from these
systems, and improving the quality of the water via filtration,
adsorption and biological transformations. Therefore, drai-
nage systems, combined with a more refined and subtle
modelling of the terrain, are two key factors in the park’s
design. Retention basins shape the land ecologically, but
double up as areas that can be used for recreationally
alongside the water. The serpentine structured drainage
canal, combined with the vegetation system, has also been
designed at a lower elevation and therefore acts as a surface
retention basin—a flow of water that has flexible margins.
(Fig. 3) Water permanently flows through the serpentine, but
the level of the water may oscillate, depending on the gen-
eral amounts of water available, providing a pleasant, mild
area for hotter summer days as well as providing the clear
benefits of sedimentation and the supply of nutrients to
vegetation. Adjacent to this basin, to the west, will be an
open leisure area, a shell that opens up to the North, pro-
viding easy access to the lake and views over the park. The
circulation/mobility system has also been designed to follow
ecological principles, as it has been moulded to and pro-
duced via porous pavements that either allow for water to be
absorbed by the ground, or for to be caught and stored in
subsurface layers and used subsequently and/ or fed back
into the cycle.
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5.2 Clearings | Community | Uses and Functions

As has already been mentioned, both the compositional and
ecological principles adopted provide an articulated and
sequential set of different spatialities that complement each
other, and that have undeniable advantages in terms of urban
ecology and mobility. However, it must also be noted that
what is being created and provided is also a strong cultural
identity. The identity of a space is intrinsically linked to its
appropriation by the population. It can be considered to be
appropriated when it increases the community’s sense of
belonging to a place, enhances the sharing of experiences
and daily life, and the different forms of both individual and
collective expression. In this sense, and with the objective of
enhancing social inclusion and community integration (one
of the pillars of sustainability) this project has been con-
ceived and designed to include open, ‘empty’ clearings that
are made available to meet the wants and needs of the
population and communities, becoming a fundamental ele-
ment of the process of space design and construction. These
clearings can take on the role of hosting a huge variety of
functions, from being spaces used for production: using
horticulture to provide the affectionately known ‘alfacinhas’
(little lettuces) with the land they need to nurture their green
fingers; to areas used to promote environmental sensitivity; a
space for varied, suitable recreational activities for a variety
of age groups, including sports, theatre, dance, traditional

games, etc. The clearings can also be a location within which
the population can experience the most diverse of atmo-
spheres (calm and intimate, reflective, open, sunny and
shady), and which can stimulate a huge variety of sensations
(curiosity, smell, touch, peace and happiness), depending on
the will and sensitivity of the population, which will mould
the design of each space. (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).

5.3 Circulation and Flows|Connections
and Anchorage to the Urban Fabric

The proposal includes a network of pathways that ensure the
continuity, comfort and safety of transit, connecting the park
to the surrounding urban fabric and, consequently, other
parts of the city, in an attractive way that also encourages the
population to use the park via this system, rather than using
the roads. In accordance with the principles stated, soft
mobility is promoted as a part of the project, prioritising and
emphasising pedestrian and cycle paths, promoting natural
and cultural values, valuing nature and the city’s heritage,
promoting social inclusion and linking the transport system
(mobility) to the systems of vegetation and water (drainage).
In this proposal, the transport system gives the space a clear
flow.

The park’s kinematic quality gives it dimension, provid-
ing a quick, direct routes to each of the spatialities and

Fig 1 Master Plan
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Fig 2 Aerial perspective view

Fig. 3 Retention Basin
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Fig. 4 Design of clearings

Fig. 5 Main clearing
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services offered, but also allowing users to wander, roam and
explore the surrounding areas. The paths, which will often
be drawn on the ground, will join onto the urban network
perfectly, either working as an extension of them into the
park, or being extended via them into the city, always as an
equal but distinct entity that works in harmony with the
landscape. The routes grab at the clearings and entrances of
the park, inserting themselves into the organic nature of the
spaces or becoming solid, formal pathways that anchor the
park to the urban fabric. The pathways then branch out,
winding around trees, through art installations of all kinds
and alongside retention basins, providing different environ-
ments and experiences to all those who pass through and live
their lives amongst the park’s installations. The running
track provides a more formal place on which to do sports,
having been designed to work fluidly with the park’s land-
scape, in permanent dialogue with the terrain, providing both
activity and permanence in the southwesterly section of the
park.

The (permeable) material used to build this system allows
for rainwater to pass through it, thus working in conjunction
with the drainage system and vegetation to comply with
ecological principles and objectives.

5.4 Vegetation/Covering

The vegetation system is a fundamental component of the
Ecological Structure in establishing physical continuity, but
also in order to maintain the dynamism of the water cycle.
This can be seen more specifically in terms of how it can
promote the absorption of water into the subsoil, its return to

the atmosphere as water vapour, its role in reducing radiation
and solar reflection, producing oxygen and harvesting CO2.
The vegetation system proposed for the Park is based mainly
around native specimens, integrating herbaceous and shrub
species that have a high capacity for absorbing heavy metals,
for self-purification and the creation of habitats such as
niches of biological revitalisation. It also contributes to
enhancing the landscape, sustainability (ecological and
economic) and enhancing biodiversity.

As reasonably big, busy roads surround the park, the
proposal includes a considerable plantation of trees, which
takes inspiration from the idea of a wood, with the objective
of reducing the negative impact caused by the surrounding
infrastructures. Together with the modelling of the terrain,
this wood will visually and soundly protect the site while
increasing the production of oxygen and biomass. The cover
of trees proposed is a complex system consisting of tree
cover, surface cover and shrub border that increases soil
fertility, permeability, aeration and aggregation of the land.
Vegetation also plays a key role in maintaining the equi-
librium of the water system through its ability to retain
water, either by reducing the rate of runoff or by promoting
water infiltration, preventing large volumes of it from
flowing into critical points of the park within a short period
of time.

The tree cover proposed consists mainly of wet species
that bring the space together, thanks to their aesthetic nature
as well as their ability to adapt to the lay of the land and
urban conditions. Occasionally, in areas that have a higher
elevation, transition dry species appear, differentiating these
from the more humid areas. Exotic species are occasionally
used to mark specific points of reference, at the entrances of

Fig. 6 Lake clearing
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the Park and in the areas used for recreational activities.
(Fig. 7) Species that can already be found in the city have
formed a large part of the proposal, which stand out for their
colour, shape, texture, scale and light provided, as deter-
mined by the previously mentioned characteristics, intro-
ducing the immanent poetics of spaces, regardless of
geographical or cultural distance. This design is closely
linked to the introduction of shrubs, sub-shrubs and herba-
ceous species, which are naturally found alongside them.
(Fig. 8) For areas with a lower elevation, which often have a
higher moisture content, wet shrubs have been proposed. At
higher elevations, which are often the driest, the proposal
includes dry shrubs. The way in which they will be dis-
tributed throughout space, building massifs, defining clear-
ings and alignments, will highlight the structure of the park
and allow for more productive and sustainable urban
ecosystems to be maintained. Beyond its functional and
environmental importance, it is also decisive in aesthetic
terms: edges limit the clearings, building them up; riparian
vegetation draws a line that will be used for drainage and the
shores of the lake; pre-existing trees will be maintained and
remain within the plan, keeping the memory alive of pre-
vious lives the area has lived; contrasts between light and
shadow and light and dark will be highlighted, constituting
the spaces and atmospheres that have been designed to be
buzzing with life.

6 Conclusion

The proposal for the Praça de Espanha park presented con-
tributes to a more sustainable city, fits within the concept of
smart cities and follows the principles of green infrastruc-
tures, BCIs, green corridors and landscape urbanism which,
as has been examined, are not an entirely new concepts, but,
instead, have been reinvented. As has been mentioned, the
development of the city using the landscape is a practice that
has been used since the early twentieth century in both
Europe and the United States. In Europe, landscape archi-
tects have been developing their ideas and designs on vari-
ous scales, from gardens and urban open spaces to urban
gardens and urban water supply and drainage systems, and
even modern gardens and naturalistic layout play areas, city
expansion plans and green axes (Diedrich, 2009). We agree
with Lisa Diedrich when she refers to a ‘landscape-oriented
urbanism’, understanding the landscape as a driving force
for urban planning.

In Portugal, a comprehensive vision of landscape and the
ability to combine knowledge of the ecological systems that
support it with an aesthetic vision of space ensures that an
integrated and sensitive attitude is the norm. The concepts
that have been referred to have left a permanent mark on,
and constitute the foundations of, the practices developed by
Portuguese landscape architects who understand the

Fig. 7 Tree vegetation
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landscape to be an ecological system (natural) and cultural
system (construction) that is in continuous transformation.
Within this conceptual framework, the ecological structural
unit is more than a set of natural occurrences that are fun-
damental to the ecological balance of the landscape—it is a
fundamental existential element that functions as a driver of
imagination, creation and construction. The landscape is
therefore an expression of existence and way of representing
the relationship mankind has established with nature, trans-
forming it into forms that respond to the various function-
alities of the landscape, which we can then inhabit, cultivate,
collect, enjoy and conserve, both in terms of sustainability
and the economic and ecologic nature of processes. This
understanding of landscape leads to the understanding,
characterisation and inter-relational assessment of the vari-
ous systems that design the landscape being a methodolog-
ical process, which also serve as motivation for the proposal
to almost work as evidence of the pre-existing square. In
Portugal, as in the rest of Europe, building a global city is the
challenge we now face in the twenty-first century. As such,
we would argue that cities can be understood and developed
largely based on the landscape that surrounds and constitutes
them. This proposal for the Praça de Espanha Park has been
based on this philosophy.

Although this proposal has not fully defined what the Praça
de Espanha Urban Park might become in the future—whether in
terms of its uses and functions, or even in terms of its definitive
environment—it has defined an ecologically sustainable basic
structure, which serves to mitigate the impacts of climate
change; improve the management of water systems; contribute
to the city's resilience by reducing the effects of global warming,
moderating temperature and contributing to air circulation;
establish itself as an important climate regulator; be flexible;
generate environments that are both rich and diversified; link to
the green system and urban structures of the city of Lisbon, as
well as the equipment and buildings surrounding Praça de
Espanha. These uses will then be combined with the participa-
tion and contribution of the population in creating contents and
functions that are deemed necessary for the City, and which
ensure social, sporting and recreational activities, improve
physical and mental health, bring citizens closer to nature, its
forms and processes, promote social collaboration by promoting
group activities and strengthen ties, contributing to the economy
by promoting the health of the citizens of the city and reducing
drainage costs, contributing to making Lisbon a more attractive
city, both aesthetically and socially, increasing the value of land
and allowing for flexible and tailored intervention, the shape of
which take whatever Lisbon needs the most.

Fig. 8 Herbs and shrubs
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Evaluating the Effect of Urban Green
Infrastructure on Mitigating Temperature:
A Case Study of Tehran

Farimah Sadat Jamali, Shahriar Khaledi,
and Mohammad Taghi Razavian

Abstract

Rapid urbanization of the semi-arid city of Tehran, Iran,
within the last decades was accompanied by declining
green spaces, extensive construction, and urban sprawl.
Considering the temperature regulating function of urban
green infrastructure (GI), this paper focuses on the
changes of GI of Tehran over 30 years, from 1988 to
2017, and the impact of GI on mitigating temperature.
Accordingly, land surface temperature (LST) and land
cover maps were derived from Landsat images of summer
1988 (Landsat-4 TM) and 2017 (Landsat-8 OLI-TIRS).
The cooling extent of GI was analyzed through calculat-
ing land surface temperatures of buffer zones within 1 km
from green space patches. The results show that as the
built-up areas significantly expanded, the city mean and
maximum LST increased by 2.6 and 3.2 °C from 1988 to
2017, respectively. Moreover, the extent of vegetation
cover in Tehran shrank by 6.8% within the study period.
While the LST of vegetation land cover increased, the
cooling impact of green space patches decreased. The
results indicate the necessity of planning for the urban GI
according to local characteristics and limitations to tackle
the adverse effects of high temperatures in the densely
populated city.

Keyword

Cooling � Land surface temperature � Urban green
infrastructure � Tehran

1 Introduction

Urbanization and land cover change has transformed the
landscapes of many cities in developing countries. The
process of rapid urbanization is generally accompanied by
drastic land cover change from vegetation cover (pervious
surfaces), to built-up areas (impervious surfaces), leading to
changes in local climate and environment (Banzhaf et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018). The changes in
land surface characteristics exacerbate the adverse impacts
of urban heat island (UHI) phenomenon (Akbari & Kolo-
kotsa, 2019). Land surface temperature (LST) has been
recognized as a defining parameter in studying the thermal
impact of land cover change and characteristics of UHI
(Alexander et al., 2017). Retrieving LST, particularly
through remote sensing, has facilitated explaining the spatial
and temporal changes of land cover and the corresponding
surface temperature (Du et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). For
example, the results of land use land cover (LULC) and LST
analysis, based on a Landsat TM image, in Tehran showed
the consistency between of LULC classes and LST.
Accordingly, vegetation cover and green spaces were the
coolest areas, while bare lands and paved surfaces were the
hottest surfaces within the city (Bokaie et al., 2016).

As a multifunctional approach, green infrastructure
(GI) has increasingly been considered in planning for
achieving sustainable development goals and urban resi-
lience as well as climate change adaptation and mitigation
(Banzhaf et al., 2019; Di Leo et al., 2016; Haq, 2011;
Khazaei & Razavian, 2013; Martos et al., 2016). The envi-
ronmental benefits of GI include mitigating UHI, greenhouse
gases sequestration, providing shade and storm water man-
agement (Benton-short et al., 2019). Improving urban GI, as
a nature-based solution, can provide and enhance natural and
manmade assets, reduce physical vulnerability of cities, for
example, to high temperatures, and contribute to various
drivers of resilience (Admiraal & Cornaro, 2019; Chadsey &
Grenfell, 2018). The temperature mitigating impact of GI
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has led to studies on the relation between LST, UHI and
vegetation and water land covers (Arabi et al., 2015;
Dronova et al., 2018).

The urbanization and land cover change in arid and
semi-arid cities, however, are not always from vegetation to
built-up. Since the UHI is affected by the vegetation cover
inside and around the cities, the introduction of vegetation
cover in arid cities can make them cooler than their sur-
roundings covered with bare soil (Fathi et al., 2019).
Therefore, studying the changes of green spaces in the
context of arid and semi-arid cities may shed light on their
temperature mitigating impact.

Furthermore, the cooling impact of various types and
scales of urban GI has been studied to provide urban plan-
ners and decision-makers with possible solutions. For
instance, the cooling efficiency of green space patches with
different sizes in Fuzhou, China, was evaluated as a basis for
proposing maximized cooling effect (Yu et al., 2018). The
results of studying park cool island effect (PCI) in Nagoya,
Japan, showed that the cooling effect is dependent on the
park size. While PCI intensity was shown to be determined
by the area of trees and shrubs within parks, grass land cover
did not have positive effect on the PCI formation (Cao et al.,
2010).

The vegetation land cover of Tehran, as a representative
of urban GI, has been under the pressure of urbanization in
recent decades. The general decline in the green spaces of
the semi-arid city has been mentioned in some studies
(Chamanara & Kazemeini, 2016; Madanipour, 2006), as
well as the LST characteristics of the city (Bokaie et al.,
2016; Tayyebi et al., 2018). However, the effect of vegeta-
tion on cooling Tehran needs further investigation. This
paper aims to study the changes in the following parameters

in Tehran within 30 years from 1988 to 2017: the vegetation
cover, LST, and the temperature mitigating impact of green
space patches.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Study Area

Tehran, shown in Fig. 1, is the capital city of Iran and
Tehran province, located in north Iran with an area of
639 km2 and 22 urban districts. The city is characterized by
a semi-arid climate. However, higher air temperatures and
lower precipitations are observed as the elevation of the city
decreases from mountainous areas in the north to lowlands
in the south. Total annual precipitation of the city is
216.9 mm and mean temperature is 18.2 °C, based on
Mehrabad Station records from 1988 to 2017.

With its history of town planning dating back to sixteenth
century, Tehran grew to a populated city in the late twentieth
century, when extensive constructions and urban develop-
ment occurred (Madanipour, 2006). The urban population
increased from 6 million in 1986 to more than 8.7 million in
2016, forming a city with population density of 13,600
person/km2.

2.2 Data

Two Landsat images have been used to calculate the land
surface temperature (LST) for the 30-year study period
(1988–2017): 18 August 1988 Thematic Mapper (TM) and
25 July 2017 Operational Land Imager (OLI) and Thermal

Fig. 1 Location of Tehran, the urban districts, and the elevation across the city
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Infrared Sensor (TIRS), both at WRS-Path 164 and
WRS-Row 35. The scene acquisition time for the images
was 06:37:55 GMT in 1988 and 07:08:01 GMT in 2017.
The mean air temperature on these dates was 29 and 32.6 °C
in 1988 and 2017, respectively. The images underwent
preprocessing that included atmospheric correction based on
dark object subtraction (DOS1) method (Chavez, 1996) and
transforming visible bands to reflectance. All stages of
analyzing the images and remote sensing was accomplished
by using QGIS, SCP, and multi-ring buffer plugins.

2.3 Land Cover Classification and LST Analysis

The urban area has been classified to four land cover and
land use macro-classes, including water, vegetation,
built-up, and bare soil. The supervised classification was
carried out through using false color images and vegetation
index as well as considering spectral characteristics of
classes in each macro-class (Congedo, 2016). The vegetation
cover maps were produced by defining thresholds for nor-
malized difference vegetation index (NDVI). NDVI is cal-
culated by using Eq. (1):

NDVI ¼ NIR� Red
NIRþRed

ð1Þ

where NIR and Red represent the near infrared and red
bands, respectively.

2.4 LST Calculation

LST retrieval is based on calculating brightness temperature of
thermal bands and estimating land surface emissivity fromNDVI
(Avdan& Jovanovska, 2016; Sobrino et al., 2004). Accordingly,
the brightness temperature is calculated by Eq. (2):

BT ¼ K2

ln 1þ K1
Lk

� �� 273.15 ð2Þ

where K1 is 671.62Wm−2sr−1 lm−1 and K2 is 1284.30 K for
Landsat4-band 6, K1 is 774.89 Wm−2sr−1 lm−1 and K2 is
1321.08 K for Landsat8-band 10, Lk is spectral radiance
(Wm−2sr−1 lm−1), and BT is brightness temperature in °C.
Proportion of vegetation (Pv) is calculated from Eq. (3) and
then the land surface emissivity (ɛ) is estimated (Eq. 4):

Pv ¼ NDVI� NDVImin

NDVImax � NDVImin

� �2

ð3Þ

e ¼ 0.004Pvþ 0.986 ð4Þ

where NDVImin and NDVImax denote the minimum and
maximum NDVI values of the image, respectively. Subse-
quently, the land surface temperature (°C) is calculated using
Eq. (5):

LST ¼ BT

1þðkBT=qÞlnðeÞ ,q ¼ hc

k
ð5Þ

where k is the mean wavelength of thermal band (lm), k is
the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck’s constant, c is the
speed of light, and q equals 0.01438 mK.

2.5 The Impact of Green Infrastructure on LST

The cooling impact of a green patch can be defined by the
lower LST of the patch and its vicinity compared with the
surrounding areas with other land cover/land use (Lin et al.,
2015; Yu et al., 2018). Therefore, the cooling impact of
Tehran GI has been studied through deriving mean LST
within 1 km buffer zones, in 50 m sections, from the edge of
green spaces areas. The mean LST of each section around
green space has been plotted versus distance. The effective
cooling extent of green patches has been estimated by the
distance between the edge of green patches and the first
turning point of temperature drop, or until the temperature
reaches a constant level. The cooling impact is the LST
difference between the green space and the chosen section
(Yu et al., 2018). Moreover, the relationship between the
area of green patches and cooling extent has been studied.
Green patches are grouped in the following sets based on
their sizes: 0–5, 5–10, 10–50, 50–300, and 300–2000 ha.

3 Results

3.1 Land Cover Changes

Land cover classification derived from Landsat images show
a significant expansion of built-up areas within the last three
decades in Tehran. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the extent of
land cover classes and green spaces within Tehran in 1988
and 2017, respectively. Green spaces covered 18.7% of
urban land in 1988, while their extent declined to 11.9% in
2017. Built-up areas have expanded in all directions towards
the city boundaries, leading to land use change from gardens
and farms to buildings particularly in northern and southern
districts. Although there have been minor efforts in
improving green spaces and vegetation cover, the overall
vegetation cover and green space patches have decreased in
size. Figure 4 shows the comparison between percentage of
green space patches in 1988 and 2017.
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3.2 LST of Tehran

Table 1 shows the minimum, maximum and mean LST of
the city of Tehran as well as mean LST of land cover classes
from 1988 to 2017, pointing out that the minimum summer
LST increased 5.3 °C within 30 years. Figure 5 shows the
LST for the study period. The increase in LST is particularly
significant in southern and western districts of the city, the
areas that witnessed significant decrease in green spaces
patches.

3.3 GI Cooling Impact

The green space patches were divided into 0–5, 5–10, 10–
50, 50–300, and 300–2000 ha classes to be assessed for their
cooling impact. Due to green spaces fragmentation within
the three decades of study period, the 300–2000 ha green
patches do not exist in 2017, as shown in Fig. 4. Table 2
shows the cooling characteristics of green space patches
from 1988 to 2017. Figure 6 depicts the results of green
space cooling extent, comparing 1988 and 2017.

4 Discussion

4.1 The Impact of Land Cover Change on LST

The land cover change from bare soil and vegetation to
built-up in Tehran was accompanied by higher LST in all
land cover classes within the study period. Higher levels of

Fig. 2 Comparison between land cover classes in 1988 and 2017

Fig. 3 Comparison between green spaces of Tehran in 1988 and 2017
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the area proportions of green space
patches in 1988 and 2017
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LST was particularly visible within the built-up expansion in
western and southern districts of the city. The vegetation
cover and bare soil demonstrated higher mean LST differ-
ence within 30 years than built-up and water land covers.
The patterns of land cover change and LST of Tehran land
cover classes were analogous with results of previous studies
until early 2010s (Bokaie et al., 2016; Tayyebi et al., 2018),
indicating the persistence of land surface warming through
2017.

GI elements provide cities with climate regulating ser-
vices (Marando et al., 2019). Thus, the loss of green spaces
in total area as well as large green patches may be associated
with the increase in surface temperatures.

Similar to the result of LST studies in arid and semi-arid
cities (Fathi et al., 2019), urbanization and establishing new
vegetated areas on bare soil land cover was accompanied by
lower LST in some parts of Tehran. Nevertheless, built-up
land cover expansion in the city was largely tied to green
spaces destruction (6.8% decrease in the area). The vegeta-
tion decline overweighed the introduced vegetation, con-
tributing to an increase in the overall LST across the city.
The issue can be addressed by improving green spaces of
Tehran, for instance, through introducing green roofs and
appropriate street trees (Bowler et al., 2010), as a way of
contributing to building resilience (Chadsey & Grenfell,
2018).

Table 1 LST of Tehran and land cover classes in 1988 and 2017 (°C)

Year Min. Tehran Max. Tehran Mean Tehran Mean water Mean vegetation Mean built-up Mean bare soil

1988 22.4 45.2 36.1 28.4 32.0 35.6 37.8

2017 27.7 48.4 38.7 29.4 36.8 38.7 42

Fig. 5 Comparison between LST of the city of Tehran in 1988 and 2017

Table 2 The cooling characteristics of green patches in 1988 and 2017

Year Green patch size
(ha)

Mean temperature
(°C)

Turning temperature
(°C)

Cooling extent
(m)

Cooling impact
(°C)

Temperature
gradient
(°C/km)

1988 0–5 35.1 36.8 200 1.7 8.6

5–10 34.2 36.8 300 2.7 8.9

10–50 33.2 37.0 200 3.8 18.9

50–300 32.3 36.5 400 4.2 10.6

300–2000 31.9 36.7 350 4.8 13.7

2017 0–5 37.8 39.1 200 1.4 6.8

5–10 36.7 38.4 200 1.7 8.5

10–50 35.9 38.7 150 2.7 18.3

50–300 35.8 39.4 250 3.6 14.5

300–2000 – – – – –
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4.2 The Cooling Impact of GI

The results show that the mean LST of green space patches
increased within the 30 years of study, ranging from 2.6 °C
in 0–5 ha patches to 3.5 °C in 50–300 ha patches (Table 2).
This was accompanied by lower temperature difference
between the green patches and their surroundings (cooling
impact). The highest decrease in the cooling impact from
1988 to 2017 is seen in 10–50 ha patches. However, this
green patch size yielded the strongest LST gradient within
the study period.

The cooling extent of green spaces varied with patch size
and the widest cooling diameter was obtained with 50–
300 ha patches. The cooling characteristics of Tehran
(Table 2) show that larger green patches produced stronger
cooling impact. However, the cooling extent did not follow
this pattern. The cooling extent of GI, with a range of 150–
250 m in 2017, is smaller than studies accomplished in other
climate regions with cooling extents over 200 m (Du et al.,
2017; Lin et al., 2015). This can be related to the charac-
teristics of vegetation in forming microclimatic condition
and reducing temperature in semi-arid and arid areas
(Shashua-Bar et al., 2009).

5 Research Findings and Implications
for Urban Resilience

The main outcomes of the study can be summarized as
follows:

– The 6.8% reduction in vegetation land cover was
accompanied by 2.6 °C increase in mean LST.

– The vegetation land cover experienced the highest
increase in LST from 1988 to 2017.

– The green space patches destruction within the study
period led to fragmentation of patches larger than 300 ha.

– Compared to 1988, the cooling impact of green patches
with similar areas decreased in 2017.

Accordingly, the expansion of built-up areas along with
the decrease in vegetation land cover area and fragmentation
of green patches may indicate an unsustainable approach in
the management of urban green spaces. By considering the
cooling impact of green spaces in the context of ecosystem
services, the reduced cooling impact in Tehran can indicate
the need for restoring and improving the green space.
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Since urban green spaces influence building resilience,
particularly through having an impact on health as well as
economy and society (Chadsey & Grenfell, 2018), the
findings of this study may be helpful for urban planners and
decision-makers in strategically planning for a resilient and
sustainable future.

6 Conclusion

This paper studied the changes in Tehran land cover, LST,
and cooling impact of green spaces, as an element of green
infrastructure, within 30 years from 1988 to 2017. The
densely populated city of Tehran faced 6.8% decrease in the
proportion of vegetation land cover within the study period.
This was accompanied by fragmentation of green space
patches, particularly green spaces with areas more than
300 ha. The mean LST of the city increased 2.6 °C and the
minimum LST rose 5.3 °C, while the increase in the LST of
vegetation cover (4.8 °C) was more than other land cover
classes.

Moreover, the cooling impact of green space patches with
similar sizes decreased within 30 years. Although the cool-
ing extent of green spaces vary, green patches with an area
of 50–300 ha produced the most expansive cooling in 1988
and 2017. Moreover, the results highlight the impact of
vegetation cover on cooling a semi-arid city.

In conclusion, the findings show that the built-up land
cover expansion from 1988 to 2017 happened at the cost of a
decline in the area of green spaces and forming warmer
surfaces. Considering the climate regulating services of
green infrastructure and its roles in building resilience,
improving green spaces of Tehran according to the local
climate and limitations may contribute to cooling the city.
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Toward Resilient and Socially Sustainable
Places: A Pedagogical Experiment on the Use
of Placemaking in Design Studios

Ayah Abbasi, Chaham Alalouch, and Mohamed S. Saleh

Abstract

There has been a global interest in placemaking theory
and its applications in the last couple of decades for
revitalization and reinvention of open public spaces as a
contribution toward resilient and socially sustainable
places. Placemaking is a set of design strategies that
aim at creating quality places that people want to live,
work, play, and learn in. It holds the premise that creating
unique places by capitalizing on cultural assets, art,
activities, and high-quality experience could boost eco-
nomic and cultural conditions. This study reports a
pedagogical endeavor where principles of placemaking
are used by landscape architecture students to redesign an
open public space in a commercial area that has been
experiencing disinvestment and low economic activities
in central Muscat, Oman. The aim was to design places
that encourage cultural enrichment, activities, and social
interaction, which in turn generates opportunities for
economic viability, reliance, and better social sustainabil-
ity. It is concluded that when placemaking is dealt with as
a pedagogical aim, and not as a design process, it can be
effectively taught in design studies. This can be best
practiced by introducing principles of placemaking in a
theoretical course and then using placemaking as a design
framework in a sequential design studio.

Keywords

Design education � Placemaking � Public space �
Landscape architecture � Oman � Muscat

1 Introduction

The placemaking concept can be dated back to the 1960s
when Jane Jacobs and William Whyte advocated that public
open spaces should be designed for people and not for cars.
They highlighted the importance of creating inviting and
livable open spaces through quality landscape and activities
that are driven by the culture and inspirations of the inhab-
itants. This idea was later emphasized by influential planners
and urban theorists such as Jan Gehl, who stated “First life,
then spaces, then buildings—the other way around never
works” (PPS, 2008). Recently, placemaking has been used
in many projects and research studies in several countries;
e.g., Loh (2019), Melanie (2014), Project for Public Spaces
(2019). In addition, the physical and spatial qualities of open
public spaces have been seen as important factors by the
space end-users (Abbasi et al., 2016). However, placemak-
ing seems to be still a new concept in Oman and the region
as a whole. This is due to the extensive focus on environ-
mental sustainability, energy-saving measures, and sustain-
able construction practices in the built environment in Oman
because of the extreme climate conditions in the GCC
region, see, for example, Saleh and Alalouch (2015), Ala-
louch et al. (2019a, b), Al-Saadi and Shabaan (2019), Saleh
and Alalouch (2020).

Equally important, placemaking has been recently
acknowledged as a major component of sustainable planning
(Lang, 2017). In particular, placemaking could contribute to
improving the citizen’s participation practices in urban design
and planning which is a prerequisite for social sustainability
(Bouzguenda et al., 2019). Moreover, placemaking supports
local businesses, community-based small and medium size
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projects, and micro economy by creating livable spaces that
encourage economic and social interactions. In fact, place-
making has been seen as a successful economic development
strategy of cities because of its potential in attracting and
retaining younger, highly educated workers through ameni-
ties, diversity, and tolerance that lend to a unique sense of
place (Kelly et al., 2017). This, in turn, creates economical
security which is one of the four elements of sustainable
communities along with leadership, civic engagement and
responsibility; ecological integrity, and social well-being
(Institute for Sustainable Communities, n.d.).

There are several definitions for placemaking in the lit-
erature. Schneekloth and Shibley (1995) define placemaking
as “the way in which all of us as human beings transform the
places in which we find ourselves into places in which we
live”. Project for Public Space sees placemaking as “a col-
laborative process by which we can shape our public realm
in order to maximize shared value” (Project for Public
Spaces, 2008). A close examination of the existing defini-
tions shows that almost all definitions share the common
understanding that placemaking should aim to reinvent
public spaces based on the community’s inspiration, values,
culture, and social identity in order to place the public space
at the heart of the community and reactivate its use to
nourish the social and economic conditions.

The quality places that placemaking promote have four
overarching key features as shown in Fig. 1. They are
accessible and well connected to other important places in
the area, they are comfortable and project a good image, they
attract people to participate in activities there, and they are
sociable environments in which people want to gather and
visit frequently (Project for Public Spaces, 2008). In order to
achieve this, these spaces should have mix-uses; quality
public spaces; multiple transportation options; multiple
housing options; preservation of historic structures; com-
munity heritage; arts, culture and creativity; recreation; and
green spaces. In addition, the form of these places should
have mass and density that are appropriate; humanized scale;
and are safe, walkable, and bikeable.

Among all the benefits placemaking has to offer, the
effect placemaking might have on the improvement of the
economic conditions of urban areas has been recently a
subject of an escalating debate. In particular, the association
between placemaking and place identity has significant rel-
evance in this debate (Othman et al., 2013). This is because
placemaking calls for designing quality spaces that have a
sense of place and strong identity, and this type of place is
the place where people and businesses want to be. In addi-
tion, placemaking creates long-lasting links between mean-
ings, perception, and memories on the one hand and the

place on the other. Since placemaking embraces the local
culture and fosters diversity of place experience, it subse-
quently strengthens the place identity and place attachment
which in turn contributes to avoiding diminishing of place
significance or what Relph (1976) calls “Placelessness”.
Hence, such unique places that offer high-quality experience
and cultural enrichment enhance the economic and social
conditions by capitalizing on the art and cultural assets to
shape the social and physical characterizes of a place (Foley,
2014; Nicodemus, 2013). This suggests that placemaking
could be used as a process to revitalizing urban areas that are
experiencing disinvestment and low economic activities.

Due to its proven potential in the revitalization of the
social, cultural, and economic aspects in urban areas, several
universities around the World have started introducing
placemaking curricula. Other institutes have integrated
placemaking education and training within existing urban
design and landscape programs. For example, Michigan
State University in partnership with other organizations has
initiated the MIplace™ Partnership Initiative. The first aim
of this initiative is the creation and maintenance of an
extensive curriculum on placemaking (Wyckoff et al., 2015).
One of the pioneer organizations in placemaking is the
Project for Public Space (PPS), which is a non-profit plan-
ning, design, and educational organization dedicated to
helping people create and sustain public spaces that build
stronger communities. PPS website (www.pps.org) provides
extensive placemaking information, best practices, tools, and
resources, for individuals, governmental bodies, and edu-
cational institutes who wish to integrate placemaking in their
education and training programs. On contrary, the situation
in the Gulf region is less developed in this regard. In Oman
for example the concept of placemaking is relatively new
and, to the authors’ best knowledge, has not yet been taught
as part of university education.

Therefore, this paper combines the potential use of
placemaking to revive the economic activities in the less
active urban areas in cities on one hand and the importance
of introducing the concept of placemaking as an educational
approach to the relevant design-based disciplines on the
other. The paper reports a case study in which the concept of
placemaking was introduced to undergraduate design stu-
dents at one of the higher educational institutes in Oman as
part of a Landscape Design course. Students were asked to
use principles of placemaking to redesign the open space of
an urban commercial area in Muscat, which has been wit-
nessing a significant decrease in terms of its use and popu-
larity. The aim was to design public places that encourage
cultural enrichment, activities, and social interaction, which
in turn generates opportunities for economic viability.
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2 Methodology

Wyckoff (2014) has distinguished four types of placemak-
ing: standard placemaking, strategic placemaking, creative
placemaking, and tactical placemaking. While the strategic
placemaking aims to attract talented workers by improving
the quality and economy of an area; and tactical placemaking
relies on low-cost interventions to improve open spaces; and
creative placemaking capitalizes on art and small-scale
activity to create livable places; the standard placemaking is
more flexible in term of achieving targets that are defined by
the community. Both creative and standard placemaking
formed potential methods for the current experiment. How-
ever, creative placemaking focuses mainly on social devel-
opment through art and creative activities in order to
enhance place identity and improve social interaction. In
addition, creative placemaking focuses on development that

is built around and inclusive of the arts, such as museums,
performance halls, and public art displays, while standard
placemaking focuses on streets and improvements to build-
ings, residential infill and rehabs, park improvements, and
other small-scale multi-use projects (Wyckoff et al., 2015),
as in this study. The aim of the project is to produce livable
public spaces that attract people and accordingly, enhance
the economic development of the area. For this study, it was
decided to focus on designing quality spaces by introducing
quality activities and improving the sense of the place.
Hence, the standard placemaking was used because it suits
the study aims and strives to promote ways to improve the
quality and the economic vitality of a place through several
interventions, which correspond to the need of the case study
in this project as explained earlier. Standard placemaking is
defined as “the process of creating quality places that people
want to live, work, play and learn in Wyckoff (2014, p. 2)”.

Fig. 1 Key attributes of quality places in placemaking (Project for Public Spaces, 2008)
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The study examines how to integrate principles of
placemaking within the formal learning sequence of the
design studio to support students learning of the reciprocal
relationship between people and places. Traditional learning
models are dominated by the “technical-rationality”
approach as suggested by Korthagen (2001) who found that
this approach regularly fails to link theory to practical
experience. On the other hand, contemporary models focus
on the practical process of developing effective learning
experiences (Beetham & Sharpe, 2013). Therefore, it was
decided to apply the model of “Design Inquiry of Learning”
in this study due to its applicability in design studios and the
nature of the task on hand (Mor & Mogilevsky, 2013). Some
modifications were proposed to identify entry key points of
integrating placemaking attributes in the design process, as
shown in Fig. 2.

The landscape design studio followed the typical studio
teaching process (site visit, analysis, synthesis, idea gener-
ation, alternative evaluation, detailed design). The only
addition is the introduction of the placemaking concept as a
governing concept. Students were asked to work in groups
and study the project brief, collect and analyze case studies,

analyze the site, generate ideas, produce design alternatives
and evaluate them, select one alternative, develop the pro-
ject, and finally present it graphically and verbally to a panel
of jurors. Prior to the analysis stage, students were taken in a
site visit to examine the site, diagnose the challenges at
buildings and urban levels, take photos, observe people’s
behavior in different spaces in terms of type and amount, and
conducted unstructured interviews with different space users.
The focus was on the four principals of placemaking and
how they can contribute to the improvement of the site.
Feedback was given by the instructor in the form of studio
instructions on weekly basis. The feedback was related to the
applications of the four principals of placemaking, and
focused on how to improve the quality of the open spaces in
a way that reactivates the area and attracts movement using
the Omani culture and the inspiration of the society.

Pedagogical experiments in a design studio environment
can be assessed using several methods. However, student
surveys and researcher/instructor observation are the most
commonly used methods. For example, Alalouch (2018)
collected students’ feedback using project-specific Likert
items to measure the extent to which a new method on

Fig. 2 Key entry points of placemaking attributes during the design studio process
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parametric design did successfully address three learning
domains, i.e., Intellectual Skills, Cognitive Strategies, and
Affective. In another study, Chen and colleagues (2020)
adopted a non-participant observation approach to observe
the experience of participants in teaching and learning a BIM
course, whereas Olweny (2020) used focus group discus-
sions and observational strategy to investigate the design
review in east African schools of architecture from a stu-
dent’s perspective. The literature on evaluating the efficiency
of teaching placemaking seems to be scarce. In our study,
the pedagogical experiment was conducted with a group of
final year bachelor students during the landscape design
studio course, which is a mandatory course in their degree
plan. In order to achieve the study aims, the researcher team
adopted a non-intrusive observation approach to observe the
experience of participants during the pedagogical experi-
ment. Detailed notes were taken by the researcher about the
student behaviors, questions, concerns, and areas of focus.
Observation-based methods have been widely used in ped-
agogy research in the context of design and other disciplines
as well, see for example Chen et al. (2020), Olweny (2020).
The analysis was subjective in nature and based primarily on
the instructors’ systematic and periodic observations, inter-
action with students, and a critical review of students’ pro-
jects in light of the four principles of placemaking.

The Project

The project is located in Al-Araimi Complex which is an
existing commercial area that is used to be one of the major
shopping urban areas in Muscat before the new malls
appeared in the city. It is located in Qurum area, a strategic
area in the city of Muscat, the capital of Sultanate of Oman,
as shown in Fig. 3. The complex is easily accessible from
any area in the city as it is surrounded by two main roads,
namely, Muscat bypass and Sultan Qaboos Street. The
complex consists of a number of shopping centers;
multi-used buildings, take-away restaurants, and a bank. The
open space of the complex is a large area of 13,000 m2

approx. located in the heart and used currently as a service
road and parking. The complex itself has many elements of
interest. First, a large open space with a high level of
accessibility from four main alleyways. Second, a variety of
building types and heights. Third, a large space for extra
parking at the back of the blocks, which gives the oppor-
tunity to create a car-free open center. Finally, the site is
within walking distance from many important attractions
like Qurum Natural Park.

The Challenges and Opportunities

It is well-known in Muscat that the complex has been wit-
nessing disinvestment as several brands have closed their

shops and moved to other areas. The site visit which was
conducted by the instructor and students revealed that the
area lacks entertainment, recreation, and leisure activities;
the main open space of the area is used as a two-way street
and car park; and there is no green spaces, shaded pathways,
playgrounds, social zones, seating areas, nor urban furniture.
The main open space is dominated by cars and does not
encourage walkability, interaction nor socializing. The space
is not prepared for people’s movement shown in Fig. 4.
Equally important, it was clear that the aesthetic value of the
complex is not very attractive and was dropped down due to
poor maintenance conditions, lack of cleaning, random AC
units appearing on the buildings’ elevations, and exposed
plumbing pipes that are obvious for the visitors. In addition,
the complex lacks unity and rhythms in terms of the archi-
tectural style due to the fact that the complex was built in
deferent periods. All of these factors have created a
non-pleasant experience for the visitor. The open space was
hardly used by the visitors who often tended to spend less
time in the area. This in turn has affected the economic
situation of the area and caused a significant drop in sales,
making the complex less attractive for business.

With the above-identified challenges in mind, the project
aimed to encourage students to use the principles of place-
making to reinvent the open space in a way that inspires
people to stay, boost the economic condition of the area, and
revitalize the role of the complex as an ultimate social and
commercial destination in Muscat that offers an experience
beyond just shopping. The project brief asked students to
redesign the open space of the complex to create quality
open spaces that are inviting for individuals and families,
encourage walkability, use cultural assets, and promote
entrainment and activities to engage visitors and create a
unique sense of place. The main learning outcome of the
project was to stimulate creative thinking about how to
design a public open space using the placemaking approach.
The project area was divided into three zones for manage-
ability reasons and ease of design, which are the main plaza,
the main entrance, and the alleyways.

3 Examples of Student’s Deliverables

Figures 5 and 6 show two examples of the students’ pro-
jects. These two examples were selected because they rep-
resent most of the issues observed by the researches during
the project period. In the first project, all parking lots were
sent to the back of the buildings to create a car-free central
plaza with a single narrow road that leads to a
drop-off/pick-up area caters to the bank and the main
shopping center. Pedestrian accessibility was achieved by
providing several high-quality passages and activating the
narrow alleyways from the suggested car parking in the
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Fig. 3 The location of Al-Araimi complex in Muscat (Source Google Maps)

Fig. 4 Al-Araimi complex. a The central open space of the complex which is the project area. Source Google earth; b the main entrance of the
complex; c–e different shots of the main space
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north and the blocks in the south in order to direct the
movement to a central plaza where most of the activities are
concentrated. The design of the plaza itself allowed fluidity
of movement with two parallel main paths and spaces for
activates and socializing. It provided several options for
pedestrians such as water features, shaded seating areas,
cafes, mobile food trucks, quality gathering spaces, and
areas for live performance. The main spine of the area is
built upon the idea of the traditional water feature (Falaj) that
is deeply rooted in the Omani heritage and culture. It also
provides the opportunity for pedestrians to cross over the
Falaj and interact with it. In addition, the project utilize local
craftsman to manufacture shading structures using traditional
materials from palm trees but in a modern design. The
project was designed to be welcoming and friendly starting
from the entrance. The introduced activity areas would
create a healthy environment by involving the community
with several interactive workshops, exhibitions, and street
food markets. Visitors to this commercial complex could
spend a longer time outdoor enjoying coffee shops, kids play
area, food market, relaxing on a bench, and having a nice
walk along the water path.

The second example of the student’s project adopted the
car-free idea, which reflects a reasonable awareness among

students of the importance of reducing the domination of
cars over public spaces. One road is provided on the
south-west boundary of the main plaza to allow services to
the bank and accessibility between the two sides of the
project. The design suggested a linear main pedestrian path
with intersecting curvilinear secondary path to enhance
movement and create interest and variety in the spatial
experience of the open space. The main entrance was given
special attention in this project to highlight the complex as a
landmark within its urban context. This is achieved by a
large green structure that acts as the main gate. The main
plaza is used for performance art by local artists and per-
formers. It was also suggested to have an annual festival in
this area to attract more attention. The main path and plaza is
surrounded by flowerpots and places for entrainment and
socializing. The cafe area is concentrated at the end of the
main path to encourage visitors to go through the whole
open space and increase movement and interaction. This
area was given a distinguished design that is notable from a
distance. Due to the hot weather conditions in Oman, the
project introduced several types of water features that form
attraction points and help to amuse visitors while con-
tributing to the improvement of climate along with partially
shaded corridors. The design of these corridors adopted local

Fig. 5 The first example of student’s projects
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patterns which were used also to beautify elevations of the
surrounding buildings in the form of a second shell.

4 Reflections and Discussion

Placemaking can be either long-term or a short-term process.
It can be designed as a series of many small projects or
activities that eventually result in incremental improvement
of the quality of a place, or it can be one large short-term
project that converts a place into a magnet for people and
businesses (Wyckoff, 2014). The latter scenario was adopted
in this study. A group of landscape architecture students
were introduced to placemaking and asked to use the four
pillars of great places to redesign the open space of a large
urban commercial area in Muscat, Oman. The aim was to
reactivate the open space to attract people and businesses in
the area that has been witnessing a significant incline in
terms of investment and number of visitors.

The students’ projects and the instructor’s observations
during the design process confirm that students have shown
a high level of appreciation of the value of public open
spaces and a better understanding of its role in the

community’s everyday life. It was observed also that stu-
dents managed to effectively understand and apply the
concept of placemaking in their projects and that the
instructor was confronted with less ambiguous design pro-
posals and questions. Placemaking provided clearer aims to
students and a strong and tangible justification of their
design decisions and hence, improved students’ confidence
and ability to defend their design ideas. It also provided a
structured approach that facilitates a better organization of
design activities and a better understanding of the effect of
design decisions on the social and economic conditions of
the area under design. This is in line with earlier research,
which emphasized that new or complex design approaches
should be dealt with as a design intention and not as a design
tool in order to effectively introduce it to students (Alalouch,
2018).

It was observed also that the four key attributes of
placemaking—i.e., access and linkage, sociability, uses and
activities, and comfort and image- were well understood and
appreciated by students. However, they dominated the stu-
dents’ thoughts about the project and resulted in less atten-
tion being given to the environmental considerations,
climatic conditions, and emergency-access requirements. In

Fig. 6 The second example of student’s projects
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particular, energy saving as a result of energy-conscious
designs has great potential in Oman (Alalouch et al., 2019a,
b). Although thermal comfort is considered usually under the
“comfort and image”, students tend to focus on the aesthetic
aspects and marginalize the effect of the harsh climatic
conditions of Muscat. This might be due to the fact that
placemaking was developed and utilized mostly in areas
with better weather conditions. Therefore, when teaching
placemaking in hot and arid areas, emphasis should be made
on taking the necessary design measures to mitigate the
negative effect of the climate on the potential use of open
spaces. This is particularly important because outputs of
placemaking practices could be influenced by geographical,
climatic, or cultural contexts. For example, Lang (2017)
found that placemaking contributed to the social well-being
and economic security features of the east side of Cleveland,
Ohio, community in spite of the focus of the municipality on
the environmental and climatic issues in their sustainability
plans. In another project, the focus of the community was on
green spaces and green corridors (Greenspace Scotland,
2016). Additionally, the site as “a place” of culture and
identity should be further emphasized during the design task
as this point seemed to be neglected by the students due to
the complexity of the design process and the multifaceted
nature of placemaking. Figure 7 shows a possible proposal
where some shortcomings of students’ work have been
addressed. The proposal has an emergency road and the
landscape design is informed by the local climate conditions
including wind, sun, and ambient temperatures. Hence, tra-
ditional shading approaches combined with new technolo-
gies (e.g., geothermal heat rejection) are proposed in
pathways and areas where outdoor serving is possible for
cafes and restaurants. The aim is to reduce the urban heat
island effect and improve the thermal comfort of the visitors.

On the other hand, the introduction of placemaking dur-
ing the design studio took a considerable portion of the
studio time. It took the students a while to grasp the idea and
apply it in their designs. This has resulted in less time left to
finalize the design and presentation of the projects. There-
fore, it is recommended that the concept of placemaking
should be introduced in an earlier theoretical course during
which students would have the opportunity to digest the
reasoning behind the concept and learn its associated
methods. Placemaking can be then applied in a sequential
landscape studio. Placemaking education can also be com-
panied with Space Syntax Theory to create more accessible
spaces. Space Syntax measures have shown to be linked to
human behavior such as people movement (Hillier, 1996),
car movement (Penn et al., 1998), accessibility (Alkamali
et al., 2017), and land use (Alalouch et al., 2019a, b) as well
as to people perception and preferences (Alalouch & Aspi-
nall, 2007; Alalouch et al., 2009; Alalouch, 2009). However,
this might be applicable for postgraduate courses only due to

the complexity involved in Space Syntax. Equally important,
the contribution of placemaking practices to the social and
economic urban sustainability should be made clear to stu-
dents to enhance their motivation and demonstrate the value
of placemaking (Lang, 2017). Moreover, it would beneficial
to students to receive a brief training on participation
methods that could be helpful in the placemaking process
such as interviews, surveys, and focus group discussions.
Some methods from anthropology that proved efficient in the
stakeholder involvement in the construction industry might
be helpful also such as free listing and pile sorting, see, for
example, (Thomson et al., 2012).

It is worth mentioning that this study is a pilot study that
aims to test the feasibility of using placemaking as a design
concept in undergraduate landscape architecture education.
Therefore, the study was limited to a relatively small number
of students and used the observations of the instructor while
teaching the design studio and the students’ feedback to
provide initial inferences and insights. Future work in this
field should include a representative sample of students
preferably from different higher educational institutes. It
should also use a more objective approach to assess the
impact of using placemaking on the design process and
outcomes. Equally important, future research should test the
extent to which using placemaking in undergraduate edu-
cation addresses the three learning domains namely: Intel-
lectual Skills, Cognitive Strategies, and Affective.

5 Conclusions

This study reported a pedagogical experiment in which
principles of placemaking were used by landscape archi-
tecture students to redesign an open public space in a way
that helps in reactivating a commercial area that has been
experiencing disinvestment and low economic activities in
central Muscat, Oman. The results suggest that when
placemaking is dealt with as a pedagogical intention and not
as a design tool, it is likely to result in a positive change in
the way by which students approach the design of open
public spaces. Placemaking provided a structured design
process and clear aims. It enhanced students’ appreciation of
the role of open public spaces in the economic and social life
of the community and raised the awareness of the need to
reclaim the open public spaces for people not for cars.
Results show also that when placemaking is used in harsh
climates and culture-sensitive areas such as in Oman,
attention should be given to providing thermal comfort and
passive design measures as well as addressing issues related
to the cultural identity and context.

The overall experiment yielded positive outputs and
suggests that placemaking can be effectively introduced in
undergraduate programs that are related to planning,
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designing, renovating, and maintaining open public spaces.
This can be best practiced by introducing principles of
placemaking in a theoretical course and then use place-
making as a design framework in a sequential design studio.
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Innovative Vinci Power Nap®
Neurotechnology System—To Reset
and Reconnect the Senses, Body and Mind;
Reducing Stress, Improving Performance,
Sleep, Health and Quality of Life

Magdalena Filcek

Abstract

The article discusses the revolutionary system of
well-being—The Vinci Power Nap® and its beneficial
role in increasing the quality of life and health of
inhabitants in Smart Cities and astronauts. The author
investigates the impact of this neuroarchitecture design on
reducing levels of stress and anxiety, aiding prevention
and healing of depression and PTSD, increasing quality
of sleep, focus, energy, productivity, and feelings of
safety. The research entailed surveys filled by UN
Delegates from 58 countries who took part in VPN
sessions during the Conference on Climate Change
COP24.
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1 Introduction

“The wisest and noblest teacher is nature itself.”—Leonardo
da Vinci (1452–1519).

Today we are facing global challenges, encompassing
UN “The 17 Goals” programs such as Good Health and
Well-being, Sustainable Smart Cities, Climate Action, Space
Exploration, etc. “We are the product of our environment,
that is why we shall surround ourself with the environment
that will best develop us toward our objective” (Chu, 2017;

Stone, 2009; Jedrzejewski 1976). Living in cities, people
face thousands of stimuli from the urban environment each
day, which bombard our senses since the moment we open
our eyes, making us overloaded and chronically tired during
the day. Additionally it’s all exacerbated by constant stress
related to work on the run, widespread pressure,
ever-growing ambitions and expectations, overbearing
information, traumatic events, pollutants in air, sensory
informations (Rosekind et al. 1995; Stein et al., 2009),
overwhelming noise, electro-smog, the blue light and light
pollution in the night… It is estimated that our receptors can
receive about 109 bits/sec of data from the outside world
(Konturek, 1998). This is all overwhelming, burdening
human senses and overworking brains (Barrett et al., 2002;
Goldstein, 1987; Salik, 2019), causing exhaustion due to the
amount of “energy shocks” that disrupt the nervous system
(Shanker, 2016; Lau et al. 2020). This mobilizes the sym-
pathetic system (the inner fight or flight response)
(Pagowska, 2019; Soojung-Kim Pang, 2017), which in turn
prevents good quality sleep and regeneration during the
night. This leads to: memory and learning issues, difficulty
with thinking and concentration, poor effectiveness, less
productivity, mood changes, accidents, weakened immunity,
high blood pressure, risk of heart disease, risk for diabetes,
cancer, weight gain, low sex drive, anxiety, depression,
PTSD syndrome (people exposed to life threatening situa-
tions (Gradus, 2020), as well as stressors during a pan-
demic). This is also associated with other problems such as
various addictions, dementia, insomnia, suicidal thoughts—
generating significant economic cost and societal impact.
Only today there are 350 millions people with depression,
which in 2030 will be at the first place as the most common
disease in the world expertise of World Health Organization
(WHO) (2012). In this high risk group there are: the business
and administration leaders, doctors, teachers, drivers, pilots,
etc. It is important to consider that “a 2001 study in the
British Medical Journal found that stress, tiredness and lack
of sleep in doctors doubles the error rates” CNN (Watkin,
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2010). The WHO has recognized sleeplessness as a civi-
lization disease that needs to be treated (Sleep Foundation.).
There is a relationship between sleep deprivation and
depression, as insomnia treatment in patients with depres-
sion doubled their chances of recovery (Carey, 2013).
Today, we charge batteries for phones, cars, but let's not
forget to recharge ourselves… There is a great need to
soothe the stressed, suffering senses, to escape from over-
whelming noise and other pollutions.

This study investigated the newest patented neuroarchi-
tecture (Eberhard, 2009; Salingaros & Masden, 2017) sys-
tem VINCI POWER NAP® (VPN) and whether its special
designed environment, which creates an oasis of peace in the
city’s center, can regenerate the body and mind, lower levels
of stress and anxiety, while also improving energy, focus,
productivity, health and feeling of safety during the day, in
the fastest and easiest way. The aforementioned positive
impact was confirmed during the two weeks of research that
took place at the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change COP24 in 2018 on 456 Delegates from 58
countries, which is described further in the article. All of it
can act as a tool of prevention and help in healing burn-out,
depression, PTSD, also increasing the quality of night sleep.

2 Life in Contemporary Cities and Healing
Power of Green Nature

In the cities we do not have natural places free of pollutions
where we can have a good rest. There is significant lack of
healing nature: trees, grass, birds, fresh air, and dark sky in
the night. Scientific research shows that even 20 min sitting
or walking in a place where we feel close to nature effec-
tively reduces the level of cortisol (Hunter et al., 2019) and
together with good sleep may be the cheapest remedy for
permanently stressed, busy town-people (Garcia & Miralles,
2018). Japanese people have a new wellness therapy called
“Forest Bathing” (Shinrin Yoku.), practices that utilize the
connective and healing power of nature. Stress reduction
occurred through contact with the greenery environment of
Singapore’s hospital, which soothed and uplifted both
patients and healthcare staff (Shay & Wright, 2019).

3 Benefits for Health and Education
from 20 min Power Naps

Great personalities who changed the world by using their
brains, took advantage of the possibility to take a short nap,
like Da Vinci, Einstein, Tesla, and Edison (…). Creative
people work like this (Fiedorowicz & Rachid-Chehab,
2018). The Power Nap is a powerful 20-min bout of
restorative sleep, providing a boost of energy during the day

(Power Nap) (Howell, 2017), which reduces stress and blood
pressure, improves health, supports the regeneration of the
immune system, body and mind, efficiency, while also
improving: learning, focus, creativity, memory, overall
alertness, concentration, productivity, relaxation, rejuvena-
tion, feeling of well-being and happiness (Huffington, 2016;
Littlehales, 2016). Together with these benefits, it also
reduces the risk of heart attacks and death caused by cardiac
disorders by 37%, as found in a large-scale study from
Greece in 2007 (Powell & Harvard News Office, 2007; The
Economist, 2007). The best time for a nap is when we feel
sleepy and between 12:00 and 16:00, but according to
NASA research in ‘95, it can not last longer than 26 min
(Courson, 2011; Geoghegan, 2011) and pilots who use
power naps, have a faster response time by 54%, compared
to pilots who did not sleep during the day (Selby et al., 1994;
Stanford University, 2013; Stein, 2007).

4 The Vinci Power Nap®—Neuroarchitecture
Design of Senses

“All our knowledge has a beginning in our senses”—Leo-
nardo da Vinci.

Vinci Power Nap®—is a revolution in quick stress
reduction and regeneration, delivered by a system of 15–
20 min power naps taken while pendulum swinging in a
specially crafted cocoon in a smart design natural environ-
ment, free from pollution, with silence form outside noise,
disconnection from wifi—all constructed to calm, relax and
harmonize all six senses at ones. It is a uniquely designed
room for power naps, bringing healthcare technology based
on: the ancients’ healing power of sleep, perception of
sensual impressions from art, science, space technology,
natural Earth environments, calming all the senses of the
somatosensory at once (olphakoception, ophtalmoception,
tactiloception, gustatoception, audioception, proprioception)
(Gardner, 2010; Kandel et al., 2013). It includes the smell of
freshly cut grass, the sight of a forest and the calming green
color, the touch of soft grass on bare feet, the taste of birch
juice, the sound of birds singing and the feeling of body
weightlessness by swinging in the cocoon. In this system,
the concentration of oxygen in the purified air is higher,
which is needed to produce more energy from mitochondria,
also called biological power plants producing “fuel” for
muscles and the brain, all of its together can give the best
boost of energy (Papakvrjakopoulou, 2019) (Fig. 1).

VPN is pioneered in implementing the Zero Gravity
Position on Earth, typically only experienced in space.
NASA research conducted on astronauts in space indicated
that in this position the musculoskeletal system is arranged
in the most relaxing way, which supports better breathing
(Papakyriakopoulou, 2019), digestion and circulation
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(NASA, 2013) (Zero Gravity.), giving: the feeling like being
in mother’s womb or in her arms, weightlessness (Cerf,
2017). With all the aforementioned sensory factors together
with the Earth’s gravity and centrifugal force of swinging, it
leads to the effective relief of muscle tension, stress reduc-
tion, bliss safe feelings and overall well-being, and as an
element of Smart Cities it can be a good answer to the needs
that life in contemporary cities creates. It is an interdisci-
plinary ground breaking method, evolution of cognitive
behavioral therapy (Kognitywistyka.), and the author’s
patented system structured connection of an: exster-; intero-:
proprioreceptive stimulus (Bennington-Castro, 2013; Kandel
et al., 2013). It is a unique space, employing both interior
design elements and results of scientific research from the
fields of medicine, physiology, astronomy and neuroarchi-
tecture. This includes: psychology (psychotherapeutic
approaches of sense-therapy: aromatherapy, music therapy,
chromotherapy, oxygen therapy, art therapy, ergo therapy,
kinesiotherapy, Jacobson therapy, psychotherapy, Nobel
Prize 1903 phototherapy, EMDR therapy), neurobiology
(vestibular brain stimulation by swinging), chemistry and
physiology (homeostasis, allostasis, endocrinology, cardiol-
ogy), mind philosophy (mental and body relations), cogni-
tive linguistics, logic, physics (pendulum gravity),
aerostatics (stimuli related to pressure, extension), space
science technology (zero gravity position), somnology (sleep
and nap science), mindfulness (meditation (Przeklasa,
2014)), interaction with the natural environment (horticul-
tural therapy, biophilia (Asim & Shree, 2019)), healing
aspects of the birch tree (Give Your Tree a Hug, 2017) and
drinks of birch juice (Borreli, 2015; Froelich, 2014; Grinde
& Patil, 2009), Japanese’s Forest Bathing (Shinrin Yoku.),
and a discovery awarded with a Nobel Prize in 2017 (Hall
et al., 2017) in the field of medicine and physiology,
regarding the biological clock. Its interdisciplinary neuro-
physiological aspects, improving the somatic nervous

system, supporting allostasis, mood, sleep, the anti-aging
process, body and mind regeneration, can bring the best
benefits of overall well-being for humankind.

The author is a neuroarchitect, interior designer and also a
licensed pilot of hot air balloons—she created a system for
reconnection of the body and mind, by connecting her pas-
sion’s expertise of aerostatics, the influence of pressure, with
professional knowledge of the psychological impact of
interiors together with 4 patented designs of Vinci Power
Nap®—the Dream’s Space®, inspired by tranquil forests,
sunny sea-sides, blissful flight in the air and outer space.

5 The Healing Power of Swinging, Touching
and Sleeping

The author’s innovative somatosensory and neurobiological
program is a new form of stimuli for sensory receptors:
exteroceptors and mechanoreceptors (Magiera, 2001), as the
body suspended from a fixed support acts like a pendulum,
swinging freely back and forth under the influence of gravity
(Pendulum.). This is an especially important direction for
human physiology, as it increases blood flow around the
body, thus sending more oxygen to the joints, which can
help ease the symptoms of arthritis (Pederson et al., 1969;
Sky, 2018). While being in this cocoon, one’s skin detects
tissue compression, powerful touch and vibration from the
pressure of centrifugal forces and inertia (Kurkowski &
Schleip, 2018; Longstaff, 2012; Mechanoreceptor.) (Bear
et al., 2007) (Centrifugal.), which resembles intra-fetal
pressure generated by the fetal waters. The higher hydro-
static pressure (Pressure.) in the mother’s uterus, stimulates
the brain differently through the skin: impulses are generated
from touch and pressure receptors as a result of this deeper
stimulation—sending information to the appropriate centers
of the cerebral cortex (Czucie dotyku.). Unfortunately,

Fig. 1 Interior of Vinci Power Nap® with zero gravity position on earth
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atmospheric pressure does not generate the same sensory
stimulation after birth (Sideris & Nicolaides, 1990), as a
cubic meter (1m3) of water has a density of 1000 kg/m3 the
same cube containing only air has 1.3 kg/m3 density
(Fig. 2). The stimulation obtained thusly activates the pro-
prioceptive system and strengthens the relationship between
the skin, muscles, tendons and bones (Rybacka, 2017). Deep
touch experienced in VPN, a strong hug with pressure
exerted on the largest body surface possible at a time,
warmth and stroking by air during gravity swinging allevi-
ates sensory system dysfunctions, it relaxes, regulates heart
rhythm and muscle tone, is pleasant, gives a sense of secu-
rity and inner peace. Also touching, carrying, swinging,
tossing, swirling has a calming effect on the parasympathetic
nervous system, as noted when a baby cries and is restless
(Asto, 2019), as passive transport of the body (Esposito
et al., 2013). Repetitive, rocking, rhythmic motions are an
unparalleled, atavistic activity that we all get to know in the
womb and we intuitively associate it with safety and relax-
ation (Bayer et al., 2011; Korn, 2018; Tennant, 2015).
Babies fall asleep easily with gentle rocking back and forth
with slow wave frequency, this is because it is similar to the
mother’s heart rate (Hao et al., 2018) (Maruki & Kyuushu
University, 2009). The 70–75 movements (with 35–37
moves each side) per 60 s, is very beneficial (Edelman et al.,
1982; Masgutova & Kowal, 2005), and the frequency
(0.618 Hz) at its beneficials was found while swingings in
cocoon (Filcek, 2020). Along with the feeling of higher
pressure to touch, several types of sensory neurons of Puc-
cini and Ruffini receptors are activated, which send signals
to the appropriate centers of the cerebral cortex (Nobel Prize
researches of Ch. S. Sherrington)—and thus, just like in the
womb, oxytocin and other hormones can be released.

“Oxytocin functions like a system activator and often
influences the release of other signaling substances such as
opioids, serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenaline” (Moberg,

2013; DailyHealthPost, 2019). Dopamine and serotonin are
both naturally occurring chemicals in the body that have
roles in a person’s happy mood and well-being, modulating
cognition, reward, learning, memory, circadian rhythm
(Hardin et al., 1990) and numerous physiological processes
(Young, 2007), can reduce stress and pain including
depression and Parkinson’s disease (Abdulrazzaq et al.,
2009). In the pineal body, serotonin (Sansone & Sansone,
2013; Korb, 2011; Stradowski, 2019) (Wszystko o.) when
darkness falls, is synthesized into melatonin—the hormone
of sleep (Swanepoel, 1998) (Melatonin.) (Melatonin and
Sleep) (Bojczuk, 2011), according to the scientific research,
the brain cells are detoxicated and regenerated the most
effectively in the 4th phase, NREM, rinsing off the
beta-amyloid from the brain, which is a product of its
mitochondria's metabolism (Eugene & Masiak, 2015). The
sensation of positioning and body movement in space allows
the sharpening of the sense of equilibrium in the inner ear.
The vestibular system, called the sense of balance, is
responsible for our relationship with gravity and is of great
importance for body growth and learning (Esposito et al.,
2013), proper muscle tone and body posture which is also
important in Parkinson’s and ADHD disease (Clark et al.,
2008). The swinging in the cocoon increases labyrinth ten-
sion—which not only causes changes in the autonomic
nervous system (blood pressure, breathing, pulse, etc.) and
related internal organs, but also stimulates the frontal lobe of
the hypothalamus (Hypothalamus.) (Tozer & Sherrington,
1910) and increases the activity of the vagus nerve (Rush
et al., 2000), which not only causes a change in local fluid
dynamics and tissue metabolism, but also causes general
muscle relaxation (Paczkowska & Szmalec, 2014) and
“trophotropic tuning” (Trophotropic.) calming the mind and
emotions (Asto, 2019). Children that are rocked, swung and
subjected to massages are calmer and grow faster (Eliot,
2003). Orphans who did not have parents and were not
swinging as much as they needed, when they are able to sit
—they rock themselves while sitting on the chair, as their
brain needs to make connections of the body with senses to
develop and grow (Hamilton, 2014; Porges, 2004).

6 Help for the Astronauts Before, During
and After Space Travels

“Happiness and mental well-being are important for most
people, but mental health is especially important for astro-
nauts on long missions simply due to the nature of their
environment” (Lin, 2019) which creates emotional distress,
loneliness, anxiety and fear (Kanas & Manzey, 2008). In
space there is no pressure at all (Outer space), the astronauts’
bodies are not squeezed, there is no day and night cycle,
serotonin is not produced as it should with consequence of

Fig. 2 Baby in the amniotic sac. Source https://kobieta.onet.pl/
dziecko/dziecko-przyszlo-na-swiat-w-worku-owodniowym-to-
niezwykle-rzadkie-zjawisko/z8c84l, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ck2k2gs7zKs&feature=youtu.be
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the lack of melatonin, leading to difficulties with sleep and
with body and brain regeneration. For “day-time” rest, the
author would propose also the creation a pressure cocoon,
and for “night-time” a night suit or quilt with compressed air
which exerts gentle pressure the human body, as it is on
Earth. “There is a clear discussion of the biological and
behavioral mechanisms connected with sleep loss affects
performance, and relevance of this risk to long-duration
space human missions to the Moon and Mars by the 2030s”
(NASA, 2008). Vinci Power Nap® method can help to lower
the level of stress for the future astronauts and let them get
used to the zero gravity position and teach the body and
mind the best state to relax, bring solutions for mental and
physical help for astronauts in space in research.

Moreover “as space exploration continues to advance into
uncharted territory, astronauts may quickly find themselves
without that view of our planet, which kept their predecessors
emotionally tethered to humanity here on Earth as the healing
“Overview Effect”, shifting in global awareness and perception
of our own world.” (The Overview Effect.). We know practi-
cally everything about our space explorers while they are
whizzing around our planet; what emotional stresses will they
face without that life-line, and without the Earth so close?
Regarding the NASA knowledge of the stress risk that have
highest relevance to human health during long-duration space-
flight beyond low Earth orbit (Clément, 2011; NASA, 2008).
Invention of creating an environment in future spacecrafts
reminiscent of the Earth’s: like a forest or the seaside with all the
attributes of nature (smells, sounds, touch, tastes, sights) by
designing all those feeling sense, can let astronauts reduce stress
of separation and stay connected with Mother Earth.

This system can help astronauts, soldiers, leaders before,
during and after the (space) mission with healing stress,
trauma and PTSD (Kanas and Many, 2008). With great
possibility of stress reduction, relaxation, inducting medita-
tive state, helping in cardiovascular, balancing of hormones
and all the other aspects mentioned before in the article can
be also very beneficial for maintaining telomeres lengths
(Telomere.) (Jacobs et al., 2011) (The Nobel Prize 2009).
Together with data from the NASA Twins research where
the subject’s telomeres grew despite high stress, one can
draw the conclusion that not only stress reduction but also
the weightlessness and zero gravity position can make a
difference—all of the above solutions can be found on Earth
during the VPN sessions, probably leading to anti-aging and
regeneration of human cells (Garrett-Bakelman, 2019; Witze
2017, 2019; Callaway, 2010; Shay & Wright, 2019).

7 The Research Conducted on Delegates
of UN on COP24 in 2018

The goal of conducted researches was to investigate the
impact of neuroarchitecture green designs of Vinci Power
Nap® on reducing level of stress, anxiety and burn-out,

improving quality of sleep, increasing focus, energy, pro-
ductivity and feeling of safety—all important subjects for
inhabitants of Smart Cities and as solutions for astronauts,
leading to creating helpful tool in prevention and healing:
sleep disorders, depression and PTSD (Miao et al., 2018).

At the official invitation of the President of COP24—the
author created a place with the innovative VPN system with
quick regeneration of the bodies and refreshment of minds
for over 20,000 Delegates of UNFCCC from 190 countries
from different parts of the world, who negotiate climate
improvement arrangements during two weeks of intensive
work. Being all this time under the influence of changed
time zones and different climatic conditions, along with the
amount and importance of information to process in sched-
uled sessions, huge responsibilities, causing deep fatigue and
exhaustion, UN delegates were desperate—looking for the
possibility to recover energy during the day to return to work
in better physical and mental body form.

This research was done at the COP24 Climate Change
Conference in Katowice on 465 UN Delegates from 58
countries. Those who experienced the forest swinging nap
session—as they reported—awoke the feeling of blissfulness
that they have never experienced as adults. They compare
the feeling to being in a uterus or in their mother’s arms.
They talk about experiencing acceptance, love, feeling safe
and protected, mental strength, deep relaxation of their
bodies which, despite gravity, feel like being weightless.
This was along with deep relaxation of their minds as well:
coming through soothing their senses finally allowed them to
take a nap and rest in a very secure environment. Particularly
exceptional descriptions noted feeling of improved mood,
regaining “completeness”, “mindfulness”, “being put toge-
ther” and “reconnected”. Among them there were also per-
sons who lost their close relatives and felt deep sorrow and
grief, or from those who suffered from traumas or had
accidents, i.e. persons struggling with Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder. The British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill
said: “Do not think that you will do less work while sleeping
during the day. It is a stupid view of people without imag-
ination. 15–20 min sleep during the day increases our pro-
ductivity by 35%, creativity by 40% and the ability to make
decisions by as much as 50%. You have two days in one”—
he argued. Nowadays, no one has any doubts that there is a
lot to fight for, especially for those whose work have a high
responsibility for results and goals in the company
(Fiedorowicz & Rachid-Chehab, 2018).

7.1 The Method of Research

The research was done using surveys with questions about
how people feel after the VPN session and with prewritten
answers to choose from (worse, the same, better, wonderful,
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amazing). There were also a few Yes and No questions,
inquiries as to how many times they had used the sessions
prior and there was a free space to write individual
impressions (Fig. 3). In addition, there was the Guests Book
where everyone could write their feelings after it. The sur-
veys gathered subjective qualitative descriptions of the body
and mind regeneration effect of the system. The impact of
these subjective effects was also supported in objectively
measured changes in heart pulse as the UN participants had
it checked before and after sessions with Pulse Oximeter.

7.2 The Subjects—Research Population

The research was carried on 456 UN delegates from 58
countries (difference in: age, sex, nationality, culture, reli-
gion) who benefited from the help of VPN sessions,
including 277 women and 179 men, age range from 15 to
72 years. The biggest group of people was between 20 and
30 years old, the second group was 30–40 years old and in
both in these cases the number of women prevailed, but in
the group of 40–50 years and 60–70 the men dominated, in

the group 50–60 years there were almost equal amounts of
women and men.

7.3 The Results

During the two-week difficult negotiations of COP24, a nap
in such a specially designed proprietary environment helped
456 UN Delegates. As they indicated after VPN sessions:
98% experienced reducing their stress levels, 98% refreshed
their minds, 88% reduced the level of anxiety, 96% expe-
rienced having sustainable body and mind, 97% felt happier
and relaxed, 94% felt bliss and safety, 96% felt calm/at
peace and being loved, 94% felt multi-sensory experience,
80% relief of headache, back, neck pain and 80% relief of jet
lag. Most commonly chosen words were: better, wonderful
and amazing.

Research from analyze of surveys: 86% of women and
77% of men would like to have VPN in the office; 81% of
women and 71% of men would like to have VPN at home;
94% have felt re-energized, re-charged, recovered, powered
after VPN; 99% will recommend it. What was important—
the measures on 167 people show that more than 65% of

Fig. 3 The surveys with questions after the VPN session on COP 24
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people had lower heartbeat rates after VPN and 22% had it
between 60 and 70 Hz, which is ideal for heart coherence
(https://www.koherencjaserca.com/). Many people kept
coming back for the session even several times: (1 time
visit–253 people, 2 times–72 people, 3–24, 4–10, 5–4, 7–1,
9–1). Some of characteristic researches are presented in
Table 1 and Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Here are some of hundreds testimonials, feedback from
benefited end users

“An absolutely incredible experience with the latest session
bringing me into a new dimension of myself 2.0. completely
ready to face the world with renewed vigor and energy”
Swedish 262 “It was wonderful experience. That gave me
peace of mind and clarity of thought. Thank You!” USA 27
“Next level of relaxation and meditation stimulated by the
multi-sensory method” Italian 244 “I’ve enjoy so much the
feeling of calmness. Also, my eyes finally felt rested and
refreshed. And even a small session like this helps my heart
rate so much!” Russian 160 “It was a nice break from the
serious pace after travelling for the jet-lagged.” Indonesian
223 “I would do this every day, especially in busy weeks like
COP. Please spread the idea! People need to take off stress
from lives. Napping is the best thing.” Albanian 344. More:
https://vincipowernap.asysto.pl/strona/8347-testimonials-un-
delegate-s-feedback-after-regeneration-in-vinci-power-nap.

7.4 The Biggest Discovery of VPN Which Can
Help with PTSD

Thanks to research conducted, among others in the Ameri-
can Center of Excellence for Research on Returning War
Veterans, it is already known that different areas of the brain

are involved in the formation of PTSD (Lancaster et al.,
2016). Of particular interest are those related to the response
to stress, including the thalamus. This is a kind of filter that
reformats the data reaching the brain from the organs col-
lecting sensory input, and then sends them to the frontal
cortex and limbic system, where our memories arise
(Kawalec, 2019). Symptoms of PTSD are the phenomenon
of continuous re-experiencing a traumatic event. It can occur
in the form of flashbacks, nightmares and disturbing mem-
ories—the body reacts as if the trauma is not over, because
of somatosensory experiences (Perry, 1999), and causes a
constant response to stress (Schwartz & London, 2015). For
any experience, traumatic or not, to become a part of
memory, it must first to be felt—it must be experienced by
senses of the individual (Everett et al., 1995).

The Central Nervous System consists of internal repre-
sentations of the external world—it takes in information
from outside and also inside the body, it processes them into
patterns of neuronal activation and depending on use, retains
them in memory (Goodwin, 1999). Their next great feature
is that the brain makes and stores associations between
sensory information (e.g. pictures, sounds, fragrances,
location, emotions) related to a given event, creating unit
somatosensory experiences. The reaction of anxiety that
occurs in panicked attacks, involves immense mobilization
and activation of systems distributed throughout the brain,
including basic cortical neurophysiology, the limbic system,
the midbrain, the pons and brain stem. Elements of traumatic
experiences will be stored in each of these main areas of
cognitive, motor, emotional and “state” regulation, creating
the memory of chronic injury (Walker, 2017).

In 2014 Dr. Knapska wrote: “It is hard to erase the
traumatic event as the process of creating memories is very
complex and takes place not only in the amygdala, which is
mainly responsible for fear and the emotional context of

Table 1 Attendee summary after
VPN session—by 456 UN
delegates

Attendee summery

How do you feel after Vinicipower Nap® session Better (%)

Refreshing mind 98%

Sustainable body & mind 96%

Relief of stress 98%

Feeling bliss & safety 94%

Relieve of headache, back, neck pain 80%

Relive of anxiety 88%

Multisensory experience 94%

Feeling of calm/peace and be loved 96%

Relief of jet lag 80%

Happier and Relaxed 97%

Date and Place of Research: 2–14.XII.2018 Katowice Poland
Researcher: Magdalena Filcek
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memories. Memories are also the places, smells, tastes which
active different parts of our brain’s cerebral cortex at the
same time. Permanent effect on its in the same time is now
impossible” (Fiedorowicz, 2014). Now, in 2020 and the
author’s biggest invention/discovery was creating the perfect
environment for somatic experience affecting all the senses
at once, leading to the release of tension and possibly the

induction of regression to the time before the accident which
allows assimilation and redesign of traumatic connections of
the memory. VPN’s natural method can strengthen the
action of existing therapies, reinforcing neurons responsible
for damping the fear and also allows to reconnect and cali-
brate the senses in brain with the body again, after their
disconnection during the traumatic accident; helping to treat

Fig. 4 The level of refreshing
mind after VPN session—456
UN Delegates

Fig. 5 The level of relief of
stress after VPN session—by 456
UN Delegates

Fig. 6 The level of felling
happier and relaxed after VPN
session—456 UN

Fig. 7 The level of anxiety after
VPN session—by 456 UN
Delegates
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PTSD and SPD (Hoffman et al., 2019; Liss et al., 2005).
Automatic reaction to the old trauma—reminiscences and
intrusions—lies within the associative ability of the brain-
stem, midbrain and limbic system, the same which give a
feeling of relief, security and calmness when assuming the
embryo position. The quietest, the safest, and the warmest
period of fetal life are recorded in the history of the brain-
stem and it emerges as neuronal patterns of proprioception
associated with the embryonic position. Thus returning to
this position in the later years of life, it invokes, through the
activation of these patterns, that blissful, safe, warm state of
peace. “Regression” occurs in psychoanalysis, always trying
to regain that sense of security that accompanied us in the
earlier period and is a condition for further personality
development (Kandel, 1999).

Current research shows that the nervous, endocrine and
immune systems are closely related and there is a correlation
between the severity of stress and the space in which we find
ourselves. Also psychosomatic (Von Uexkull 1997; Scott,
2019) (Psychosomatic disorder.) illness originates from
emotional stress or damaging thought patterns and has
physical symptoms that are real and can harm as much as
symptoms that originate from other means. Adrenaline and
cortisol responses to stress affects blood pressure, heart rate,
digestion, and glucose levels, also creating stomach and
bowel symptoms. Stress-related illnesses increase physical
symptoms like aches, pains, muscle spasms, and headaches,

possibly from unconsciously tensing the muscles for exten-
ded periods and mental illness as burn-out, depression,
PTSD, etc. The WHO believes that cardiovascular diseases
and mental illness in a few years will be the most common in
the world significantly, reducing quality of human life. By
calming all the senses and subconsciously feeling safe (by
hearing the birds singing as they call only when there is no
danger), swinging in the zero gravity position and slow
waves (delta) frequency, surrounded by the material of the
cocoon and experiencing its impersonal touch and pressure,
the body and mind can relax. Being gently squeezed the
body can not use fully the extension of the upper lungs, so it
activates diaphragmatic patterns of breathing—this abdom-
inal path triggers the parasympathetic branch of the auto-
nomic nervous system. Activation of the parasympathetic
nervous system causes: the heart to slow down the pace of
work, decreases the blood pressure and muscle tension,
increases the body’s peripheral temperature, improves
intestinal (bowel) peristalsis—all indicating the state of
relaxation (McCorry, 2007). The above trigger feelings of
safety, love and comfort in opposite to feelings of danger
and has a neurobiological basis response creating neuro-
cepction, which is a key concept in understanding how a
person’s neurophysiology senses danger, describes how
neural circuits distinguish whether situations, environment,
people are dangerous, life threatening or calm and safe
(Porges, 2004). “It explains the Polyvagal Theory of safety

Fig. 8 The level of feeling calm,
peace and loved after VPN
session-456 UN

Fig. 9 The level of heart beats
before & after VPN session 456
UN Delegates
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as necessary before social engagement behaviors can occur.
Infants, young children, and adults need appropriate social
engagement strategies in order to form positive attachments
and social bonds. Faulty neuroception might lie at the root of
several psychiatric disorders, including autism, schizophre-
nia, anxiety disorders, depression, and Reactive Attachment
Disorder.” (Matthews, 2019; NASA, 2008) (Neuroception.).
The effect of bilateral brain stimulation and the prefrontal
cortex, and the integration of the senses through signals from
the labyrinth, occur in a designed way in the VPN system,
which mainly focuses on normalizing and regulating the
work of all sensory receptors, stimulating the natural
development of brain neuroplasticity mechanisms and stress
reduction through acting on the HPA axis—the stress axis,
as there is link between the central nervous system and the
immune system accomplished through the hypothalamus–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) and sympathetic-adrenal medullary
(SAM) axes (Schommer et al., 2003; Shackleford, 2015).
The point is also to restore balance in the work of the brain
hemispheres (EMDR.), and influence muscle tone, devel-
opment of kinesthetic awareness and reflex in tegration. All
are achieved by creating the perfect sustainable environment
for body and mind regeneration which can be used in smart
city urban areas. The schema shows the designed author
system working as interdisciplinary method of neuroarchi-
tecture for fast stress reduction (Fig. 10).

8 Conclusion

“Intellectuals solve problems, geniuses prevent them…”—
Albert Einstein.

The Vinci Power Nap® system has a significant impact on
the human’s physiology and psychology and can be con-
sidered as a way to overcome mechanisms of immunosup-
pression, which can be achieved thanks to reducing stress
and to bringing the allostasis to harmony. The above can be
done by creating a place that effectively eliminates stressful
conditions in cities. This kind of self-treatment has the
advantage of helping the body do what it does best, without
the need for medication and is a form of therapy, restoring
the balance of energy and proper functioning of the body
and brain.

The concept described neurosensomotor stimulation
herein is an exceptional form of napping in the right con-
ditions and it is an innovative tool to support
decision-makers. Especially those, whose psychophysical

condition depends on the quality of actions undertaken, e.g.
leaders, managers, surgeons, commanders, etc. The system
also contributes to the aid of treatment in SPD, PTSD,
(rescue services, soldiers, doctors, children, persons who
suffered a loss), stress, anxiety, depression, anorexia,
bulimia, obesity, eating disorders, any type of addictions,
compulsive behaviors (the frequent basis of which is the lack
of love, acceptance, unsynchronized senses, unprocessed
trauma which, to reduce pain resulted in above), insulin
resistance (related with the lack of sleep), sensory distur-
bances, sleep disorders, asthma (relaxation of deep muscles),
illnesses related to aging, among them Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s disease and others. Napping in VPN® relaxes
the mind and stimulates self-healing processes appearing
also in the NREM stage of sleep, and the weightlessness and
zero gravity position can lead to non-shortening of telom-
eres, regeneration and anti-aging of human’s cells.

The author noticed that the deep method of relaxation
turning into a healing nap improves psychological
well-being, restores faith and hope, improves the body
feeling and awareness (Crane et al., 2017), reduces stress,
mental and physical pain (people often report that their
headaches, shoulder and back pains have subsided). “VPN
can be an interesting, effective way to support work with
children suffering from emotional distress and having
problems with concentration. This problem concerns an
increasing number of students and it’s still growing”
(Schommer et al., 2003)—like children with ADHD, autism,
Asperger’s syndrome, psychomotor or speech delays, school
problems (dyslexia), aggressive behaviors, anxiety and
phobias, children’s obsessive compulsive disorder (Pilecki
et al., 2012). It is a future-based therapy that strengthens
people by focusing attention on themselves and regaining
self-acceptance, self-relief and understanding, self-love, (i.e.
self-awareness—metacognition (Kurpas et al., 2009)),
strengthening self-confidence and socio-cognitive intelli-
gence as individuals regain their balance, reduce existential
anxiety and fear, adapt to unfavorable situations, that might
be impossible to change. Sleep is the single biggest benefit
and prevention to chronic issues (Stevenson, 2014). “Mak-
ing sleep a priority is critical for city living” (Sleep Educa-
tion 2008), following The Ambasador of Sleep Nancy
Rothstein—the sleep is our superpower. Interdisciplinary
studies of neuroarchitecture are driving a coalescence in
science and art, embracing this intersection will help create
the future of design and architecture, where human health
and happiness are placed at the fore (Gelb, 1998; Winer,
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Fig. 10 The schema of the benefits of VPN invention as fast stress, and anxiety reduction, helping to heal depression and PTSD, increasing
energy and well-being

Fig. 11 Vinci Power Nap® at
Public Primary School 84 in
Wroclaw, Poland
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2018). The idea is scalable and can be extended to the whole
world as global movement, and beyond, aiding space travels
(Asim 2019; Figs. 11 and 12).

Glossary

Important Recommendations

Add. 1 “Magda—You have created a unique sensory envi-
ronment that enabled me totally relax, sleep deeply and
awake fully refreshed after only 26 magic minutes.
Your idea must be translated into a global movement that
helps everyone—young and old to unite mind, heart, spirit
and body.”
Ph.D. Philip Zimbardo San Francisco, California USA
Stanford University 23.05.2019.
Add. 2 “You are a genius and I’m proud to know you.
NASA work’s well because we have people like you. You
are an honorary NASA employee. I love your concept and I
hope that soon we will open your dreams cafe in all NASA
Centres.”
Art B. Chmielewski Caltech/NASA JPL Project Manager
20.05.2019 about Magdalena Filcek.

Add. 3 “Letter of recommendation: The United Nations
Conference on Climate Change (COP) is the world’s most
important event related to sustainable development. Repre-
sentatives of governments from about 200 countries meet at
this Conference. The COP24 summit took place in Katowice
from December 2 to December 16, 2018. Over 20,000
people took part in it, including the UN Secretary General
and many heads of state and government.
Add. 4 Thank to Ms. Magdalena Filcek and her Vinci
Power Nap®—Dream’s Cafe®, 465 UN delegates from 58
countries had a chance to regenerate their bodies and minds
to finally achieve wonderful success.
Appreciating Ms. Filcek’s great passion, involvement, cre-
ativity and first of all—instant results of her technology,
Ministry of Environment and COP24 Presidency recom-
mend Vinci Power Nap® to all organisers of conferences,
workshops and trainings.” Michał Kurtyka President of
COP24—Secretary of State Ministry of Environment, March
2019.
Recommendation also from United Nations Climate Change
Secretariat.
Laura Lopez Director Conference Affairs Services
11.03.2019.

Fig. 12 Vinci Power Nap® at Climate Change Conference COP24 Katowice
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Add. 5 More recommendations on: www.vincipowernap.pl.
Add. 6 When conducting any scientific researches to con-
firm the above theories the reference must be made to
author’s copyright protected invention. All rights reserved.
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Smart Energy Adaptation and Resiliency Challenges

This part of the volume explores the challenges faced by
resiliency and smart energy adaptation in smart cities and
presents means of resolving them through strategies of smart
design, sustainability, and urban planning. It presents solu-
tions that enable designers and architects to adaptively reuse
abandoned structures of old cities and upgrade old structures
that are still in use. Other challenges that are discussed here
are those of the urban sprawl and the encroachment of local
and peripheral cultures by the growing urbanism in megaci-
ties. Significantly, this part of the book discusses adaptability
techniques that allow inhabitants to make existing structures
smarter and energy-efficient rather than neglecting them and
replacing them with newer smartly-designed ones as a mean
of overcoming resiliency and smart energy challenges.

One way of overcoming the smart energy adaptation and
resiliency challenges in smart cities is the reconfiguration of
people’s demands and needs in a positive way to pave the
way for a progressive change in their habits. This first
chapter in this part “A Study on Design’s and Planning’s
Impact on People’s Demand, Living Custom and Quality of
Living Environment” analyzes the relationship between
people’s demands and the designs behind them to allow
architects and urban planners to make changes to these
demands in order to maintain a more sustainable and resi-
lient lifestyle.

Challenges facing urban resilience are further discussed
in chapter “Creative Tactics as Form of Urban Resilience:
Surviving in the Face of Adversity Along the Gujjar Nala in
Karachi” where it presents creative tactics as a form of urban
resilience in the face of adversity It provides an insight into
the creative tactics through which evicted inhabitants of the

Gujjar Nala in Karachi managed to reoccupy spaces they
were forced to abandon by the local government. It over-
views the tactics of resilience adapted by locals to survive in
the face of adversity and threats such as eviction using
creativity.

One way of overcoming the challenges of resiliency in
smart cities that is presented here is the adaptive reuse of
abandoned or obsolete historic structures. An example of
this is discussed in chapter “Adaptive Reuse Approach from
the Perspective of Place Attachment in Rehabilitation of
Abandoned Structures: Hunter Street Mall Case in New-
castle, Australia” where the adaptive reuse approach that
takes into consideration place attachment is used in the
rehabilitation of the abandoned Hunter Street Mall in
Newcastle, Australia. It is also worth noting that the last
chapter “Energy Performance Assessment of Vertical and
Horizontal Venetian Blinds in East and West-Oriented
Residential Spaces in Cairo” does not overlook the impor-
tance of design in energy saving in smart cities as it presents
a study that explores the efficiency of using Venetian blinds
in east and west-oriented residential spaces in Cairo, in
saving energy consumed in cooling, heating, and artificial
lighting. These two studies specifically focus on adaptation
as a resiliency technique that allows smart cities to overcome
design issues in already existing structures and buildings.

In conclusion, architects and urban planners need to be
aware of the challenges that the implementation of smart
framework and infrastructures promoting resiliency and
energy adaptation would face in order to be able to pave the
way for the foundations of sustainable and resilient smart
cities.
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A Study on Design’s and Planning’s Impact
on People’s Demand, Living Custom,
and Quality of Living Environment

Tianyu Zhao and János Gyergyák

Abstract

People living in the same era have their characteristic
common demands and main-stream desires for living,
while these vary from era to era. Architects and urban
planners not only design to meet people’s demands but
make changes to the demands as well. Residents’
demands on living units, furthermore, their life quality,
can be distinguished as human nature and acquired
custom. In this study, the present demands on living units
and the relationship between those demands and the
designs behind are analyzed. Therefore, the possibility of
whether design and planning can take the responsibility of
upgrading residents’ life quality and lead a sustainable
and resilient life pattern by changing tiny habits can be
seen. The paper intends to figure out the active leading
and guiding roles that are responsible for design and
provide residents a more sustainable and resilient
lifestyle.

Keywords

Demand � Design � Interaction � People’s behavior �
Habit � Sustainability � Sublimation of demand

1 Introduction

Most people prefer to do what is convenient, mainstream,
and trendy. Similarly, it is also true in picking up the living
environment and building up a lifestyle. A neighborhood
designed with well-connected streets and high awareness of
destinations is supportive of different purposes of walking
and activities (Liao et al., 2018). Through the transverse and
vertical comparison studies on worldwide residential

buildings and their local urban context, in which Hungary
and China are the main objectives, it is visible that the
layouts of living units, as well as the connection between
households and their closest urban context (within 3–5
blocks), reflect the respective history of local living mode
and custom. The research and reflections on the reason and
process of how the above result came into being finally led
to the consideration of the relationship between people’s
demand regarding residential issues and the corresponding
designs.

In this paper, designs and planning projects from Hun-
gary and China are chosen to be the main research objects.
There are four main reasons: (1) both of the two countries
have a relatively longer independent history in their own
continental context; (2) both of them had a highly prosper-
ous period that exported their own culture and influenced the
neighboring nations; (3) both of them imported foreign
culture and got influenced by the other part of the world
especially in the last hundred years; (4) both of them are
experiencing huge development and stands at a starting point
of building sustainable city and lifestyle compare to the
developed countries (e.g., Japan, The Netherlands, and
Denmark) at the present time.

Qian (2012) proposed that besides meeting the crucial
demands, it is more important to generate a virtuous cycle
with designs (p. 104). The upgrading and iteration of design
rely on the changes in people’s demand and behavior closely
(Feng, 2001, p. 12). In the paper, the possibility of forming a
virtuous cycle with responsible and conscious design is
analyzed by case studies involving designs and plannings
changing people’s behavior from Hungary and China.

The paper commences with the analysis and under-
standing of people’s demand regarding living and residence
at the present time, distinguishes the demand as human
nature and acquired demands, and presents a few facts and
cases regarding the impact that people’s acquired demands
have had on the present design works. Problems can be seen
from the cases that the designs which only meet the demands
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and staying safe and ‘not wrong’ are common in the present
market. Then a few examples of designs and plannings
changing people’s behavior from Hungary and China are
presented. A summary and appeal is made based on these
examples that architectural design and planning do have
strong influences on leading people’s behavior.

2 Design and Planning Following Demand

2.1 The Two Types of People’s Demand

“People’s demand” refers to a giant category. From the level
of demand point of view, it can be distinguished as basic
demands, psychological demands, and self-fulfillment
demands according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. The
basic demands are essential to keep the basic human lives,
while the further ones perfect people’s life and may be
considered as desire as well. The demands regarding living
in architectural and urban designing scale can be sorted in
the same way: basic and further. As an example, visitor’s
behavior mental demand in a city park can be sorted by
congenital and acquired (Liu, 2014).

From the living point of view, a basic demand is driven
by human nature. For instance, the essentiality of sleeping
function and toilet in a house, apartment, or any kind of
settlement is undoubted, because to sleep is human nature.
Owning such functions is basic demand, but many different
design approaches may come afterward to fill further
demands, and the drivers may be custom, culture, trend, and
personal situation and desire.

The following is an actual example of demand influenc-
ing design regarding sleeping function. Until the present
time, studio apartments that combine sleeping and living
functions, individual bedrooms that are the most common in
the market, and temporary structures for poverty, post-war or
disasters are already well-known in the world. Liu (2005,
p.143) also summarized the characteristics of different types
of housings (housings for basic demands and further
demands). The minimal size for adult's temporary sleeping
can be only 600–700 mm by around 1800 mm, as many
sofa-bed products do, but it is also common in the market to
have a single bed of 1200–1400 mm by 2000 mm size
(Yang, 2010).

Some product designs and architectural space designs are
aimed to meet the basic demands, they could be found in
temporary living structures, hospitals, among hiking gadgets
or in more situations. Such designs meet only the crucial
demand of human nature, while the further designs seek for
solutions to realize the desire of people, for instance, to live
more comfortably, more efficiently, to have more freedom,
to show wealth, and more.

2.2 Demand: Basic for Living

The rigid demands driven by human nature is many times
the starting point of a design and should be the centroid of
the further demand and the design behind. The example of
bedroom space mentioned above can be proof of this.

Many design procedures reflect the fact as well, from size
designing point of view, the design of a corridor or a simple
space to walk through may explain. It may be an easy and
direct way to make the rough layout of a room by consid-
ering the minimal space that all the functions involved may
need. For example, 60 cm is usually the smallest width that a
person can pass through, a door hollow is rarely <70 cm
wide, and 90 cm is a more acceptable width to pass through
in housing situation, the three facts might be considered as
common knowledge in space designs among European
nations and many Asian countries as well.

Similarly, in the architectural and urban living context,
there are rigid demands regarding size, functions involved,
neighboring facilities, neighborhood, openings, and other
aspects that common residents care about, and therefore
designers care about. The above aspects reflect equally on
people from different part of the world on the basic level,
which is human nature, but further preferences and desires
may vary greatly.

2.3 Demand: Acquired by Custom and Culture

The other type of demand is elastic regarding architecture and
urban living. When there is the allowance for further demand or
desire, pertinent designs come right afterward. Further demand
and desire come from custom and culture, which reflect as
habit and behavior. According to the study on a few existing
residential buildings that involves six cities from Asia, Europe,
and North America, it is obvious that the further demand and
the design behind is regional and culturally distinguished.
Although the more contemporary the designs are, the less
cultural differences they present, it is still clearly indicated that
each design indicates clearly which era (time and place) a
design belongs to and to whom it was designed for.

Viewing from the residential and urban living aspect,
before the 1950s, Hungarian residents were used to living in
single-family houses or detached row houses, and such
houses made up a block which is the basic element of a city
or a village. A piece of land generally equals to a household,
no matter in a suburban situation that big blocks are enclosed
and defined by street or tiny villages that apply a linear
layout (Fig. 1).

Parallelly, before the 1950s, it is more common for
Chinese residents to live in yards under a gross community
(Zhang, 2018, p.133). It is obvious that Hungarian residents
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live in a block system, while Chinese residents live in a
group concept. Such facts construct one of the key drivers of
the custom and cultural differences in the further urban
planning and building design.

The habits of living either in the block system or in group
concept result in forming the different contemporary pattern
of living today, even in the future. Hungary, as a represen-
tative of middle European countries, has developed a resi-
dential design model in both rural and urban situations
which is full of regional specialists, and such design model
stands far apart from the Chinese approach (Qin, 2010).
Figures 1 and 2 can express the significant difference. The
different design approaches come from local residents’
demands regarding social habit and inherent life mode,
which are driven by regional culture and custom.

2.4 Examples Regarding Design and Acquired
Demand

2.4.1 Summer Kitchen in the Rural Area
of Hungary

Summer kitchen (nyári konyha) could be a strange expres-
sion for Asian architects and planners. It refers to an extra
unheated building structure which stands freely apart from
the main house body and serves as a leisure and relax

function. It is commonly applied to single-family houses in
the rural area of Hungary (Fig. 3). Cooking is not the only
and main function of a summer kitchen. Local Hungarian
residents, mainly those who live in villages, use summer
kitchens to rest, take naps, enjoy the shadow, and ventila-
tion. People may organize any activity there during the day
time. In Hungary, having a summer kitchen in the back (or
sometimes side) yard of one’s plot has been a tradition and
inherently in one’s mind. (Architects commissioned to plan
conventional houses in villages are often asked to take such
a free-standing structure into account as well.) Moreover,
recently there comes a competition by the Chamber of
Hungarian Architects that calls for 150 proposals regarding
rural and village house design and rehabilitation. Summer
kitchen stands among one of the design codes (Nemzeti
Mintaterv Katalógus 2020), which also presents the impor-
tance of it in rural life. This is an example of tradition’s and
custom’s role in influencing people’s habit and therefore the
design that follows.

2.4.2 The Round Circulation Layout in Hungarian
Residential Units

The round circulation layout refers to that kind of floor plan
arrangements that allow users to walk around in a house or
an apartment through a little hallway, bedroom, living room,
and kitchen without turning back and return to the entrance

Fig. 1 Illustration maps of two types of residential zones (2018) in Hungary: Szemely (a village) and Uránváros (a suburb area in Pécs)
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hallway (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Despite the differences in size,
shape, and type of housing, such round circulation layouts
can be found widely in Hungarian cities and towns. The
peak may be the panel residential buildings that rose in the
1960s. (Perényi, 2015) Dozens of concrete panel apartment
buildings repeated each other, and such circulation is very
common among them. Today, many new or refurbished
housing units in Hungary follow this layout as well. There is
a clue that can be traced. Cube house (Kockaházak) and
porch house (Tornácos ház or Parasztház) are the two most
dominant types of family housing in the Hungarian housing
history, and they are still widely used in suburb and villages.
In which, round circulation can be frequently found in the
layout and space arrangement of cube houses (Kockaházak).
The space-stacking (function-stacking) method of layout
design in cube houses influenced the architects in designing
the later panel apartments. Subsequently, the design trend
came from a previous well-implemented design and has
become popular since then.

2.4.3 Terrace as Part of a Family House
in Hungarian Suburb and Villages

A long terrace along the longer side of a traditional Hun-
garian porch house (Tornácos ház or Parasztház) is common
to be found and widely preferred (Figs. 7 and 8). Cube
houses, as mentioned in Sect. 2.4.2, like to have terraces as

well. Both large terraces that are capable for dinning and
narrower long terraces that connect the rooms from outdoor
are common for traditional Hungarian houses (Weichinger
Károly, 1928). A recent refurbishment design work of our
group (János Gyergyák DLA, Tianyu Zhao, and Szauter
Daniella) followed the custom and applied respect for the
porch terrace space (Fig. 9). The attached porch that repre-
sents the long terrace as a transition space between indoor
and outdoor, meantime, it acts as a connection for all family
members.

2.4.4 Bay Window
Bay window has been commonly designed and played in the
present housing market in China. Nowadays, whether an
apartment has bay windows or only conventional windows
matters a lot when people make the decision on purchasing
apartments for their own use. Bay window’s advantages
regarding view, the form of elevation, interior environment,
and functions make it preferable and adored by the majority
of people. Such phenomenon drives developers and
designers to bring out as many bay windows as they can,
which causes greater energy loss, ignorance of shading or
less sunshine in the room (Fig. 10), due to different improper
applications (Zhang & He, 2004, p.17).

The designer’s sense of energy-saving matters in the
architectural result and people’s living environment. It is not

Fig. 2 (Left) Illustration map of a residential zone with four housing estates (demarcated by streets) in Tianjin, China
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only the knowledge regarding energy efficiency but the
responsibility to design in a sustainable way as well.

2.5 Impact

Many designs regarding people’s demand are helping and
functioning well, but some of them disobeyed the sustain-
able way of living or procured improper habits against
building up a resilient lifestyle. Take the architectural pro-
fession as an example, the concepts of ‘green’ and ‘sus-
tainable’ were taught in colleges and implemented in school
works, but indeed it is less possible to apply those concepts
in real projects. There are designers who put their focus only
on not making mistakes instead of innovation and contri-
bution (Sun, 2009, p. 113). A human resource manager from
an architectural office in Tianjin mentioned that they train
the graduates to be efficient enough to give a general pro-
posal of an entire block in 2 days. It’s a well-developed
chain from commission to design with many times advanced
technology but without too many advanced concepts. Based
on the examples in Sect. 2.4, the up coming result of such
designs are: (1) conventional materials with too much

embodied energy are widely used, which is harmful to
reducing energy usage and emission; (2) the part of people’s
habits raised by culture and previous designs, which are
against the concept of building up sustainable urban envi-
ronment and lifestyle, cannot be corrected or optimized;
(3) once such a design is built, it is likely to be a problem in
the future because energy needs to be cost and further
actions need to be taken to fix the built design to a sus-
tainable standard.

3 Designs that Raise people’s New Habits
or Thinking

3.1 Design and Demand are Interacting
with Each Other

The interaction between design and demand is constant and
in cycle. When there is a demand, there comes the design.
Conversely, design can lead impact back on demand. Japan
gives some positive examples of architectural design, such
as the Maga Paper Building in 2000 Hanover EXPO (Ji and
Wang, 2011), which shows strong respect for nature and

Fig. 3 (Right) An example of a summer kitchen (nyári konyha) in Hungary. Photo from ketkes.com
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bring back light lifestyle to residents as well. Correspond-
ingly, design affects consumers’ thinking, behavior, and
preference as well. The concepts imported from other lands
or nations are likely to have such impact on the locality.

3.2 Design or Planning that Already Done
Impact on people’s Behavior and Mindset

3.2.1 Planning Exact Parking Place for Shared
Bikes in China

China is not the only country that benefits a lot from
bike-sharing, but the more ginormous number of users
causes more difficult management and tougher urban prob-
lems than many other countries, for instance, France and
Germany. An obvious problem is the parking of the shared

bikes. Those bikes used to be parked in chaos with great
quantity, and subsequently threaten the daily urban traffics.
What is turning positively is that planning and organizations
are taking place in most of the cities. Take Hefei, the
provincial capital of Anhui, China, as an example (Guo
et al., 2018). A simple but effective solution is functioning:
Additional zones are marked in roads or pedestrians, espe-
cially for bike parking, which leads people to park in an
organized way. The previous situation and the result can be
seen in Fig. 11.

To move in the city by shared bikes is a recently built
habit among local residents, which brings benefits to both
city traffic and people’s convenience. The efforts taken to the
popularization of them shall be appraised. Subsequently, to
park the shared bikes is a critical demand, while regularizing
the parking place is the necessary planning that is able to

Fig. 4 (Left) Ground floor plan of a cube house (Weichinger Károly, 1928)
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Fig. 5 (Middle) Ground floor
plan of a cube house existing
today (Magyarország Kormánya,
2019)

Fig. 6 (Right) Floor plan of a
panel apartment today
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optimize people’s habit and behavior, meantime, the demand
of parking the shared bikes has become the demand of
parking them neatly in a designated parking zone.

3.2.2 Garbage Bin-Clear Urban in Japan
Japanese streets became garbage bin-free since 1995, the
major reason was to avoid security issues. But it is also true
that Japanese streets are even cleaner than many places that
have garbage bins on their streets. Although the plan was not
aimed mainly at reducing street garbage, the action truly
made a significant change. Local people raised the habit to
pack their own garbage along with them. Even visitors
without knowing the situation before landing on the country
can get used to preparing such a package and dispose of the
garbage concentratedly afterward. It demonstrates that peo-
ple can be so resilient that positive behavior can be easily
formed under a well-regulated circumstance with respect to
the environment. Parallelly, keeping the urban environment
litter-free and sorting the garbages before disposal have
become part of local residents’ life, which is a new demand
created by planning and design.

3.2.3 The Play with Traffic Lane in Handan, China
It is a design regarding the left-turning traffic lane, and it was
proposed to be firstly implemented in Handan by Yujian
Chen, the head of Handan traffic police. The illustration
explains the specialty (Fig. 12), that it allows an extra left
turning lane when the straight moving flow pauses. This is
not yet common in China. Handan is one of the first cities
that had implemented this design and indeed it functions
well. Drivers who meet with this for the first time find it

Fig. 7 (Left) A perspective drawing of a porch house

Fig. 8 (Right) Ground floor plan of the porch house. Resource
Somogy megyei családiház tervek
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confusing and panic when the info light leads them to the
reverse lane, but such multifunctional lanes helped very
much in solving the heavy traffic (From 5 vehicles in 25 s to
15 vehicles in 20 s). The design was implemented in August
2018, which is less than 1 year from today (July 2019), but it
is widely accepted and appreciated by the citizens of
Handan.

3.2.4 Adaptive Redesigns of History Buildings
Adaptive reuses give historical buildings and the projects
that never finished new life and could provide good services
and venues for the neighboring residents. Model adaptive
designs come out recently. Abandoned industrial buildings
have been widely brought to rehabilitation. The gasometers
in Vienna, Leipzig, London, and many other European cities
were transformed to spectacular pieces of architecture, such
as pavilion, commercial complex, and residential building
(Fiorino et al., 2015). Besides the functional supplement and
historical spirit, the rise of adaptive design helps to redefine
people’s view and value regarding the concept of prolonging

the life of built heritage, constructing new facilities, and
development.

The new Minyuan commercial complex in Tianjin was
transformed from the previous Minyuan Stadium in 2014.
The previous stadium couldn’t hold matches anymore with
its old facilities and volume, while the adaptive redesign has
brought commercial and cultural activities to the structure.
The most significant contribution to the locality is that it
attracts local residents to the historic district in addition to
the inherent tourism, which results in longer active hours and
continuous activities (Tianjin Economy Research Group,
2014, p. 67). The redesign kept the sport function and the
historic look of Minyuan Stadium and, consequently, the
new Minyuan became one of the most popular places for
outdoor night running (Fig. 13). This rehabilitation work
awakened local people’s awareness regarding building up
new structures, demolishing, and bringing existing structure
new life.

3.3 It is Designs’ Ability and Responsibility
to Form and Iterate People’s Demand,
Habit, and Behavior

Architectural design and urban planning shall discover
people’s unconscious behavior, and therefore lead people’s
behavior and thinking in new designs, like the concept of
intuitive design (Ren, 2010, p. 99), which means to start
with researches on people’s habits and customs regarding
living and traveling around, and design with the composition
of customs and the goal of building up sustainable neigh-
borhoods. Tim Pennigar proposed four steps to a good green

Fig. 9 Illustration of part of the design for Nemzeti Mintaterv Katalógus 2020 (Magyarország Kormánya, 2019) by János Gyergyák DLA, Tianyu
Zhao, and Szauter Daniella

Fig. 10 Illustration of the differences of sunshine between bay
window and conventional window under the same circumstance (Zhang
& He, 2004)
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Fig. 11 Before (left) and after (right) of the planning and organizations. Photo resource baijiahao.baidu.com

Fig. 12 (Left) Illustration of how the left-turning traffic lane works. Photo resource www.its114.com
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design, it is the architects’ responsibility to integrate
up-to-date knowledge into designs (Snyder, 2008, p. 79)
instead of staying safe and ‘not wrong’. Subsequently, the
designs could be able to lead people’s behavior step by step,
therefore the lifestyle that conduces to building up sustain-
able neighborhoods can be expected.

Base on the examples in Sect. 3.2, it is worth believing
that design, of different scales, with responsible thinking and
awareness of the present problems, can have a deep impact
on local residents’ mindset. And it would likely to influence
more widely in the global scope if there is a positive change
regarding sustainability and people’s behavior. Meanwhile,
it shall be also aware of that irresponsible design can lead
just oppositely.

4 Conclusion

Either urban scale design, architectural design, interior
design, or small-scale gadget design takes people’s demand
into consideration and modifies with the change of the
demand. Meantime, architectural design and planning do
have strong influences on leading people’s behavior, and the

leading can be positive or negative to the goal of building up
sustainable living environment. So, it is worthy to appeal to
designers to involve a few details that are positive leading in
the designs and generate new demand which is aline with
sustainable lifestyle besides meeting the present demand. In
consequence, people’s more resilient and sustainable life-
style and way of thinking are to be expected. The role of
architects and designers is so important that it can gradually
matter the future behavior of a generation in a city, therefore
being responsible and conscious when making decisions in
the designing process shall be strongly appreciated.
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Creative Tactics as Form of Urban Resilience:
Surviving in the Face of Adversity Along
the Gujjar Nala in Karachi

Suneela Ahmed

Abstract

Overarching over both theoretical lenses as put forward
by (Hansen and Verkaail,.Critique of Anthropology 29:5–
26, 2009) and (Simone and Pieterse,.New Urban Worlds:
Inhabiting Dissonant Times, Polity Books, 2017), the
present paper presents a case in point of Gujjar Nala, in
Karachi, focusing on aspects of urban resilience in the
face of forced evictions, and the usage of creative tactics
to deal with uncertainty. Gujjar Nala is a natural drainage
channel which starts from North Karachi and falls into the
Lyari River near Mureed Goth (village). In one of its
efforts (Ayub, I., 2016. Anti encroachment operation
along 28 km Gujjar Nala nears completion. DAWN, 21
November.) to remove the encroachments along the 28
kms long Nala, the Karachi Municipal Corporation
(KMC) removed four thousand structure, which had been
built over a period of fifty years along the Nala.
According to the KMC officials the objective behind the
anti-encroachment drive was to streamline the sewerage
scheme of the city and smoothen the storm-water
drainage system. Strangely, the rubble of the removed
structures was left at the demolishing site, and eventually
ended up back in the Nala, causing further blockages to
the flow of sewerage and storm water. During the cycle of
forced demolition of the structures, urban resilience was
seen by the locals in the form of demonstrations and
protests, but a year later resilience is seen in the various
creative tactics that have been used to re-utilize the
dismantled structures with a sense of aesthetics. The
space reclaimed by the government authorities, as a result
of the evictions, has been re-occupied by the locals, using
temporary coverings like fencing, fabric, asbestos sheets,
and screens and is being used as extended living space,
animal grazing, recreation, plantation, and storage space.
There are elements of aesthetics seen in these temporarily

designed extended spaces, in the form of brightly colored
painted walls, potted plants, and usage of intricately
designed screens. While there is rich empirical literature
on the informality in housing and land use in Karachi, few
studies review the aftermath of evictions and tactics of
resilience adapted by locals to survive in the face of
adversity. Using the lens of creativity, this paper analysis
how locals deal with insecurity and threats like eviction,
to come to terms with everyday reality. The research is
based on qualitative research methods, using site visits
and interviews of people directly impacted by the
demolition process.

Keywords

Urban resilience � Urban Charisma � Evictions �
Creative tactics � Informality � Gujjar Nala � Karachi

1 Introduction

Gujjar Nala is located in the central part of Karachi, and up
until the 1950s it was a clean water drain, but with the
deteriorating physical conditions the Nala has converted into
sewage water. A number of informal settlements have
sprung up on the banks of the Nala. Affordable rental units
are available in the area. Majority of people belong to low
income brackets, with majority of them coming from Pun-
jabi ethnic groups, who were previously associated with
agriculture. After moving to urban where their financial
earnings after a day’s toll are insufficient to fulfil their basic
needs. After moving to an urban center like Karachi, their
nature of work changes from working in the fields to sitting
at local grocery stores, garments, meat shops, and milk shops
as these businesses have relatively short working hours and
more economic potential. Most of the households have large
families, with ten to twelve family members and one to two
bread earners. As the locals do not have large capital
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savings, therefore they rely on incremental house develop-
ment as per requirement. The daily expenditures of a family
unit depend on the size of the family and hence the number
of children. The expenses when listed down after interviews
included recreation, education, healthcare, grocery, rents,
and utilities. For houses that have most number of children
the nature of expenses shifted from rents and utilities to
recreation and grocery. In areas where people were finan-
cially more stable and people were more aware regarding
education and health.

Majority of the residents have been living in the area for
the last fifty to sixty years, with high densities on small plot
sizes being a norm, with physical access to internal streets
being an issue because of the organic, unplanned develop-
ment. The irregular plot development of varying dimensions
is present in clusters with the narrow streets among them
forming a labyrinth.

In November 2016, the Karachi Municipal Corporation
(KMC) cleared the 28-km-long Gujjar Nala, running
through the one of the most densely populated localities of
the city (Fig. 1). As part of this clearing, 4000 structures
were completely or partly demolished. The government set
20 feet as the right of way (ROW) on either banks of the
Nala, and if any structure encroached within this ROW, it
was raised to the ground. The justification given by the local
government for these demolitions was to provide easy access
to machinery that would clean and maintain the storm water
drain. The structures bulldozed during the drive included a
variety of facilities that ranged from cattle pens to multistory
buildings, mosques to schools and from offices of political
parties to factories.

More than three years have passed since these evictions
(the date of completion of cleaning the Nala was given as
June 2017 by the government), and till the time when this
research was conducted in 2019, no machinery had yet
entered the localities to clean the open Nala, and the rubble of
the demolished structures had not been removed from the site
either. The rubble had caused further blockage to the flow of
sewerage and storm water, as it ha d ended up in the Nala.

In such a scenario this research paper reviewed the urban
resilience put up by the local residents in the face of demo-
lition of their houses and shops and the creative tactics that
helped them survive in the face of adversity. The paper put
forward a theoretical framework based on literature review of
concepts such as urban resilience (Sitko & Almukhtar, 2017;
Wu, 2013; Pelling, 2011; Twigg, 2009), urban charisma
(Simone& Pieterse, 2017; Savitch, 2010; Hansen &Verkaail,
2009) with creativity being the overlap between the two
theories. Urban resilience in this particular case was shown in
the following ways. The demolished reinforced concrete
structures were soon inhabited again and were temporarily
designed to incorporate the exterior spaces, in the form of
brightly colored painted walls, potted plants, and usage of
intricately designed screens. These design inputs showed the
resilient character of the locals, besides the organization of
various groups, and connection of local community with place
(Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5). Many unpredictable patterns of
self-organization, in the form of community groups motivat-
ing the locals and giving them hope, could be witnessed along
the Gujjar Nala, which did not follow any formal structural
organization, but contributed to urban resilience and helped
communities bounce forward post evictions.

Fig. 1 Case study area of Gujjar
Nala
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During the cycle of forced demolition of the structures,
urban resilience was seen by the locals in the form of
demonstrations and protests, but two years later resiliencewas
seen in the various creative tactics that had been used to
re-utilize the dismantled structures creatively. The space
reclaimed by the government authorities for the provision of
ROW on either side of the Nala had been re-occupied by the
locals andwas being used as extension of their living spaces. In
some places the residents had put up temporary structures to
reclaim the space and in other cases the half demolished
structures were being used for everyday activities as a living
space, or animal grazing area, or recreational area, or for
plantation.When asked if the residents feared another round of
evictions they replied that they were prepared for any such
event in the future and had planned a strategy tomove forward.

The tactics of resilience adapted by locals to survive in
the face of adversity have been researched and documented.

The research was based on qualitative research methods,
using site visits and interviews of people directly impacted
by the demolition process. Some of the information included
in the research paper was generated as part of the Compre-
hensive Environment Design Studio, conducted at the
Department of Architecture and Planning, from November
2017 to February 2018. This design studio forms the top
order of the environmental module taught at in the final year
at the Department, leading toward the degree of Bachelors of
Architecture. The objective of this particular design studio is
to research, document, and analyze an urban area. The
objective of the studio this year was to investigate the pos-
sible ways of improving the physical, social, and ecological

Fig. 2 Brightly coloured wall of
one of the rebuilt structure

Fig. 3 Planters add some
freshness to the locality
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environment through urban design intervention within the
context of Gujjar Nala.

2 Literature Review

Charisma is literally defined as a charm that can inspire
devotion in others. Charisma is commonly associated with
people, who may take on a leadership role. Urban Charisma
is linked to social groups and the spaces that these people
live in (Elias & Scotson, 1994; Oosterbaan, 2009; Terlouw,
2015). Cities and spaces within cities can be attributed with
Charisma too (Savitch, 2010; Hansen & Verkaail, 2009).

According to Terlouw (2015), the charisma of spaces is
based on being out of the norm and becomes an inherent
characteristic of that place. Some charismatic spaces within

cities may fulfill the typical requirements by being located
around monuments or within heritage zones or around places
where certain historical events once took place, but other
locales having urban charisma maybe places of everyday
activity. Charisma may be part of these otherwise mundane
places because of bureaucratic legitimacy claimed through
association of the inhabitants with the place and with each
other. These associations could be based on location, culture,
governance, ethnicity, profession, religious groups, family
relation, or income levels.

As a result of these associations active and non-predicted
patterns of self-organization may become inherent with
certain levels of resilience which help overcome vulnera-
bility (Dovey & King, 2011). These so called “unpredictable
patterns” contribute to urban charisma, as they do not follow
any formal structural organization, are out of the norm, and

Fig. 4 Houses opening onto the
Nala

Fig. 5 Extended living spaces
along the Nala
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are usually bottom up approaches to problems or issues
faced by larger groups of people occupying a certain space
with which they have a deep association.

Hansen & Verkaail (2009) stress upon reading cities
through ‘performative spaces’, spaces which are decoded
through repetitive flows of accounts about ‘us’ and ‘them’.
This idea links up to the assemblage theory, which also
discusses the comprehension of cities through understanding
the role of various actors at grass root levels and their
association with each other and with the larger whole, where
power, practice, and informality become the corner stones of
research and analysis (Dovey & King, 2011). Understanding
of grass root level networks and their role in shaping cities
must be given as much importance as bureaucratic decisions
coming from the top. The basis of this premise is that “a
professionally organized local community could provide
urban dwellers legible and durable pathways through urban
social life” (Wekker, 2017: 11). The local community helps
residents develop an association with the place and in turn
develop a sense of safety, inclusion, and attachment, which
are elements that are required for the successful functioning
of a community. This development of a sense of safety is in
itself a pre requisite for urban resilience along with the usage
of creative tactics to resolve and confront everyday life.

Simone and Pieterse (2017) document and analyze the
creative ways in which people perform in various urban
settings to uphold or outspread livings. These innovative
practices are usually associated with the informal sector of
the city; thus, they are not recognized by the formal agencies
as they may not fit within the prescribed nature of the formal
sector practices and may be out of the box too. Focusing on
Asia and Africa, Simone and Pieterse (2017) point toward
these out of the box practices as revealers of complex rela-
tionship between different actors, performing at various
scales within the complex whole, known as the city.

Savitch (2010: 43) points out urban ‘charisma’ as one of
the 4C’s that makes cities great, with the other three being
currency, cosmopolitanism, and concentration. Currency
highlights the unique character of a city and its ability to
become a world leader because of its uniqueness. Cos-
mopolitanism is a character which defines the ability of the
city to be able to adapt and respond to international con-
nections, multi ethnicity, and polytechnic features. Concen-
tration is defined by the population and built up density of an
urban area. Lastly, Savitch (2010: 42) described Charisma as
being “based on a magical appeal that generates mass
enthusiasm, admiration and reverence”. The indicators
which are most relevant for Urban Charisma are leaders that
emerge out of the urban settings, their quality as a leader,
and their associations with place.

On the other hand, in very broad terms, urban resilience is
defined as the ability of urban structures, communities,

entities, and organizations to recover and function in the
aftermath of a shock or a stress and serves as the basis for
emerging trends (Wu, 2013).

It is proposed in this paper that urban charisma con-
tributes to qualities of resilience through usage of creative
tactics which become a tool to face the stress or shock.
According to Sitko & Almukhtar, 2017 “defining resilience
for whom is important when interrogating resilience in
cities” because certain people may identify and be impacted
by one type of disaster, whereas another type of calamity
may impact a completely different set of people. It is also
important to identify and analyze the location of the disaster,
calamity, or shock because tactics related to urban resilience
are dependent on both the locals and the locale.

Theoretically resilience has also been seen as something
that promotes status quo instead of progression (Twigg,
2009), especially when it involves corrupt government and
obtrusive economic policies (Pelling, 2011). When the state
of return is undesirable, transformation is sometimes sug-
gested as an alternative (Sitko & Almukhtar, 2017). In such
a situation ‘bouncing forward’, instead of status quo is
suggested, disasters are to be seen as potential, rather than
obstruction and creative energy is to be fostered. This cre-
ative energy helps to build upon what exists and works in
enhancing optimism and a sense of power and control
among communities.

3 Findings and Results Analysis

Based on the literature review and the indicators outlined for
creative connection of communities to a place, initiated
through charismatic people, and the resultant resilience, the
following theoretical framework has been put together that
has been used to analyze the case of Gujjar Nala and its
environs in Karachi (Fig. 6). The indicators outlined for the
research and analysis of the data are

1. Leaders and their urban charisma
2. Associations with place
3. Urban Resilience and patterns of self-organization
4. Bouncing Forward

a. Leaders and their Urban Charisma

Mustafa Mujeeb, a young educated man in his mid-twenties,
was identified as a charismatic leader belonging to Haji Mir
Goth (village) and claiming to be the grandson of Haji Mir,
one of the original settlers of the locality after whom the
locality is named, along Gujjar Nala. Haji Mir Goth is the
unofficial or local name of the locality, and officially the area
falls within the jurisdiction of Firdous Colony. This area was
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formed as a Cooperative Society of Urdu speaking people
and is part of Liaqatabad Town today. There are several
ethnic groups residing in the locality including Urdu
speaking Muhajirs, Sindhis, Kashmiris, Seraikis, Pakhtuns,
Balochs, Bohras, and Ismailis.

Haji Mir Goth was founded by Baluchis and developed as
an informal locality, having an organic layout with no clear
demarcations of either plots or streets. Currently the mor-
phology of the area was such that six houses were clustered
around shared courtyards and the access to each house was
through these common courtyards. At times, because of
improper planning and organic development of the locality,
the entrance to one of the houses was through another house.
Yet the community coexists mainly because people residing
in this area belonged to the same ethnicity. They were all
part of the extended Balochi clan and considered themselves
as part of one big family. In such a scenario, Mustafa
Mujeeb had taken on the role of a self-proclaimed leader
mainly because of being related to the founder of the set-
tlement. Mujeeb had become the representative face of
locality and was looked upon by the residents as a savior,
especially when disaster struck in the form of evictions.
Mujeeb took on the role of the focal person who commu-
nicated with the local government authorities and had
become a self-appointed local leader. He was comfortable
talking about eviction and the strategies he had in mind to
counteract any decree of the Supreme court against eviction.
He was also responsible for organizing and mobilizing his
community and in persuading them to stand up in the face of
adversity. His relationship with the locality was very deep
and was embedded in his personality. He was adamant to get
the name of the Goth on google maps, and he was very upset
about the fact that officially the locality was not known by its
original name and not many people knew about its history
and evolution.

b. Associations with Place

Majority of the residents of the areas adjoining the Gujjar
Nala are Urdu Speaking Muslim Muhajirs who originate
from India. The people mostly belong to middle income
group and are white collared people working in different
offices and as laborers or vendors. Literacy rate is very low
in the area and children become bread earners from a very
tender age and cannot afford to go to school.

The residents spend on food, electricity, and health facili-
ties. The houses around theGujjarNala are unleased andmany
of the owners rent out half of their houses for additional
income. The average area of the houses is eighty to one hun-
dred and twenty square yards. The construction of the houses is
done mostly using pre-fabricated tiles and iron sheets.
Majority of the houses were not painted or plastered. The
present value of these houses, according to the residents, were
PakRs. 15 lakhs (USD9000)whereas they had initially bought
it for Pak Rs. 15–20,000 (USD 150) some fifty years ago.

The reasons for choosing this locality for living were the
availability of public transport and easy access to places of
work. However, the urban infrastructure facilities are poor in
the area with occasional discontinuity in the supply of
electricity and gas. The residents do not own their own
transport and use public transport or travel on foot. The local
shopkeepers provide grocery on credit. There are no NGO’s
or CBO’s present in the area. There is a strong saving
committee system present in the area because of which the
residents end up saving certain amounts, which are kept
aside for rainy days.

The residents are not satisfied with the local government
representatives although they have good terms with the
Union Council (grassroots level local government) and
Nazim (councillor) of the area. The houses on the banks of
the Gujjar Nala had been evicted, and some demolitions had
already happened. The residents were willing to relocate, but
they wanted new houses/land within the same locality. They
did not want to move out of the area.

The open area along the banks of the Gujjar Nala was
active spaces which were used as recreational and hanging
out spaces by the residents of the locality. As there was no
through traffic along the banks, children were seen playing
there. Many informal tea stalls also existed along the banks,
which became hangout spots and gossip points (Figs. 7 and
8). These tea stalls sprang up under old trees present along
the banks and at the nodes created by the pedestrian bridges
across the Nala.

c. Urban Resilience and Patterns of self-organization

The space of the Gujjar Nala reclaimed by the government
authorities as a result of the evictions has been re-occupied

Fig. 6 Theoretical Framework outlining indicators of Urban Charisma
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by the locals and is used in various ways as documented
here:

c.i. Life Stock, domestic animal, and cattle grazing

The location of Liaqatabad, through which the Gujjar Nala is
flowing, was primarily chosen for residential purpose by the
locals because of its close proximity to places of employ-
ment. In addition, the banks of the Nala provide the space
required by the people for keeping livestock, domestic ani-
mals, and use the river bed as a grazing ground. This activity
is accommodated in temporary shelters in the front and rear
of the houses. This activity does not pose any threat to the
ecology of the neighborhood, except for waste dumped in
the Nala. Most of the people who have livestock and animals
in their houses use the milk and other produce for daily use,

as they are used to this locally produced supply as most of
them are migrants from rural areas.

This activity does not have any legal status, and in the
case of eviction it is disrupted. Yet the people involved in
this activity are resilient, and this threat does not prevent
them from investing in the livestock and farm animals
because for them the benefits of this activity are far greater
than the threat they face. The open space of the Nala also
provides the space for dispersal of noise created by this
activity, and the space for dispersal of related activities and
the produced waste.

Besides goats, buffalos, and cows, occasionally donkeys
are also seen in the backyard of the houses, along the Nala
bed (Fig. 9). Donkeys are used for transportation of various
goods in the nearby markets, and donkey carts are also
rented out for transportation purposes. The Nala bed is also

Fig. 7 The bank of the Nala
being used for socialising next to
an informal tea stall

Fig. 8 A grocery shop operating
along the Nala bed
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used for storage of other construction related material, as this
is a constant requirement because of the possibility of
eviction and destruction of houses (Fig. 10).

c.ii. Addition of Design elements

On either banks of the Gujjar Nala, many examples of usage
of temporary coverings like fencing, fabric, asbestos sheets,
and screens were seen to extend the living spaces of indi-
vidual houses. These spaces were used as family gathering
and storage spaces, and at times had brightly colored paint
finishes, coupled with potted plants and usage of intricately
designed screens (Fig. 11). In some places the residents had
put up temporary structures to reclaim the space and in other
cases the half demolished structures were being used for
everyday activities. For instance, a house which had had its
back wall demolished, had been reoccupied, and the half
demolished room opening onto the Gujjar Nala was being
used as a lounge space (Fig. 12). The aesthetic elements
added to the rebuilt structures along the Gujjar Nala show
the resilient character of the locals and the connection of
local community with place.

c.iii. Urban farming

Many examples of small-scale urban farming were also seen
along the Gujjar Nala, where the banks of the Nala and the
right of way were cleared by the government authorities to
provide access to the cleaning machinery. This space had
been encroached and planted with different vegetables.
These vegetable patches had been demarcated with fencing,
temporary coverings, and plastic sheets. The vegetables
grown here were used by households for daily consumption.
Informal pipe-lines had been installed which provided water
to the vegetable’s patches. Due to the presence of the Nala,

the land along it was naturally fertile, and the cow dung
produced by domestic animals provided manure for the
vegetable patches.

c.iv. Usage of Nala bed as social space

In the case study area, the open land around the Nala had
been adapted for social purposes by local residents. The
streets were being used for social and recreational purposes
by children. This was possible because the narrow streets do
not allow any vehicular traffic, and the banks of the Nala are
not open for any through traffic and are predominantly
pedestrian zones. This possibility of adaptation of the open
land to the social requirement gives the area residents a sense
of belonging to the locality.

The open area around the Nala provides opportunities for
different types of economic activities to spring up infor-
mally, which cater to the immediate neighborhood. Activi-
ties like grocery shops, tea stalls, and gaming areas were
seen along the Nala. The gaming area around the snooker
table (called dubbo locally) was an important socializing
area for the residents, especially for men and young boys
(Fig. 13).

The weak regulation controls of the built form allowed it
to be adapted to household economic needs as well. This
was appreciated by the residents of the area, who belong to
low income groups, and feel the need to accommodate
economic activities like religious schools, tuition centers,

Fig. 9 The Nala bed used for grazing live stock

Fig. 10 The Nala bed used for material storage
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and cottage industries within their household to earn extra
income.

4 Bouncing Forward

In order to bounce forward it is essential for the local
communities to broaden and deepen knowledge about urban
resilience and develop planning and management tools that
can help them achieve their targets. Awareness about bye-
laws and political rights can also help locals to put up a
united front in the face of eviction. People with urban
charisma and leaders of communities play a vital role in
helping the communities to bounce forward, as they lead the
process. Tools like community engagement, teaching and
learning about the locality, surveying, documenting and

mapping the locality, generating funds and savings,
approaching the media to voice the issues of the community,
and negotiating with concerned government authorities help
the bouncing forward process.

Liaison of vulnerable communities with community
organizations, NGOs, professionals, and civic groups can
also work in their favor, along with collective action. It is
very important for the vulnerable communities to be orga-
nized on the same platform and provide a united front. Any
internal disagreements between the members of the com-
munity can lead to dampening the spirits of the community
and may not help in achieving their objectives.

Building of networks with other local communities facing
similar issues can also be beneficial. Furthermore, usage of
tools like house numbering, negotiating with alternative
plans, house model exhibitions, community enumeration,
settlement mapping, vacant land surveying in order to pro-
pose alternative plans and temporary shelter planning in-case
of eviction can also provide resilience.

Some other strategies that help communities to obtain
stay order in the face of eviction are winning political sup-
port, involving big financial institutions, tapping interna-
tional support, holding “All party conferences” on the issue,
mobilizing broad-based civil society opposition to the pro-
ject, pressure from the media and international interventions.

5 Conclusion

This research paper adds to research and theory of urban
resilience. More specifically its contribution lies in the areas
of urban resilience and urban charisma. Within this theo-
retical paradigm creativity becomes a tool for communities
facing eviction and helps them build resilience in the face of
adversity. This creativity is reflected through the way com-
munities use space, organize themselves, manage their
everyday lives, and develop associations with the place.
People with urban charisma play a vital role in helping
communities organize themselves, and their advocacy pro-
vides a voice to the evicted communities. The leader also
helps communities to connect to the government represen-
tatives and gains support and sympathy for the community.
This connection gives the communities the assurance that
they will be taken care of, which in turn gets reflected by the
aesthetic expressions used in individual households for
personalizing their living spaces.

Lessons can be drawn from the tactics of resilience
adapted by locals to survive in adverse situations by using
creativity as a tool. This tool helps the locals to bounce
forward and can be worked upon and developed further to
help communities achieve long term sustainability. Using
the lens of creativity, this paper analysis how locals deal
with insecurity and threats like eviction, to come to terms

Fig. 11 Variation in Jali design on façade of structures
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with everyday reality. The research is based on qualitative
research methods, using site visits and interviews of people
directly impacted by the demolition process.
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AdaptivMe Reuse Approach
from the Perspective of Place Attachment
in Rehabilitation of Abandoned Structures:
Hunter Street Mall Case in Newcastle,
Australia

Tugce Ertan Meric and Hamit Gokay Meric

Abstract

Urban historic spaces in cities are one of the most
important focus points of urban regeneration, mainly due
to their significance in terms of city identity. These places
are the centers where common history of the residents
collides and collective memories about the city are
formed. Therefore, historically significant urban places
possess elements of the tangible and intangible identity of
the cities and they should be regenerated and revived with
extra care in order not to lose or destroy the city character
and identity. Hunter Street, which is located in the newly
announced smart city of Newcastle, Australia, was a place
of collective memory due to its importance as a cultural
and commercial hub. Nevertheless, Hunter Street started
to decline and experience decentralization due to the rapid
urbanization after World War II and a strong earthquake
in 1989. In 2008, the deterioration of the abandoned
urban area had reached a concerning point and so, an
organization called Renew Newcastle started the rehabil-
itation and revitalization of abandoned spaces in and
around Hunter Street Mall. This study aims to investigate
the revitalization and rehabilitation process of Hunter
Street, mostly focusing on Hunter Street Mall building in
terms of city identity, sense of place and the use of
re-functioning in revitalization projects.

Keywords

Adaptive reuse � Revitalization � Rehabilitation � place
attachment � Hunter street

1 Introduction

Cities are venues for residents’ everyday life, and they
provide a space for interaction, cultural activities, creativity,
commerce and living. Historic parts of cities, heritage sites
or old structures that have importance in the context of city
identity and urban memory have also acted as stages for their
residents for a long time. Therefore, they have a place in
collective memory and a special meaning that generates an
attachment to place.

Cities have undergone a rapid urbanization since World
War II and inevitably, some central urban neighbourhoods or
busy commercial structures, which were once at the heart of
the city, experienced decay and left abandoned. Even though
new developments improved some aspects of the urban
quality of life, they affected places or urban memory phys-
ically, socially and culturally. As a result, preserving and
reviving significant landmarks of heritage and collective
urban identity is a worldwide urgent matter today. However,
finding a balanced approach to such abandoned places that
have elements of urban identity has always been a complex
and conflicted process due to the tension between old and
new, change and continuity, preservation and
transformation.

The revitalization and conservation of historic city centres
are fundamental aspects of change (Ertan & Egercioglu,
2016). Nevertheless, most conservation projects approach
the abandoned structures from a physical perspective
whereas it is essential for such projects to be functional again
in order to be embraced by the residents. In order to avoid
losing the urban identity, abandoned urban areas that have
significant importance for the inhabitants’ collective memory
should be rehabilitated by gaining new functions and
bringing back the sense of place they once had for the users.

Adaptive reuse is an application that can revive an
abandoned structure by giving it a new function and there-
fore creates a balance between the past and the future of an
urban place. This study intends to examine how adaptive
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reuse works in the rehabilitation process of abandoned
structures which have significant elements of urban identity
through the example of Hunter Street and David Jones
Department Store in Newcastle, Australia, with a focus on
city identity and place attachment elements.

2 City Identity

2.1 The Role of Historic or Old Buildings/Places
in Terms of City Identity and Collective
Memory

Cities consist of neighbourhoods that are sums of public
places, streets and built environment. Generally, smaller
urban elements of a city posses a sentimental value and
intangible meaning that have developed over time for the
residents. Such places have a unique identity that has fused
into the community’s identity. These urban places do not
have to be historic, but it is important that they once had a
functional role in the community’s everyday life. They
posses elements of collective memory, and they serve as a
reminder of the community’s past in today’s setting. Such
heritage structures give us a glimpse of our past and lend
character to the communities (Commonwealth of Australia,
2004). Old structures that have existed as landmarks in cities
can play the role of a bridge between residents and their
history resulting in place-attachment and the sense of
belonging (Ertan, 2017).

Memory is the mental capacity of humans to revive
impressions, past events, facts, etc. or to remember previous
experiences (Ardakani & Oloonabadi, 2011). A considerable
number of affectionate memories about a historically
important place in a city form the collective memory of a
group of people that share meaningful previous experiences
about that place. City identity is formed as a result of indi-
vidual or collective memory, especially with memories of
important events for a community.

These memories change the way people perceive a place
because memory distinguishes one place from another. Past
memory attached to buildings and places in the urban space
can be explored and can be associated with the needs of
today’s memory. As places have a past, the place also
continues to grow in the future (Felasari et al., 2017).

Urban spaces that have acted as stages of collective
memory, places of daily gatherings and venues for memo-
rable past events preserve significant elements of urban
identity for that particular city. Such places can be ordinary
and daily urban gathering points as well as historical
buildings or historical urban centres. These places play a
greatly important role in the formation of a city’s identity
and urban character because they posses both tangible and
intangible aspects of collective memory and the users

generate a sense of belonging and place attachment to these
places. Cities generally rely on these urban places for
keeping their identities alive.

Historic or old structures with urban identity elements are
built heritage that has witnessed the important events of a
city for a considerable time. It is also clear that they provide
a tangible interaction for the users as wells intangible con-
cepts such as symbolic meaning of place and city identity.
People eventually identify these structures with local identity
and character. The city and its dwellers remember the urban
character with the existence of these old structures and his-
torically significant urban spaces. They act as a place of
memory, identity and belonging.

Additionally, such built heritage that posses significance
in terms of collective memory are generally in commercial
centres of cities because they have been used collectively.
They once had an important function, and the residents
actively used them. This is one of the main reasons why
these structures are important in residents’ memories and for
cities’ urban identities. They were either in social and eco-
nomic cores of the city, or they were the social and economic
cores for some users.

However, due to the industrial revolution and after World
War II, a very rapid urbanization and development occurred
in cities. New developments had positive effects on cities but
the negative consequences effected cities in social, cultural
and physical contexts. A high number of people began
migrating from rural areas to cities with the hope of finding
new job opportunities and better financial conditions. As a
result of the increasing demand, house prices and rents went
up drastically, especially in busy parts or centres of cities. In
the end, the valuable city centres became very expensive and
so, the dwellers slowly abandoned the shops and houses.
While new urban centres were forming, the old ones expe-
rienced abandonment and decay. This has led to physical
deterioration of the urban spaces and brought about safety
issues. Moreover, the fundamental elements of the cities’
identities started to diminish. Today this is a worldwide
urban problem that concerns governments, residents, and
local authorities. Such abandoned places that reserve
important aspects of city identity needs a comprehensive
rehabilitation process.

Comprehensive rehabilitation processes are complex and
challenging procedures. They cannot depend on solely
physical improvements. It also has to consider the social,
cultural, economical and historical aspects. The users, which
consist of both locals and visitors, should occupy these
urban spaces for them to be fully revitalized. This can be
achieved via adaptive reuse and generating an attachment to
place in addition to physical improvements to the tangible
structures. As a result, such important urban spaces can turn
into places and be protected and revitalized at the same time
becoming a part of the users’ daily life once again.
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2.2 Sense of Place and Attachment to Place

Space can be defined as a physical aspect, which is a geo-
graphical location. An ordinary space turns into a place once
it is personally experienced (Tuan, 1977). A place is a
location with value and significance (Gieryn, 2000). Two
well-known concepts are frequently used in the discussion of
place, which are “place attachment” and “sense of place”.
Sense of place is a wider concept that can be described as a
personal understanding of the place, in which a person’s
emotions about the place melts in the environmental mean-
ing (Hummon, 1992). A place’s meaning can be defined
according to the attachment level of a person to that place
(Williams et al., 1992). On the other hand, place attachment
has a number of dimensions and it represents a bond
between places and people who experience that place
(Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001). Place attachment mostly
denotes a positive relationship with the place.

Attachment to place occurs not only for the physical
aspects of the place but also for the meanings attributed to
that place. There are various relations between people and
places occurring as a result of interaction, and these bonds
consist of a number of sub-dimensions (Low & Altman,
1992).

Even though there are varying opinions about the
dimensions of place attachment, place identity and place
dependence (Williams & Roggenbuck, 1989) are the most
frequently mentioned ones in literature. Place dependence
describes how well a place can satisfy a functional need
when compared to other alternatives (Williams et al., 1992).
A person may depend on a place for its unique capacity to
fulfill specific necessities. Place identity is the relationship of
a person’s identity with a place (Proshansky, 1978). It is a
component of self-identity that is a sum of conceived cog-
nitions about the physical surroundings of a person
(Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983). In the light of this
information, it is possible to say that place helps to shape the
psychological construct of identity. Places let people certify
and connote their own identities (Kyle, Graefe, & Manning,
2005). Place identity is a concept relevant to the affective
bonding and emotional attachment to a place (Lewicka,
2011).

Even though, this two dimensional approach to place
attachment is generally accepted, a new dimension called
social bonding was brought to attention by Kyle et al.
(2005). If significant relationships start and endure in a
specific place, that place will also become significant
because it provided an opportunity for these relationships to
exist (Kyle et al., 2005). In other words, a place gets asso-
ciated with more meaning due to the social relationships that
occurs in that setting.

Further studies depicted place attachment as a five
dimensional concept, which are place identity, place
dependence, place familiarity, belongingness and rootedness
(Hamitt, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006). Place identity, as
mentioned before, is more about self-identity and place
bond, and it is claimed that sometimes places can be per-
ceived as a continuation of the self. Place familiarity is based
on happy memories, environmental images and cognitive
place meaning (Shamai, 1991). Place belongingness refers to
an affective bond with the social surroundings (Proshansky,
Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983). Place dependence can be
described as how well a place aids a person’s functional
needs. Lastly, place rootedness refers to a kind of bond when
a person feels at home (Hamitt, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006).

Another approach to defining the dimensions of place
attachment was done by Scannell and Gifford in 2010. They
argue that place attachment has three dimensions, in other
words three P’s, that are person, process and place. Person
dimension describes the personal or collective bonds to a place.
Process dimension investigates how people connect to a place
in the affective, cognitive and behavioural context. Place
dimension concerns the features of place attachment in terms of
social and physical components (Scannell & Gifford, 2010).

Even though different disciplines take various measures
of place attachment into consideration, all most all of them
agree that there is a certain difference between the functional
and emotional dimensions of place attachment (Lin &
Lockwood, 2014).

Place attachment is attributed generally to locals who live
there, but newcomers, in other words visitors, can also form
strong attachments to a place (Kaltenborn & Williams,
2002). This theory has been supported by other empirical
studies and theoretical discussions (Brown & Raymond,
2007). It has been observed by researchers that strong
affective bonds are formed between visitors and a place.
Visitors, too, attribute meaning and value to places, and they
think of it as a special place generating a certain place
attachment (Brown & Raymond, 2007). Locals and visitors
form different types of people–place bonds. Locals perceive
the place as home, while visitors take it as a temporary
space. A visitor is an external user of the place. When
compared, the interaction of a tourist with a destination is
more complex than other types of people–place bonding
(Zhou & Xu, 2009).

Different points of significance that build attachment lies
in the multi-dimensional nature of place attachment (Gross
& Brown, 2008). For example, the two-dimensional scale of
place attachment, which consists of place identity and place
dependence, can be a handy method to show that the
intangible meanings and functional advantages of a place
can generate place attachment.
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Briefly, the sentimental bond that forms between a person
and a place can be described as place attachment. It is a
handy tool for explaining the symbolic value and meanings
attributed to a place and how individuals relate to place. It is
the main element of relationship with the place. (Altman &
Low, 1992.) Place attachment also deals with the functional
bonds that are generated in interactions between places and
people as well as the affective bond between a person and a
place (Oh, Lyu, & Hammitt, 2012).

Since place attachment has roughly three dimensions
being functional, emotional and social, adaptive reuse
approaches should consider place attachment as a vital ele-
ment in rehabilitation projects of abandoned structures that
has a significant place in a city’s identity. This study will
investigate the adaptive reuse implementation of Hunter
Street case theoretically from the dimensions of place
identity (emotional), place dependence (functional), and
social bonding (social).

3 Adaptive Reuse

Adaptive reuse can be defined as converting an existing
building in order to use it for a new purpose (Caves, 2004).
In the case of historic buildings, their original features are
maintained while aesthetic adaptation is done to prepare
buildings for new uses. It is an effective alternative to
building new structures in the context or economy and
sustainability (Sanchez & Hass, 2018) Until today, demoli-
tion of thousands of buildings was prevented due to adaptive
reuse contributing greatly to urban regeneration (Caves,
2004). A building’s life is extended by adaptive reuse
because the shell, the building system and the structure are
all retained with this strategy (Joachim, 2011).

A beneficial outcome of adaptive reuse strategy is
reduced urban sprawl (Joachim, 2011). Additionally, intro-
ducing a new purpose to the revitalized existing built fabric
keeps the neighborhoods alive for communities (Henehan
and Woodson, 2004). According to Yung and Chan, since
adaptive reuse extends the lifetime of a building, reduces
construction waste and revives the dynamic core of the built
environment, it leads to the rebirth of city by providing
economic and social benefits to the world (Yung & Chun,
2012). Building materials, energy and resources consump-
tion for new constructions are also reduced by maintaining
and rehabilitating existing building (Zaitzevsky & Bunnell,
1979).

There are adaptive reuse examples from different parts of
the world. In Canada, Laurentian School of Architecture in
sudbury and NSCAD University in Halifax nestles several
revitalized historic buildings into their downtown campuses.
Another example is the project Marie, which aims to convert
St. Mary’s Paper mill into a mixed use hub. Some of the

former military bases such as CFB Cornwallis in Nova
Scotia, Canada, have been turned into a business park
without demolitions (Northern Ontario Business, 2014).

The popular concept of loft housing in the United States
is mostly the result of adaptive reuse projects. Areas that
were industrial precincts before such as Callowhill in
Philadelphia and Meatpacking District in NYC have been
converted to residential neighborhoods as a result of adap-
tive reuse implementation (Brooklyn Bridge Park Corpora-
tion 2013). Other adaptive reuse functions include retail,
hotel, office and tourist attraction that were implemented
transforming old railroad terminals such as Pittsburgh and
Lake Erie in the US. Examples of adaptive reuse projects
that transform an old factory into a museum are the Mas-
sachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, Dia Art Founda-
tion Museum and Watermill Center in New York (Dunlap,
2013).

On the other hand, Australia has a number of adaptive
reuse projects because most of the big cities there have
industrial areas that are not used anymore in valuable loca-
tions. An example is the headquarters of Historic houses
Trust of NSW, which was converted from the old Sydney
Mint. Hyde Park Barracks was an adaptive reuse project that
transformed a historic jail into a museum. Carnegie Mellon
University and University College London uses the former
headquarters of the Registrar-General in Victoria as their
campus buildings in Australia. The old Adelaide Stock
Exchange is now used as the Science Exchange in the Royal
Institution of Australia (Williamson, 2016). The new Ade-
laide Studios of the South Australian Film Corporation was
the result of a $50 million adaptive reuse project that
transformed the Glenside Psychiatric Hospital (Adelaide
Studios, 2012).

In Europe, Tate Modern in London is using the former
Bankside Power Station and its site after a major refur-
bishment of the abandoned building. A famous adaptive
reuse project that received awards is a branch of the book-
store chain Selexyz in Maastricht, Netherland (The Guar-
dian, 2008). The Izrael Poznanski Mills in Lods Poland are
now a mixed use hub called Manufaktura incorporating a
mall, restaurants and three museums (Strumillo, 2016).

Since environmental sustainability is an important matter
for modern communities, recycling is one of the main con-
cerns. Reducing waste and reuse things from papers to
clothes and even buildings is an important objective. In
common usage, adaptive reuse is a process that changes an
old or idle item into a new item with an entirely different
purpose, which it was originally designed for. In architec-
ture, “reuse`̀ happens when the users appoint new function
into an existing space like buildings or sites, which is dif-
ferent than the original purpose of that space. In some cases,
the only thing that changes is the item’s use (Commonwealth
of Australia, 2004).
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The adaptive reuse of a historic building should not affect
the heritage value of both the building and its ambiance. The
developers should understand the aspects of the heritage
value and both the tangible and the intangible history of the
building and shape their development according to these
aspects while giving a new purpose. The most successful
ones among the adaptive reuse projects are the ones which
they protect the building’s heritage value while adding new
features for the next generations (Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia, 2004). Sometimes adaptive reuse may be the best
option to maintain its heritage value if that building can no
longer perpetuate its primary function.

There are social, environmental and economic advantages
of adaptive reuse approach for all the stakeholders. Some-
times, an adaptive reuse project provides all these advan-
tages together. For example, according to Langston and his
colleagues, adaptive reuse applications enable to reuse the
existing materials within the building itself and this reduces
the amount of waste of a new building process. (Langston
et al., 2008). This provides economic advantages for the
project owner and environmental advantages for the com-
munity. Additionally, the reuse of a building can use the
existing infrastructure, protects the natural environment and
reduces uncontrolled urban development. (Langston et al.,
2008). This provides economic advantages for the commu-
nity through reducing municipal expenses and environ-
mental advantages for the community by preventing urban
sprawl.

Adaptive reuse in the context of abandoned structures
with significant city identity elements can be a strong solu-
tion because it brings usability to the building along with
economic viability and acceptance of the community. It
contributes to the urban and social fabric of the city by
creating a certain place attachment and sense of belonging.
Urban conservation and renewal happens at the same time
due to adaptive reuse. Additionally, the transformation phase
during adaptive reuse implementation attracts residents and
visitors to the upgraded premises leading to formation of
social bonds as well. In other words, adaptive reuse in
rehabilitation projects strengthens place attachment of users
on functional, emotional and social levels. As a result, an
important structure for the city’s identity becomes a living
place again and continues to serve the community as a point
of urban character.

4 Hunter Street Case

4.1 Newcastle in Second Half of 20th Century

Like many other commercial districts in other cities around
the world, Newcastle experienced a considerable change in

the second half of twentieth century. As seen typically in
other examples too, its commercial business district went
through decay and most of the retail spaces were left
abandoned slowly as people of Newcastle started going to
other places for shopping and entertainment. With the
common usage of cars, shopping centres started to move out
of the city. Another major factor of change in Newcastle was
the closing down of BHP, a major employer for Newcastle
residents since 1915. Even though the mining industry was
growing around Newcastle and the city was an important
port, it could not keep up with the economic growth in
2000’s (Centre of Full Employment & Equity, 2016).

4.2 Hunter Street

Hunter Street is a major road, which is very close to New-
castle Railway Station and Coach Terminal in Newcastle
central business district. It has been a civic hub for decades
from the end of nineteenth century to the World War II.

The street was dated back to 1823, and it was known as
“shopping mall” throughout the local people due to its Fri-
day Night Shopping. Back then, between early 1900’s until
1928 it was closed to traffic and only pedestrians and
shoppers were allowed to use the street. These nights the
mall was open until 22:30. There were food and sweet stalls,
bands and orchestras to entertain the shoppers. According to
locals it was always associated with happiness and enter-
tainment. With the start of electric trams’ usage, people
started to be able to reach different parts of the city
(Mahoney, Smith, & Smith, 1988). In addition to this, cars
became more common between a certain part of the com-
munity and large shopping centres started appearing in the
city’s suburbs. In the meantime, the city also went through a
serious deindustrialization period due to the ceased opera-
tions of BHP which was one of the biggest employer in the
city (Mahoney, Smith, & Smith, 1988). As a result, the
residential areas around the Hunter Street were abandoned
and it was dormant until the local government introduced a
plan. In 1969, the Governor Alderman McDougall banned
all the vehicles from entering Hunter Street except buses and
taxis, which carried disabled people. After a three-month
trial period, despite the resistance of some parties such as
taxi drivers, it survived (Mahoney, Smith, & Smith, 1988).

But still it was not glorious as it once had been. Although
Newcastle was becoming one of the biggest ports of the
country, especially the business district could not keep the
pace. According to the 2016 report of Renew Newcastle, it
was estimated that 23% to 35% of shops, restaurants and
offices on Hunter Street were abandoned or unoccupied in
the beginning of 2000’s. The poor facilities and the
neglected abandoned surroundings have led to street crime
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and vandalism creating a very unsafe area. As a result, the
value of the buildings decreased dramatically to the point
where losing them was more beneficial than having them
(Centre of Full Employment & Equity, 2016).

One of the landmarks in Hunter Street mall is the David
Jones Building, which was originally opened as Scotts
Building in the 1890s (Fig. 1). David Jones took over the
building in 1957 and converted it to one of its department
stores, and it was operational as a department store until it
started to undergo decay and closed in 2011 (Jackel, 2017).

Almost a year later, a part of its ground floor reopened
with a new function as a result of Renew Newcastle’s efforts.
It was organized as an arcade of artisans and art exhibitions
that was curated by Newcastle’s creative talents and named
as The Emporium. It was active for almost 5 years and
closed in mid 2017 due to a huge revitalization project
(Jackel, 2017) (Fig. 2).

After almost one and a half century, the Hunter Street
mall is still an attraction point for both locals and tourists due
to Renew Newcastle’s extensive efforts. How Renew New-
castle revived and transformed Hunter Street and David
Jones Building via temporary adaptive reuse will be dis-
cussed in the next sections (Fig. 3).

4.3 Renew Newcastle

Renew Newcastle is an NGO which was established in 2008
by Marcus Westbury who is a former Newcastle resident that
returned back to Newcastle in the same year. The aim of the
organization is to prevent the negative consequences of
deterioration and decline of the area in and around Hunter
and King Streets and utilise the vacant and abandoned shops,
offices and buildings in the city business district. By the time
Marcus Westbury returned to Newcastle, Hunter Street area

was affected by disturbance, street crime and vandalism due
to abandonment. When he started Renew Newcastle, he used
his past experiences and he tried to create attraction points
from vacant buildings. This way, he could help both revi-
talize these buildings and streets and also increase the eco-
nomic and symbolic value of the business district of
Newcastle. Thus, he proposed opening these vacant spaces
to Newcastle’s creative talent at little or even no payment
(Centre of Full Employment & Equity, 2016) (Fig. 4).

The fundamental idea behind Renew Newcastle was to
bring together creative individuals and companies with the
owners of the abandoned or disused properties in and around
Hunter Street and provide them free spaces for their creative
works. They assigned the renovation tasks of the properties
to these companies and individuals in return of waiving the
rent (Centre of Full Employment & Equity, 2016). The main
aim here was to rejuvenate this abandoned neighbourhood
with a new function and make it appealing for people and
other businesses and even raise its market value. Renew
Newcastle provided office and gallery spaces for many
artists and creative enterprises including designers, photog-
raphy artists, architecture firms, fashion designers, art gal-
leries for free or heavily reduced rates.

They additionally organized different events to provide
sustainable support to them. One of these organizations is
the Newcastle International Animation Festival, which is
a part of The Australian International Animation Festival. It
is a well-known and internationally reputable animation
festival, which is held annually. Newcastle has been added
to its tour calendar of 2009 and 2012 with the efforts of
Renew Newcastle (Renew Newcastle, 2018). Another event
was the CitySwitch Lab, which was an international
workshop held in 2010. It was an international workshop on
urban revitalization, which Japanese and Australian archi-
tects and urban designers exchanged ideas. The workshop
included production and design of four urban projects,
international lectures, and social events (Renew Newcastle,
2018). Creative Talks was a series of lectures, which is
hosted by professional creative talents. They were sharing
their experiences and interacting with the audience through
Q&A sessions. Different stakeholders such as The Newcastle
Herald, one of the local newspapers, The Lock-Up, a con-
temporary art space and Newcastle City Council, endorsed
these sessions (Renew Newcastle, 2018). Additionally, free
Wi-Fi networks were installed to 43 different locations
throughout Hunter Street area such as bus stops and public
parks with the endorsement of Renew Newcastle (Renew
Newcastle, 2018). Lastly, a forum called Newcastle and
Beyond was held to support Newcastle’s creative entrepre-
neurs on their journey to be a successful entrepreneur. It was
free and offered Q&A sessions along with networking
opportunities (Renew Newcastle, 2018).

Fig. 1 Scotts building (ShutterJournal, 2014)
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4.4 From David Jones Department Store
to the Emporium

At the time Renew Newcastle started its first attempts to
transform Hunter Street, the empty properties in the premises
was at its highest and the street was known to be unsafe at
nights. At weekends, Hunter Street resembled a ghost town
(Curren, 2014) (Fig. 5).

Marcus Westbury, the founder of Renew Newcastle,
came up with a formula that would give empty spaces an
adaptive reuse. Renew Newcastle states:

Our legal advisors, Sparke Helmore have designed simple
template license agreements to make it as easy as possible for

Fig. 2 Renew Newcastle’s
approach to Hunter Street (Renew
Newcastle, 2018)

Fig. 3 The Emporium (Renew
Newcastle, 2018)

Fig. 4 Number of vacant properties utilized by Renew Newcastle
(Centre of Full Employment & Equity, 2016)
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property owners to participate. Property owners can make a
property available to Renew Newcastle on either a fixed term
basis (until a future redevelopment for example) or on a rolling
basis (typically 30 days at a time) until you find a commercial
tenant. In the interim, Renew Newcastle will undertake basic
maintenance, remove graffiti, and ensure that the buildings is an
asset rather than a liability to the quality of the streetscape
surrounding it (Renew Newcastle, 2018).

He called people from creative industries, designers and
start-ups to rent an empty space in David Jones Department
Store’s ground floor for short term with a very minimal rent
until the owner of the place receives a better offer (Fig. 6).
After the legal side of the project was handled, a property
owner agreed to collaborate shortly (Curren, 2014).

The plan was simple: the vacant spaces would be rented on
30 day periods for a very small fee. When the property owner
gets a more beneficial offer, they would be able to act fast. This
was a win–win situation for all parties as well as the neigh-
bourhood and David Jones Building. The start-ups and enter-
prises got to test and develop their businesses while the urban
abandoned space became occupied with a new use. The pre-
mises would soon become an interesting and vibrant place,
which also would rise the value of the space, both symbolically
and economically creating a strong bond between the residents
and the place. “Regardless of the potential economic benefits to
its host city, RN’s primary focus is the social and cultural
reactivation of the city through artistic endeavors” (Smith, 2015).

In January 2009, first ten creative projects including a
sound and media gallery, an architecture installation, a
photography exhibition space, an animation studio and a
children’s art workshop settled in the abandoned building of
David Jones Department Store’s ground floor. This new

place with the adaptive reuse functions took the name of The
Emporium (Curren, 2014) (Figs. 7, 8, and 9).

Meanwhile, other vacant places around Hunter Street also
slowly transformed with operation Renew Newcastle
becoming occupied by creative businesses. A year later,
Renew Newcastle had helped 29 creative projects to open in
Hunter Street in addition to the introduction of free Wi-Fi in
Hunter Street. In 2014, the total number of creative projects
that benefited this approach reached 138 and 59 vacant
properties were revived by new functions. The model
inspired other cities in the world as well.

According to SGS Economics and Planning report in
2012, Renew Newcastle increased the investment return
more than 10:1. In 2011, Lonely Planet named Newcastle as
one of the top ten cities to visit and referenced to Renew
Newcastle’s project directly. According to a report of
Destination NSW, visitors of Newcastle increased by 25.5%
from 2009 to 2013. Hunter Street was reported to be the
second most popular attraction point in Newcastle (Hunter
Business Review, 2014) (Fig. 10).

The Seattle Globalist (2012) described this transformation
of the central business district as “an amazing story of a
ghost town reborn into Bohemian Paradise” (Barrett, 2012).

Fig. 5 Empty spaces in Hunter Street (Renew Newcastle, 2018)

Fig. 6 Empty spaces in David Jones Building (Renew Newcastle,
2018)
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5 Discussion

The increased vibrancy in former David Jones Building soon
spread to the whole of central business district of Newcastle
and visitor numbers went up especially in The Emporium,
which hosted the first projects. Overall, the occupancy rate
of the once abandoned spaces have risen and Renew New-
castle’s adaptive reuse project was deemed a vital step in the
revitalization process of Newcastle by Newcastle Council
and NSW State Government (SGS Economics and Planning
Pty Ltd., 2011).

The project managed to make Hunter Street the main
street of the Newcastle by starting with The Emporium and
diversified the economy by encouraging creative start-ups.
Meanwhile, the interest to the place also increased along
with the place attachment of residents and visitors. Addi-
tionally, the renewal of Newcastle through this adaptive
reuse model was acknowledged nationally and globally
enhancing the reputation of Newcastle as an attractive travel
destination. Starting with The Emporium, Renew New-
castle’s creative space activation generated new job oppor-
tunities, engaged volunteers, reduced crime, developed
participants’ skills, created intellectual capital, improved

Fig. 7 Before and after the project in David Jones building (Renew Newcastle, 2018)

Fig. 8 Before and after the
project in David Jones building
(Renew Newcastle, 2018)
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locals’ confidence and business and contributed to local
brand value. (Fig. 11).

The functional (place dependence) benefits of the Renew
Newcastle adaptive reuse project’s outcomes include new
job opportunities, participants’ skill development, generation
of intellectual capital, increase in economic value of the
premises and physical enhancement of the deteriorated
environment. People’s creative practices evolved into
income generating businesses that resulted in new employ-
ment opportunities. The project also increased the land value
of the formerly abandoned vacant spaces, which benefited
the property owners. Moreover, the physical enhancement of
the structures reduced the insurance costs as well as creating
a physically better environment for its residents. Addition-
ally, participants that are involved in the process developed
their skills by attending training courses, collaborating by
other participants and improving their own creative and
business skills. Lastly, the creative projects, which were
involved in Renew Newcastle’s adaptive reuse approach,

generated high intellectual capital. In other words, they were
very innovative resulting in a wide range of cultural and
artistic happenings in the local area.

The social (social bonding) benefits of the Hunter Street
adaptive reuse initiative include volunteer engagement,
increased vibrancy and interaction and reduced crime. The
participants that took part in Renew Newcastle’s model
project offered their helps often for a very small cost or for
free. The case was the same for locals that wanted to
help. This had certainly caused social bonding between
residents and also between residents and the place. An
increased occupancy due to new functions resulted in a high
vibrancy as well. The place was revived and brought back to
life. This led to the reduced crime as well, once unsafe urban
environment is now a vibrant, social place that people feel
comfortable in. Additionally, the enhanced physical envi-
ronment also played an important role for reducing
anti-social behaviour and created an opportunity for people
to socialize.

Fig. 9 Before and after the
project in David Jones building
(Renew Newcastle, 2018)

Fig. 10 Projects supported by
Renew Newcastle (Centre of Full
Employment & Equity, 2016)
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The emotional (place identity) benefits of the project was
the increase in individuals’ confidence in business and in
their cities. Once they were given the opportunity to use the
place as a creative ground to work, their self-esteem
improved and they became more confident people. On the
other side, the residents generated the affective bond to the
place that was once lost and they felt attracted to the place.
The same happened for the visitors and Lonely Planet listed
Newcastle as one of the top ten cities to visit in the world
with a special mention to Hunter Street. Hunter Street and
David Jones Building became a vibrant, safe and attractive
urban place for both visitors and locals. Newcastle’s brand
value improved significantly both as a city and as a tourist
destination.

As a result, it is evident that, Renew Newcastle’s model
of adaptive reuse has been successful when examined from
the perspective of place attachment. The functional, emo-
tional and social bonds formed among users of the place.

6 Conclusion

Cities are ever evolving organisms that need to adjust to new
developments and changed requirements of its dwellers.
Sometimes, due to fast transformations in economic and
social life, places of collective memory, which are mile-
stones of a city’s identity gets damaged or abandoned. This

results in disappearance of the city’s identity as well as
higher crime rates in abandoned urban places.

Adaptive reuse is a fundamental tool in terms of reha-
bilitation projects because it gives a new purpose to the
urban space by making it a part of daily life again. The
challenge in this process for places of memory is to respect
and conserve the historic significance it has while trans-
forming it to adjust to the modern new needs of the society.
Such places’ rehabilitation that includes adaptive reuse
implementation should be considered from physical, emo-
tional and social dimensions in order for the residents to
generate place attachment and embrace their city. That way,
the abandoned and forgotten place will start to live again and
will truly be part of the collective and present memory of its
users.

Researchers, urban practitioners and designers should
focus on adaptive reuse in future urban regeneration projects
and research due to its importance regarding heritage values
in cities. It has the potential to offer more economical and
sustainable solutions than building new structures. However,
in terms of city identity, adaptive reuse may be an answer to
the diminishing character of heritage places in modern cities.
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Energy Performance Assessment of Vertical
and Horizontal Venetian Blinds in East
and West-Oriented Residential Spaces
in Cairo

Khaled El-Deeb

Abstract

Window shading is highly recommended in hot climates
as it can help minimize heat gain through windows,
improve indoor thermal conditions and decrease cooling
loads on HVAC systems. In Egypt, window shading is
rarely considered in architectural designs of residential
buildings nowadays, although air-conditioning of this
type of buildings is currently increasing. Moreover,
internal shading devices installed afterwards by users
are usually selected based upon indoor aesthetics and
privacy considerations, regardless of the energy perfor-
mance of the blind. As inappropriate optical properties of
a blind may lead to an increased energy consumption, a
careful selection of shading device properties becomes,
then, crucial. One type of easy installable, adjustable
shading device is the Venetian blind (VB), which can be
installed indoors, outdoors or in the middle of window
glass panes. A variety of alternative parameters such as
slat direction, angle and reflectivity in addition to the
blind’s location can affect the performance of VBs in
terms of energy consumption. In a previous study, the
potential of using horizontal VBs in south orientation was
explored at different parameter alternatives. The current
study questions the potentials of using both vertical and
horizontal VBs in the east and west orientations of
residential spaces in Cairo in terms of energy consumed
for cooling, heating and artificial lighting. For each slat
direction, investigations included alternatives of slat
angles, reflectivity and blind locations. A test room was
modelled for energy simulation and VB alternatives were
applied. Results showed that energy savings up to 6.5%,
12.7% and 20.1% were achieved by horizontal blinds in
the east orientation at indoor, mid-pane and outdoor
locations, respectively, while up to 12.2%, 20.5% and
30.8% were achieved in the west. Vertical VBs achieved

less energy savings than horizontal VBs. High reflectivity
blinds were recommended. The more appropriate slat
angle for each case was identified.

Keywords

Venetian blinds � Energy performance simulation �
Orientation � Slat direction � Optical properties

Nomenclature

VB Venetian blind
H-VB Horizontally slated Venetian blind
V-VB Vertically slated Venetian blind
SA Slat angle
HG Heat gain
LR Low reflectivity
MR Medium reflectivity
HR High reflectivity
EUI Energy use intensity
TSR Transmitted solar radiation

1 Introduction

The continuous access of solar radiation through windows is
not preferred in hot regions as it will lead to an increase in
indoor temperatures. This increase is commonly mitigated by
using HVAC systems, which are usually responsible for a
significant portion of the overall energy consumed in build-
ings. In Egypt, residential buildings account for more than
50% of the country’s energy consumption (MERE, 2017).
This type of buildings is currently being widely expanded as
a number of new cities are currently under construction. The
need to improve indoor thermal conditions becomes more
crucial in order to minimize the energy consumed. Despite
the fact that implementing shading devices can help improve
the indoor thermal environment and minimize the consequent
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energy consumption, they are usually not accounted for in
most residential building designs.

One type of easily installable shading device is the
Venetian blind (VB), which can be located at the indoor,
outdoor or in the middle of window glass panes of either
new or existing buildings and may include horizontal or
vertical adjustable slats. The optical properties of VBs, the
angle and direction of slats, as well as location, are expected
to affect the overall performance of the blind in terms of the
consequent energy consumption. In a previous study, the
performance of Venetian blinds with horizontal slats in a
south-oriented façade was investigated (El-Deeb, 2019), and
the effect of a group of VB parameters on energy con-
sumption in that orientation was quantified.

The current study questions the energy performance of
both vertical and horizontal Venetian blinds in the east and
west-oriented residential spaces, and investigates the impact
of VB parameters including slat direction, location, reflec-
tivity and slat angle on energy consumption in both orien-
tations. Consumption of both artificial lighting and HVAC
systems were considered. The investigations were performed
under the climate of the Egyptian capital, Cairo, the city
which contains a large existing building stock and that is
currently widely expanding.

Numerous studies explored different aspects and param-
eters of Venetian blinds, in which, heat gain, thermal, day-
lighting and energy performance were studied, methods to
calculate VB properties were developed and the impact of
VB parameters was investigated in a variety of climatic
conditions and orientations. For east, west and
south-oriented spaces, Kim et al. (2015) compared the
variation in heating and cooling loads due to VB location at
a single 45° slat angle for a number of window-to-wall ratios
in Korea. The effect of slat angle and colour on total solar
energy transmittance was explored by Simmler and Binder
(2008). The slat angle effect was also explored in relation to
the efficiency of dynamic insulation for a double-skin façade
(Popovici et al., 2016). El Geresi and Abu Hijleh (2011)
evaluated the energy performance of external horizontal
louvres in the south-oriented spaces and vertical louvres in
the east and west-oriented ones for an office building space
with a curtain wall façade in Dubai. The impact of slat
reflectance, geometry and angle on the effective reflectance
of a window-VB composition was explored by Tzempelikos
(2008). Lim (2019) compared the potential energy savings of
different types of shading devices, including horizontal VBs
in a residential apartment in South Korea, in which simple
considerations such as slat width and angle showed to offer
significant energy benefits when well-chosen.

Torabi and Zarandi (2017) investigated the impact of
vertical louvre parameters on the natural lighting efficiency
in an office space. Ahmed (2012) explored the effect of
protrusion length of external vertical louvres on the thermal

performance of non-air-conditioned residential buildings in
Egypt. Mettananta and Chaiwiwatworakulb (2014) investi-
gated the daylighting performance of automated
indoor-located vertical VB for the east and west orientations
in the tropics, while Leea and Changa (2015) evaluated the
effect of orientation and thicknesses of vertical louvres
located inside the air cavity of a double-skin façade on
natural ventilation potential and noise transmission loss.

Shahid and Naylor (2005) studied the proximity of
indoor-located VB to glass for its effect on energy perfor-
mance, while Parra et al. (2015) investigated VB proximity
to exterior skin for a double-skin façade and the effect of
differentiated exterior and interior surface treatment of VB
louvres on thermal performance. Singh et al. (2016) priori-
tized the most influencing design parameters for glazed
components with external VB in office buildings and showed
that performance and ranking of these parameters varied not
only for climate conditions but also for shading type, posi-
tion and type of shading control.

Literature showed that the combined effect of VB slat
direction, angle, reflectivity and location parameters on
energy consumed for cooling, heating and artificial lighting
was hardly quantified at the east and west orientations in
Egypt. Potential energy savings and recommended parame-
ters of VBs in both the east and west-oriented residential
spaces are investigated in this study.

2 Methodology

A test room was modelled for the purpose of energy simu-
lation, using the DesignBuilder tool, which incorporates
EnergyPlus as a simulation engine. A residential schedule
was assigned to the model. Only one wall was exposed to the
outdoor, while the remaining walls were adiabatic, with no
heat transfer. A window was located in the exposed wall
with a window-to-wall ratio of 20%. A VB was assigned to
the window and alternatives of VB parameters were applied
and simulated for energy performance, once by orienting the
exposed wall to the east and once to the west. Both hori-
zontal and vertical VB slat directions were investigated as
well as three alternatives of slat reflectivity cases: low
(20%), medium (50%) and high (80%) at six slat angles: SA
15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°, for three locations: indoor,
mid-pane and outdoor, respectively. A case with no shading
device was simulated for energy performance at each ori-
entation and was considered as a base case. The investigated
SAs are illustrated in Fig. 1.

A light sensor was located in the centre of the test room to
control dimmable artificial lighting based on illuminance
levels achieved by natural lighting. In case natural illumi-
nance fell below the threshold, the dimmable artificial
lighting would be switched on to compensate. The working
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schedule of lighting was, thus, adjusted to the “ON” status
during daytime as it would be automatically turned off if not
needed. A split unit HVAC system was used for
air-conditioning in order to maintain thermal comfort. An
occupancy schedule was assigned in a way that accounts for
the common practice of the presence of some of the occu-
pants—such as housewives and/or elderly people—during
the daytime. The HVAC schedule was “always ON” to be
aligned to the continuous presence of occupancy. The
assigned schedules are demonstrated in Fig. 2. A dou-
ble-glazed window was assigned for all VB location cases—
despite the possibility of installing VBs indoors or outdoors
on a single-glazed window—in order to neutralize the effect
of the number of glass layers when comparing energy per-
formance to cases of mid-pane-located VBs. Simulation
parameters and model descriptions are demonstrated in
Table 1. Energy performance was examined in Cairo, whose
climate is classified by Köppen Geiger classification as hot
arid (Kottek et al., 2006). Monthly temperatures in Cairo
showed that the average high air temperatures exceed the
comfort level for most of the year (Fig. 3).

3 Base Case Results

The overall energy use intensity that resulted after base case
simulations for east and west-oriented spaces are demon-
strated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In the east orientation,
EUI was 65.7 kwh/m2. The energy consumed for both
cooling and artificial lighting was 55.9 kwh/m2 and 9.7
kwh/m2, respectively, representing 85% and 15% approxi-
mately of the total EUI. In the west orientation, EUI was
higher than that in the east orientation and reached 80.6
kwh/m2. Cooling and lighting energy consumption were
70.8 kwh/m2 and 9.8 kwh/m2, respectively, equivalent to
88% and 12% of total EUI. In both orientations, the lighting
energy consumed was nearly the same, heating energy was
very little and nearly negligible, while cooling energy was
dominant, varied in both orientations, and led to the differ-
ence in total consumption. Heat gain and transmitted solar
radiation, Fig. 4, and the total energy consumed, Figs. 5 and
6, were higher in the west-oriented space than in the
east-oriented one.

Fig. 1 Investigated slat angles of vertical and horizontal VBs
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4 Results of Venetian Blind Cases

The energy performance of VBs showed a wide variation in
consumption values that depended on the investigated
parameters combined. A difference in TSR through the
window-VB composition occurred between the cases of
vertical and horizontal slat directions. The magnitude of
difference changed along with the change in SA. Both slat
angle and reflectivity also affected the amount of TSR, and
consequently, the amount of artificial lighting needed. VB
location in addition to the mentioned parameters affected the
amount of HG and consequently the amount of energy
needed for air-conditioning. The overall impact on the
energy consumed was a balanced result of that combination
of parameters.

4.1 Transmitted Solar Radiation

The solar radiation transmitted through the window-blind
composition decreased compared to the unshaded base case
due to installing the shading device. Figure 7 demonstrates
TSR in both the east and west orientations, as a percentage
from the base case. The TSR results differed according to
slat angle and reflectivity in addition to VB direction, whe-
ther it was horizontal or vertical. More solar radiation was
transmitted in the case of vertical VBs than in horizontal

direction cases. The difference between both cases was small
at the more closed SAs—with a range of only 2–3%—and
significantly increased at larger SAs to reach more than 10%
at indoor-located blinds.

The effect of VB location on TSR was negligible. TSR
increased as the slat angle became more open. In the east
orientation, the amount of change in TSR that occurred due
to change in SA in H-VBs ranged from 25.7% to 39.2% at
LR and HR blinds, respectively. In a vertical VB direction,
these values increased to reach 34.9% and 44.3% for both
reflectivity cases, respectively. In the west orientation, the
increase in TSR across SAs was higher than in the east
orientation. For H-VBs, it ranged from 27.9% to 41.6% at
LR and HR blinds, respectively, while for a vertical VB
direction, these values increased to reach 40.6% and 48.9%
for both cases, respectively.

At each slat angle, an increase in TSR occurred as
reflectivity was higher. The difference in TSR between the
high and low-reflectivity blinds was relatively small at the
more closed SAs, which was less than 7% for H-VBs and
8% for V-VBs at SA 15° in the east orientation. The dif-
ference increased as SA became more open, reaching 19.8%
and 17.4 at SA 90° for horizontal and vertical VB cases,
respectively. Nearly similar values occurred in the west
orientation.

As more solar radiation was transmitted to the space, less
energy would be needed for artificial lighting, however, an
increased liability for heat gain would occur.
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4.2 Heat Gain

An expected decrease in heat gain compared to the base case
occurred due to shading. The amount of decrease depended
on the four investigated parameters. Figure 8 demonstrates
the heat gained as a percentage from the base case for each
of the east and west orientations. Both orientations showed a
similarity in results with some differences in values.

VB Direction: In both orientations, vertical VBs led to more
heat gain than horizontal VBs. Differences between both
direction cases were larger as SA was more open and as the
blind was located towards the outdoor. Also, the differences
were higher in the west orientation than in the east. For the east
orientation, HR indoor-located V-VBs led to an increase in HG
over H-VBs by a difference reaching up to 4.5%. This value

increased to reach 5.8% for the mid-pane location and excee-
ded 10% at the outdoor location. The minimum difference was
3% approximately at SA 15°. For LR blinds, these values did
not exceed 1.5% at the indoor location, while reached 4.3% for
mid-pane and 10.7% at the outdoor locations. In the
west-oriented space, HG in V-VB cases was higher than in the
corresponding H-VB ones with differences up to 5.7%, 7.4%
and reaching 14.5% for high reflectivity VBs located indoors,
mid-pane and outdoors, respectively. For low-reflectivity blinds
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Fig. 7 Percentage of TSR compared to the base case for the east and west orientations

Fig. 8 Percentage of HG compared to base case for reflectivity cases at each location, east and west orientations
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in the same orientation, the differences reached 1.8%, 6.4% and
16% for the three location cases, respectively.

This indicates that VBs in a horizontal direction led to
less HG than those in a vertical direction for all SAs,
reflectivity values and locations in both east and west
orientations.

Slat Angle: Heat gain increased as slat angle increased.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of change in HG due to change
in SA was influenced by both reflectivity and location of the
VB. This magnitude was used as an index for the impact of
SA on heat gain. It was calculated by subtracting the HG
values at SA 90° minus the values at SA15o for each reflec-
tivity and location. Results were demonstrated in Table 2,
from which it was clear that the lowest effect of change in SA
on HG occurred at low-reflectivity blinds located at the
indoor. The effect of SA increased along with the increase in
reflectivity as well as with the change in blind location from
indoor to mid-pane and furthermore to the outdoor location.
For example, the SA effect of the east-oriented
low-reflectivity H-VBs, increased from 9.1% to 15.1% and
furthermore to 21.6% for indoor, mid-pane and outdoor
locations, respectively. The effect of SA also varied across
reflectivity values. At the indoor location, for example, the
effect increased from 9.1% to 17.6% and to 26.8% at LR, MR
and HR cases, respectively. The highest effect occurred at HR
cases located outdoors, where the magnitude of change in HG
due to SA reached 38.6% and 41% in the east and west
orientations, respectively, for horizontal blinds, while reached
44.2% and 48.9% at these orientations, respectively, for ver-
tical blinds. These values showed that outdoor cases were
more sensitive to change in SA than indoor and mid-pane
cases, and showed, as well, that the impact of SA on HG was
higher in vertical VBs than in horizontal ones.

Heat gain results showed a significant impact of SA
especially at higher reflectivity and at an outdoor location.

Location: Results showed that indoor-located VBs led to the
highest HG. A significant decrease in HG occurred as the blind
was located in the middle of glass panes and a further signif-
icant decrease occurred when located outdoor. The magnitude
of decrease in heat gain was higher in LR cases, followed by
MR than HR cases. It was also higher at more closed SAs than
at more open ones. In the east-oriented space, for example, the
HG of the horizontally slatted LR blind at SA 15° decreased
from 82.2% for indoor-located VBs to 52.7% in the case of
mid-pane location and to only 15.4% for the outdoor location
showing an improvement of 29.5% and 66.8% for the latter
two cases, respectively, over the former one. At SA 90° the
improvement in HG performance due to change in location was
23.5% and 54.3% for mid-pane and outdoor locations,
respectively. A narrower range of this magnitude, yet still very
significant, occurred at MR and HR cases, at which improve-
ments reaching 54% and 36.5% at SA 15° and 43% and 24.7%
at SA 90° were achieved at both cases, respectively. Results of
the west-oriented space showed a high similarity in pattern and
values of HG percentages to that of the east orientation. Fig-
ure 9 demonstrates the change in HG due to the difference in
location for each reflectivity value in both orientations.

4.3 Energy Performance of Venetian Blinds

The energy performance of VBs was investigated through
simulation. At both east and west orientations, the energy
consumed at each of the examined parameters was demon-
strated as a percentage of the energy consumed in the
unshaded base case (Fig. 10). The breakdown of energy
consumption of each case was also displayed as a percentage
of increase/decrease compared to the overall consumption of
the base case (Figs. 11 and 12). The heating energy con-
sumed was in general too small and negligible, for that, it
was not presented individually in energy breakdown graphs,

Table 2 Magnitude of difference in HG due to change in SA for different blind location and reflectivity cases

Difference between SA 90° and SA 15° in percentage of heat gain compared to base case

Slat orientation Slat reflectivity East-oriented facade West-oriented facade

Indoor Mid-pane Outdoor Indoor Mid-pane Outdoor

Horizontal
VBs

Low reflectivity (LR) 9.1 15.1 21.6 9.7 15.2 24.3

Medium reflectivity (MR) 17.6 23.2 28.6 17.9 23.1 31.2

High reflectivity (HR) 26.8 31.2 38.6 28 30.7 41

Vertical
VBs

Low reflectivity (LR) 9.2 17.3 30.8 10.4 18.8 36.8

Medium reflectivity (MR) 17.9 24.7 36.8 19.3 25.7 42.3

High reflectivity (HR) 27.3 31.8 44.2 29.2 32.4 48.9
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Fig. 9 Percentage of HG compared to base case for the three locations at each reflectivity case, east and west orientations

Fig. 10 Percentage of change in annual EUI for horizontal and vertical VBs—east and west orientations
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but was included in the overall energy consumption values.
Consumption was then mainly composed of the sum of both
lighting and cooling energy. Shading was expected to result
in savings in cooling energy, while also resulting in an
increase in that of artificial lighting compared to the base
case. By considering energy savings as positive values and
the increase in consumption as negative ones, the overall
performance was then affected by the magnitude of both
positive and negative values. Thus, an increased lighting
energy consumption would nullify a similar amount of
savings achieved by the decrease in cooling energy. More-
over, its radiant fraction would be added to the cooling
loads.

Simulation results showed that the highest performance
was achieved by HR blinds at all locations and orientations,
LR blinds were of the lowest performance, while MR blinds’
performance values lied in between. The largest energy
savings in the east orientation were 6.5%, 12.7% and 20.1%
compared to the base case for indoor, mid-pane and outdoor
locations, respectively, while in the west, savings up to
12.2%, 20.5% and 30.8% for the same locations, respec-
tively, were achieved. The higher values of energy savings
achieved in the west-oriented cases indicated the increased
significance of blinds in this orientation compared to the east
orientation, especially as the EUI in the west-oriented base
case was higher than that of the east-oriented one as previ-
ously demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The SAs at which the
highest savings occurred were 45°–60° in the east orienta-
tion, and 30°–45° in the west.

Direction:

Horizontal slat VBs showed a better performance than ver-
tical slat cases, especially at the more open SAs. H-VBs of
high reflectivity resulted in more energy savings of up to
3.2%, 4.2% and 8.2% than the corresponding V-VB cases at
indoor, mid-pane and outdoor locations, respectively, in the
west orientation. In the east orientation, lower differences
occurred between H-VBs and V-VBs, reaching 1.9%, 2.5%
and 4.8% for the same location cases, respectively. At SAs
15°, the differences were very small not exceeding 1% in
most of the cases, while more differences occurred at higher
SAs.

These results can be analysed by recalling the results of
TSR and HG—Figs. 7 and 8—and viewing the energy
consumption breakdown, Figs. 11 and 12. Results showed
that V-VBs were of higher TSR and HG values than H-VBs,
and that the differences between both cases increased as SA
increased. However, the energy consumption breakdown
showed that the difference between V-VBs and H-VBs in
energy consumed for artificial lighting was minimal and

nearly negligible at all SAs. This indicated that the amount
of increase in TSR value due to a change in slat direction
was not sufficient to create significant differences in illumi-
nance levels at the room depth reaching the sensor located in
the middle of the room to the extent that leads to dimming
off the light source. In the meantime, the HG was higher in
V-VB cases than in H-VBs, with an increased difference at
larger SAs, which in turn, led to an increase in cooling
energy consumption of V-VB cases over that of H-VBs,
especially at these SAs. For that, a nearly fixed lighting
consumption and a varying cooling consumption led to a
difference in the overall performance, in which H-VBs were
of better performance than V-VBs, especially at larger SAs,
while at more closed SAs, only minor differences occurred.
Also, as the blind was located a step towards the outside, the
difference in HG between both direction cases increased for
the same angle and reflectivity (Fig. 8). Consequently, the
difference in cooling energy also increased.

For example, at the west-oriented outdoor-located HR
blind of SA 60°, the difference between horizontal and
vertical directions in lighting energy consumed was negli-
gible, not exceeding 0.2% impact on the overall consump-
tion at all locations, while the difference in cooling energy
resulted in 6.8% more energy savings in H-VBs than in
V-VBs. The difference in cooling energy for the same case at
the mid-pane location was 4%, and only 3% for VBs located
indoors. These results showed that a horizontal direction
would be more recommended than a vertical one and that the
slat direction became more crucial as the blind was located
towards the outdoor and as SA was more open.

Slat Angle and Reflectivity:

The impact of SA on energy consumption varied across the
reflectivity cases. The difference in consumption due to change
in SA was largest at LR blinds and lowest—yet significant—at
HR blinds. The magnitude of difference between the cases of
highest and lowest performance of the west-oriented LR hori-
zontal blinds, for example, was 25.2%, 22.5% and 20.3% for
indoor, mid-pane and outdoor locations, respectively. While in
the case of HR blinds, the corresponding values were lower,
not exceeding 6.2%, 7.1% and 10% for the three locations,
respectively. The values in the case of MR blinds lied in
between, where nearly 17.4% differences due to change in SA
were achieved at the three locations, respectively. This indi-
cated that SA was a crucial parameter in all cases, yet it became
more crucial at lower reflectivity.

Reflectivity showed a high impact on results. HR blinds
achieved savings at all locations and orientations (Fig. 10).
On the other hand, MR and LR blinds led to an increase in
consumption at all SAs in both orientations for the indoor
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location due to the increase in lighting energy especially at
the more closed SAs, where more than 29% and 34%
increase in consumption occurred in MR and LR cases,
respectively, in the east orientation, and more than 20% and
27% for both cases, respectively, in the west compared to the
base case total consumption. In addition, cooling energy
showed negative values in some cases, representing an
increase over the base case. Since high heat gain occurred at
both reflectivity cases, the expected reduction in cooling
energy compared to the base case was relatively small and
was opposed by a need for cooling due to the radiant fraction
of the increased artificial lighting.

Both MR and LR blinds performance improved in
mid-pane location due to the significant decrease in HG.
However, the increased lighting energy at the more closed
SAs led to an increased overall consumption. Performance
improved at the more open SAs as the lighting energy
consumption significantly decreased. Mid-pane-located MR
blinds achieved savings starting from SA 60° in the east and
30° in the west, while LR blinds of the same location did not
achieve any savings in the east, but achieved minor savings
in the west starting from SA 60°. Outdoor-located MR and
LR blinds achieved savings starting from SA 30° in the east,
and at all SAs in the west orientation. The maximum savings
achieved by MR blinds at the mid-pane location was 5.4% in
the east at SA 75° and 90°, and 12.5% in the west at SA 60°,
while at the outdoor location, these values reached 17.3% at
SA 75° in the east and 28.4% at SA 60° in the west. LR

blinds located in the middle of glass panes achieved maxi-
mum savings at SA 90° in the west orientation, with no
savings in the east. At the outdoor location, LR blinds
achieved a maximum of 11.6% at SA 90° in the east and
24.2% at 75° in the west orientation. These maximum sav-
ings were achieved by VBs in a horizontal direction. The
minimum difference in performance between all reflectivity
cases occurred at larger SAs in the outdoor location.

The highest performance of low reflectivity blinds was
achieved at the more open SAs 75°–90° in most of the cases
in both orientations. MR blinds performed better also at SAs
75°–90° in the east orientation and 60°–75° in most of its
cases in the west. HR blinds performed better at SAs 45°–
60° at the east orientation and at SAs 30o–45° in the west.
This indicated that as reflectivity value increased, the SA at
which better performance occurred was more closed. In
some cases of vertical blinds, such as MR VBs at mid-pane
and outdoor location of west-oriented cases, the better per-
formance tended to shift one step towards a more closed
angle. However, the best performing case was usually sided
by a more open SA of a nearly similar performance.

Location:

The overall performance of VBs was highly affected by
location. In both east and west orientations, outdoor-located
blinds achieved more energy savings than mid-pane-located
cases that were, in turn, better than indoor-located blinds.

Fig. 11 Overall performance of VBs categorized according to the amount of energy savings achieved
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The difference in performance due to change in location for
cases of the highest performing HR blinds was 14.6% and
18.6% at east and west orientations, respectively, while for
low-reflectivity VBs it reached 25.7% and 34.9% at both
orientations, respectively. The improvement in performance
as the blind was located a step towards the outside was led
by the decrease in cooling energy consumed, which was
based on the decrease in HG values across the three loca-
tions as previously discussed. The overall energy perfor-
mance values for all the examined cases compared to the
base case are demonstrated in Fig. 11.

5 Conclusion

The energy performance of Venetian blinds was explored in
the east and west-oriented residential spaces in Cairo
(Figs. 12 and 13). The effect of slat direction, slat angle,
reflectivity and location on energy consumption was inves-
tigated. Each of vertical and horizontal slat direction cases
was examined at a variety of slat angles: 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°,
75° and 90°. Slat reflectivity alternatives including high,
medium and low-reflectivity values were examined at each
of the mentioned cases and three cases of VB location:
indoor, mid-pane and outdoor. A test room was modelled for
energy simulation in which one wall was exposed, having a
window of 20% window-to-wall ratio. The window wall was
once oriented to the east, and once to the west. Alternatives
of VB parameters were assigned to the window and simu-
lated for energy performance. Results were compared to the
unshaded base case.

In the east orientation, energy savings up to 6.5%, 12.7%
and 20.1% were achieved at indoor, mid-pane and outdoor
locations respectively, while in the west, up to 12.2%, 20.5%
and 30.8% were achieved at the same locations, respectively.
In both orientations, these values were realized by horizontal
VBs with high reflectivity slats. The performance of HR
VBs was followed by that of MR, then by LR blinds.

Direction: Horizontal VBs showed a better performance
than vertical cases in most of SAs in both orientations, with
significant differences at the more open SAs reaching 3.2%,
4.2% and 8.2% at outdoor, mid-pane and indoor locations,
respectively, in the west orientation, while less differences
occurred in the east reaching 1.9%, 2.5% and 4.8% at these
locations, respectively.

Slat Angle and Reflectivity: The impact of both SA and
reflectivity on energy consumption was significant. VB
performance was more sensitive to change in SA as reflec-
tivity decreased. The highest performance of high reflectivity
VBs occurred at SA 45°–60° in the east orientation, and
30°–45° in the west, while the highest performance of
medium and low-reflectivity VBs tended to occur at more
open SAs.

MR blinds were of no benefit when located indoors, as no
energy savings were achieved. However, in the mid-pane
location they achieved savings starting from SAs 30° in the
east-oriented and 60° in the west-oriented cases. In the
outdoor location, savings were achieved starting from SA
30o in the east and at all SA cases in the west orientation. LR
blinds located both indoors and in the middle of glass panes
were either of no benefit or minor savings were achieved.
Only when located outdoors the LR blinds achieve signifi-
cant savings that occurred only at open SAs.

Location: VB location had a significant effect on the con-
sumed energy. More than 13% and 20% energy savings
occurred in the east and west orientations, respectively, due
to change in VB location from indoors to outdoors for the
highest performing HR blinds. The highest energy savings
were achieved at an outdoor location, followed by mid-pane,
then indoor locations.

Despite MR and LR blinds are not recommended for both
indoor and mid-pane locations, their performance at the
outdoor location improved and was comparable to that of
mid-pane-located HR blinds. They achieved either similar or
more savings than the latter at more open SAs.
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Fig. 12 East orientation: Percentage of change in energy consumption compared to the base case for horizontal and vertical slat cases. Positive
values indicate energy savings
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Fig. 13 West orientation: Percentage of change in energy consumption compared to the base case for horizontal and vertical slat cases. Positive
values indicate energy savings
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This study was limited to Venetian blinds in constant
conditions, with no change in angles or full opening across
time. The effect of blind control and operation shall be
investigated in a future study.
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Resilient Villages: Survival of Villages
in the Sprawl of Pearl River Delta Megacity

Zhang Xiaojun and Peter W. Ferretto

Abstract

This paper explores the survival condition of the rural
villages within the megacity of the Pearl River Delta area.
The megacity project, connecting Hong
Kong-Guangdong-Macau as a greater bay area, is one
of the most rapid urbanization processes in the world.
Rural land is greatly consumed and villages are standing
in-between the unified megacity development and
self-preservation. Urban sprawl, especially with the
megacity development, land acquiring leaves villages no
time or space for exquisite planning, and to respond. The
notion of resilience starts to grow in different ways among
the villages. Some heritage-like family temples, streets
and old buildings are self-renovated and sustained by
implementing new programs and space. These cases
reveal the major local resilience in terms of culture,
industry and tradition, which macroscopic development is
normally hard to cover. The model of the resilient village
is proposed to articulate the significance of local factors,
understand the village condition and help them suffi-
ciently adapt to the city’s influence while preserving its
legacy. Studying Hua Chong Village (Foshan), Xia Ba
Village (Dongguan) and Dong Bian Village (Foshan) as
practical cases, this paper will document and analyze the
resilient condition of each on village fabric, program and
streetscape. The objective of this paper aims to combine
evidence conclusively as a systematic model of a resilient
village in the evaluation of their survival. Based on the
factors in the model, the purpose of the study seeks the
possibility to reclaim the vanishing authenticity and
culture from the villages, which is diverse considering the
amount of 50,000 square kilometers and cultural differ-
ences. Hence, the model of a resilient village, not only
dissects the current condition but also provides a

pragmatic vision for the villages to keep the diversity
and beneficially contribute back to the megacity.

Keywords

Resilience � Village �Megacity � Revitalization � Pearl
river delta

1 Introduction

Pearl River Delta (PRD) is one of the largest developing
regions in China, adjacent to Hong Kong and Macau S.A.R.
By 2013, the PRD greater region has surpassed Tokyo bay
in Japan, becoming the largest metropolitan city cluster in
the world. In 2017, the central government of China
announced the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau greater bay
area strategy, officially endorsing the concept of megacity.

Behind the intensity of the megacity sprawl, the condition
of the rural village in the PRD area is significantly critical.
The criticality lies in village form, program, streetscape and
space that are under the impact and penetration of the
megacity. In terms of the urbanization process, the rise of a
megacity is sufficiently researched, studied, executed and
controlled both in theoretical and pragmatic levels. On the
contrary, the villages are the leftovers, which are politically
neglected, spatially squeezed and eventually come to a
passive self-sustain scenario. Throughout the urbanization,
these villages suffered from three types of conditions, in
general, vanished, under renovation and resiliently sustain-
ing (Fig. 1).

The objective of this paper aims to examine the degree of
village resilience in the PRD area and investigate the factors
of the resilience condition. The study will serve two
prospective purposes: first, underlining the leftover village
condition in the megacity context; second, demonstrate the
factors of resilience for the further discussion, proposing or
evaluating of the village development strategy.
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2 The Model of Metropolitan Village

Village development under a metropolitan context is not
unprecedented. Under the great construction of the
metropolitan New York, the village of Brooklyn (Figs. 2 and
3) started its incorporation with the city in the 1820s, while
the village of Greenwich merged in the 1920s. The western
model of the metropolitan village (Connell and Johnson,
1974) summarized several features on the relationship
between the village and the city. In the model, the village is
spatially detached from the city core while accessibility is
certainly provided. Renovated buildings and new programs
of architecture are inserted into the nature of the original
village. Disconnection of demographic and economy starts
to appear and will develop through the process (Hill et al.,
1989). In Japan, the Tokyo bay metropolitan area has
developed into a multiple satellites city, by acquiring and
turning rural villages into semi-town centers. Collectively,
the Greater Tokyo area becomes one of the largest conur-
bations in the world. The model of metropolitan village
demonstrates the situation that the villages were included in
the urban planning policy and eventually merged to a status
of programmed suburbia or conurbation.

On the other hand, although with the similar unified
process of megacity development, the model of the
metropolitan village is rather not fully examined in the
context of the PRD region. The condition of the rural village
in the PRD region is neglected in the process of urbaniza-
tion. Although the political announcement on the develop-
ment of the villages has been released and endorsed, the
content of this plan and strategy is rather detached from the
megacity policy. Therefore, the villages are developed under
individual execution—a self-resilience.

3 Confrontation of Village and City

The development of city and village is detached in planning,
but geographically and spatially correlated. Confrontation of
space, demographic, economy and scale is inevitable. Based
on the database of Shenzhen urban village development
document, the overlap drawing (Fig. 4) of urban sprawl and
village condition is mapped to indicate the confrontation in
the case of Shenzhen, one of the largest cities in the PRD
region. The parameters of the urban sprawl are planned by
the government and developed by logical and tangible fac-
tors. However, the condition of the villages is determined by
individual reasons, which is not completely correlated with
the urban sprawling process. Therefore, the three types of
conditions mentioned before, vanished, under renovation
and resiliently sustaining, are the fights of the village’s own
agenda. In the case of Shenzhen, the post-condition of its
villages are mostly done due to the magnificent speed of
urbanization, which left no room and timeframe for the
villages to react or respond.

The outcome is not satisfying and it creates numerous
problematic issues in the urban environment. However, the
problems and concerns are tolerable because the value of
economic growth and rapid development dominate the pro-
cess of decision-making. Such overlooking issue is consis-
tent during the urbanization of the PRD megacity. Therefore,
for a prospective purpose in terms of timeframe and geo-
graphic matter, it is essential to investigate the rural villages
within the region, which is currently or about to encounter a
similar situation.

4 The Theory of Resilient Village Model

The theory of resilient village lies in different levels of scope
in the PRD megacity context. The resilient village represents
a condition of responsive confrontation with the city, in
village fabric, program, streetscape and architecture, etc. The
resilient village model is a counterforce proposed from a
village perspective, where urban and architecture research
remain relatively thin and insufficient. In addition, the model
aims to establish a tangible and consistent system that
explains the phenomenon and criteria of the village survival,
or development stage. Relevant factors, like village fabric,
programs and space, serve as the elements and aspects that
the model can adjust and improve, eventually applied as a
theoretical basis of the practical proposal. To study the rel-
evant factors and configure the model, 19 villages, widely
from different parts of the PRD region, were investigated and
studied on the actual situation. A number of villages will be
selected as a case study to illustrate the resilient model in the
following chapters.

Fig. 1 Diagram to illustrate the three types of village condition under
the urban sprawl (drawn by the author)
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Besides the research blankness, the value of proposing a
model from a village perspective is to enforce the signifi-
cance of the village, as an essential part of the megacity. The
one-way confrontation should be turned to a dual-way of

communicating channel. As the metropolitan village model
is not completely adaptable in the PRD megacity region, the
villages seek a plausible model to both analyze the current
situation and respond to the future.

Fig. 2 The village of Brooklyn
(S. Osmar)
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5 Case Study of the Resilient Village

There are over 180 thousand villages within the Guangdong
Province, the administrative zoning of the Pearl River Delta
area. It is more significant to study the feature of each vil-
lage’s transformation rather than categorize all the villages by

a certain standard, which is immense and redundant. The
following three villages as case studies represented three
different significant resilient conditions occurring among the
villages. Mapping on the macroscopic view of the Pearl River
Delta villages (Fig. 5), the objective of selecting the villages
is revealing the essential aspect of the resilient village model,
which other villages can be indexed and evaluated on.

Fig. 3 East village of New York
(composed by The Museum of
the City of New York)

Fig. 4 Overlap drawing of urban
sprawl and village condition
(drawn by the author)
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5.1 Resilience of Village Fabric

Case study: Hua Chong Village, Foshan.

Hua Chong village is 4.7 km2 village located in the town of
Shishan, Foshan. The local resident of the village is around
1600, while the population of the temporary immigrant is
over 2800. The economy of the village mostly relies on
agriculture and fishery business. On a demographic and
geographic basis, Hua Chong village represents the most
ordinary villages in the PRD region, without specific and
unique culture or outstanding distinction. Guangyun
expressway is one of the most significant roads that connects
the city of Foshan to the west PRD region. However, the
Guangyun expressway penetrates the Hua Chong village and
spatially cuts the fabric of the village into half (Fig. 6). The
two parts of the village are physically separated into two
independent areas, where there is no passing through for
both people and cars. For years, the Guangyun expressway
has been a main route for transportation from Foshan to
other cities to the west, with a high demand for traffic. As the
contribution to Foshan is tremendous and vital, the sacrifice
of Hua Chong village is neglected and overlooked.

Once the main road is constructed, the parcels or block of
the planning has to be redistributed (Girling and Helphand,
1997). In the scenario of Hua Chong village after the
expressway cuts through, the land uses of blocks are redis-
tributed and the environment of the two sides started to grow
apart. The north side of the village has the family temple and
the pond. The surrounding of the north side is most indus-
trial and traditional office buildings. Therefore, the north side

of the village is enclosed by either the back wall of the
residential houses or the fence wall, leaving two streets
adjacent with the industrial building aside. After the
destruction of the village by building the expressway, the
middle residual space between the Guangyun expressway
and the village becomes random parking slots and leftover
vacant lots. However, on the contrary, the south side of the
village transformed differently. Two large parcels of land
aside from the village were bought by real estate investors
and contemporary residential high-rises were erected from
the ground. As a result, the fabric of the village started
reforming to respond to environmental change. Main streets
within the village have been widened for more convenient
traffic use. The first floor of the village facing the residential
high-rises has opened to the street in-between and the retail
and other business programs are introduced to the boundary
of the village. Similar openness with retail and service
program is created on the side of the village that faces the
Guangyun expressway. Business and service functions cre-
ate a gesture of welcoming for the passersby and the flow of
people is much higher than on the north side.

“They are (referring to both sides of the village) all
building the vernacular structure to occupy the public space
without any application or consent with the government
(Fig. 7), which break the street and public space into pieces.
All looks messy around here”, quoted from Mr. Zhang, the
head of the village committee (interviewed by the author,
2018). Despite the different responsive transformation to the
environmental change, the problematic issue and the applied
developing strategies are consistent with the two sides of the
village. The village committee reconstructs both sides of the

Fig. 5 Location of the villages of
case studies in the Pearl River
Delta area (drawn by author base
on Google map)
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village fabric by redesigning the public space. Therefore,
there is a subtle resilient condition that includes a top-down
consistent developing method in village fabric applying to
both sides and the differentiate bottom-up transformation.
The resilient model of Hua Chong village is representing a
social phenomenon that the village is not abandoned after
huge damage and the resilience force is formed by multiple
factors that involved different parties and scope of thinking.

5.2 Resilience of Village Program

Case study: Xia Ba Village, Dongguan.

The cultural landscape in China has been rapidly aroused
during urbanization and sufficiently affecting the economic
structure. The integration of rural villages and the expanding
city is a common phenomenon (Bosselmann et al., 2010).
The integration occurring is not just about the shape of both,
but the economy and business connection and flow of peo-
ple. The peaceful environment and traditional cultural ele-
ments are fascinated and tourism development has been a
leading methodology to reshape the villages in the PRD
region. Firstly, cultural elements are re-introduced and dis-
played to the public through a reconstructed program like a
museum or library. In comparison to museums in the city as
large structures, the village museum is often renovated from
a traditional temple or original culture structures.

Fig. 6 Illustrative diagram of
two sides of Hua Chong village
(drawn by the author based on
Google map)

Fig. 7 Extension and structure from the residential house in Hua
Chong village (photographed by the author)
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Xia Ba village is a 700,000 m2 village located at the city of
Dongguan. The renovation project includes a 30,000 m2 site
area and 20,000 m2 building coverage. Contemporary pro-
grams like bars, café and high-end restaurants are inserted
into the original setting of the village. For instance, Puti
Zhuang, a mixture uses of café and retail garden, redesign
with traditional Chinese garden and Zen culture elements. By
creating semi-public space, the layer of spatial perception
provides a more playful and enjoyable experience for the
tourist. In terms of scale, when the contemporary program
meets village architecture, renovation and traditional form
become an improving value to attract tourism (Figs. 8 and 9).

Introducing the contemporary program, combining cul-
ture, art and tourism, the resilience of Xia Ba village in
Dongguan is building a bridge connected to the city life.
Tourism and the conception of revitalizing the village suc-
cessfully bring people from the city and increase the eco-
nomic growth of the village, which no longer completely
relies on agriculture and traditional industry. As this
approach is widely practiced in more villages, there are two
major contributions. Firstly, the new programs connect vil-
lages with city life by creating a new nature of tourism. One
or less than a day trip to enjoy the fresh and peaceful village
environment. The new pattern provides an additional type of
income for the economic growth of the village, which is the
foundation of every village’s survival. Secondly, site
research and investigation conducted before the new pro-
gram development are beneficial to spatial reform in the
renovation design. In comparison to unified demolishment or
redevelopment of the village, the revitalization approach
with new programs is relatively humbler to the nature of the

village. In order to build up the signature of the village, the
process of introducing a new program is more efficient when
it is tied to the village culture and local characteristics—both
more acceptable for the villagers and efficient in brand
promoting.

However, suffered from the rapid growth of the megacity,
any profitable business model could be easily turned into a
massive repetitive pattern that practiced widely. These
reproductions of the tourism model sometimes overlook the
village culture and local life issues. The excessive abuse of
this model, which could turn into large industrial development
once tourism failed, has resulted in two consequences. Firstly,
the fail of the introduced new program leads to an abandoned
building with no maintenance or after treatment, which
becomes leftover damage to the village environment; sec-
ondly, the excessive use of this model fail or overexploit until
it turns to a tremendous urban–rural mixture or named as
“urban–rural interlocking” (Zhou, 1991). The carefulness of
the village revitalization process with new programs should
focus on a sustainable strategy, which considers both local
factors and urban invasion. Otherwise, the resilience will
result in a negative impact or harmful countering approach.

5.3 Resilience of Village Streetscape

Case study: Dong Bian Village, Foshan

As most of this paper has discussed, the major concern of the
resilience model is for most villages in the PRD region. They
do not have the distinctive cultural or original condition as

Fig. 8 Revitalization of Xia Ba
village (photograph by Morris)
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an ingredient to develop to a famous exceptional village, like
Wang Shu did to Wencun village in Zhejiang province. In
most ordinary villages, the start of development is rudi-
mental and practical. Furthermore, the conflict between land
ownership and development departments in village com-
mittees or government is rather complicated. The compli-
cation, in relation to the village condition, could be
summarized into two parts. Firstly, the ultimate ownership of
houses and land, belongs to the villagers, who have the right
to determine any changes related to their properties, even
unauthorized structures and add-ons, as long as they were
built. Secondly, the government assigns the task of revital-
izing villages to local authorities, who does not have enough
law enforcement to execute the plan when it comes to
ownership problem. The operative area of the village for
rudimental and initial progress is restricted to public space,
streets, buildings assigned to the village committee. Most of
the public space is attached or adjacent to the main street.
Therefore, for the village committee, which is in charge of
the village development, the scope of the project is the
streetscape.

For example, Dong Bian village is 4,000,000 m2 village
located at the west of Foshan city, with a population of
nearly 4000, among which around 1800 are local villagers.
The village has grown as a linear layout, with the main street
connecting from the south to the north. Most of the public
spaces or buildings are located along the street, like a play

yard, senior center, sports field, parking and so on. “All we
can do is this street, like the spine of the village” (Fig. 10),
said Mr. Huang, the head of the village committee (inter-
viewed by the author, 2019), when he showed the document
of the revitalization project they were implementing. The
streetscape in Dong Bian village is significantly vital. Other
than the street, most of the buildings and the space are
untouchable under the current initial phase for the reason of
property ownership.

The village is surrounded by main roads from all four
sides, which are connected to the city central and one of the
city railway station. It is under the radiation of city influence
in terms of the traffic and flow of people. The street is the
only but direct connection to these main roads. Before any
intervention, the street serves as the combination of spon-
taneous parking, goods storage, abandoned sport facilities
and garbage dump (Fig. 11). Introduced by Mr. Huang, the
term street-front space is defined as the space between the
vehicles passing through the area and private property. The
street-front space is an opportunity to implement a public
function, as integrated elements to the streetscape. In the
vision board of the development plan, regulated parking,
playfield, public toilet, seating area, small parks and spot
facilities are orderly arranged along the street. During the
process, authorized or unauthorized extensions from the
private property, which could possibly occupy the
street-front space, are not removable and the land is

Fig. 9 Puti Zhuang in Xia Ba
village (photograph by the author)
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allegedly owned by the villager. The ownership is difficult to
reclaim at this point. Hence, the village committee might
seek for reclamation of land by taking a small part of the
farmland to enlarge the streetscape. The streetscape in Dong
Bian village is designed to be a street-front spatial system
that integrates various types of public space.

6 Conclusion

The model of village resilience in the paper is studied within
the context of rural villages under the development of PRD
megacity. As the megacity of the PRD region is rapidly
growing, the villages are leftover land with no time or room
to respond to this urbanization. The previous model of the
metropolitan village by Connell is not completely conformed
by the villages in the PRD region context. There are three
types of village conditions mentioned to measure the sur-
vival of the village, with different degrees of resilience. By
answering the question of what factors determine the degree
of resilience and how do these factors evaluate the survival
and respond to the villages, the model of village resilience is
proposed to dissect the realistic phenomenon and issues of
the villages. The index of factors in the model could provide
a theoretical and practical foundation for strategic planning,
by understanding what the urban impact is and which factors
are driving the transformation.

The model proposed is not seeking for accuracy or con-
sistency that is able to describe all the villages in a top-down
way, but a systematic model constructed by build-up factors

Fig. 10 Diagram of the streetscape system in Dong Bian village
(drawn by the author)

Fig. 11 Street-front space
condition in Dong Bian village
(photographed by the author)
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from the bottom. Rooted from ongoing village research and
investigation, more and more villages are about to be
involved (Fig. 5) and the model will be refined as the
research expands and more factors that are relevant are
uncovered.
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